Tennessee Valley Authority, 1101 Market Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee 37402

CNL-13-135
December 20, 2013
10 CFR 50.90
ATTN: Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2
Facility Operating License No. NPF-90
Facility Construction Permit No. CPPR-92
NRC Docket No. 50-390 and 50-391

Subject:

Application to Update Watts Bar Unit I License Condition 2.F to Allow
Two-Unit Operation (WBN-TS-13-18)

In accordance with the provisions of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR)
Part 50.90, "Application for amendment of license, construction permit, or early site permit,"
the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) is submitting a request for an amendment to
Facility Operating License (OL) No. NPF-90 for Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN), Unit 1.
This license amendment request revises Section 2.F (i.e., License Condition 2.F) of the
OL for WBN, Unit 1. Section 2.F is the license condition associated with Fire Protection and
defines the basis for NRC's approval of the Fire Protection Program that is applicable for the
operation of WBN, Unit 1. TVA is currently in the process of completing the construction of
WBN, Unit 2. Section 2.F is being updated to reflect two-unit operation and the
Fire Protection Program that will be in effect after WBN, Unit 2, receives an operating
license.
Enclosure 1 to this letter provides a description, technical evaluation, regulatory evaluation,
and discussion of environmental considerations of the proposed changes. Attachment 1 of
Enclosure 1 provides a mark-up of the proposed changes to License Condition 2.F.
Attachment 2 to the enclosure provides the existing OL page retyped to show the proposed
changes.
As stated previously, the proposed amendment revises License Condition 2.F to reflect
two-unit operation and the Fire Protection Program that will be in effect after WBN, Unit 2,
receives an operating license. The updated Fire Protection Program is documented in the
two-unit Fire Protection Report (FPR) that will replace the current Unit 1 FPR. NRC's review
of the as-designed version of the two-unit report is documented in Supplemental Safety
Evaluation Report (SSER) 26 and NRC's ongoing review of the report will be documented in
future SSERs (i.e., anticipated SSER 27). Due to this, only certain portions of the SSERs
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currently referenced in License Condition2.F (i.e., SSERs 18 and 19) will remain applicable
to the operation of WBN, Unit 1 and Unit 2. To address this for both units, Enclosure 2
provides a draft FPR Part Xl, "Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report Unit Applicability,"
that contains two tables and outlines the applicability of the SSERs. The first table, Table
XI-1, "Section 9.5.1 of SSERs 18 and 26," addresses NRC's review of WBN's Fire
Protection Program documented in Section 9.5.1, "Fire Protection," of SSERs 18 and 26.
The second table, Table XI-2, "Appendix FF of SSERs 18, 19, 26 and 27," addresses NRC's
review documented in Appendix FF of the SSERs. TVA plans to meet with the NRC staff in
January 2014 to explain the SSER applicability tables and the supporting documentation for
the tables. As part of this meeting, TVA will discuss with NRC the pending changes that
need to be made to the as-designed two-unit report and establish a schedule for the
submittal of the update which will include the new Part XI.
In Table XI-1 and XI-2, "F" indicates Full applicability, "P" indicates Partial applicability, "H"
stands for Historical information, "N/A" designates the SSER sections that are no longer
applicable to either unit and "N/i" designates an SSER section header number that contains
no information. Unit applicability is denoted as follows:
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

F/1 8, F/1 9, F/26, F/27 - The entire content of the listed SSER section is applicable to
the designated unit.
P/18, P/19, P/26, P/27 - Markups of the SSER specify the portion of the SSER
section that remains applicable to a specific unit or both units and that portion that
has been superseded, if any.
H/1 8, H/1 9 - The content of the listed SSER section contains historical background
information only and does not contain direct NRC review information. These portions
are retained for information only.
N/A - The content of the listed SSER section is not applicable to the designated unit.
N/I - Denotes an SSER section header number that contains no information.

Provided in Enclosures 3, 4 and 5 are annotated versions of Appendix FF of SSERs 18, 19
and 26, respectively. An annotated version of Section 9.5.1 for SSER 18 is provided in
Enclosure 6 and Enclosure 7 contains an annotated version for SSER 26. The information
provided in these enclosures is marked in the following manner:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Superseded text - Siketh-Feul.
Fully applicable text - No marking
Partially applicable text - Vertical bar in right hand margin with applicable unit(s)
noted.
Historical text - Bold and Underlined

TVA anticipates requesting an operating license for WBN, Unit 2, in January 2015. Based
on this, TVA requests that this proposed amendment be approved by November 28, 2014.
The implementation of the proposed license amendment should be effective the date the
operating license is issued for WBN, Unit 2.
TVA has determined that there are no significant hazard considerations associated with the
proposed change and that the change qualifies for a categorical exclusion from
environmental review pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 51.22(C)(9)
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The WBN Plant Operations Review Committee has reviewed this proposed change and
determined that operation of WBN in accordance with the proposed change will not
endanger the health and safety of the public.
Additionally, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.91 (b)(1), TVA is sending a copy of this letter and
the enclosures to the Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation.
There is one regulatory commitment made in this submittal as listed in Enclosure 8. Please
address any questions regarding this request to Mr. Gordon Arent at 423-365-2004.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on the
20th day of December 2013.
Resp

ully,

W Shea
President, Nuclear Licensing

Enclosures:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Evaluation of Proposed Change
Draft Part Xl, "Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report Unit Applicability"
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report 18 Annotated
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report 19 Annotated
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report 26 Annotated
Section 9.5.1 of Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report 18 Annotated
Section 9.5.1 of Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report 26 Annotated
List of Regulatory Commitments

cc (Enclosures):
NRC Regional Administrator - Region II
NRC Senior Resident Inspector - Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit 1
Director, Division of Radiological Health - Tennessee State Department of
Environment and Conservation
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1.0

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
This evaluation supports a request to amend the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN), Unit 1,
Facility Operating License (OL) Number NPF-90. The proposed change will revise
Section 2.F (i.e., License Condition 2.F) of the WBN, Unit 1, OL. Section 2.F is the
license condition associated with Fire Protection and defines the basis for the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) approval of the Fire Protection Program that
is applicable for the operation of WBN, Unit 1. The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) is
currently in the process of completing the construction of WBN, Unit 2. Section 2.F is
being updated to reflect two-unit operation and the Fire Protection Program that will be in
effect after WBN, Unit 2 receives an operating license.
TVA currently anticipates requesting an operating license for WBN, Unit 2, in
January 2015. Based on this, TVA requests that the proposed amendment be approved
by November 28, 2014. The implementation of the proposed amendment should be
effective the date the operating license is issued for WBN, Unit 2.

2.0

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

2.1

Proposed Changes
Currently, WBN, Unit 1, License Condition 2.F states:
"TVA shall implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the approved fire
protection program as described in the Fire Protection Report for the facility, as
approved in Supplement 18 (except page 80 of Appendix FF), revised page 80 of
Appendix FF of Supplement 18 (as revised by Amendment No. 88 and
Supplement 19 of the SER (NUREG-0847) subject to the following provision:
TVA may make changes to the approved fire protection program without prior
approval of the Commission, only if those changes would not adversely affect the
ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the event of a fire."
NRC's review of the as-designed version of the two-unit Fire Protection Report (FPR) is
currently documented in Appendix FF, "Fire Protection Program Safety Evaluation," of
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report (SSER) 26. Based on discussions with the staff,
NRC's review of the as-constructed version of the two-unit FPR will be documented in
Appendix FF of a future SSER. Considering this, the wording of the proposed change is
an example and depending on the number of approved SSERs at the time WBN, Unit 2,
is licensed that address Fire Protection, the wording of the license condition may include
additional SSERs. The changes proposed below are consistent with the standard
license condition defined in GL 86-10, "Implementation of Fire Protection Requirements"
(Reference 1):
"TVA shall implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the approved fire
protection program as described in the Fire Protection Report for the
faeGilitoperation of WBN Units 1 and 2, as approved in Supplements 18,
(except page 80 of Appendix FE), reyised page 80 of Appendix FF ot
Supplement 18 (as revised by Amendment No. 98 •a•d Supplement
•
19, 26 and
27 of the SER (NUREG-0847) subject to the following provision:
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TVA may make changes to the approved fire protection program without prior
approval of the Commission, only if those changes would not adversely affect the
ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the event of a fire.
2.2

Need for Proposed Changes
In June 1982, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff (NRC staff) issued safety
evaluation report (SER), NUREG-0847, "Safety Evaluation Report Related to the
Operation of Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2" (Reference 2) regarding TVA's
application for licenses to operate WBN, Units 1 and 2. In SSERs 1 through 20, the
NRC staff concluded that WBN, Unit 1, met all applicable regulations and regulatory
guidance and on February 7, 1996, the NRC issued an OL to WBN, Unit 1
(Reference 3). The OL for WBN, Unit 1, included in Section 2.F a license condition that
was based on Generic Letter 86-10. The license condition documented that NRC's
approval of the Fire Protection Program for the operation of WBN, Unit 1 as being
contained in SSER 18 and SSER 19. Appendix FF of SSERs 18 and 19 documented
NRC's review of the FPR developed for single unit operation.
At the time WBN, Unit 1, received an OL, the completion of WBN, Unit 2, had been
deferred. On March 4, 2009 (Reference 4), TVA submitted an updated application in
support of a request for an OL for WBN, Unit 2. Since that time, construction activities
for WBN, Unit 2, have continued and a two-unit FPR was developed to replace the FPR
that is currently applicable to WBN, Unit 1.
As stated previously, the proposed amendment revises License Condition 2.F to reflect
two-unit operation and the Fire Protection Program that will be in effect after
WBN, Unit 2, receives an operating license. The updated Fire Protection Program is
documented in the two-unit FPR that will replace the current Unit 1 FPR. NRC's review
of the as-designed version of the two-unit report is documented in SSER 26 and NRC's
ongoing review of the report will be documented in future SSERs. Due to this, only
certain portions of the SSERs currently referenced in License Condition 2.F (i.e.,
SSERs 18 and 19) will remain applicable to the operation of WBN, Unit 1 and Unit 2. To
address this for both units, Enclosure 2 provides a draft Part Xl, "Supplemental Safety
Evaluation Report Unit Applicability," that will be added to the two-unit FPR that outlines
in two tables the applicability of the various SSERs. Additional material that supports
Enclosure 2 and clarifies the applicability of the SSER sections is provided in
Enclosures 3 through 7. TVA plans to meet with the NRC staff in January 2014 to
explain the SSER applicability tables and the supporting documentation for the tables.
As part of this meeting, TVA will discuss with NRC the pending changes that need to be
made to the as-designed two-unit report and establish a schedule for the submittal of the
update which will include the new Part XI.

2.3

Implementation
The WVA process governing the preparation and submittal of Technical Specification
(TS) changes and License Amendment Requests requires that the appropriate
organizations (e.g., Operations, Training, Engineering, Maintenance, Chemistry,
Radiation Protection, and Work Control) identify the documents that are affected by each
proposed change to the TSs and Operating Licenses. Among the items that are
considered are training, plant modifications, procedures, special implementation
constraints, design documents, surveillance instructions associated with TS Surveillance
Requirements, Technical Requirements Manual, TS Bases, and Updated Final Safety
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Analysis Report (UFSAR). The process requires that procedures and design document
changes necessary to support TS Operability are approved prior to implementation of an
NRC approved license amendment. The process also provides assurance that the
remaining changes, if any, are scheduled and tracked for configuration control.
3.0

TECHNICAL EVALUATION
The principal systems included in WBN's Fire Protection System are listed below:
1.
2.
3.

System 13, "Fire Detection System"
System 26, "High Pressure Fire Protection"
System 39, "CO2 Storage, Fire Protection, & Purging System"

For the licensing of WBN, Unit 1, System 39 and the majority of System 13 and
System 26 were placed in service. Most of the physical attributes of the Systems 13, 26,
and 39 were reviewed and approved by the NRC as documented in SSERs 18 and 19
(Reference 2). In addition to the portions of the systems available for Unit 1 operation,
limited portions of Systems 13 and 26, primarily in the WBN Unit 2 Reactor Building, will
be placed in service for WBN, Unit 2, operation. TVA submitted the as-designed
two-unit FPR to the NRC on March 13, 2013 (Reference 5), describing the equipment
required for two-unit operation. The NRC documented its assessment of the
as-designed two-unit FPR in SSER 26 (Reference 2). TVA has committed to submit an
as-constructed version of the two-unit report by October 15, 2014, prior to requesting an
OL for WBN, Unit 2. The NRC will document its review of the as-constructed FPR in a
future SSER and all applicable SSERs will be referenced in License Condition 2.F of the
WBN, Unit 1, OL.
At the time WBN, Unit 2, receives an OL only certain portions of SSERs 18 and 19 will
remain applicable to the operation of WBN, Unit 1. The NRC review of the two-unit FPR,
documented in SSER 26 and any subsequent SSERs, updates or replaces some of the
reviews documented in SSER 18 and SSER 19. As stated previously, a table that
outlines the applicability of the SSERs for inclusion in SSER 27 is provided in
Enclosure 2.
The technical aspects of the two-unit FPR are being evaluated by the NRC in SSER 26
and future SSERs for the licensing of WBN, Unit 2. Therefore, the changes proposed in
this amendment request are administrative in nature and do not affect the design basis
or operational controls related to the Fire Protection system. The approval of the
proposed change will make the two-unit FPR applicable to WBN, Unit 1, through the
references to the applicable SSERs in the license condition.
The proposed change is limited in scope and will align the OLs for WBN, Unit 1 and
Unit 2, so that the Fire Protection Program may be managed by a common document
(i.e., the two-unit FPR). Because this proposed change is administrative in nature, no
accident analysis conclusions made in the WBN, Unit 1, UFSAR are affected. However,
the WBN, Unit 1, FPR is incorporated by reference in Section 9.5.1, "Fire Protection
System," of the WBN, Unit 1, UFSAR. This section of the UFSAR will be updated to
reference the fire protection license condition in the WBN, Unit 1, and the WBN, Unit 2,
OLs after WBN, Unit 2, receives an OL and the proposed changes are implemented. By
doing this, the UFSAR will point to the fire protection licensing basis for two-unit
operation (i.e., the two-unit FPR).
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Based on the preceding and the NRC review of the two-unit FPR documented in
SSER 26 and to be documented in a future SSER(s), WBN's Fire Protection Program is
being structured for two-unit operation. This proposed change will update the operating
license for WBN, Unit 1, to support two-unit operation in accordance with the two-unit
FPR.
4.0

REGULATORY EVALUATION

4.1

Applicable Regulatory Requirements/Criteria
General Design Criterion (GDC) 3, "Fire Protection," of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50
requires that structures, systems, and components important to safety be designed and
located to minimize, consistent with other safety requirements, the probability and effect
of fires and explosions. 10 CFR 50.48 requires that each operating nuclear power plant
have a fire protection plan that satisfies GDC 3. It specifies what should be contained in
such a plan and lists the basic fire protection guidelines for the plan. For WBN, Unit 1,
the plan that satisfies these requirements is the FPR.
During the development of the WBN, Unit 1, FPR, TVA utilized the guidance provided in
Generic Letter 88-12, "Removal of Fire Protection Requirements from Technical
Specifications," (Reference 6) for the development of the Operating Requirements
defined in Part II of the Unit 1 FPR. It should be noted that WBN, Unit 1, was not
licensed to operate at the time the FPR was initially developed, therefore, the
Operating Requirements were developed based on NUREG-0452, "Standard Technical
Specifications for Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactors" (Reference 7) and
industry experience.
Generic Letter 88-12 also addresses the guidance provided in Generic Letter 86-10 and
the adoption of the standard license condition specified in Enclosure 3 of Generic
Letter 86-10. The license condition being revised by this proposed change (i.e., License
Condition 2.F) is based on the standard license condition provided in Enclosure 3 of
Generic Letter 86-10. Generic Letter 86-10 included a series of questions and answers.
Question 8.4, "Future Changes," clarifies that changes to the fire protection license
condition would require the submittal of a license amendment request (LAR) to NRC.
This LAR satisfies that requirement.
Additional guidance regarding changes to the fire protection license condition is provided
in the following discussion from Section 2.4.1, "Fire Protection Program Changes,
Review and Approval," of SSER 18:
"The applicant has elected to follow the guidance of GL 88-12 and incorporate
the standard fire protection license condition. In addition to including, by
reference, the NRC safety evaluation which approved the plant fire protection
program, this license condition allows the applicant to make changes to the
approved program without prior approval of the Commission if those changes
would not adversely affect the ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown in
the event of a fire.
The applicant may change the approved fire protection program provided (1) the
change or changes do not otherwise result in a change to the license condition or
plant TSs result in an unreviewed safety question, and (2) the change or changes
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do not result in failure to complete the fire protection program as approved by the
Commission..."
In addition to the above, Part II of the WBN, Unit 1, FPR contains a set of references that
includes the following regulatory documents:
1.

Branch Technical Position (Auxiliary Power and Control Systems Branch) 9.5-1,
Appendix A

2.

10 CFR 50 Appendix R - Fire Protection Program for Nuclear Power Facilities
Operating Prior to January 1, 1979

3.

NRC letter dated August 29, 1977 - Nuclear Plant Fire Protection Functional
Responsibilities, Administrative Controls and Quality Assurance

4.

Generic Letter 81-12 - Fire Protection Rule and NRC Memorandum of
Clarification for Generic Letter 81-12, dated March 22, 1982

5.

Generic Letter 82-21 - Technical Specifications for Fire Protection Audits

6.

Generic Letter 83-33 - NRC Positions on Certain Requirements of Appendix R to
1OCFR50.

7.

Generic Letter 86-10 - Supplement 1 - Fire Endurance Acceptance Criteria for
Fire Barrier Systems Used to Separate Redundant Safe Shutdown Trains within
the Same Fire Area

With the implementation of the proposed change, WBN, Unit 1, will continue to meet the
applicable regulations and requirements listed above.
4.2

Precedent
TVA has identified no suitable precedent where the fire protection license condition for
an operating unit was being updated to address the licensing of a second unit.

4.3

Significant Hazards Consideration
The proposed change will revise Section 2.F (i.e., License Condition 2.F) of the Watts
Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN), Unit 1, Operating License (OL). Section 2.F is the license
condition associated with fire protection and defines the basis for NRC's approval of the
Fire Protection Program that is applicable for the operation of WBN, Unit 1. The
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) is currently in the process of completing the
construction of WBN, Unit 2. License Condition 2.F is being updated to reflect two-unit
operation and the Fire Protection Program that will be in effect after WBN, Unit 2,
receives an operating license.
TVA has evaluated whether or not a significant hazards consideration is involved with
the proposed amendment(s) by focusing on the three standards set forth in
10 CFR 50.92, "Issuance of amendment," as discussed below:
1.

Does the proposed amendment involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?
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Response: No.
The overall effect of the licensing of WBN, Unit 2, on the safe operation of
WBN, Unit 1, is being assessed by the reviews the NRC documents in
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Reports (SSERs). This proposed change is
limited in scope and will only align the operating licenses (OLs) for WBN, Unit 1
and Unit 2, so that the Fire Protection Program may be managed by a common
document, the two-unit Fire Protection Report (FPR). Because this proposed
change is administrative in nature, no accident analysis conclusions made in the
WBN, Unit 1, UFSAR are affected. The proposed change does not revise or
affect the Fire Hazards Analysis (FHA) or any component required for a fire safe
shutdown.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
2.

Does the proposed amendment create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?
Response: No.
The overall effect of the licensing of WBN, Unit 2, on the safe operation of
WBN, Unit 1, is being assessed by the reviews the NRC documents in SSERs.
This proposed change is limited in scope and does not revise or affect the FHA
or any component required for a fire safe shutdown. In addition, no accident
analysis conclusions made in the WBN, Unit 1, UFSAR are affected. Based on
this, the proposed amendment will not alter the requirements or function for
systems required during accident conditions.
Therefore, the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3.

Does the proposed amendment involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?
Response: No.
This proposed change is associated with the implementation of WBN's Fire
Protection Program for two-unit operation as approved in NRC SSERs. Because
the proposed amendment is administrative in nature (updates a condition of the
WBN, Unit 1, OL), implementation of the amendment will not affect the manner in
which safety limits or limiting safety system settings are determined nor will there
be any effect on those plant systems necessary to assure the accomplishment of
protection functions.
Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

Based on the above, TVA concludes that the proposed amendment does not involve a
significant hazards consideration under the standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92 (c), and,
accordingly, a finding of "no significant hazards consideration" is justified.
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4.4

Conclusions
In conclusion, based on the considerations discussed above, (1) there is reasonable
assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by operation in
the proposed manner, (2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the
Commission's regulations, and (3) the issuance of the amendment will not be inimical to
the common defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.

5.0

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION
A review has determined that the proposed amendment would change a requirement
with respect to installation or use of a facility component located within the restricted
area, as defined in 10 CFR 20, or would change an inspection or surveillance
requirement. However, the proposed amendment does not involve (i) a significant
hazards consideration, (ii) a significant change in the types or significant increase in the
amounts of any effluents that may be released offsite, or (iii) a significant increase in
individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure. Accordingly, the proposed
amendment meets the eligibility criterion for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR
51.22(c)(9). Therefore, pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental impact
statement or environmental assessment need be prepared in connection with the
proposed amendment.
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Attachment 1
Proposed Operating License Changes (Mark-Ups) for WBN, Unit I
(For the following mark-up, deletions are shown as strikethrough text
and additions are shown as bold-italicized text.)
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5a

F.

TVA shall implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the approved fire protection
program as described in the Fire Protection Report for the faGility operation of WBN
Units I and 2, as approved in Supplements 18, (eXcept page 80 of AppeRdix FF),

revised page 80 of AppenRd-i F=F of Supplement 18 (ac FeVised by Amendment Wo. 889
and Supplement 19, 26 and 27 of the SER (NUREG-0847) subject to the following
provision:
TVA may make changes to the approved fire protection program without prior approval
of the Commission, only if those changes would not adversely affect the ability to
achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the event of a fire.
G.

Deleted

H.

The licensee shall have and maintain financial protection of such types and in such
amounts as the Commission shall require in accordance with Section 170 of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, to cover public liability claims.

Amendment 90
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Attachment 2
Proposed Operating License Changes (Final Typed) for WBN, Unit I
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5a

F.

TVA shall implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the approved fire protection
program as described in the Fire Protection Report for the operation of WBN Units 1
and 2, as approved in Supplements 18, 19, 26 and 27 of the SER (NUREG-0847)
subject to the following provision:
TVA may make changes to the approved fire protection program without prior approval
of the Commission, only if those changes would not adversely affect the ability to
achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the event of a fire.

G.

Deleted

H.

The licensee shall have and maintain financial protection of such types and in such
amounts as the Commission shall require in accordance with Section 170 of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, to cover public liability claims.

Amendment
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ENCLOSURE2
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
UNIT I AND UNIT 2
DRAFT
PART XI, "SUPPLEMENTAL SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT UNIT APPLICABILITY"
The initial Fire Protection Program for Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) was described in
Section 9.5.1, "Fire Protection System," of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). NRC's
review of WBN's initial Fire Protection Program was documented in Section 9.5.1 "Fire
Protection," of NUREG-0847, "Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Operation of Watts Bar
Nuclear Plant," dated June 1982. NRC acknowledged in the following statement from a letter
dated March 5, 1992 (ML073550391), that the description of the Fire Protection Program in the
FSAR (i.e., Section 9.5.1) was superseded by the single-unit FPR:
"By this letter, we acknowledge that the February 5, 1992 report supersedes previous
TVA fire protection commitments and submittals, as well as the present Fire Protection
Program described in the Final Safety Analysis Report..."
WBN, Unit 1, was licensed based on NRC's review of the single-unit Fire Protection Report
(FPR) documented in Supplemental Safety Evaluation Reports (SSERs) 18 and 19 (i.e.,
Section 9.5.1 and Appendix FF) and this was reflected in License Condition 2.F of the
Operating License for Unit 1. As stated in the following excerpt from Section 9.5.1 of SSER 18,
the review documented in the June 1982 Safety Evaluation Report (SER) has been superseded
by the reviews NRC documented in SSER 18:
"Section 9.5.1 of the FSAR, currently updated to Amendment 91, incorporates the fire
protection program by reference. Likewise, the staff s detailed evaluation of the revised
fire protection program is moved from the text of this section, and is relocated in
Appendix FF of this SSER. Since the applicant's original fire protection program, as
evaluated in the SER, has been fully superseded by subsequent submittals as stated
above, the open issues (identified as Outstanding Issue 12, Confirmatory Issue 38, and
Proposed License Condition 20) are considered resolved."
In addition to SSERs 18 and 19, NRC's has documented their review of the WBN's FPR
developed for two-unit operation in SSER 26 with future reviews planned to be addressed in
SSER 27. Part XI will be added to the WBN two-unit FPR as a means to establish those
portions of SSERs 18, 19, 26 and 27 that are applicable for the licensing and operation of
WBN, Unit 1, and Unit 2.
NRC's review of the WBN FPR (single-unit and two-unit) is documented in the SSERs in
Section 9.5.1 and the associated Appendix FF, "Safety Evaluation - Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
Fire Protection Program." The 1995 version of the FPR reviewed in SSERs 18 and 19 applied
mainly to WBN, Unit 1, operation; however, some portions of SSERs 18 and 19 apply to the
operation of both WBN, Unit 1 and Unit 2. Other portions of SSERs 18 and 19 are or will be,
superseded by SSERs 26 and 27. Similarly, some portions of SSERs 26 and 27 will apply to
both units while other portions apply only to WBN, Unit 2.
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The proposed Part Xl contains two tables; Tables XI-1, "Section 9.5.1 of SSERs 18 and 26,"
and Table XI-2, "Appendix FF of SSERs 18, 19, 26 and 27." Table XI-1 only addresses one
section, Section 9.5.1, but since Table XI-2 addresses numerous sections, it was developed by
identifying the sections in each SSER that discussed a common topic. Therefore, the table is
not aligned by section number (i.e., Section No. column), but is aligned by topic based on the
title of each SSER section (i.e., SSER Section Title column). Due to this, a section number and
the description of the section may vary between the SSERs. An example of this is the section
titled, "Fire Protection Technical Controls." For SSER 18, this section is Appendix FF, Section
Number 2.4.3 and in SSER 26, it is Appendix FF, Section Number 2.4.4. Where this is the
case, the applicable section numbers are listed in the "Section No." column. In addition, each
topic is not discussed in all SSERs (i.e., 18, 19, 26 etc.). To clarify this, the SSERs that discuss
the section(s) listed in "Section No." column, are listed in the column labeled "SSER." The
"SSER Section Title" column contains the titles used in the SSERs. Note that some section
numbers and titles are only a section heading and the section does not contain any NRC review
material. The last two columns are designated as "Unit 1" and "Unit 2" and the applicability of
the listed SSER section is designated in these columns.
The following is the draft Part Xl submitted for NRC review.
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Part Xl - Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report Unit Applicability

1.0

Introduction

NRC's review of Watts Bar Nuclear Plant's (WBN's) initial Fire Protection Program was
documented in Section 9.5.1 "Fire Protection," of NUREG-0847, "Safety Evaluation Report
Related to the Operation of Watts Bar Nuclear Plant dated June 1982. The review documented
in the 1982 Safety Evaluation Report (SER) has been superseded and/or supplemented by the
reviews NRC has documented in Supplemental Safety Evaluation Reports (SSERs) 18, 19, 26
and 27. The 1995 version of the FPR reviewed in SSERs 18 and 19 applied mainly to WBN,
Unit 1, operation; however, some portions of SSERs 18 and 19 apply to the operation of both
WBN, Unit 1 and Unit 2. Other portions of SSERs 18 and 19 are superseded by SSERs 26 and
27. Similarly, some portions of SSERs 26 and 27 apply to both units while other portions apply
only to WBN, Unit 2.
Part Xl provides a historical road map of the previous NRC reviews of the FPR that can be used
to determine if a Fire Protection Program change affects an NRC review. Part Xl provides the
following two tables to denote those portions of the SSERs that apply to WBN, Unit 1, versus
WBN, Unit 2, versus both units:

2.0

*

Table XI-1, "Section 9.5.1 of SSERs 18 and 26"

*

Table XI-2, "Appendix FF of SSERs 18, 19, 26 and 27"

Discussion

WBN's updated Fire Protection Program is documented in the two-unit Fire Protection Report
(FPR) that replaced the previous single unit FPR. NRC's review of the FPR is documented in
SSERs 18, 19, 26 and 27. SSERs 18 and 19 were originally issued to address single unit
operation and have been mostly superseded by SSERs 26 and 27 that addresses two-unit
operation. However, SSERs 18 and 19 contain some information that remains applicable to
only WBN, Unit 1, and some information that remains applicable to both units.
For each section in the SSERs (i.e., SSER Section 9.5.1 and Appendix FF), Table XI-1 and
Table XI-2 outline the applicability of the sections to WBN, Unit 1, WBN, Unit 2, or both. The
primary purpose of the tables is to establish what portions of SSERs 18, 19, 26 and 27 are
applicable for the licensing and operation of WBN, Unit 1, and Unit 2. Table XI-1 only
addresses one section, Section 9.5.1, but since Table XI-2 addresses numerous sections, it was
developed by identifying the sections in each SSER that discussed a common topic. Therefore,
the table is not aligned by section number (i.e., Section No. column), but is aligned by topic
based on the title of each SSER section (i.e., SSER Section Title column). As noted in Table
XI-2, the SSERs do not always use the same section number for a section title. Due to this, a
section number and the description of the section may vary between the SSERs. An example
of this is the section titled, "Fire Protection Technical Controls." For SSER 18, this section is
Appendix FF, Section Number 2.4.3 and is Appendix FF, Section Number 2.4.4 in SSER 26.
Where this is the case, the applicable section numbers are listed in the "Section No." column. In
addition, each topic is not discussed in all four SSERs (i.e., 18, 19, 26 and 27). To clarify this,
the SSERs that discuss the section(s) listed in "Section No." column, are listed in the column

XI-1
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Part Xl - Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report Unit Applicability
labeled "SSER." The "SSER Section Title" column contains the titles used in the SSERs. Note
that some section numbers and titles are only a section heading and the section does not
contain any NRC review material. The last two columns are designated as "Unit 1" and "Unit 2"
and the applicability of the listed SSER section is designated in these columns. For these
columns in the two tables, "F" indicates the section is full applicability to the stated unit, "P"
indicates the section is partially applicability to the stated unit, "H" stands for historical
information (i.e., information only) for the applicable unit, "N/A" designates the SSER sections
that are not applicable to the unit and "N/i" denotes a section header number that contains no
information.
A section can be partially applicable due to either of two situations. The first situation is the
SSER 18 or 19 sections contain some information that remains applicable to one or both units
but the remainder of the section has been superseded by a later SSER. The second situation is
that the text in SSER 26 or 27 denotes that a portion of a section is applicable to only a specific
unit. The partially applicable, historical, superseded or applicable sections are marked as
discussed below.
A section that is marked as "N/A" represents either a section that has been totally superseded
by a later SSER or the SSER states that the entire section is applicable to only one of the units.
The applicability of the SSERs is designated in Table XI-1 and Table XI-2 in the following
manner:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

F/1 8, F/1 9, F/26, F/27 - The entire content of the listed SSER section is
applicable to the designated unit.
P/18, P/19, P/26, P/27 - Markups of the SSER specify the portion of the SSER
section that remains applicable to a specific unit or both units and that portion
that has been superseded, if any.
H/1 8, H/1 9 - The content of the listed SSER section contains historical
background information only and does not contain direct NRC review information.
These portions are retained for information only.
N/A - The content of the listed SSER section is not applicable to the designated
unit.
N/I - Denotes an SSER section header number that contains no information.

To clarify the application of the designations defined above, TVA provided to the NRC a version
of SSERs 18, 19 and 26 that was annotated in the following manner:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Superseded text - ,t.ikethFeuw:•
Fully applicable text - No marking
Partially applicable text - Vertical bar in right hand margin with applicable unit(s)
noted.
Historical text - Bold and Underlined

The annotated SSERs are available in WBN's Business Support Library in the "Fire Protection
Report" folder.
Because the information contained in Part Xl is a historical road map of previous NRC reviews,
Part Xl should not require updating unless NRC's review of WBN's Fire Protection Program is
addressed in a future NRC Safety Evaluation or Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report.
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Table XI-1 and Table XI-2
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit I and Unit 2 Fire Protection Program
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Reports (SSERs) 18, 19, 26, 27
Applicability of SSER Sections to Unit 1 or Unit 2
Table XI-1 - Section 9.5.1 of SSERs 18 and 26
Source of SSER Section
Section No.
(same in all
SSER
SSERs
unless noted)
9.5.1
18, 26

Source of SSER Section
Section No.
(same in all
SSER
SSERs
unless noted)
1.0
18, 26
2.0
18, 26
2.1
18,26
2.2
18, 26
2.3
18, 26
2.4
18, 26
2.4.1

18, 26

2.4.2
2.4.2.1
2.4.2.2
2.4.3
2.4.3 (18)
2.4.4 (26)
2.5
2.5.1
2.5.2
2.5.3
2.5.4

Applicable SSER (Refer to Notes below)
SSER Section Title
Fire Protection

Unit I

Unit 2

H/18, P/26

H/18,P/26

Table XI-2 - Appendix FF of SSERs 18, 19, 26 and 27
Applicable SSER (Refer to Notes below)
SSER Section Title

Unit 1

Unit 2

INTRODUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION PROGRAM
Purpose and Scope
Fire Protection Organization
Fire Protection Quality Assurance Program
Fire Protection Administrative and Technical Controls

H/18,P/26
N/I
F/26
F/26
F/26
N/I

H/18, P/26
N/I
F/26
F/26
F/26
N/I

F/26

F/26

18, 26
18, 26
18, 26
26
18,26

Fire Protection Program Changes, Review and
Approval
Fire Protection Administrative Controls
Control of Combustibles
Control of Ignition Sources
Compensatory Measures
Fire Protection Technical Controls

Nfl
Ff26
Ff26
F/26
P/18, F/26

Nfl
Ff26
Ff26
F/26
P/18, F/26

18,
18,
18,
18,
18,

Fire Brigade and Fire Response
Organization
Training
Equipment
Fire Emergency Procedures and Pre-Fire Plans

Nfl
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26

Nfl
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26

26
26
26
26
26

XI-3
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Table XI-1 and Table XI-2
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit I and Unit 2 Fire Protection Program
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Reports (SSERs) 18, 19, 26, 27
Applicability of SSER Sections to Unit 1 or Unit 2

Source of SSER Section
Section No.
(same in all
SSER
SSERs
unless noted)
2.5.5
18
3.0
3.1
3.1.1

18, 19, 26
18, 19, 26
18, 19, 26

3.1.2(26)
26
3.1.2___(26)_
2
3.1.1 (18)
18, 26
3.1.3 (26)
3.1.2 (18)
18,26
3.1.4 (26)
3.1.3 (18)Ff6f2
3.1.5 (26)
18, 26

Table XI-2 - Appendix FF of SSERs 18, 19, 26 and 27
Applicable SSER (Refer to Notes below)
Unit I

Unit 2

Emergency Response
GENERAL PLANT FIRE PROTECTION AND SAFESHUTDOWN FEATURES
Fire Protection Design
Building and Compartment, Fire Barriers

F/18

F/18

Nil
Nil
F/26

Nil
Nil
F/26

Fire Barriers Used To Separate Redundant Safe
Shutdown Functions within the Same Fire Area
Building and Compartment, Fire Barriers (18)
Equipment Hatches and Stairwells (26)
Fire Doors

P/26

P/26

F/26

F/26

F/26

F/26

Fire Dampers

F/26

F/26

Nil

Nil

SSER Section Title

3.1.4 (18, 19)
3.1.6 (26)

18, 19, 26

Fire Barrier Penetrations Seals

3.1.4.1 (18, 19)
3.1.6.1 (26)
3.1.4.2 (18)
3.1.4.1 (19)
3.1.6.2 (26)
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.2.4
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.3.3

18, 19, 26

Electrical and Mechanical Penetrations Seals

H/18, F/19, F/26

H/18, F/19, F/26

18, 19, 26

Internal Conduit Fire Barrier Penetration Seals

F19, F/26

F19, F/26

18, 19, 26
18, 19, 26
18, 26
18, 26
18, 26
18, 26
18, 26
18,26
26

Safe-Shutdown Capability
Separation of Safe-Shutdown Functions
Safe Shutdown - General Plant Areas
Safe-Shutdown Analysis
Systems Required for Safe Shutdown
Alternative Shutdown
Areas in Which Alternative Shutdown Is Required
Alternative Shutdown System
Alternative Shutdown Conclusion

Nfl
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
Nil
F/26
F/26
F/26

Nil
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
Nil
F/26
F/26
F/26
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Table XI-1 and Table XI-2
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit I and Unit 2 Fire Protection Program
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Reports (SSERs) 18, 19, 26, 27
Applicability of SSER Sections to Unit I or Unit 2

Source of SSER Section
Section No.
(same in all
SSER
SSERs
unless noted)
3.4
18, 26
3.4.1
18, 26
3.4.2
18, 26
3.4.3
18, 26
3.4.4
18, 26
3.4.5
18, 26
3.4.6
26
3.5
18, 26
3.5.1
26
3.5.1
18
3.5.2
26
3.5.3
26
3.5.4
26
3.5.2
3.5.5 (18)Ff6f2
(26)
18, 26
3.5.6
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.2
3.6.3
3.7
3.7

26
18, 26
18, 26
18, 26
-18, 26
26
18

3.7.1
3.7.2

18
18

3.7.3

18

3.7.4

18

Table XI-2 - Appendix FF of SSERs 18, 19, 26 and 27
Applicable SSER (Refer to Notes below)
SSER Section Title

Unit I

Unit 2

Alternative Shutdown Performance Goals
Reactivity Control
Reactor Coolant Inventory
Decay Heat Removal
Process Monitoring
Support Functions
Alternative Shutdown Performance Goals Conclusion
Operator Manual Actions
OMAs for Safe Shutdown Success Path SSCs
Safe-Shutdown Procedure and Manpower
OMAs for SSCs That Are Important to Safe Shutdown
OMAs Required Prior to Control Room Evacuation
Safe Shutdown Procedures and Manpower
Repairs

F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
P/18
P/26
F/18
N/A
F/26
F/26

F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
P/26
N/A
F/26
F/26
F/26

F/26

F/26

Unit 2 OMAs Involving Fire Area Re-Entry
Associated Circuits
Circuits Associated by Common Power Source
Circuits Associated by Spurious Operation
Circuits Associated by Common Enclosure
Current Transformer Secondaries
Fire Barriers Used To Separate Redundant SafeShutdown Functions Within the Same Fire Area
Raceway and Cable Tray Fire Barriers
Thermo-Lag 330-1 Fire Barrier Materials

N/A
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
Nfl

F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
Nil

F/18
F/18

F/18
F/18

F/18

F/18

F/18

Ff18

Fire Tests Methods Used To Qualify the Watts Bar
Fire Barriers
Acceptance Criteria for Fire Endurance Test
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Table XI-1 and Table XI-2
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit I and Unit 2 Fire Protection Program
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Reports (SSERs) 18, 19, 26, 27
Applicability of SSER Sections to Unit I or Unit 2

Table Xl-2
Source of SSER Section
Section No.
(same in all
SSER
SSERs
unless noted)
3.7.5
18
3.7.6
18
3.7.6.1
18

-

Aonendix FF of SSERs 18. 19. 26 and 27
Applicable SSER (Refer to Notes below)
SSER Section Title

Unit I

Unit 2

Placement of Thermocouples in Test Assemblies
Test Specimen Design and Construction
Phase 1 - Conduit and Junction Box Program

F/18
F/18
F/18

F/18
F/18
F/18

3.7.6.2

18

Phase 2 - Cable Tray and Unique Configurations Test
Program

F/18

F/18

3.7.6.3

18

F/18

F/18

3.7.7
3.7.8
3.7.9

18
18
18

Phase 3 - Cable Tray, Conduit, and Junction Box 3Hour Fire Barrier Test Program
Fire Endurance Test Results
Conclusion - Electrical Raceway Fire Barrier Systems
Fire Barrier Deviations and Special Configurations

F/18
F/18
F/18

F/18
F/18
F/18

3.7.10

18

F/18

F/18

3.7.11

18

Ampacity, Derating Tests, and the Application of Test
Results
Chemical Composition of Electrical Raceway Fire
Barrier Materials

F/18

F/18

3.7.12

18

F/18

F/18

3.6.4 (18)

18, 26

Seismic and Material Properties of Electrical Raceway
Fire Barrier Systems
High/Low-Pressure Interfaces

3.8 (26)

3.9
26
3.8(18, 19)
18, 19, 26
3.10 (26)
3.9 (18)Ff6f2
3.11 (26)
18, 26
4.0
4.1
4.2
4.2.1

F/26
_

18, 19, 26
18, 26
18, 19, 26
18, 19, 26

_

_

_

_

F/26
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Assessment of Multiple Spurious Operations
Smoke Control and Ventilation

P/26

P/26

F/26

F/26

Lighting and Communications

F/26

F/26

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS
Water Supply and Distribution
Active Fire Control and Suppression Features
Automatic Fire Suppression Systems

Nfl
F/26
Nfl
Nfl

Nfl
F/26
Nfl
Nfl
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Table XI-1 and Table XI-2
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit I and Unit 2 Fire Protection Program
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Reports (SSERs) 18, 19, 26, 27
Applicability of SSER Sections to Unit I or Unit 2

Source of SSER Section
Section No.
(same in all
SSER
SSERs
unless noted)
4.2.1.1
18,19,26
4.2.1.2
4.2.2
4.2.2.1
4.2.2.2
4.3
5.0
5.0___18,__
5.1
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.3
5.4
5.5

18,26
18, 26
18, 26
18, 26
18, 26

Table XI-2 - Appendix FF of SSERs 18, 19, 26 and 27
Applicable SSER (Refer to Notes below)
SSER Section Title
Sprinklers and Fixed Spray Systems with Closed
Heads
Gas Suppression Systems
Manual Suppression Capability
Hose Stations
Fire Extinguishers
Fire Detection Capability

Unit I

Unit 2

F/26

F/26

F/26
Nil
F/26
F/26
F/26

F/26
Nil
F/26
F/26
F/26

18, 19,26
1,2
18, 26
18, 19, 26
18,19, 26
18, 26
18,19, 26
18, 26
18, 26

FIRE
PROTECTION FOR SPECIFIC PLANT AREAS
AND HAZARDS
Containment
Control Room Complex
Control Room
Auxiliary Control Room
Cable Spreading Room
Switchgear Rooms
Battery Rooms

Nfl
Nil
F/26
Nfl
F/19, F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26

5.6

18,26

F/26

F/26

5.7
5.8
5.9
5.9.1
5.9.2
5.9.3
5.9.4
5.9.5
5.10
5.10.1

18, 26
18, 26
18, 26
18,26
18, 26
18, 26
18, 26
18, 26
26
26

Turbine Lubrication and Control Oil Storage and Use
Areas
Diesel Generator Areas
Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage Areas
Safety-Related Pump Areas
CCS Pump Area
Charging Pumps
AFW Pumps
RHR Pumps
ERCW Pumps
Other Plant Areas
Areas without Deviations or Evaluations

F/26
F/26
Nil
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
Nfl
F/26

F/26
F/26
Nfl
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
Nfl
F/26

X1-7
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_Nil

Nfl
F/26
Nfl
F/19, F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26
F/26

Table Xl-1 and Table XI-2
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit I and Unit 2 Fire Protection Program
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Reports (SSERs) 18, 19, 26, 27
Applicability of SSER Sections to Unit I or Unit 2

Table XI-2 - Aoo~endix FF of SSERs 18. 19. 26 and 27
Applicable SSER (Refer to Notes below)

Source of SSER Section
Section No.
(same in all
SSERs
unless noted)
5.10.2
5.11
5.10.1 (18)

SSER

SSER Section Title

Unit I

Unit 2

26
26
18, 26

Areas with Deviations or Evaluations
Specific Hazards
Hydrogen Piping

F/26
N/I
F/26

F/26
N/I
F/26

5.10.2 (18)
5.11.2 (26)

18,26

Askarel-Insulated Transformers (18)
Transformers Installed Inside Buildings (26)

F/26

F/26

6.0

18,19
26

Nfl
NilN/A
F/26

N/A

6.0
6.1

26

6.1 (18)
6.1.1 26)
6.2 (18)
6.1.2 (26)
6.3 (18)
6.1.3 (26)
6.4 (18)
6.1.4 (26)
6.5 (18)
6.1.5 (26)

18,26

18,26

DEVIATIONS FROM STAFF FIRE PROTECTION
GUIDANCE
DEVIATIONS AND EVALUATIONS
Deviations and Evaluations Related to Criteria in
Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 (Section Heading
Only)
Deviation - Required Instrumentation for Alternative
Shutdown
Deviation - Noncombustible Radiant Energy Heat
Shields
Deviation - Lack of Automatic Fire Suppression in
Alternative Shutdown Locations
Deviation - Intervening Combustibles

18,26

6.7(18, 19)

18,19,26

5.11.1 (26)

18, 26
18,26

F/26

Nil

Nil

F/26

F/26

F/26

N/A

F/26

F/26

F/26

F/26

Deviation - Partial Fire Wall between CCS Pumps

F/26

F/26

Deviation - Emergency Lighting

F/26

F/26

Evaluation - Lack of Total Area Suppression and
Detection
Evaluation - Reactor Coolant Pump Oil Collection
System

F/26

F/26

6.1.6(26)
6.8 (18)
6.1.7 (26)
5.1 (18)
6.1.8 (26)

18,26

18, 26

X1-8
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I

F/26
_I

F/26
_I

Table XI-1 and Table XI-2
Waits Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit I and Unit 2 Fire Protection Program
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Reports (SSERs) 18, 19, 26, 27
Applicability of SSER Sections to Unit 1 or Unit 2

Source of SSER Section
Section No.
(same in all
SSER
SSERs
unless noted)
6.1.9
26

Table XI-2 - Appendix FF of SSERs 18, 19, 26 and 27
Applicable SSER (Refer to Notes below)
SSER Section Title

Unit 1

Unit 2

Evaluation -Unit 2 Manual Actions

N/A

F/26

6.1.10

26

Evaluation - Fire Hazards Analysis in Lieu of 10 CFR
50, Appendix R, Section III.G.2 Separation

F/26

F/26

6.1.10.1

26

Rooms without Credible Ignition Sources and
Redundant Trains

F/26

F/26

6.1.10.2

26

F/26

F/26

6.1.10.3

26

N/A

F/26

6.1.10.4

26

N/A

F/26

(18,19)
6.96.2(26)
6.2 (26)

18, 19, 26

Room 757.0-Al3 - Refueling Floor and New Fuel
Storage Vault
Room 757.0-A14 - Unit 2 Reactor Building Access
Room and Room 757.0-A15- Unit 2 Reactor Building
Equipment Hatch
Unit 2 Containment Rooms
Deviations - BTP 9.5-1, Appendix A (18, 19)
Deviations and Evaluations Related to BTP (APSCB)
9.5-1, Appendix A Guidance (26)

Nil

Nfl

F/26

F/26

18, 26

Deviation - Fire Detection in Refueling Room and
New Fuel Storage Vault
Deviation - Fire Doors

F/26

F/26

18,26

Deviation -Openings

in Fire Walls

F/26

F/26

6.9.4 (18)
6.2.4 (26)

18, 26

Deviation - Manual Hose Stations

F/26

F/26

6.9.5 (18)

18,26

Deviation - Fire Barrier Penetration between Fuel Oil
Transfer Pump Room and the Diesel Generator
Building Corridor

F/26

F/26

6.9.1 (18)
6.2.1 (26)
6.9.2 (18)Ff6f2
6.2.2 (26)
6.2.32(26)
6.9.3 (18)

18,26

6.2.3(26)

6.2.5 (26)
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Table XI-1 and Table XI-2
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit I and Unit 2 Fire Protection Program
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Reports (SSERs) 18,19, 26, 27
Applicability of SSER Sections to Unit I or Unit 2

Source of SSER Section
Section No.
(same in all
SSER
SSERs
unless noted)
6.2.6

26

6.6 (18)
6.2.7 (26)

18,26

6.6 (18)
6.2.7.1 (26)

18,26

6.2.7.2
6.6 (18)
6.2.7.2.1 (26)
6.2.7.2.2
6.6 (18)
6.2.7.3 (26)

26
18,26

6.2.7.4
6.9.6
6.2.8 (18)Ff6f2
(26)

26
18,26
26
18, 26

Table XI-2 - Appendix FF of SSERs 18, 19, 26 and 27
Applicable SSER (Refer to Notes below)
Unit I

Unit 2

F/26

F/26

F/26

F/26

F/26

F/26

Scuppers
Deviation - Openings in Fire Barriers (18)
ERCW Pump Room (26)
Yard Duct Bank
Deviation - Openings in Fire Barriers (18)
Auxiliary Building Penetrations (26)

Nil
F/26

Nil
F/26

F/26
F/26

F/26
F/26

Control Building Equipment Hatches to the Turbine
Building
Evaluation - Large Fire Dampers

F/26

F/26

F/2

F/26

Evaluation - Emergency Diesel Generators 7 Day
Storage Tanks
Evaluation - Fire Dampers in the VCT Room Doors

F/26

F/26

F/26

F/26

F/26

F/26

Nil

N./I
F/26

SSER Section Title
Deviation Unit 1 Pipe
Unit 2 Pipe
Deviation -

Undampered Penetrations between the
Gallery and the Unit 1 Annulus and the
Gallery and the Unit 2 Annulus
Openings in Fire Barriers

Deviation - Openings in Fire Barriers (18)
Ventilation and Purge Air Room Ventilation
Penetrations (26)

6.2.9

26

6.2.10

26

6.2.11

26

6.3

26

Evaluation - Plexiglass Windows in the Security
Control Point Building on the Refueling Floor
Additional Engineering Evaluations

6.3.1

26

Frequencies for the
Relaxation
of FPR Equipment
SurveillanceHatches
Reactor Buildings'

F/26

6.3.2

26

Relaxation of FPR Surveillance Requirements for Fire
Dampers in High Radiation and Contaminated Areas

F/26
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Table XI-1 and Table XI-2
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit I and Unit 2 Fire Protection Program
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Reports (SSERs) 18, 19, 26, 27
Applicability of SSER Sections to Unit I or Unit 2

Source of SSER Section
Section No.
(same in all
SSER
SSERs
unless noted)
6.3.2.1
26
6.3.2.2
26
6.3.3
26

Table XI-2 - Appendix FF of SSERs 18, 19, 26 and 27
Applicable SSER (Refer to Notes below)
SSER Section Title

Unit 1

Unit 2

Fire Damper 0-ISD-31-3846
Fire Dampers 0-ISD-31-3847 and 0-ISD-31-3848
Gap between Door and Frame for Fire Door W9
Relaxation of FPR Surveillance Requirements for
Penetration Seals in High Radiation and
Contaminated Areas
Spent Resin Tank Room (Room 692.0-Al 5)
Waste Hold Up Tank Room (Room 674.0-Al)

F/26
F/26
F/26

F/26
F/26
F/26

F/26

F/26

F/26
F/26

F/26
F/26

6.3.4

26

6.3.4.1
6.3.4.2

26
26

6.3.4.3

26

Hold Up Tank Rooms A and B (Rooms 676.0-A2 and
676.0-A3)

F/26

F/26

6.3.4.4

26

Gas Decay Tank Rooms (Rooms 692.0-A3 and 692.0A5)

F/26

F/26

6.3.4.5

26

Barriers between High Radiation Area Rooms (Rooms
676.0-A2, 676.0-A3, 692.0-A3 and 692.0-A5)

F/26

F/26

6.3.5

26

F/26

F/26

6.9.7

19

N/A

N/A

7.0
8.0

18, 26
26

Diesel Generator Building Lube Oil Storage Room
Fire Doors
Fire Barrier Between Refueling Floor and Unit 2
Reactor Building
CONCLUSION
CONFIRMATORY ITEMS

P/18, P/26
N/A

P/26
F/26
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Table XI-1 and Table XI-2
Wafts Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit I and Unit 2 Fire Protection Program
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Reports (SSERs) 18, 19, 26, 27
Applicability of SSER Sections to Unit I or Unit 2

Notes:
1.
The table uses the following conventions.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
2.

F/1 8, F/1 9, F/26, F/27 - The entire content of the listed SSER section is applicable to the designated unit.
P/18, P/19, P/26, P/27 - Markups of the SSER specifies the portion of the SSER section that remains applicable to a
specific unit or both units and that portion which has been superseded, if any.
H/1 8, H/1 9 - The content of the listed SSER section contains historical background information only and does not
contain direct NRC review information. These portions are retained for information only.
N/A - The content of the listed SSER section is not applicable to the designated unit.
N/I - Denotes an SSER section header number which contains no information.

The SSER sections are marked in the following manner:
a.
b.

Superseded text - SthikethFeu§W
Fully applicable text - No marking

c.
d.

Partially applicable text - Vertical bar in right hand margin with applicable unit(s) noted.
Historical text - Bold and Underlined
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ENCLOSURE 3
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
UNIT 1 AND UNIT 2
SUPPLEMENTAL SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT 18 ANNOTATED
(Note that the layout of the text on the following pages
of this enclosure depicts the text as it is in the SSER)

E3-1

APPENDIX FF
SAFETY EVALUATION
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT FIRE PROTECTION PROGRAM
DOCKET NOS. 50-3901391
(TAC M63648)
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In the SER, the staff discussed its review of the Watts Bar fire protection program and
fire hazards analysis submitted by the applicant on April 18, 1977; September 8. 1980;
and August 28, 1981. Subsequently, the applicant submitted the revised Watts Bar
Fire Protection Report (FPR) by letters dated September 15. 1993, and its revisions
dated November 18, 1994; April 27, 1995; May 31, 1995; June 15, 1995; and September
28, 1995.

The applicant initially revised its report on the fire protection program for Watts Bar as
a result of a comprehensive review under its Fire Protection Corrective Action
Program (see Section 1.13.1 of SSER 18). The principal program changes in Revision
0 are the removal of fire protection from the Technical Specifications (TSs) and
documentation of the fire area reanalysis. The applicant undertook this reanalysis to
take advantage of the compartmentation at Watts Bar and further subdivide the fire
areas, and had described this reanalysis in the previous February 5. 1992. revision of
the Fire Protection Report. By letter dated June 2. 1993, the applicant described the
revised fire areas. The applicant has incorporated this description into this revision of
the FPR. This revision also reflects fire protection programmatic improvements and
incorporates changes made in response to NRC comments. In this revision, the
applicant states that its fire protection program has been developed to comply with.
and is based on. the requirements of General Design Criterion 3 in Appendix A to 10
CFR Part 50, 10 CFR 50.48, paragraphs (a) and (e), and the applicant's commitment to
Sections II.G. IIh.J. III.L. and 111.0 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50. and Appendix A to
Auxiliary Power Conversion Systems Branch (APCSB) Branch Technical Position
(BTP) 9.5-1. "Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants Docketed Prior to
July 1. 1976." In addition, the applicant committed to conform to the following NRC
fire protection guidance: (1) NRC letter dated June 20, 1977. "Nuclear Plant Fire
Protection Functional Responsibilities, Administrative Controls and Quality
Assurance"; (2) Generic Letter (GL) 81-12, "Fire Protection Rule," and NRC
memorandum of clarification to GL 81-12, dated March 22, 1982 (publicly available
memorandum, R. Mattson to D. Eisenhut); (3) Generic Letter 82-21, "Technical
Specifications for Fire Protection Audits"; (4) GL 83-33. "NRC Positions on Certain
Requirements of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50"; (5) GL 86-10, "Implementation of Fire
Protection Requirements"; and (7) GL 88-12, "Removal of Fire Protection
Requirements from Technical Specifications."
The applicant has identified its revised Fire Protection Report as the document that
describes the operational phase of the fire protection program and consolidates the
regulatory fire protection program into a single document. Accordingly, the staff has
rereviewed the entire fire protection program, evaluating it against the NRC fire
protection requirements and review guidance listed above. Because Watts Bar has
two units of identical design
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(except as noted), this evaluation applies to the fire protection program for both units.
By letters of July 9, 1994; November 11, 1994; December 23, 1994; and March 29, 1995,
the applicant submitted the results of its qualification testing of 1-hour Thermo-Lag
330-1 and 3-hour Thermo-Lag 770-1 electrical raceway fire barrier systems (ERFBSs).
The staff has reviewed the applicant's fire endurance testing program, its acceptance
criteria, and the test results against the fire barrier acceptance criteria guidance
provided in GL 86-10, "Implementation of Fire Protection Requirements," and its
supplement, "Fire Endurance Test Acceptance Criteria for Fire Barrier Systems Used
To Separate Redundant Safe Shutdown Trains Within the Same Fire Area."
As a result of this review, the staff, in letters of December 2, 1992; April 6, 1994;
December 14, 1994 (meeting summary by P. S. Tam, dated December 21, 1994): April
19, 1995; and May 10, 1995, requested additional information related to the adequacy
of the proposed fire protection program. The applicant, in letters of February 10, 1993;
November 26, 1993; July 1. 1994; January 27, 1995; and May 26, 1995, submitted the
requested information to the staff for review and committed to make certain
modifications to plant fire protection features and to the plant fire protection program
modifications and its implementation.
In addition, the staff met with the applicant on October 13, 1993 (summary by P. S.
Tam, dated November 5, 1993), April 27, 1995 (summary by P. S. Tam, dated May 9,
1995). May 30, 1995 (site review notification by P. S. Tam, dated May 19, 1995). August
15. 1995 (summary by M. Buna, dated August 30. 1995). and October 10, 1995
(summary by M. Bugg, dated October 13, 1995) to discuss technical issues related to
Watts Bar's fire protection program and its implementation.
The staff's consultant, Brookhaven National Laboratory, participated in reviewing
•__nPni~td rrirr.,uift

=nd nnnt-firh Qnfa Qh.htudnwn e2n 2hilitv nnnd in nrinnrinn fhim e~af~hu

evaluation, and concurs with the staffs findings.

2.0 FIRE PROTECTION PROGR-AM
2.1 Purpose and Scoe
In its fire protection plan, the applicant has consolidated previous PFOgrA.M. commnitmfentS it
a single docume....

ThiE d• cment is refere.ncd by the Wa

Bar
Irs Finma Safety Analysis

Report (FSAR) and Will be updated incnjunctionwt h patst h SR The ir
protection plan describes (1) the organization suprinAh Watts Bar fire protection

programn, (2) plant fire protection features, (3) the plant's fire preVention programA, () h~e
plant's emnergency response organization, (5) plant operating reqireent for fire protection
fegatures and svystems, and (6)the testing and inspecto requirements for these plant fire
protection features. T-his planestablisr-hes-the basis for Watts Bar'scompliance with Sections
..... , .... , ., ,ad 111.0 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50:and the guidelines. of AppendixA
to B1TP (AP, SB) 0.5 1.
The fire protect•ion plan summarizes the results of the fire hazards analysi,;(F-HA) perfo-Frmed

for ;all the fir ara
2
and zone esalse
APn1

4.r.r

Arr•

Byj

UeSGcriuig tIo1
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chaactrisicsOf tho fire area, cmutbelo-adingS and anticipated fire severity, and fire
suppesonR and detection capability available
n i eaGh plant area. The plan also decr•ibes
icurred
e
i th fior are
would be ensured if a serious fire o
lhutdown
how post fire saif s

In this plaR, the applicant described the measuwres that are established at Waftts Bar to
i mplement a dUefence i

depth fire protection prg•r•m

These mAA

in plant areas important to plant Safety.

3ures.cnt
of (1) pre.Venting fire from sta•.t•g,

(2) detecti•

g fi•r• rapidly,

controlling them, and prom~ptly e~dmnguishing them, and (3) protecting systems6 important to
Safety SO that a fire that is not promptly einguished will not prevent the plaRt fr,
hutdo;An
and maintaiRnRg safe. rh,
2.2

C amF8

vO--A-.G-l

iiFl

achi*eVin.g

,ndios.'r,

ihA'
ati

of a corporate maRagement oversight
oganization. The Senior Vice President for Nucla

The applicaRt's fire Preotetion organization con.ists

and an onsite plant ipention

Operations hasr- the overall Freponsibility for establishing the corporate programs6 and policies
related to nuclear power fire protec-tion. This -authorityis delegated to the Genmeral Manager,
Operational Sewi-eso. The General Manager is responsible for developing an~d assessing fire
protection programs at the applicant's nucl~ear power plants. Agreem~ents are main~taie
between 31IA. Nularad-TVA Foessil and Hyd-ro PoGAw eroganizations for ensuFrig that theo
applicant's nuclear power plant fire brigades are properly trained and that their knowl;edge
and skil areA su fficient to hand-le onsite fire e-mergencies,.

The onsi*te fire protectfion orglanizatio isrsosible for d-eveloping, implementing, and
ad-m.inRistcreing the W~afs B~ar fire protection programA. The ultimm.ate authority for this program;
rests with the Sitte Vice8 Pereident. However, this authority has been delegated to the Plant
MaRager.

The; Plant Mana•ger is resposble for management oversight of the development

and

implementationm of the operational phase of the; WAI;ts Br; fire protection program;. Unlder
the P2lant Manager, the Operations' Maagrisrsponsible for developing,imlenng
anMd cnroln the onsite programn. This authority is delegated to the onsite Fire Protection
Manager, w.-ho has the overall responsibility forF the implementation and mnaintenance of the
onsite fire protection program.
With respect to plant mod;ificatioRn

which impact plart fire protei•oiR features, the Site Vice

PFresident delegates the responsibility for fire protection related design activities at Watts B3ar
to the Erngineering Manager.

Ba•',

The Fngin.eerinR

Manager i

post-fire s;afee shhutdo•wcapability and plant fire
protction

r6esponsible for maintaiinRg Watts

-fatrsn

cOnforae

Appendix A to BTP (APCSB3) 9.5-1 and Appendimu R to 10 CFR Part 50.
The s~taff

finds,that the applicant's proposed fire protection organization did not take any

exceptions- to Posi-,tion A.!1 of Append-ix A to BRTP (APCSBR) 9.5 1 and, therefore, i
aGGL-pableP•

wlV

Ill ....

•

• • ..

Piro- KFG;EGG;EIGR

•

...

I _.L

Wiualiw g4s&w

stbise by
Following the fire protection quality assurancGe (QA) program guidancR
A
to
B3TP
(APCSB)
9.5-1
an~d
the
NIRC
letter
datetd
Jun~e
20,
1977,
onl "NUcla
Appendix
Pl-ant Freg: Pro:tection Funtoa Res ponsibilitiesI
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Wan
ith

Admi.t...r....ative Controls,

and Quality AS-ur-ane," the applicant has developed a QA program

for fir-e protecntionR features that protects post fire cafe -shu-tdo1Wn capability and safety related
structur~es, systems, and comRponents. T-he applocant'e fire protection QA program uses the
applicable parts of the Teennemssee Valley Authority NucGlear Quality Assuarance Plan (TVANQA PL=N 89 A) The applicant hasrcmmte to implement a programn Which perform
independen auiS -nd inspections of its Watts B~ar fire protection program;. The applicant
stated tha-t its prograFm i

;iracrdanre With GL 82 21, "TechRia•l Specificatinrs for Fire

udis."The applicant's Nucl'ear Assurance organization i responsioble for

Proecton

auditl;
,related
cond6uGc*g the fire protectin
followffing fire protection program; audits:

The applicant has, c•ommIttIed to pfo

the

(1)

an annual fire protect.in and loss prevention in;speGtion and audit

(2)

a biennial audit of the fire protectioR po•.gam and its implementing prcedures

(3)

a triennial fire protection and loss prevention inspection andI Aud'it

ConsRRistent with the guidance in GL 88 12, "Removal of Fire Protection Requfirements From
T•e•c•h•nil

AAd

SPecifications," the applicr,÷ wAnt11R-I lud• thes e, audit and their freq•en•ies

in the

..ministrative;W Controls section of the plant T-96.

The staff conclu-des that the appliant's proposed fire protectfion QA programR did not take any
P (APCSB3) 9.5 1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
tovPovsition C of AppeRdix A to B3Tv

eXception•

2.4 F:o Proatotion Admiinietratie' and T-chnic.al Controli

2.4.1 Fire Pr-otoction Program Changes, Review and Approval

The app1ican_ t h as felfected- to follow0- the guild ance Of GL 88R 12 and incrG9poeratme the; stanAda rdfire protection

licemns e conditionm

I addition to i nluding, by referFene, the NR•

safty

evauatonwhich approved the plant fire protection program, thits license- cen~dition allnows the
applicant to Make c-hanges, to the approved program without prior approval of the
Cmmss!n if t
changes
.hose
..
would- t a.dersely affect the ability to ach•ie•ve a.d maintawn

safe shutdon in the event of a fire.
The applicant may change the approved fire protection program provided (1) the change or
ina
mther."DAseresult6 ina hange totheliceA~rnscondition oPrpat T-Ssresulit
dov not
changes
a6
d_•i
Ad 6lily.=
, V l
,,
.... •...
VVeslo
n e stu

tion, and (2) the change or changes do

Ot result ivfailure to

complete the fire protection program as approved by the Comsin These changes to the
fire protection program will be performed under the provirsions- of 10 GCFR 50.59. In hi
context, the determninationR of whether Man unreviwe saet qusina eie.n1 F
50. 59(a)(2) iinovdwo-uld bea based on the postul ated fire in the FHA for theq fmire aroa
affected by the change. The applic-ant 4has committed to maintain, inRan audfitabtle form, a
Of th• change OF; the' fire
of the e ffecr_,tso•
pmrgmm, and- to•make all Fuc•h records available to NRC inspectors upon request.

current recFd•

protecGtuio

Of all such changes, inln•.anly
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In add itien, changeS to the Watts Bar Fire Protoction Repo~t and the administrative_ fire
protection prog•am procedures_6_ As•
as .pecified by WAfts Bar T1r will be re*iewed

by

the Plnrt

Operations ReviewCommttee (PORC). The ucerSafety Review Board (NSRB) provides
indepondent oversight of fire9 prOtoctionp auditsA and tecGhniclR reieSa spocified by the
Y''aftt Bar T-S6. The applicant haS commnitted, inisfire protection plan, to nld thefr
protection programA reSPonsibilities Of these reviegrusi Section; 6.0, "AdminfistratR
Cntrols," of the Wafts,, Bar TSs.

2.4.2 Firae Pro-toction Admo nictrativo Control
2.4.2.1 Contro•l of CobR•us•tibl

The applicant has testamblished a programR to control cmutbe.Thea Watts B3ar program
objerctivos are to (1) provide instrucinadgdens durI.ing general em~ployee trainin on

the application an~d use of -o-mbusati-ble materFials at Wafts Bar, (2) control the application and
us~e Of chemicals, (3) pe~form periodic plant housekeeping inspections and- h~ave_
housekeeping tours6 by management and the onsite fire protection organization, (4) control in
sitU combustibles through the deignMvedfiat
rd
ins
nproes, and()
control transient combu stibles throu1gh the ipentioof
adminitr~atieonros

The applicant has established Administrative Procedure EP1 0100, "Control of Transient Fire

Leads." Imnplemen9tation of this procedure Will e-stablish adiisrtvecnrols for th

haRdling Of comnbustiblem ,ateBrials3suc-,h as
vfiertda wood, paper, plastic, and flamable
and com~bustible gases and liquids. In addition, the applicant's combus1tible control program
has establis~he~d combustibl cnrlZones in the plant. The applicant consiwders these zones_
to be subdivisionsRA of fire areas and to serge -asa fo-rm of _a
fire barrier, prGovdin~g fire
eparati:Rn of redur.am. fiFr safe Snutuown equlpmor.t. :wrnI:nt cOmBuUDI, may nro RA
stored in thes1.e zoe...s unless an adequate fire protectionenineei
evalu4ation o

com~pensator; measures, or both, are ipeetd

The staff conclduddes that the applicant's proposed programn to control combustibles did Rot
take any eXceptions, to Posi.tion_ R.32.G of Appendix.A. to BTPý (APCSB3) 9.5 1 and, therefore, is
aG~eptable
2.4.2.2 Control of Ignition Sour-e-s-

The applicGant has established a programn for controllin iniio souce sucw
Ah as weIldingf,
cu1tting, gFridin~g, and the use of open flame. The applicant's program nAdiitrtv
Preceduroe FPI 0101. "Control Of IgnitionR SoGurces." specifies that a .member of Watts Bar line
supe~sin rvies ad approves the suac of "hot wAoArk" per~mits based on plant
conitinsand a prior inspection Of the propose~d_;work artea. The ignition source an a hot
work perm~it is Valid forF only one job. The applicant's programn will establish a trained fir
watch for all ignition soulr~e;Awork activities that are pe~f9FMKed i safety related and safe
s~hutdown areasm of the plant. These fire watc-hes, in addition to pe~fGrmfing their duties duFrig
the hot work activities, will re~main in the are-a foramiiu of 30 minutes, afteqr the work has
been com~pleted to ensure that potenti;al resitdua igito conGditions, do not exist.
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The sta'ff conclude that the applicant's proposed prgr'amtg controfl ignitio-A sour-es did not
take any eXceptions to P..ositionsB...
andd
of AppRndix A to B.T.P (AP. SB) 9.5 1 and,

therefore, is acceptable-.
2.4.3 Fire Protection Technical Controls

GL 88 12 provides guidanc.

for removig fir9eprtection from the plant TSs. This guidance
specifies that the limiting orndition fo•r operation (LCrO) and surveillance requiremnts
fire df~e~teto systems, fire suppression Systems, fire barriers., .;And
associAted
r-.; -w'ith~
ave c
trlshatI address fire brigade staffing can bl remroved f•rm the plan.t T.Ss

and icroaeinothe final safiety analysis report (FSAR) (Watts Bar fir protection plan
as9 re~ferencA.ed by the Watts Bar FSAR). In addition, GL= 88 12 refers to GL 81 12, "'Fire
Protection Ru le," ;hwhich ;asks licensees to provide TSsr for equipment used for safe-eshutdomn
capability nOt currontly covored by existing TSs. In its fire protection plan, the applicant has
confirmed that the plant equipment Used to achieve
,
.. andmain•
•sh tain post firAf
.own
ud
fromn eithe~r finsideA or outside the manin control room is included in the plant TSs ;and the Fire
Protection Repo.t.

As to_the_ safe sAhutdown1A; fire equipmenAt no-t icueinthe T-9s, the applicant made note of it
in Wamtts Ba;r Fire Proectatfion Report T-able 14.10. The applicant has established testing and
oprbility of the non T-S rea1;ted sajfeA
inspection requ1ir8emets wMhich asitiAvaluatigte
s~hutdown;M fire equipment and instrumentation. In FP1R Section 11.0, "Fire Protection
Systems an'd Features Operating Requirements," the applicant established the firmniting
,onditions-for plant oper-ation with this equipment or instr,umenteation inoperable. With one or

mo.re of the required items of equipment listed iWattsBar Fire Protc-tion Report Table
14.10 inoperable, res••tore the equipmlent to the operable
,ithin
statu s w
"A."
30 days, Or then
place the equipm8Rt in the cnRditio r equiried for fire safe shutdown, provide a backup

either

meas
o istrmetatonmon4-itorn, or be in Mode 3 within 6 hours and Mode 1 ihnthe
following 12 hours.
In addition, tvhie Wa#tt sBar MFr ProAtetion Report AersRtablhesv testing and ins6pection
requirements fmr the follomwing fire plm roteOi
features: (1) fire detection i•nstumentatin•,
water supply, (3)water b=asd fire suprsso sytes (1nabndoid C 2 -yt

(2)

(5)fire hose stations and associatted preactfion control valves, (6)fire hydrants, (7)fire rated
assbe~m.bliesg, an~d (8) em~ergency batter,' lighting unit.
In a letter dated April 6, 1994, the staff requested additional information regarding the
propsed testing and inspections requireFmAents f

Gcer•tain

plant fire protec.tion. featureAs ••d

the angssoc~fiated compensator' measures, used inthe eventafiepoctnfaurbcms
,RP,1a,
.e- On July 1,1994, the applicant submitted this additiona I intormation.
With respect to fire detection instrumentation, the staff had concerns with how the
applicant classified fire detection devices as either Function A (early warning) or as
Function B (fire suppression system initiation). In the event that a Function A fire detection
device becomes inoperable, an hourly roving fire watch as defined by the Watts Bar Fire
Protection Report is required to be established. Function B fire detection devices, in
addition to their fire suppression system initiation function, perform an early-warning
function, and the inoperability of these devices impacts both the early-
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warning function and the fire suppression system initiation function. For those cases in
which an automatic fire suppression system protecting safe-shutdown functions within the
same fire area is inoperable or the early warning function of the Function B detection
devices in this area are operable, the applicant's fire protection operating requirements
(Watts Bar Fire Protection Report Sections 14.3.1 and 14.4.1) requires a continuous fire
watch to be established. For those cases in which the automatic fire suppression system
and the Function B detection devices are protecting plant areas that would not expose
redundant safe-shutdown functions to thermal or smoke damage from a single fire, the
applicant's fire protection operating requirements (Sections 14.3.2 and 14.4.2) would
require an hourly fire watch to be established. The staff finds this acceptable.
The applicant's fire protection operating requirements for inoperable fire detection devices
inside containment prescribe a roving fire watch to enter the containment every 8 hours or
to monitor the air temperature in the containment once an hour. The staff was concerned
that this fire protection operating requirement to monitor the containment air temperature
did not establish a temperature limit or a rise criterion which would be considered an
indication of a fire. The applicant, in its July 1, 1994 submittal, indicated that the
temperature criteria established by Watts Bar TS 3.6.5, "Containment Air Temperature,"
would be used. In the event the containment air temperature exceeded the established
limits, the LCO from this TS would be followed. The staff finds this acceptable.
The applicant has established operating requirements for the fire protection water supply.
These operating requirements establish how many fire pumps are required to be operable
to adequately ensure that water fire suppression capability is functional to all areas on the
site. The minimum of three fire pumps (each pump with a capacity 1590 gallons per
minute and 300 feet of head) and an operable flow path with suction from the forebay,
through distribution piping, sectionalizing, control or isolation valves, supplied from two
directions, leading to yard hydrants, hose stations and to each water-based fire
suppression system. In its operating requirements, the applicant, stated that, if the
required fire protection water supply or pumping capability, or both, became inoperable,
alternative methods of establishing backup fire pump and water supply capabilities would
be implemented. The staff requested information concerning these alternative measures.
The applicant submitted this information on July 1, 1994. The applicant stated that, if one
of the required fire pumps became inoperable, an alternative pump with flow and pressure
characteristics equal to or exceeding those of the inoperable pump would be connected to
the system. In addition, the applicant committed to ensuring that the water supply to the
backup fire pump will come from a reliable source and the driver for the backup pump will
be capable of operating upon a loss of offsite power. The staff finds the applicant's
criterion for establishing alternative fire water pumping capability acceptable.
The staff found that the applicant's operating requirement for fire barriers did not address
raceway or equipment fire barrier systems. The staff asked the applicant to clarify this
operating requirement. The applicant stated in its July 1, 1994, submittal, that it would
revise the bases for this operating requirement to make it clear that raceway fire barrier
systems are covered by the fire barrier operating requirement. The staff finds this
acceptable.
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Throughout the "bases" sections for testing and inspection requirements, the applicant
specified test frequencies that were based on industry operating experience. The staff
asked the applicant to further justify the test frequencies that it specified in its testing and
inspection requirements. The applicant, in its July 1, 1994, response, stated that the types
of tests and the inspections and their frequencies were based on the test and inspection
guidance provided by the Standard Technical Specifications (STSs) and fire protection
industry consensus standards (i.e., National Fire Protection Association Standard No. 72E
(NFPA-72E), NFPA-25, and NFPA-101). The staff has reviewed these testing and
inspection requirements and finds them all acceptable except for item 14.2.E, "testing of
fire pumps." As an alternative to the NFPA-20 fire pump performance testing guidance,
the applicant proposed to evaluate the electric fire pumps by testing them on an 18-month
cycle at the rated head (130 psig/300 foot-head) and at two diverse points, one above and
below the rated head. For the diesel fire pump, the applicant proposed to evaluate its
performance by testing it every 18 months at three points on the fire pump curve. These
points are (1) 140 percent of rated pressure at shutoff capacity (175 psig/404 foot-head),
(2) 100 percent of capacity (2500 gpm) at rated pressure (125 psig/288 foot-head), and (3)
150 percent of capacity (3750 gpm) at 65 percent of rated pressure (81 psig/187 foothead). The staff finds the applicant's proposed fire pump performance test acceptance
criteria acceptable, and finds that (for the electric fire pumps) it conforms to the intent of
general industry fire protection engineering practice (refer to NFPA-20).
In Revision 3 to the Fire Protection Report, the applicant revised its inspection frequency
for fire protection valves, fire hose stations, and valve and flow tests to determine valve
blockage in hose station valves. The testing and requirements for testable fire protection
valves associated with the water-based fire suppression systems (item 14.3.a) specified a
92-day frequency in lieu of the original 31-day frequency. The applicant based this change
in frequency on a water-based fire protection valve surveillance test on a study it
performed for its Sequoyah facility. This study evaluated the fire protection valve lineups
for a 2.5-year period and, based on the data, the applicant determined that there would be
99.96-percent probability for the 31-day test frequency that the valves would be in their
proper alignment, and a 99.90-percent probability of proper valve alignment if a 92-day test
frequency was implemented. On the basis of this evaluation, the staff finds acceptable the
applicant's change in surveillance frequency for testable fire protection valves associated
with the water-based fire suppression system.
With respect to the testing and inspection requirement to visually inspect hose stations, the
applicant revised it test frequency from 31 days to 92 days. The basis for changing the
frequency is that there have been infrequent problems found with hose stations at the
applicant's other nuclear power plants. The staff finds acceptable the applicant's change in
this visual inspection surveillance frequency.
In its review of compensatory measures the staff noted that the applicant proposes to use
roving and continuous fire watches and alternative compensatory measures. The staff had
concerns regarding how the applicant is applying these measures. The applicant's
definition of a continuous fire watch allows the fire watch to patrol multiple fire areas and
zones as long as the area in which the fire protection impairment is located is patrolled
every 15 minutes. The applicant's basis for this definition, as stated in a July 1,
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1994 submittal, is that this continuous fire watch criterion is similar to that which was

approved for its Sequoyah facility. The staff found that this response was not accurate and
the continuous fire watch definition for Watts Bar is not consistent with the continuous fire
watch definition established by Sequoyah's bases. The applicant, in Revisions 2 and 3 to
its Fire Protection Report, provided additional clarification regarding its definition of
continuous fire watch and its technical basis. The applicant proposes that a trained
continuous fire watch be in the fire area at all times, that the fire area contain no
impediment to restrict the movements of the watch, and that each compartment within the
fire area is patrolled at least once every 15 minutes with a margin of 5 minutes. The
applicant, however, has identified specific cases in which it takes exception to this
definition. In Section 13.0 of the Watts Bar Fire Protection Report, the applicant specified
the continuous fire watch routes which cross more than one fire area boundary and that it
classifies as exceptions to a continuous fire watch staying within one fire area. These
routes are (1) diesel generator building, 742 ft 0 in.; (2) diesel generator building, 760 ft 0
in.; (3) auxiliary building rooms 757.0-A2, 757.0-A9, 757.0-Al0, 757.0-Al1, 757.0-A12,
757.0-A21, 782.0-Al and 782.0-A2 when sprinkler valves 0-FCV-26-143 and 0-FCV-26322 are out of service; (4) auxiliary building rooms 772.0-Al, 772.0-A6, 772.0-A7, 772.0A8, 772.0-A9, 772.0-A12, and 772.0-A16 when sprinkler valves 0-FCV-26-143 and 0-FCV26-322 are out of service; (5) auxiliary building rooms 757.0-A5, 757.0-A14, 757.0-A15,
757.0-A16, 757.0-A17, 757.0-A24, 782.0-A3, and 782.0-A4 when sprinkler valves 0-FCV26-151 and 0-FCV-26-326 are out of service; (6) auxiliary building rooms 772.0-A2, 772.054, 772.0-A10, 772.0-Al 1, and 727.0-Al 5 when sprinkler valves 0-FCV-26-151 and 0FCV-26-326 are out of service; and (7) auxiliary building 737 ft 0 in. elevation when the
automatic suppression or detection system, or both, is out of service. In the event that the
automatic suppression or detection systems, or both, in the above areas cannot be
restored within the time specified by Watts Bar Fire Protection Report Section 14.0, "Fire
Protection Systems and Features Operating Requirements," then an augmented
compensatory measure will be taken. This measure would limit these 15-minute fire watch
patrols from patrolling multiple fire areas and would restrict their patrol to the boundaries of
a single fire area. The staff finds acceptable this application of a continuous fire watch.
In addition, the applicant identified other alternative compensatory measures such as the
use of additional or alternative fire protection equipment, temporary/portable detection
systems, and closed-circuit television (CCTV). In considering an alternative compensatory
measure for an inoperable fire protection feature, the applicant committed to perform an
evaluation that demonstrates technical equivalency to the standard compensatory
measure identified in the STSs. The applicant proposes to use temporary/portable fire
detection systems in lieu of a continuous fire watch. The applicant's basis for using
portable detection systems is that the staff has approved them for other facilities (Diablo
Canyon, Davis-Besse). When the need occurs to use this system, the temporary detectors
will be attached as closely as possible to the ceiling of the area and in the general location
of the detector which is out of service. The area with the impaired fire detection system as
well as the associated temporary/portable fire detection system monitor units will be
observed by an hourly roving fire watch. The staff finds the use of a temporary fire
detection system which is capable of automatically transmitting its identification of a
potential fire condition to the main control room linked with a roving hourly fire watch which
patrols the area of concern as an acceptable alternative to a continuous fire watch
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The applicant proposes to use CCTV as an alternative compensatory measure when
special circumstances, such as personal safety, operational conditions, or the ALARA
standard preclude the use of a fire watch in the area. The staff finds this use of CCTV
acceptable, provided that the applicant performs an evaluation that documents why a fire
watch can not be instituted and demonstrates that the use of CCTV will provide a technical
equivalency to the specified compensatory measure.
The staff c-ncrlu-de-s that the applicant's prop•osed surv.illance and test pregram for plant fire
poet"rection fa--t'-ures. d;id' not take any ex•eptions to Position 13.5 of Appendix A to BTP
(APCSB) 9.5 1 and, therefore, is acceptable.

2.6.1 Organ-zation

A fire briga-deR o-f a~t leas-t fiVe Fnmembers will1 be maintained on site at all timnes. The fire brigade
Will comprise a fire brigade loader or fire protectfion; shift suprioan four fire brigad
Members. The brigade"will n'ot include the sahift operations spri
and the other
R
m-emb.ers" of the operations-shf c-,r;,ow Mneeded....to perform a safe sA-u-dW

of.
.at. t

Bar. The

fire brfigade will not *include any other individuals required for other essential plant func~tions
that m.ay be necessary durindg a fire emergency. The fire; brigade•lpeader for eh fire brigade
s.hift I-! -besuppoted by the incident cmmand.er or assi.stant hift supervisor. This

individAl Will hacve s

ef plant operations and safety rel•ate
trtraininR and knowledge
systems to understand-the effec-ts of fire -andfire su6pperessants on stafe shutdown capability.

and annually thereafter, the applicant's fire brigade programn requie
eac;nh fire brigade mnember to undergo a mnedical4 reviwO&
and- to-receiv-e medical approval to
perform strenuous fire fighting related physical activities and wear special respirator,'

.Before initial training

equipment.
InOrder to accommoFAdate conditions forF unexpected absence, the fire brigade composit*ion
can be loss than; the mimu reured for a period Of time not to eXceed- 22 hoursI. The staf
finds6 that the applicant's prpoa for fire brigade staffing anid organization did-not take any
eXceptions- to Po-sition B.5 of Appendix A.to BRTP (APG9SB) 9.5- 1 an~d, therefogre, i

The applicant's fire brigade training programcnsit oOR-6-6Qf
finitial (classroom and practical)

training and recui-rrenpt training@, which incGludes period-ic instr'uction, fire drills, and annual fire
b~igadetF- ai

The initi-al traininRg program consists Of bu--t is nt limited to (1)instrucGtion and practica
exrie--.in fire extinguishment and-the ueof fire fighting equipment; (2)identification of fire
hazaZ;rds. -andtypes, of firesr-tha-t coul-d ocu i the plant; (3) idniicto f the locGation of fire
fighting equipment in e-ach fire area of the plant; (41)instruction 9R the proper use of plant fire
fighting eqluipment; (5) isrconon the proper use6 of comm unications, lig hting, ventilation,
the t9oxi characteristis oe
and eneFrgeny breathing apparatus; (69) is
products of comebustion; and (7)fins-truc'Ation and practical exercises infighting fires nsd
buildkings and
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tunnetls. Inadito to initial training, the fire brigade is in;structed on fire fighting procedures,

and procedure changes, tho plant fire fighting plan with emphasis0 on each fincj~dividual'sr
respons6ibility, and the latest plant modific~ations and changes afecting the fire fighting plans.

The-rec~urrent training consmists. of regular planned meetings hold every' 3 months. Thesge
mneetings Will repeat the italtraining subjects over a 2 year period. Emach member of the
fire brigade isrqie to attenmd this traininig in order to remain qualified. Fire brigade drills
will be proplannod by the applicant to establish the objectives and conducted by the fire
brigde rainng
nstuctoortheinstrucos designee. Onsite fire brigade drils will be
c~ond-ucnted- as follows: (I) a m~inimum of oem drill per fire brigade shift will beA -onrd-ucted over;
92 (2~~ mnmm
~~~-1
days foe nnounced drill will be conducted per fire brigade shift per
at,J tal at IeJLL onuuieuunuuii
rAmembr Willjibe r~equired

iea,

fire brigade

winpFteU~cld
Hf

1 09 cGRUnuCwu4- Q-n TRA OJCKRflITL

tvrs-

to attend at le-ast two drills, per year.-

The applicant wil holId annua! training for each fire brigade mnember. This trafining wl
provide insru•ctio,.under

actu.al fire fighting conditions, on

the proper mtho-d for fighting

various types of fires. simila rinmagnitude, complexity, and difficulty to those that could be
e-rncounte-red in the plant. This training Will include actuial fire extinguishm~ent and the use of
fire fighting equipment under strenuous conditions.
In; addition to thIe annual fire brade training, the aDlicant will hold- annual briefiGs for the

locGal fire_ depadmFents to ensure their continued unertndn 9Of thefir role in the event Of a
fire emnergency On site. The applicant will also held- _an _annual drill for the fire depa~tment and
the fire brigade. This drill Will inclu1deA a fire_ e-mergency scenarAio Of sufiiet oplexfity to

judge how effectively the offsite fire-depadtment and the plant fire brigade work together and
howI well1 the fire depa~tment handles the emnergency. The offsite fire dopa~tment briefings
.anmddlrlswillr AA be held for those depa~tmentS that h~ave_ acr-tivee aid agreements with the plant.The staff cnldsthat the applicant's, proposed fire brigade traininig program did not take
any 8exptions to Positions, B.5bhand c of Appendix A to BT-P (APCSB) 9.5 1 and, therefore,
SEaGeeptable2.5.3 Eguipmont

The applicant has_ stated that fire fighting equipm~ent is provided throughout the plant and-i

strategically placed to concirde with the fire haza~rds present or anticipated. The applicgant
claims that delays in the fire brigade ebtainigo fire fighting equipment is m~inim~izedG because
of th~e dilstribu,_tion andd availability Of this equi~pment througou th plant.. The equipment
avail~able to the fire brigade includes (1) motorized fire fighting apparatus, (2) po~table
venMtiltonR equipment, (3) fire exinguis~he~rs, (4)sefcnandbreathin~g apparatus, (5)fire
hose, nozzles, and fittings, (66) foam equipment, (7)personal protectfive equipment, (8)
conmmunicMrations equibpment, (9) podtable lighting, and (10) ladde~rs specifically dedicated for
FromF

the applicant's description

Of the onsite fire fighting

equipment available to them fir

brigade, the staff finds, that the brigade isadequately equipped to handle onsite fire
emergen6e
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2.6.4 Fir
ww

rrocvauro

or•gWnIcw

R

gntur
KFA

n

.. m.rgen.Y procedu.res, and pre fire plans specify actions taken by the
The applicAnt's fire
indiida Idhisove,-ring - fire ,-,- acti•os•;onsideed by the emergeRcy reonse orgaRnZation
(e.g., cOntrol room, opeators and the plant fire brigade). These proedure• ,
deteGtrRi

proVid

difPf•Ant

fire/smonke condition or Rn fire
basd on whether there is ann -act'

levels; of respns

system annunciation (e.g., a single fire-detection•

.ystem
Zon.e

nnunciation

in

cross zoned- ;FAra- Will not cam,' the s-amne levefl of response as a cross zone annunciation i
the 6sFae area).

For. example, a •epov of a fire by plant p'ersonnel1

.ndr.,cro•ss•.zon

annu-ncdiation of the fire detection system would get an automatic response of the plant fire
brigade to the pending fire emnergency. The applicant has imRpl8emeted fire em~ergency
procedures and pre fire plans which specify the- -actionsto- be taken by the indiv*idu al
discovering the fire and actionsF to be onsi~dered by the emnergency response ogFani.zation.
.
the fire fighting aGtivities in plant areas
The applicat has de:veloped p-r fire plans to SUPPO.

impeotant to safety. Specfifically, these plans are developed for safety related areas, safe
shtdwnareas, and areas that pre-seent a h:az;ard to safety related equipm~ent Or plant
shutdown. The p.e fire plans provide t-he fo-llowing inoRrm

"ation
t the fire brigade: (I)

equipment in the fire area, (2) access and egress routes to the fire area, (3) any ni;que fire
fighting m.ethods required because of the ha.za.rd.s in the area, (4) locations Of fire proteAtion
anrd equipmAent, (5) special fire, toxic, ad radiological hazards in the area, aRd (6)
features,•

special precautions.

The staff conclu'-des that the applicant's proposed fire brigade preplans and- fire AFem~ergeny
procedur~es- did- Rnt take anY exceptions to the NIRC- lette-r d-ated- Jun-e 220, 1977, "Nucla
t M-M-. .

-UMMUM

Om-

Assurance, " and, therefore, are acceptable.
2.5.5 Emergency Response
The applicant intends to uses its fire brigade to respond to the following onsite/ownercontrolled area emergencies: (1) fires, (2) medical emergencies, (3) hazardous material
spills, and (4) rescues. The staff finds acceptable the applicant's utilization of the plant fire
brigade.
2.0 G••NIERAI

I AINJT FIRE PROJTECTION AND SAFE-SHI ITDOWAINl FEATI IURES

Barriers
311.11 Buildin and Compartment, FirOF
Three hurafrerated barriers are provided betweenA the reac;tor building and auxiliarýY
building, control bufilding an uxlay building, serAcPne- bhuild-ing and auxiliary building, and
ontrol b,uIlding and turFfbire building. All floors, walls, and ceiling encI-osig th8 G•cRtFl roam
and- th~e c~able spreading room are rated at a mninimnum. of 32ors
heehu fire separation

wIll1 be m~aint~ained- betwveen adjacent islgnrtruiswihntedee eeao
building. The mafin control room area contains perfipheral roomrs whic-h are located wi thin the
main control .roo complex. These periPheFal rooms have autematifc- sprinklers, detectors,
a;;n~d 1.1/2-hour fire rated barriers separating them fromn the main control- room.
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The applicant has applied the-folloCOwing criteria for subdiViding the plant into fire aroas and
Zones: (1) fire- arasre bounded b!y 3 hour fire b-arriers ;-nd- (2)fire areas Or rooms6 within
fire areas are separated into fie-zoes by fire barriers- that have either 1 , 2 , Or 3 hour fire
ratingS. if the separation betwNeen the zones-6 is- less6 thanR 3 hourFS, then aultomatic
supesin and detection; systems are provided or d-evi-ationsr are justified (refer to SEIR
Setin .0, "DeViations rFrom Staff Fire Pro-tec-tion Guidance").

In gormeral, fire; b-arriers- in bufildings Or compartm~ents (walls, ceilings, floors) are conStructed
either of reinfore-md cnctrGete or of reinforced-concrete blocks. The conreFte fire barrier r
at least 12 inc-hesr thick ;and the concrt block barriersA areF9 normally 8 nhsthic.k.Th

applicant's analysis of thesre fire- barrier designs concludes that these barriers ar smilar to
Underwriters L-abhoratories, Inc. (UL) listed conrGete block barrier designs (Design Nor,. UJ996,
are,,,mhih
2hour to•
hourw fire rated. In addition, the applicant's
vU9m5,
,,906,and
,9v7) v
analysis, used the guidamnce of Secrtion 6, Chapter 5, Of the PFir Protection Handbook

(Seventeenth Eidition). T-his sectionco~rrelatesfre raigAnRtikns of refinforced
conrGete. On this basis, the applicant conclu'_d~es that the 12 finch thick reimnforrced conc~rGete
barrier exceeAdsF_ the 3 -hour rating assigned to these; WaItts, Bar barriers.

At W~atts Bar eqipet hatchesR in the floo-r o-r fire barriers inthe ceiling can be categorized
as
(1)

precast conrGete plugs
steel covers With overlapping mnating swfacess
(3 Gpen hatches, and staim.ells

(2)

Precast conreFte pluges are associated- With raddiation shielding and, as fire barriers,ae
equivalent to the floor Or ceiling fire barrier in Which they are located.
TIhe steeklcovers have either a

on

either sid. wmGhich

ateLr can

around the•
mQ or

redudt
•A;
Raf

shton

trains

_are separated from ea.h other by a cmum uative ho•rzFoa•lrdstanceof a

lea.st 20 feet. Both side-s are provided, with automatic fi.re dete•tio

and s6u.presoncstems.

The epen hatches and stairxolls are either separated by horizontally redundant shutdoWn
trans
hatareat lat20 feet apart, Or one train has been protected by a 1-hour fire bare
(Withcuit the fire b~arrier if a water curtain has been instlle
Arud the opening). InR
either
c~ase, automnatic- fire detection anRd suppression systemsr are loc-ated on both sides ofth
inA
thýe refuieling ara
opnng.The only eXception to these arrangeen;_AtsA isR
4 firem
In gerneral, the s~afe sRh~utdown; systems at Waftts Bar are isolated fromR exposur to
hazards by physic*al isolation, spatial separation, automatic supesOn, orSome
Gombinatiom of these. Redlund-ant safety related funcRAtionst are separated frm-F eac-h ether or

protected as, specified by applicable NRC guidelines, to preclude damage by a single fire

The
staff conclu"_des_ that the applicant's propose-d tecrhinical bas~fis forF sub dividing the plant
inRto fire are.as and
Appendix
vBTvPA to

zo.es offers an equivalent lev.el of fire safety to that of Positio:n-D.1
(APCv1B) 9.5 1 and, thverefoe, is acceptable.
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3.1.2 Fire Doo;s

The applicant proposes toue- fire-door assemblies (doors, frames, and hardware) that are
UL= listed in door opening inrqurd fire baFerrier. T-hese;A door Assemblies will be either A
ri
labeled (3 hour) oFr B labeled (IV2 hour). A labeled- deo

w

ba-rr;'iers, aRd B labeled doors will be ins;,talled. in fire barrhaing

be used iF;n
3 hour fire
ratiRg of 2 hours or
a fire

Sliding fire doors are provided in selec-ted- le-ocations.- Theso slIiding fire doo~rs are closed by a
fusible link orCO system pressure, Or both-.

The staff finds that the applicant's design criteria and- b-ases9 rela-te-d to-the intlato

f rated

tire
iiioirir
ire assemoiiesi
s inVir
accordance Wit the guideli6s O Positin D. 1.j of
Appendix A to BrTP (APCSB) 9.5 1 and, therefore, are acceptable.

Some doors cannot be puwrchased asm l-abeled- fire deoor (e.g., air lock doors, equIipment~
doors, submarine type doors). The applicant has evaluated thesee dooQ-rs and conclu1des that
these doers will prevent fire fFrom spreading through the fire barrier (refer to Section 6.0
"D)evwitions- =FromA Staff FreOA P2Q-ArotctonGidlies)
3.1.3 FireG DamperS,

To prevent the propagation of fire through the duc~t, the applicant has provideAd- fire- d-ampers
in HAC:Cd•uct

that pen.etate required fire barriers. in areas pFrtected by automatic CO 2

suppr.ssion systems, these dampers alseo clse duing the CO 2 system discharge. The fire

dampers are- ac.tuated- by a fusible link rat.d at 165 OP (74 0C). Som,e fire damApers are also
closed by electrothermal

links that

,areelctrically activated by a signal from the fire detection

system.

The applicant has implemented a procedure to shut down theai handlers in the event of a
fire in fire areas that have fire dampers which ma" not close undeFr e~t;i* HVAAC air flow
conditions. The air haRdlers will be shut down upn

rec;eipt of multiple ala~rms frAm fiFr

detector zones-6 Or th~e actuation of a deluge valve fro~m the- fire suppression system and the
dispatch of the plant fire brigade. Becau 4 of-this procedure, the staffhas reasonable
assurance that the fire dampers will function properly during a fire. At the same time,the

staff has reasonable assurance that air handlers.;will not be s~hu-t dIown unn~ecessarmil
because Of unatdfire alarms6.

The rstaff conclu'des; that the fire dampIers. eXceE~t for fire damneer 4 -8D 31 380Q7 And 2 !SD
i acrdan. With the
,31 38892 (refer toSction 6.9.6, "Large Fire Dampers"), are in
of Sectiogn . ,A.jof Appendix A to 1BTP (APCSBI)
ndtheqgi
appliGcat's commitmental

3.1.4 Fire Barrier Penetration Seals
3.1.4.1 Electrical and Mechanical Penetration Seals
In FIPR Se•Rcions 11.12.6, VIII.D..j, and D.34, the applicant commi•tted•to- inst fire barrier
mechaiGcal and electrical penetratien seals that were qualified by tests meetiRg the guidance

and aG•eptancev-

,riter:
of Amerian,
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Society for Testing and Materials (AST-M) Standard F. 814 1994, "Standard- Temst M~ethod forF
Fire Tests of T-hrough Penetratio Fire Stops," (for mochanca fiebarer
pntrationsels
anIsttue f ElcrcladEetoicsEgineers (IEEr-E) Standard- 631- 1978, "IEEE
Stadad
Cbl PnetatonFire Stop Qualification otR freetia fire bharrier penetration
IEEE-634 states that the qualification fire endurance test program for electrical
penetration seals should include tests of penetration seal designs representative of
the in-plant configuration. This standard
(1)

gives guidance on bounding cable fill conditions

(2)

aives guidance on the size of the penetration openings

(3)

requires that the test specimen have a cable fill representative of its end use and
the plant-specific cable construction (e.g., if end use was a tray filled with crosslinked polyethylene instrument cables, the test specimen should be
representative of this condition)

(4)

gives guidance on the temperature conditions on the unexposed surface of the
test specimen

(5)

recommends that at least three thermocouples be located on the surface of the
penetration seal to measure the temperature on the material's face

(6)

states that temperatures shall be measured at the cable lacket, cable penetration
fire stop interface, and the interface between the fire stop and through metallic
components

Using this basic guidance, the staff, during a July 1995 site visit, reviewed the
applicant's engineering analysis and qualification tests for the following typical Watts
Bar electrical penetration seal designs:
*
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

cable tray seal detail LI (3-hour design)
cable tray seal detail H1 (3-hour design)
conduit seal (internal) A2-2 (3-hour design)
cable tray seal detail B1 (3-hour design)
multiple cable tray penetration seal detail G2 (2-hour design)
cable tray seal detail A4 (3-hour design)
cable tray seal detail A4A (3-hour design)
cable tray detail M4 (3-hour design)

ASTM Standard E-814 states that the test specimens for the mechanical penetration
seals shall be representative of actual field installations. The standard
(1) aives guidance on determining the temperature conditions on the unexposed
surface of the test specimen
(2) recommends that at least three thermocouples be located on the surface (under
insulated thermocouple pads) of the penetration seal to measure the temperature
on the material's face
(3) states that temperatures shall be measured at the interface between the fire stop
and throuqh-penetratinq metallic component
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Using this basic guidance, the staff, during a July 1995 site visit, reviewed the
applicant's engineering analysis and qualification tests for the following typical Watts
Bar mechanical penetration seal designs:
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

pipe seal detail V (3-hour design)
multiple pipe seal detail X (3-hour design)
pipe sleeve seal detail XXXVII (3-hour design)
pipe seal detail XLIV (3-hour design)
pipe seal detail XLVII (3-hour design)
pipe boot seal detail L (3-hour detail)
pipe boot/silicone foam seal detail LXXXIII (3-hour detail)
pipe boot/silicone foam seal detail LXXXIV (3-hour detail)

The applicant has not completed its engineering analysis and evaluation of fire barrier
penetration seals. On the basis of a preliminary review of portions of this draft
enaineering report assessing the penetration seal program (Report No. 0006-0092202A. Revision OA), the staff specifically identified concerns regarding qualification
testing and extrapolation of thermal performance data for cable slots, large cable tray
blockouts. and large- diameter mechanical sleeves. In addition, the staff determined
that (1) the tests did not meet the commitments described in the applicant's FPR; (2)
the test specimens in the qualification test reports are either not representative of or
bound the as-built penetration seal conditions; (3) the acceptability of the bounding
conditions for the critical fire penetration seal material and design attributes (e.g.,
material density, location/need for damming boards, amount and type of cables
penetrating the seal test specimens) were not clear; (4) the installation details and
their qualification basis did not clearly establish the fire endurance rating of the seal
design; (5) testing of similar test specimens did not yield consistent thermal
performance results; (6) the qualification testing referenced by the draft engineering
report generally deviated significantly from the testing (collection of thermal
performance data) guidance provided in industry fire endurance penetration seal
testing standards; and (7) the applicant had not properly evaluated the auto-ignition
temperatures (refer to IEEE-634 for guidance) of the various types of cable jacket and
insulation used and pass-through fire-rated penetration seals.
Therefore, the staff

ronludeg, from its audit of the applicant's p9•n9Fation seal programA that

the fire endu rance test specimens6 idntfied by the applicant's engineering analycic to qualify
typical cable tray slots, large cable tray blockouts, and large diameter m~echaRnical sleevyec
penetration s-eal do mot adequately d-emonstrate the fire FresistiVe rating of these typica
penetration seal designs and, therefore, they do- not conforFm to the guidA-elines of Positionsr
II

trak
esoutonof this iseby TAC M63648.
3.1,4.2 Internal Conduit Fira Barrier Pn,•tration Seals

Con~duits, ;Awill be proVidedI With itrnansokeq and gas, seals. These seals ishall have a
minimum~F of aR3incAh-d-eep silicon~e foam and 1 inch cerai fibber dmignsaldat the
bottoor back side of the foam seaal. The applicant will isaltherse interalcnutsast
the first a-a ilable openiRg ir the c•onut

Cond,uits that termiRnate iloed

j•un•ct*lin hboxe or

other nOncombus1-1ti-ble se-ale-d-ecoue doe not need inRternal smoke seals, except for
conduit•

in the auxilia,' and
•
e•vnda'Gcontaivnment envelope bmoundar,.
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velecroUi•cal c
,ubvle,
such as. in a mo.tor control cente.r aRnd, in a swwvthgar Gcabinet, is
cRnsodred c•r6cmbtble÷.
Cnd'uits, that are reu.ted through the fire area Rnd that do not
terminate in the area do not require internal seals.

Conduits that terminate Within 1 foot of a fireaqrrir ae requ.i'wred to have an internal fr sl.
Comnluitsmthatlare less than 3X4 i;nh in diameter and that terminatA 1 foot or moFre (h t not
seals
more thahn 3 fet) away fromn the fire barrier arA no required to have intale

C ondwIts that are 1 inch in ddiameIllter and less than 2 inches in dliaImeter, arV
e required to haVe
smkeselsCndt tt al 2 inhsndiammeter
lll~llVV lmI•lre
and that terminlate 3V
feet or More
less than 5 feet from the fire barrier and that have a nable fill gFreate than 40 percent are Rot
req••ired to have internal fire or smoke sealms If the c-ahle fill is lAes than 10 perent, a so-ke
that are more than 2•iches in diamAtAr anmd that terminatA 1 foot
seal is required. Cnduitsm
Or nmoFe, but not mere than 3 feet, away f(rom the firearrier are requirdR tot havA internalfire
in diamete,•
h in di;aeAter and41 incheor less
sieals. Conduito that arA morep than
a cable•lf9 that exceeds 10 percent, are nt r equrFed to be sealed. Gnduits that are 2
aith
incheor less in diametewr anRd that terminate mere than 5 fAetand 'lAe than :2:2 feet away
from the fire barrier are net required to have internal fire ses.

Condu,,t• that are grate

tha-n 2 inchres in d*iame•te..r and- that termin;tA at m.re than 5 feAet ;nd 'less thar 22 fAAt from
the fire barrier are reuired~ tG have an internal smoke seal, eept that cnut
that are
greater than 2 inhesand 1 inches or les in diameter and that have a cable fill greater than
40 percent areRot requlired t have internal smoke seals. Conduts that tarminate Fmre than

22fe~ett aw..ay fFrom the fire barrier are net required to have inenlseals
finds that the applicant's proposal to intlnterna cn,,dit fire and smoke sals. is
l.j and D.3.d of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5
equivaleRt to the guidele-nA of Positins ID
1 and, therefoev,
is acceptable.

The staff

3.-

34aiSutow

can

oi

3.2.1 Separation OfSaeSuonFncon

In ord-er to ensure that one- tra;in of equipment re-mains free of fire damage where
cmApon;ent

Of redulndant trains of systens nmocessar' to achieve and maintain hot standby

condeiwons arc iloated within the samea fire area outside the cotainment, the applicant har
committed to 6eparate equipment, om•Ronents, cables, aRd associated cir, uits, of redu~ndant,
safe shu tdown; systeoms by the foll•owing mens:
(4)

a fire brraier that has a 3 hour fire rFatin

(2)

a horizcntal distanceA of more than :20 feet free of inerein cmusti-bles or other fire
hazadrds, and by intligautomatic fire_ detec-tion and suppression systems in that free
space n(!interening

ombustikbles or otheer fire haa-rds are6p

'Fresent,
then the firearea

is required to be protected by automatic sprinkler systems that Gomply Wit
applicAnts expanded sprinkler coverage criteria (See Section 6.0, 'lDvatioins rrom-

Staff Fire Pro~tecrtion Gufidance.").)
(3)

A
and sprein
a fire b-rrier that has a 1 houmr fire ra ting With au tomatic ffire deAtecGti•o

systems installeq in the area
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Fo
Afe
component.
thco
...
inment building,
Will
us
n O•shu•tdon
n meas
nte ave located
o on inid
OT tn
Tiiongmen
to anv the applicant
sepraion
betweeAn91

trains:

(1)

auto~matic, fire detention and supesin ntalled in the

area

(2)

separation of equipment, com~ponents, and- ass-ociate-d ci6m,*rcuit o-f redundant Gyster
by a radiant energy shield (refer tooS-ectio9n 6.0, "Deviation

FASb

NoRncomWbus'Rtibile Radiant

Energy Heat Shields")
RInorder to conform to the fire protoction and cafe shutdoWn train separatioRncritoria rspecified
by items 1,2, and 3 above, the applicant took credit forF a sfshtonan~alysisr VoluMe

ehvaluation methodology.

The analys-is olm methodology is used by the applicant in order to suwb divid-e a large fire
a4rea- :anRd- s-ubject it to a detailed Appendix R safe shutdmAown analysis and ensure that onetrain of s-afe sr-hu-tdownAf capability is.free of direcGt. fire damage. An analysis volume (AV) can
consist of .anentir fire area or a portion of a lar.ger fire area. 1When the AV is a portion of the
fire area, it .a. consist Of m'ultiple rooms, a single room, portions Of a room (normally defined
by columnR line- loc9ations), or an" co~mbination Of the Rabve. Each AV that inolesoly a
portion of a room incldes
ira :20 foot wide (minimORum) "buffer zoneAP-" bfetwee itadth
adjacent.A.V. The bufrznsae analyzed as part of the larger AV and as, a separate AV.

In peforming safe shutdown anal"~S safe shutdown coFPmponetsq and cables, are assigned
to theV

AV containiIg

are assigne-d-to n

the component

A ddf1itionally,

cOmponents located in

theu•

ffer

zones•1

ARMfor the _buffe Fzone.

The applicant's safelshu
n
tdoniwwwrn nlysis i

pepfIrmI d

a•ssumiqnIg that all compo1neRtr •n•d

ca-RblesR in the A.V aedamaged by the postulated- fire- .A se-t of s-afe sRhu-tdo9wn equipment is,
thenseplecnted and correctie ac~tions designated to ensure sa;fe shutdown~func~tfions can be
maitaiedWith the-selected equipment. in order to provide reasonable assr, ance that
W~atts, BaFrsa-tis-fie-d the- technical requirements of Appendix R, Section lI.G, "Fire Protection of
S~afeRh
shudown capability," the applicant identifie-d and use~d the folloAwing types of analysis
"

F4re 4mr; The fire area is separated fromn other adjacent areas by rated barrier-s

(Walls, floors, and ceilings) that are sluffficfifent to- withs~tand th~ehardasoitdwh

the area and, as necessay, to protect equipment in.the area from a fire outside the
area. The fire area..mybe a single room or several individual rooms. If redundant

safesAhutow cablesarýe located inthe AV, the' are protected by an electia
raceway fire barrier system throughouwt the ANV (i.e., from rated fire-barrier to rated fire
barrie•).

For

example, this AV would be boun.d-Aed on al•l1
sides by 3 hou r fire rate

brir.The ffire- barriers provide for protection of safe-shu-t-d-omwoncomponents within
this AV in accord.ance with

Appendix R, Section lll.G (i.e., 3 hour electrical raceway

fire barrier system protecting one safe shu tdown train from 3-e
hor fire rated area
bounda-y fireA barrier te 3 ho, -r firerated area bnda-'
"

fire ba'rrier with the fire area).

Single. QRoom 4within aQFire Ara,, - The room is separated from. other adjacent room in
-Afi.*re ara.AA by regulatory fire barriers (walls, floors,
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are located in the AV! (i.e., single room within a fire area), they are protected by an
Iegulato,' fi•e
t the A\! (i.e., from r
el•ectical r,.c--a,, fire barrietr ytem,- throug
i-

Tecmiaino
room in thp ' r
* Combination of R~ooms; Within a; F~ire Ar
separated fro.m oather.A~r, within the same firte area by regulator,' fire barriers that are
rated for at lat1hu.The regulator; fire barriers that separateq the AV!from other
AVs in the fid
for protection offe
shutdown equipment in accordance
with Appendix R, Sect-io•n IIIG.2. Except as6 discussed n Section 6.5 ("Deviation
Pa+tial Fire Walil Between GComponent Cooling WUater System Pumps"), if reundant
safe, 8hutdGM
cab•lesa•re
loctevi the AV,, they are protected by an electrical

Fraceway fire barrier system throughout the A'! (i.e., from; regulator,' fire barrier to
regulator; fireR barrier that establishes the A'! ona,)
0

W ats Bar roenoms713 A2 (avirok), 713 A3 (titration room), 713 A4 (radiochemical lab),

713 A5 (counting room), and 713 A39 (airlock) are examples of the applicant
coAmbfinig and- evaluating areas as, a single AV!. Fire is unlikely to spread from oem
room to the ~e~d, but, in any event, fire Will not propagate beyond the fire barrierses~tablishing the boundar,' of the AV!. Elmectric-al raceway fire barrier systems are
installed to protect one train Of saIfe- shMutown cables ;and are applied from AV! fire
barrier to A'.' fire ba;rrier and do not stop at the inemdaewalls.
* Sections of ~arge Genera! Aroas AVrs consisting Of setOnof laarge general areas
vv,,,nar..rn+

A,

20 feet.

In

large

an

system

electrical

this

r

6.4,"

Section

to

fire

throughout
ofA•!

the

AV!
in

r

in

AV!,

system.
(i.e.,

A6r-

one
The

from
1

Figues

A.. v..

g

A'!
and

train

is

arem

ins~t;alled

stelec-ted

to

racew
to

AV!

ay

A.1________

VOLUME 1
VlC)t I I
(•3_-Al

FA!

r-

4)

(737-

(737BN)

I

(737A!A)
_

MAN)

Fi'ncurn I
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in
If

CGFnbustibles").

elecntrical
boundar,'

2,

1k-.

incueiter~ening

systemRs

ntAR

,eni,

the

-v•i

used th~at

are

Deviation

AA

A. 10

f.

an;d- deAtecGtionR

barrier

i•s shown

k,

1.,.
, ,,v

zoes

cables9 areA located
raceway

type

A15

n..

-bufferer

areaswhere9

ism applied
of

example

f

automatic suppression
(refer

area

Ilk

,ka

safe-s;hutdownIM
by

protected

An

,,+,
_k

genr9al

general

,ar,,

redundant

barrier

a,

enhanced

combustibles,
the

f v -

A4C

Ad n

(737-AW

A0

A&

(3
-A!BN)

Ad

(737-A N4

73

iA

rigourue

For example, elevation 737 ft 0-in.of the auxiliary building was subdimvideAd- into male
ection;S to fAcilit•a•t

fire safe shutdowR analysis.

tA

First, a-- showni

Figure 1 , the

727 ft 0, in. elevation was split into two main AV, at column,, lie
,
.
EampleVolume
I c-oversz the .are--a between column lines A1 to- A@ and example Volume 2 coVers the
areav beeen
coluMn lines A8A to A 151,..Eah of .,,
theseq A•s include am>20 foot buffer
zone (737 A I BNl and 737 AlAN) h•ihc,-h fAo.rms the onteR•-ac-,e- between the +o ,ume.
This intemlace fr +,.a third AV (shown in Figure 2)
• and cnsists of the area between

c~olumn lines A6 to-. AI0 and is approximately 42 feet wide.
The appli•cRt's pos.t fire s"afe'th,
shutdown analysis methodology f..irst evaluates the main
AVs (Volume 1. an•d• Volume 2). In each of these volumes, the applicant pforlormed an
evalvuation to ensure com plivae with Appendix R, Se•tio
l,..
2. WhAereables ot
revdunda•tr,afe shutdvw equipmvent avre,,loe
,inanAA,,,V, one train is seleced fo

protection with anm elecntric~al rac-eway fire barrier system. The selected cables are
protected fromA AV boundary to AV boun~dary. in this example, TrFain B cables are
protected in the Volume

2 and Train A cables

are protected i the Volume 1. If a T"rain

BR
c-abhle were-F to)taranition, it would be protected fro-m. the-fi~re-r~ated fire b~arrfiezr at AlI to
the end- of the AV at A8.
The applicant then evaluated the AV created by com~bining the VoumI and Volu me
2 bufer
zones
(Volume
3).
This
evalu-iation
ad-dresses,
potential
fires-th-at may
occur
at
mv v•v vv
,.
u v
v| |lV.
, ..- ,.,.,
v.
mvv-J-.
. ,v.
v•.
..,.
,•
•,
.

-

--

-

-

-

-llV

the Volu me I an~d Volume 2 ine;acRad alson addressesR the potential for a fire to
propagate acostenelc. In pepforming this analysis, the applicant credited
components an;d- cables6 outsidAe t-his thir AV to the maximu1Im. extent practical in o-rderF
to-e-nsre,-- that separation between69 re-qdundant trai~ns exceeqded 20 feet. Where cablesr
of redu ndant safe shu-tdoWn equipment were located inthis volume, one train was
a

nrotected h'i
Ot

IVI

9!ectricil

racnwayi

elm W~l PlIOfl~
fd+tt~fl

t2IMt

~

nra

k ap

firn hirrier 6ustem The Fenwiiird saife shtd
VIIHi• V Illl
IN d

p

ig

T-1r-- -n
at erl

nnAW
.
r-],

-

n.

ra

nfl

'.A

aa.

where%-bothtraim-ns f sfshtonequipmenRt cables, are protec-tfed- For-examnple, i
Train A cables were selected to be protected throughoult VoluIme 3, both trains of safe-

shutdown eouipment cables would be romtected in the Volume.F :2 bu.fferrzne (columnFA
lines; A\14 to A~ ) Pecause I rain calqies are proetept9 tnrougOut1 volum
-M.2
i,

A

A

I

m
A

m
A•
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A
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i

6u

in

i

st 0? l
e.ro sections separated by
T8t, Mre overuap reginr is conRSIar•e
to o•e9
rr OT

er--V

an overlap rFeqgn Mat is greater tnan

both AVs.

A L I

p

OT LFmg
g9 .nS.....a

th-oat --con
...

conibutiblos, enhanced automat.i

if the overlap region internening
contains

,munraeemn,•ne•

ataon•i;an

a

r-tomp =n•r

;n

m 11

in

tba

inro

rnim,

lrofor

Q-n4;pn A A

in

"De-Viation

lnteFVRonig Combustibles," for additional norai).if
redundant safe
shutdownI cables are locatod in the AV, they' are protected by an electrical raceway 4Fir
hirrinr

-.-su~teRn; .thrniinhniit

the.

0 AI (

fFG

141~ hQs~,-,n
•n n a.,n.-nwnam-f
•f•n nn•l• •n
Vii JAn
J • V hpaGj-,rm,1
WV•D l•l
V +RRW
•V AV
•l i•l

this type of AV is shown in Figures 3 and 4, below.

r-EgUFO

.4

7-7-72-AA4)
(772-A2A4

97-p21-

___________A2A2.1

Fim"ilra A
m

-7-7)

A)

AQn

I/

k

facnilitateamalysis (Volume
v

A

iD

;

4&

and Volume 2). As shown

4.

A%/

in Figure 3 above, volmve1

consists of room su-bdi-vsion sections ,2A, A2W, and A)2,3, and as Shown in Figure
4, Volu'me 2 consists of room subdivision sections A2A3 and A2AM. Section A2A3 is
the overlap area thativs pa, of both AVi.

This overlap area was selected to provide a

seoaration distan~e oreater than 20 feeAt betIween
In

e.ach of these ANN',

the adQ*fioiiaAs

the applicant pe-rm.ed an evaluation to ensure coGm..plnce wth

Appendix R, Section llI.G.2. Where cables of red-undant safe-shutdown equipm~ent are.
located in the same volume, one train is selected OFoprotection with an electrial
raceway fire barrier system. The selected cnbles are potected fi

romAV d

.AV. bounRdar'. In ths example, the only cables requiring fire barrier protecinn
Volume

iand Volume 2 were Iocated and protected in both AVs.

The applicant's propose-d critera for providing fire protection for safe shutdown function
offerse an equivalent level of fire safety to SectionM IIG.ofA~ppendix R to 10 CFR 1P;;450-and4
ais. therefore. accestable.
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3.2.2 Safo Shu-tdowMn

Gonoral Plant Areas

asesn copliance with tho separation/protection4
oloyTear
l l l v. A
f
Appendmix Rconsisted at

nmo applicant'svemotn
F

ropulreme8Rnts Of sectioi IigI VVOT

(4\
(2)

ltermininr Te• Tunctionl'

required to -achieveand- mainmtain.m s--afe shutdown
J

producing shutdown logic d*agrFaM that aierinv minimum. cts
accoAvlishinci each shutdown functio1

F

OT:

l

I

i

systems capa,. e oe

safety functi+n, the major equipment required to acc.pl.,h that fucio wa
WAS
ienifiand aFaged o the SDL in functio•;..rnal groups called "keys." These keyed
blocks were then expanded by developing smallerlfofgi diagrams called "e'qu'ipm;ent
keys"; these identify the subsystems6 or componentsqt- or both required to preovde the
For each

specifmed function. The equipme;nt keys, com..
bie..d;With the SDL diagrFa,
redundant paths available to achieve an.d. maIntmain-•i

identfy the

cGn-ditionsin the

s.afe shutdown

RVent-of fm

Warea

(3)

grouping specific plan~t locations into fire

(4)

ietfigfor each area, one or morpe paths, through the shbutdow~n logic diagarams that
wfill s6atisfy ea•h required s•h tdown fUnct•io

(5)

al ,wrtenr; th.at defined the required equipment for the s hutdown
devel9op•g functionv

(6)

idetifin pow rad control cables for shu tdown
' related equipment and associated
cicisthat are not isltdfrom shutdonI cabling
FromI theI SD, and associated equipment
,A
keys,

idetified cables, i; block diagm•

formA, for required components. A required cable list was then generated which
incldes ircits to required equipment -and-circ~uits of equipment whose spurious16
operation cou-ld-affec9t saf~e sudw.Raceways-that contain these requiared cables
wer

thei

d

and

their l•ActQion

documene•, d.

An i•nteacio

i

d

as a

place in the plant where redundant safe sohutdoAwgn paths are not separatedi
.acconrdanceA with the requiret•sram

. f Appendix R, Section1.t.2....

Whenever an

interaction
wa~ detfid
~
~ i ~asdcueted
GG
anRd evaluaRted for it impacto sf
Fshutd_4own ca pability. An appropriate resolution was then determined and documtmetead_.
(7)

relocating cables and equipment, providing fire barrierf, ire detectioRn ad fire

suppression systems so the separation/protecio reureets of Appendix R,
Sec-tion Ill.Q wou ld be met, or providing justiuficwAa~tion_. whIeredvainsfo
requirements occur

hs

On the ba~sis of this, methodology and subject to the d-evi-ations from the eurmnsa
S o . , the appl6cant'sFmeth•od•

9gy conforms t

the requ*ierAemets of Appendix R o 10

CFrR Part 50 and is,therefore, acceptable.
3.2.3 Safo S-h-utdow0-n Analycie,

The applicanRAt's sfe shutow
'W RAnalysis demonstrated that su fficient redundancy exists for
sys~tems, ne-eded- for hot and cold shutdown. The safte-shu tdown
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analysis included comRponents, cabling, and support equip~ment ne-e-ded to ac-hieve hot and
cold shutdown.

Thus, in the event of a fire anywhere in the plant, at least one trai•nR

systems we-uld be a'-vailable te achieVe and maintain het shu-tdewn and proceed to cold
shutdown.

FerF het shutdown at least on8 traiRnef the-fo.llow~ing cafe shutdown systems would be
available: aux(ilia' foedwater•SyStem, steamv gevReatr p•owe•rlperated rllief valves, reaGcto
andi vol-mmpe control systemm. For comvld shutdown, at least
coolant system, and thee cical
one tain of the reessiddual heeIat reemoval (RHR) system would be available. The RHR
•,y•teml

would be used for long termA decay hea;t removal and provides the capability to achievel cold
shutdoWn i~othin 7:2hou-rsafter a fire. The availability of these system;s includes the
compnenZ, cabling, ana suppont equipment necsessary to asnheue cold ANutaown. uppeA
ipmennludes the diesel generatorsand asR•
sociated l•e
component cooling water
ergn
r...ive..r coln water sysfte,

dtribution system,

system, and the necessary

The applicant performed

an electrical separation study to ensure''FA that at least one train ot
such ecquipme-nt is available in the evenmt of -afire in aRreas- that might affect these
component-s. Sa;fe shu tdown equipment and cabling wore identified and traced through each
fire area from the component to the powersource. Ass~ociated circuits whose firAeindu~ed
sprosoeration could- affec9t sa.:fe shtownAIAO w.~ere identified by a systemA review to
cdetermine toecmpoents; whosAe- maloperation,
cold affect theq sa;feshutdownR capability.
leveel of fire protection that is
Following their idenA~tification, suc~h circuiits were provided with am
equivalent to that provided fGr redund__ant trains6 of required equipment.

The applicant's analysis niae that the only areanoutside containmen9t where redunAdant
divisions are not adequately separated i accrdanc wit Scinl.G of Appedix R i h
control building. Alternate shutdown m~easrUes are required for fires in thecnrlbidg
a fire should- dis-able the mainA control room, the auixiliar' control room (ACR), whicah is
locsated in a separate fi.re- area of the auxiliary building, wouild- be;aalal to achieve, and
ho standby an~d6subsequen~t cold shutd;own conditionsr,. Th ercontrol
mafintain th pln In
funtios
ad idictios poviedat the; ACR panel are electrically isolated or otheeufrcie
separate and independent from the- main control room. F~urther discussionn of the Raltrnate
hutdown."
s~hutdown; capability is,pereented btelAowi Sec99tion 3.3., "Alteqrnative SP

On the basis*r of the mreults of isreview, the sta;ff finds, thnt the systems, identified by the
applicsant for achieving and maintainingi safe shu-tdownin the event of ;a fire are acceptable.
Additionally, the methodology used to ensuG-re an adequate level of fire protection ifor these
safe shutdown systems isin acorance With or equivalent to that required by Sectionll.G
of Appendix R to 10 GCFR Part 50 and is,therefore, acceptabe

3.2.3 Systems Roguirod forSafo ShOutdow
Shutdown Of the reac.tor
+ and reactivity contrlI is initially peh, Red by control rod insertin
fromR the control room. Reactor coolant system (RCS) inventory and long term reactiviy
control are main~tained by varying charging and letdownM flowA through the RCS makeup-and
letdown paths. Decay heat removal during hot shutdown is accomplished by establishing
secondary side pressure control and supplying water to to•oef the for steam generators

fFGen -eA-Of
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I

the redundant aux(iliary foedwater pumps. Longq to~rm heat remoeval to ostAb;-lis-h and mnaintain
cold shu tdon

conditons is providod by the reidu.al heat removal (RHR s"stem.

Primary systemA pressure m~ay be controlled by the pressurizer heaters (if aVailable) or by

Yaryfin~g charging flow and level tmininRO-S preseure. The applicant states that

analyses and testing hav beenpeoMeAd- a-t simil;*ar plantso whic-h d-emonst-rate that the use
of charging to control pressure by varying RCS level provide aeqivaent capability to tha;t
Feading the
provided by the peressurizer heaters. The applicant 6subMi#AGd deal
re-feArenced- analyses and testing for the specific fire9 areas where suc~h -usemay be required.

The systemsg selected by the applicant are capabblo of satissfying the post-fire sa~fe-shutdown
requirements- of SetonI1.0- ýandl ll.1 of Appendix R to 10 CFI=R Pa;;F 50-,and are, thoroforo,
ar.eptable
3.3

Alternsatire

3.3.1

Areanin

Shultdown
Wlhch Altrnati..n

Shultdo.In 6 Requi.ed
•

The appli•cat's analysis, has id•en•tified four
e, areas of the ceotrol building which do Rot satisfy

o f Appendix R. pcfcly:hs ra r h
mai cotro
rom, heGable spreading roomn, and the two auxiiay intumnt rooms. Th
alternate shutdown system developed by the applicant provides- altegrnative shutdown4
capability for all aesof the csontrol building, whic-h inclu,-des-F. the areas men~tfioned above.
the separation requirements of Section III.

2232 Altern-ative S-hutdown System
The- Ralternative s.hu-tdot:wn system uses existing plant systems and equipment identifiedi
Section3.2 above, and an auxiliary coRtrol room complex.

No repairsor modifications are

required to implenment the alteMnative shutdown capability.
The alumiliary cOntrl rom (ACR) complex is physically independent of the control building.
iso.l.ation of con..tro.ls• an.d indications provided o-n thea .AC-R is
Where required, elect-rial--

achievfed- through the acutonf isola-tion/transRfer switches-. The ACGR comRplex is divided
inofive independent rooms6 consisting of a TrFain A and T-rain B transfer swAitch room for each
uni;ad theq ACR. The ACR so~'s as; the centr control point during altern-ative shutdown
r-t-..al
fromousd the mai-cotrol oom and provides, control and moni;teoring capabilityfo
redundRCant trains6 (TrFain A and B3) of equipment required to achieve safe shutdown.
3Ad Altearnative Shutdowun Parforanca GoalThe alternative shutdown system desc-ribed- in Secrtions 3.4.1

2.4.5 was;; designed to enable

Appendix Rasfollows:~
3.4.1 Reactfivity Control
INita rectviy otrol is proVided by the control rods, which a;re- inse-Fed by the reaco
protection system. Additional s-hutdown mnargin; is provided by
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nocgberated water from the refueling water storage tank (RWST) into the reactor coolant

system (RG'= ....
~
Ge
FA•.......•...
entOFrng ,+....+•,,,i..vibe
in the ACGR to monitor reactivity and ensure adequate chutdown mnargin.
3.4.2 Reactor Coolant Inventory

CoentrolI of the RCS inventor; requieres maintenamnce of re~qactor coolant pumAp (RCP) seal
integrity, main~taining RCS pressure boundary integrity, and providing ROS makeupan
letdown.
RCDP se-al coolin

i- required to maintain 6eal integrity and pr•eVet an uncontFrlled lo

of

reactor coolant inventoy. RCP seal coolinFg Will be achieved by doVeFing a poFion of the

charging flow to the RCP s~eals. The RCS pressure bou ndary is isolateded by ioangthe
normal and excess letdown lines. ToG prevent deprossuization of thea RCS, the soleni
valves in the reactOr vesel head vent system are aureSld to reAain cl•o

.•

ontrolled by varying charging andI letdown flow through RCS makeup and
RCSS inetri
letdown paths. On)Fe of the redun~dant centrifugal charging pumps, is requfired to provid
makeup inventory to the RCSS. The vo-lume c~ontrol tank (VCT-) isrequired to provide a shodt
seal colng. A sVuction; path

Inventory and_ V
term sul ppl of water for makeup of RISU

from the R1..ST is requirFed to provfide a long term sourceq of berated wa~ter fogr RCS; makeup.
if neceSsa6
netr may be removed- from the RCS by way of the presuie poeroperated rclfief valves (PORVs), discharging to the presurizer relief t~ank (PRT), or
discharging through the RCSS head vent valves.
Roas-;-ter conolant makeup isusually available immediately following reactor trip fromn the
charging system, eXcept

a few fire locations where it isf a

-A,
b

ithin 75 m,,
,Intes

following rcactor trip. Th~e licenseeAt haQeomda nlsswihdmontra;tes tha
makeup due to RCS leakage is not required for 75 minuites. For these scenarios, cooling to
preven~t RCP seal failure will be provfided by the theqrmal1 barrier booster pu1mps located min
a
separate fira area. To preclude a boron dilution event, the RC6 1s; will" beF
stopped within 15Aminut-6esf reactor trip.
3.4.3 Dan y Heat Removal

RCS temperature from power operation to hot shutdowncondtion is coentrolled by the rate
of heat remoeval from the reactor cooGlant to the secondary sid_ neeol-ant and- fro~m hot
shutdown_;f to cold shujtdownF via- dierecat heaRt transfr by the. RHIR system to the ultimate heat
sink. Durng RCS
,wA cold ;M
n to RHR ent,' conditions, heat wi,411 heremov
be,
, from
, the reactg
o
The removal of decay hea•
n
o
steam genrato
via natural ci

from reactor trp to hot standby conditiorns requires one auxiliary feedwater pump su+pplyifn.g

water to b.o0 of the four steam generators. The required Makeup water supply can come
from either the condensate storage tan~k (CST-) oir fro-m. e-merzgencGy raw Ceoling Wvmer
TwoM

steam generators areurd for cooldown. ControlI

of steamA generatorivetr

rIresI l oIe Auxiliar: Feedwater (AF1 ) pump,. either the tubedriven a•xiliaFI feedwater
pump (T-PAPN) Or onte o-f thle bAOM motor driven auxilfiary feedwater pulmps, drawing suction

r•,r,•rr the CST or E=RCW,
,•.•.
h the
..,, corresponding
,,v"-•'r-,.•.m;..
..steam
i;•. gene-rator
.,,+..
..
. Each
' ...- motor
•
u driven
to
from
and
P2ORVs.
TrALA~

nu-mn
mmuiidmc
r- ... 'Fr" T-'' -

iiecie
-I
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flQow to-two steam genr8ators:-, MDAFWI 1 A A to SG;- 1 ad S;G- 2 ad MADAFW 1 R B to S;G-3
and
G 1.Theturb-ine -d-riven uxlir feedwater pump (T-DAFWV) discharge may be aligned
to any two steam generators. However, a supply of steam from SG 1Ivnr
SG
orSGIis
i,,, rfor

TDAF'N pump operation.
The C-ST is n~ormally aligned to the soucntion of the AFWV pumps through locked open valves.
,After
the CRT hasArealhod its low level as indirated by low pump suction pressure, the
rsuction for the AFWV system must be aligned to the ERCW~ system. For shutdown from the
maimn co.ntrol room, operators transfer A.N puFmp sution by manually Opening the isolation
valves co,.rresponding to the operating AF' pumAp. Du6ri•g alternative shu,,tdown from the
auxiliary' control room, AFV PUMPS Will automaticallytransfer from. the CS'T to- theA ERCW

e6yetemn.

The reiulhe~at remo-val (RHR) system is required to provide the long termA heat removal
capabilfity necessar,'to esP-tabhis-h and maint~ain cold s~hutdown conditions. T-he es~tablishment

of RHR cooling requires one RHR pump, heat eXchanger, and asr.socated flowpath to provide
RS- com-ol~ant flow to the primna~r,'sde of the RHR heiat exchanger; one com~ponent c.oolin
system (COS) pump and isassociated flowpath to provide cooling to the secondar, side of
the RHR heat exchanger; aRd oRe es6setial raw cooling water (IfRGfl)pump and its
associated flowpath

to supply
hcling

water to the-,CCS"
heat exchanger. If the diesel

generators are required to supply required power, an additional E=RGV pumpwudb
required for cooling purposes..

The applicant's prost fiF reh-utdowin analysis states that the pres-suriOzer heateArs aRreA the

preferred method of controlling RGS prFere, and will be used-ifavailable. Ifthep
hetrsae lost as a result of fire damage, RGS pressr3Ue;will -becon-troldbusnth
charging syte tovy,the peressuizer level. The shutdown analysis also niatsta
under crtain fireA conditions, the ability to depressuriZe the reactor using pressurizer spray
an.Rd- theORVs, may bhe- lost. This srenRario woul1d require RCS pressure to berdcdby
alternately filling and draining the pressurizer using the charging systemA.
d.4d Proctant Monetorn
lDirect iniainof process vaibeFnldn eactor coolant hot leg temperature (T- hot),
reactor coolant pressure pressurizF level, steam: generator level and pressure, sourc
range flux, charging header pressure and flow, voum cnRtrol tank level indication,an
decay heat removal sys-tem flowe are prvie at th auiir cotoom
The applicant has requested a deviation to Appendix R require-ments; forintueaio
necessar,' to- -achieveXAalenaieshutdown. Specifically, contrar,' to Appen~dix R
requiemens, the applican~t has, not provided wide rangqe steam generator level, tank level
inictinfor the -ond-ensate- isto-rage tank and refueling water storage tank and- RCS coldleg temperature (T-cold). (Refer toecio 69.1, "Deviation Required Instrumentation for
AltrnaiveShutdown," fo-r the- st-afs evaluation of the applicant's deviation request.)
3.4.6 Support Functione

The

applicant suibmitted

Report and- the

alistin;g of all required support functionsR.

-assocriatedshutd-own

The TDV ,A,Fi*re Protectfion
logic diagramn identify the onmsite Aelecstrial supply (diesel

generators an;d- disotribution; system)-,
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control (HYAC components, requfire~d fo-r hot standby), coolfing water systems,
~ comnctosa
A equired cuppo~t functions. In AppenRd-i A.of BNSG01R! 8, i
states that ventilation cooling require-Ad to- mafintain hot standby ir,required for the main cntrol
room (MCR), reactor building, diesel generator (DG) building, 480 V transformer rooms, the
TDAF'A' rooem, and the 7132ft 0 in eleatifon of the auxiliary building. All other arears of he
plant containin eqipent required- for sa,-fe AshutdownIA wo-uld mnai~ntain. _acceptable
temperatures for 72 hour if;All Ventilatfion we~re lost. The staaff.finds this-acceptable.
.Vreni.ronmental

and~

~

3.5 Manual Operator Actions
The applicant's post-fire safe-shutdown analysis, and associated cable interaction studies,
have identified a number of fire areas where operator actions to take manual control of
equipment may be required to compensate for fire-induced equipment failures. On the
basis of its analyses, the applicant performed Calculation No. WBN-OSG-165, R5,
"Manual Actions Required for Safe Shutdown Following a Fire." This evaluation identified
manual operator actions required to achieve safe shutdown in the event of fire in any plant
area, established allowable operating times to accomplish these actions, and verified the
feasibility of performance. A review of this calculation noted the following: (1) manual
actions required for each plant area/zone for the "worst case" fire zone were identified; (2)
the time estimates required to accomplish each manual action were verified by physical
plant walkdowns; and (3) to either establish a shutdown path or compensate for fire
damaged cables or equipment, the applicant's analysis credits the performance of one or
more manual operator actions in areas/zones not requiring an alternative shutdown
capability
The staff reviewed pro.ed.ures ne.e.ssay to implement this approach. The oRly operator
action normally credited prior tGo contro room evacuation is a reactor trip (sram.). However,

the applicant's-Fire P~rotectio Report credits,UA actions prior to control room evacuation:
reaGcOr tFip 2ad rme-atr coolant pump trip. In the evnt of fire

the control building, an

im~media2to trip of the reactor coo-elant pumnps is necessary to prevent overcooling caused by a
spurousacuation of prsuie spay valvos. The feasibility an d adequacy of the
applic~ant's proposed appoc fo preventing a spurfious actuation of presuiespa
valvesA wAs2- adequately demonstrated during the July 1995 site visit -and,thwerefoe, is
aGeeptabee
7
3.5.1 Safe-Shutdown Procedures and Manpower
The applicant has developed post-fire safe-shutdown procedures (AOI-30.2) for each fire
zone. The staff found that these procedures identified necessary manpower requirements
and contained sufficient guidance in the proper sequence for operators to achieve safeshutdown conditions, and that the instructions for shutting down operating equipment were
assigned in the proper sequence. Therefore, the staff finds the applicant's post-fire safeshutdown procedure acceptable.

3.62 Ropaim
The applia-nt states-that repair activities (e.g., liftiRnu#ttiRn

leads, installing ;,prs,

fuse replacement) are not required to achieve and maintain hot standby conditions.
Additionally, the alternative sh-tdown
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and

capability is capable of achieving Gcld sh-utdoncondiion without repairs. Repairs may,
however, be9 necess9-9aw to achieve- coGld s-hu-tdownAondtin Ar. a reul f fire inthe folleowig
"

Roomrs 757. QA5 ;and 7570OA-24
Repairs required
ilude

th

shultoR capability
to en•sure QcldAhn

meletric
l

nf

in the event of fire

a J9ml•V
jumpe•r tov power
V a second
V1

an

mV

these rooms
pumP
lRlW
foml

6.9 -0 bardI 1 BRDll -A
I A

"

Rooms 69:2. QAlIA, A!lAN, and A!1BN (Cel. Lines Q U/Al A!lO)
Room 692.04.1iC
Room 713.0 AlA
Rom•n

7370 A3
A

Room 757.0 A:2
Required cold shu-tdow:n repairs in"clu-de the installation of electrical jumpers at the

respective motor controlcenters (1 hACC-214-AIIQ.A.A and 1 MCC -211 Bl/9A B3) and
replacement of the power. cable from theq MCC to the room cooler.
*Rooms

727.0-AIA, A!lAN, and A!IBN (Col. Lines Q U/Al A!IO)
Room 75i7.0 A:2
Room 757.0 A5
Room 772.0 A.6
Reactor bu ilding

CNlo

repairs for fire i

Nldshutdon;

these arFeas icluIde theIntalaIoNof an elaetrical

jupe anFd replacement of power and limit switch cables; for RHWRGRS highlo
pressulre 'int"--ae valves. The repairs are nocessary to allow RHPRGRS highlo
p~usInv
unVIIuIy v
a Ies-rIm.1 741A,2B,,
e
iiA, uRGOoE
~10 We
UU U-R6f1UU iuAr
J~
•

ll

V
•

V•

•

VW W

WW

V

VW

V

Q

Q

lllll

ll

l~

V

W

VV

l

l

l

l

I

V

lel

l

l

AAluI

,shutddowo,
ncapability.

Cogld srh-utdown repair aciiisicueteisaltOnf telectrical jumApers i the E=RCW and
RHR systems. The applicant has identifie the specific activities to be peformed aRd has
developed repair procedures to implemenMet ths c~apabilty. Additionaly, mnaterialsneesai Fy
to accomAplish the repairs, are available on site.

The repair -activities,developed by the applicant to achieve cold shutdown; con~ditions. satisf y
the requiremen~ts of AppendiX R to- 10- CFR Ra~t 50 and are, therefore, acceptable.

The applian~t has- exMamined the potential impac-t of fire damage on ass-ociated circulits; of
concern. Associ*matd circuits have been categorized by the applicant as Type 1:Common
PQ;ower Sourc~e, Type 11: Spurious, Actuation, and Type 111: Common ~Encloure.
3.6.1 Circuits Arrsociated by Common Pow~er SoUrco

For ciercufits sscite by a common power sourc~e, the applicant has identified All1 circuits
supplied from a power source (i.e., 6Witchgear, MCGs, and loa
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For
centorS) that also poeracruiofeupetrqurdfrptfreafehdo.
the id-entified circuitS, the coordination Of elec-trical protoction devices (e.g., fuses, circi
breaker, Or relays) ws verified to ensue that A firendu c.d fau lit on

;a hbrnch circit

of a

requlired supply Will bo cleared by at le-ast one- branch circuit protective de-vi-e beL-fo-re the fault
current could propagate tGo ause a tip of any upstream. feed.er breake to the Supply.
TO Meet the separat

on

,requiements
Of eci
.v.2 of Appendix R, GenerIc Lefer()

86 10 states that multiple high imeac alts,(MHIFcs) should be considered in the9
evaluatOnf 9eletrical power supplies required fr os fre sa;fe s-hutdow-nR. The applic-ant
h-as evaluated- the a:ffecr-t of h4HIFsi on the post fi're safe sehutdOWn capability of W~afs Bar Un~it
1. T-his evaluation is ontained inTVA CacuaionNo. BPE VAR 9509001, "Appendix R
Multiple High imednc Faut Analsis"Rvso 1, dated September 20, 1995. The
applicant's evaluation issimil!ar to a methodology developed by the Philadelphia El:ecti
Company (PECO) for evaluating MhAIFsr at the Peach Boftom Atomnic Power Station. The
P2ECO methodology, which use the 60 second trip po*int characteristic Of the power su1pply
feed protective device in lieu of the 100 seconr-d trip point characteristic, was approved by
the staff inasft vluation dated April 12, 1989-.

The

applicanRt'so evaluationR of hAHI'sis ase on; a phased approach. In Phase 1, a tecQhnic-al
evauaton f all power sour~es required for post fire safe shutdown was pe~feFRmd u1sing the
followin~g assumnptions:; (1) all (100%) of the connected nonessential ca:bles experience a
high impedancre fault (HIF)condition simultane-ously and (2) the HIF current hasF Avalue- that
isjus~t belowA the- 1000- second trip chrceitcOf the oa protective device-.

The passlf-ail crite-ri;a us1ed during this phase of the evaluation are (1)total board currn
inluinWMIF is less than the supply protective device trip characte~risti at 1000G 6seonds or

(2)total

bear-d cu r-rent inldn

RHFi lo~ss

than the supplypoetv

eieti

characteristic at 60 seconds.
With the eXception of one 180 V shutdowp nboad (180 V SDB 2A2 A), all required power
sources at the- 4Q-N18
VR- levlad'Aca-bove (i.e., 180 V MC;Gs, 180-NV shu-td-own boards, an~d
6. Q-0 rwiftchgear) are capable of satisfying evaluation criterion 1 (i.e., 100% of nonessential
cables faul"ted With theq source protective device characteristic, at 1000 seconds) I heevn
of fire in Ffire Zone 737 11B, located on the 737 ft 0
Sin.
levtion Of the Al Xiliary' bulilding, 180
%1
s-hutdoAwn1 board 2A2 A cannot satisfy criterion 1, buit is capable of Satisfying criterio2
(100% Of noneRssential cables faulte
AWith the source protectfive device characteristic at 60
s~econds-) with margin.

Power sources, which did not satisfy the9 P~hase; 1 criteria were idlentified and appropriate
procedures necessary to restore powef~r wereA developed. None Of the poer9 sou~rce falling
into this categer,' power time c-ritic-al loads (i.e., safe shu tdownF loads whoste loss, cou ld not be
toleramted for :a Ahort eriorud of time until ctoscanR be taken to res~tore MQIMAP
I--

I

.

-.

.

."I

Gn the- bassf the-fo-llowing facts, the applicant's evaluation of multiple high impedance
faults Wars found acceptable:
(1)

The majority
j
of afeshutdon loads,who•,e los,s could impact safe•utdo•,
are igowered- from either a 6.9 -kV or 1 80 V igower sou rce. AsR
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capability

G6urrently configu'red- and- lo-aded, all required poWer sourc~es associgated w..ith the
voltage levels are capable of Austafining HIPS On All non essential leads at the long
time (1000 seco nd) trip char.tei+io.f the supply breaker, With th. excepti.n Of one
180 V an shutdown board (480 V SDB 2A2 A). in th vent offrn"al fire AN1

eXcept fie AV 737A1 B, 18 QV SDB2A2 A is 'alsoapableof satisfying thiscriterion. In
the event of fire- in this ,A.v(737 A! B3), SDB 2A2 A is capable of sustaining HIF, nRall
nonessenAtial lo-ads usin the 60 second trip chaaracteristic of the su1pply protectiVe

(2)

It is c-onsidef-red highly un~likely that all nonessRPRental caMbles -ofa re-quired power supply
wudbe simultaneeou-sly faulted in a high impedaRnce_ cond-ition for an we~eded perio

of time. This viwkis reqflected inthe Staffs6previous acceptance of the use of the
supply protective device 60 second trip characteristic in evaliuating the potenti-al aRffect
of .MHIFs (refer to safety evaluation of the PE-O analysis of MHr's, dated April 12,
1-Q89).
(3)

Restoration proce~dulres_ have been developed for power sources that have a potential
for lesse duo,• to•..

-HIF=. In no
... case are restovration proedulrFes

Orlie
n fo any

powe

supply powering time crimtical loads (i.e., safe shutd.A-own loads whose loss could not be
Ga.. b tk .....
t
tolerated for a
pe.ho. f t . e until actions
.............
T-he applicant's-evalu-ation of Type I ascteciutsalsoGconsidere-d multiple high
result of fire.
.a This evalu.tion consideredt
mpedanc fa.ults. that may be initiated.
potential for mu6l.tiple, cncurr.ent high impedance faults fo. each power source required f•o
safe4 s~hu-tdown and is, therefore, acceptable.
3.6.2 Spuriouc Actusation
As pav,of a systems evaluation performed- duvring the development of the Shlutd•Mown logic ad•
asoited required cable firsts, the applicant identified circui'ts whoseA fire in~duced spurious
crcuimWt-s. Dur~ing this phase of the analysis,
ac-t-uation-M coMuld- 4affect- t.he afesudw
comnponents that mus1t be prevented fromn spuriously operating woreidnfe.Ths
components Afwere thenR lis-te-d in the- shutdown l9ogi and associated equipment keys.Th
applicant then Aeva luated the cal Separation and protection provided fr this equipment in
Al
ir
ich
could cause uerlepi
the same manner as required c
operations we~fre iden4tifieRd_ And_ evalu-I-ated for potential fire d-amage. Additionally, if circu1its for
;
...
h ,.÷^
h
.
.I;.
,
s~v
A-onnr-.-;;;
;f
r-,r•,.- ... ;÷ t•
......
redun'danRt
com~ponents,D.coulid
be affected
by a commonn
fire,
they
were evalu
ated
wa*den~tified as needed.cncmm-urre-ntly and corrective action;A;R
3.6.3 CoAmmon EncloGSUro

TO ad-dress6 the commnR;- enlsueasoiae fircuit0 conRern, the applicant has evaluated
all c-ircuitsr that may share a common enclosure-IF (e.g., cable tray, conduit, panel Or juncrtion
box) with an Appendim R required c-irc~uit. On the basois of its evaluation, the applicant
oonclhud-ers that th~e e~lectrical protectiv*qimn provided will einsure that ealec-tric-al f-aults;
and- overlo-adsR Will ntot resul in any -AImor cal-erdtontahol
e expected when
operating coenditions are beRlQow thte 6etpoint of the lecria protective device.
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On this-bhasis,, the applic~ant's me-thodology for assessi0ng the potential effecPt of firee damage to
noesnRAAti~al :associ;ated ci, rcut on the 6:fo ANhutdoWn capability Of the plant wRa foun t
satisfy the requiremenRts of Appendix R to 10) CFR Pa~t 50, andd is,theireafor-e, acceptable_.
3.6.4 Hogh!loarProecrosr Intaofaoe&

The applicant has dntfe the_ fo-lloWing as high/lw pressure_ inte~rfaces:~rf RHR!IRCSislto
valves (I FCV 714 , 1 C712, 1 E
:74 8, :;Rd 1 F0171 9); press urizer POm and
blhok valves, er'cess letdown isolation valves (1 -01-V6:2-55 anRd 1 F\• V 62 56)i neornal

letdwn solaionValVes, reactor headd vent andd isolation valves, and the safetyineto
alve. During9 its evaluation, the applicaint considered the potential for
multiple circu1it fault.
system!IRHR inefc

To pr8evet fire -finfitfiateId cbefau-lts from causing apriu
valves, power is removed during plant operation.

peration of the RHRislto

The applicant states that cables, for the pressurizer PORV and isassociated block valves,
are~~~b
no sujet to concuAGrrenRt daMag e fromF a comoGeefire Wher
' fir barrier
wra isusd to protect c~ables of -atle-ast onRe vaalve. In; the event of fire requiring alternative
shu6tdown (i.e., a control building fire), the applicant states that the PORV block valves can
To prevent sprosoeaFtion of the remaining high/low pressur~e itraeinthe event of
irmr in AreFAsoanor Tnan Trin

connron omunlrmn1g,

Mre appinmnf srlates MRt
rR-Aom

Of reAuno'nC

valves in the same highlow pressure interface Ine are Rot subject to damage from -a.
c ..
.Io
the control building, the applicant states that spurious
operation, teva
v,
will be prevented by operator actions to deenvrgize and isolat

The applicant's, approac-h is an accreptable m~eans of preventing spurious operations4o
hghow•,hPressure

3.7 Fire Barriers Used To Separate Redundant Safe-Shutdown Functions Within the
Same Fire Area
3.7.1 Raceway and Cable Tray Fire Barriers
Cable raceway that requires separation by fire-rated barriers at Watts Bar may be protected
by either 1-hour or 3-hour fire-rated barrier systems. The applicant will use a 1-hour firerated barrier system if automatic detection and suppression are installed in the area and a 3hour fire-rated barrier system if automatic suppression is not installed in the area. Currently,
the applicant has proposed to use Thermo-Lag 1-hour fire-barrier raceway assemblies to
separate redundant safe-shutdown functions within the same fire area.
By letters dated October 16, 1992; February 10, 1993; June 25, 1994; and March 22, 1995,
the applicant proposed to use Thermo-Lag 330-1 and 770-1 materials to construct the
required 1-hour and 3-hour fire-rated barrier protection for one train of safe-shutdown
capability and to meet the fire separation requirements specified for redundant safeshutdown trains in Section III.G of Appendix R
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to 10 CFR Part 50. By letters dated July 9, 1994; December 23, 1994; and March 29, 1995,
the applicant submitted the results of the qualification testing it did to demonstrate that its
proposed Thermo-Lag fire- barrier installations will satisfy the 1-hour and 3-hour fire-resistive
requirement of Appendix R, Section III.G.
The staff audited the construction of the fire endurance test specimens at the applicant's
contract testing laboratory (Omega Point Labs, San Antonio, Texas) during the weeks of
February 13, 1993, and July 25, August 1, August 22, and October 17, 1994. During these
visits, the staff observed the erection of raceway configurations, installation of test
instrumentation, installation of penetration seals, and the construction and application of
Thermo-Lag 330-1 fire barrier materials. The staff also observed the test laboratory's and
the applicant's quality control (QC) and quality assurance (QA) activities.
The staff observed fire endurance tests on December 21 and 22, 1992; January 7, March
31, April 1, 6 and 7, 1993; September 7, 8, and 20, 1994; October 18, 19, and 27, 1994; and
November 17, 1994. The staff observed the test setups, the fire exposure and hose stream
tests, and the collection of thermocouple data. The staff also observed the condition of the
fire barrier after the fire exposure and hose stream tests.
3.7.2 Thermo-Lag 330-1 Fire Barrier Materials
Thermo-Lag 330-1 used in panels, conduit preshapes, and trowel-grade materials, is a
compound which goes through a sublimation process when exposed to fire. According to
Thermal Science, Incorporated (TSI), the manufacturer of Thermo-Lag 330 fire barrier
materials, under exposure to fire, the temperature of sublimation is attained. Once
sublimation occurs, the Thermo-Lag material changes to a vapor. The sublimate vapors
given off by the Thermo-Lag materials go through an endothermic decomposition process
which absorbs heat from the fire. During the pyrolysis of the binder system, a char layer is
formed which is composed of small interconnecting cells having a large surface area. This
combined effect makes the endothermic decomposition process more efficient. The ability of
the char layer to attain high temperatures further results in re-radiation of energy and a
reduced heat transfer coefficient. The low conductivity of the light cellular char structure also
provides an insulative function.
For its Phase 1, Conduit and Junction Box Fire Barrier Test Program, the applicant used
Thermo-Lag materials extracted for Watts Bar site stock. Each Thermo-Lag 330-1 V-ribbed
panel was 5/8-inch + 1/8-inch thick (nominal) by 48 inches wide by 78 inches long, with
stress skin monolithically adhered to the panel on one face. The stress skin is installed
adjacent to the surface of the protected commodity (e.g., a conduit or a junction box). In
addition to the panels, the applicant used preformed conduit sections (nominally 5/8 inch
thick by 3 feet long and 3/8 inch thick by 3 feet long). All Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels and
conduit preformed sections were measured, saw cut, and installed onto the respective test
specimens by the applicant's craft personnel using approved Watts Bar drawings,
procedures, and specifications.
Among the other materials used were Thermo-Lag 330-1 trowel-grade material, 16-gauge
stainless steel tie-wire, and stainless steel stress skin (type 304, plain weave).
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For its Phase 2, Cable Tray and Unique Configuration Test Program, and its Phase 3,
Thermo-Lag 3-Hour Electrical Raceway Fire Barrier Systems, the applicant used ThermoLag materials supplied directly by TSI. The Phase 2,fire barrier materials were confirmed by
the applicant's receipt inspection program to have the same basic physical attributes as
those materials used during the Phase 1 fire barrier test program. Thermo-Lag 770-1 fire
barrier mat material was used to overlay the nominal 1-1/4-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1
panels and conduit preshapes. These Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels and conduit preshapes had
stress skin monolithically adhered to both the outer and inner faces of the material. The
Thermo-Lag 770-1 fire barrier mat material is 3/8- inch thick with a different size carbon fiber
fabric mesh monolithically adhered to each face of the mat. The side of the mat material that
is installed away from the protected raceway is covered with a carbon fiber fabric mesh
having one opening per square inch. The side of the mat installed closest to the protected
raceway is covered with a carbon fiber fabric mesh having 15 openings per square inch; this
mesh was used to reinforce joints.
3.7.3 Fire Tests Methods Used To Qualify the Watts Bar Fire Barriers
The external fire exposure used to evaluate the Watts Bar Thermo-Lag raceway fire barrier
system is described in American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard E-1 191988, "Standard Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials." The test specimens
described below were exposed to a test fire for either a 1-hour or a 3-hour duration under the
ASTM E-1 19 standard time-temperature curve. The test furnace is designed to allow the test
assembly to be uniformly exposed to the 1-hour specified time-temperature conditions. The
furnace used to test the Watts Bar fire barrier test specimens was fired with symmetrically
located natural gas burners designed to allow and even heat flux distribution across the
surface of the test assembly.
The temperature average within the furnace is the mathematical average of the
thermocouples (TCs) located symmetrically within the furnace and positioned approximately
12 inches from representative surfaces of the test assembly. The exact positioning of the
furnace TCs allowed the average fire exposure across the entire test assembly to be
determined. These TCs had the proper time constant and conformed to the ASTM E-1 19
standard. The furnace temperature during a test is controlled so that the area under the
time-temperature curve is within 10 percent of the corresponding area under the ASTM E119 standard time temperature curve for the 1-hour fire exposure period and within 5 percent
of the 3-hour fire exposure period. As much as possible, the furnace pressure was controlled
to be approximately neutral with respect to the laboratory atmosphere, measured at the
vertical mid-height of the test specimen.
3.7.4 Acceptance Criteria for Fire Endurance Test
The objective of the applicant's Thermo-Lag Fire Endurance Test Program was to qualify a
protective fire barrier system that can be generically applied at the applicant's nuclear power
plants. The tests were performed to satisfy the requirements for fire testing these electrical
raceway fire barrier systems (ERFBSs) as detailed in UL Subject 1724, "Outline of
Investigation for Fire Tests for Electrical Circuit Protective Systems," Issue No. 2, August
1991, and NRC GL 86-10, Supplement 1, "Fire Endurance Test Acceptance Criteria for Fire
Barriers Systems Used To Separate Redundant Safe Shutdown Trains Within the Same Fire
Area."
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The acceptance criteria for this test program were as follows:
(1)

The exterior surface temperature of each electrical raceway shall be recorded at the
cold side of the barrier. If the average recorded temperature of the exterior raceway
TCs does not exceed 250 OF (139 'C) above their initial temperature and no individual
TC exceeds its initial temperature by more than 325 OF (181 'C), the ERFBS shall be
acceptable for use with any type of cable.

(2)

The TCs located on the bare copper conductor (#8 American Wire Gauge (AWG)
installed inside the electrical raceway shall be recorded. The highest temperature of
TCs rises above its initial temperature rise and average temperature rise above the
initial temperature shall be recorded for each ERFSB.

(3)

Immediately (within the 10 minutes following the fire endurance test), accessible
surfaces of the ERFBS test specimen shall be subjected to the cooling, impact, and
erosion effects of a hose stream delivered through a 1-1/2-inch fog nozzle set at a
discharge angle of 30° with a nozzle pressure of 75 psig and a minimum flow of 75
gallons per minute. During the test, the nozzle orifice shall be positioned no more than
5 feet from the test specimen.

3.7.5 Placement of Thermocouples in Test Assemblies
The installation of the test instrumentation wiring and the placement of the TCs on the 1-hour
and 3-hour fire test assemblies was reviewed. Internal temperatures of the conduits were
measured using TCs placed every 6 inches on a No. 8 AWG bare copper conductor. To
read external temperatures, TCs were installed on the outside of the conduits every 6 inches.
On cable trays, TCs were installed every 6 inches on the cable tray side rails. When
individual cable trays did not contain a cable fill, a No. 8 AWG bare copper conductor was
routed along the entire length of the cable tray and attached to the top of the rungs in the
center of the tray. The TCs were located every 6 inches along this bare copper conductor.
For the cable trays that contained cables (except Test Assembly 2-3, Specimen 3, an 18inch-wide cable tray with solid metal cover), TCs were attached to a No. 8 AWG bare copper
conductor attached to the bottom of the cable tray rungs on their centerline. In addition, a
second No. 8 AWG bare copper conductor was installed on top of the cable fill down the
center of the tray. These copper conductors had TCs attached to them every 6 inches.
All TCs used on these test assemblies were 24 GA, type K, Chromel-Alumel Teflon
insulated, except on Test Assembly 1-1. These TCs were Fiberglas- insulated TC wire. This
type of wire experienced moisture saturation during the fire testing of Test Assembly 1-1.
The moisture saturation caused artificially high temperature readings to be measured on the
No. 8 AWG bare copper installed internal to the conduit test specimens.
Test Assembly 1-1 had TCs placed every 6 inches on the bare 8 AWG bare copper
conductor routed inside the air drop configurations of 1-inch-diameter conduit and 2-inchdiameter conduit. The 5-inch-diameter conduits had TCs placed every 12 inches on the bare
No. 8 AWG bare copper conductor. TCs were placed every 12 inches along the bottom
exterior surface of each conduit.
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Test Assembly 1-2 was not instrumented with TCs on the exterior of the conduit surface as
specified by GL 86-10, Supplement 1. The applicant followed the guidance of UL Subject
1724, "Outline of Investigation for Fire Tests for Circuit Protective Systems," Issue No. 2,
dated August 1991. Internal temperatures of the conduits were measured with TCs placed
every 6 inches on a No. 8 AWG bare copper conductor.
The staff concluded that the applicant's criterion for placing of TCs used in this test program
except for Test Assemblies 1-1 and 1-2 conforms to the guidance of GL 86-10, Supplement
1, and, therefore, is acceptable.
3.7.6 Test Specimen Design and Construction
3.7.6.1 Phase I - Conduit and Junction Box Program
Test Assembly 1-1 - Description
This test assembly consisted of four individual configurations of conduit loops (two of 5-inchdiameter conduit and two of 1-inch-diameter conduit and two air drop configurations of 2-inch
diameter). Conduits used were standard weight galvanized steel. Other conduit fittings used
in constructing these test specimens included 1-inch and 5-inch malleable steel lateral bend
(LB) condulet bodies; 1-inch, 2-inch, and 5-inch rigid galvanized steel conduit couplings; and
1-inch, 2-inch, and 5-inch rigid galvanized steel short radius 900 conduit elbows. Each
conduit loop extended downward approximately 36 inches through the test deck, into a 900
condulet elbow with its long side vertical, through a horizontal conduit run of approximately
73 inches, into a 900 standard conduit radial bend and back up through the test deck. Each
air drop assembly extended down through the test deck, into a 90° standard conduit radial
bend where the air drop began. The air drop terminated approximately 36 inches away from
its origination point and entered a second vertical section of conduit extending up through the
test deck. The bottom of the standard radial bend in each air drop was approximately 21
inches below the bottom surface of the test deck. The second vertical conduit section
extended approximately 6 inches below the lower surface of the test deck.
The ERFBSs for the LB condulets were formed from Thermo-Lag 330-1 ribbed panels
(5/8-inch nominal thickness). The ribs were flattened; separate pieces were cut for the top,
bottom, and each side, and were sized to fit each condulet. The edges of the bottom, back,
and two sides of the condulet fire barrier were prebuttered with Thermo-Lag 330-1 trowelgrade material. The inside surfaces of the condulet fire barrier enclosure were prebuttered
with trowel-grade material and then fitted onto the condulet. The spaces between the
condulet and the fire barrier were filled with a combination of Thermo-Lag panel pieces and
trowel-grade material. The top and end pieces were prebuttered with trowel-grade material
and installed.
The conduits were enclosed with Thermo-Lag 330-1 preshaped sections (5/8-inch
thickness). Individual wedge-shaped sections were cut from the conduit preshaped fire
barrier material to form the ERFBS around the 900 conduit radial bends. All the interior
surfaces, joints, and seams of the straight conduit preshaped sections and the wedge
sections were prebuttered with trowel-grade material and fitted to the conduit.
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The air drop conduit sections were enclosed by the same fire barrier construction methods
used for the conduits, except that the air drop section between the air drop conduits was
enclosed and connected with two conduit preshaped sections held together with stainless
steel tie-wire. These conduit preshapes were prebuttered with trowel-grade material where
they connected to the air drop conduits.
The entire test assembly was skim-coated with trowel-grade material (approximately
1/1 6-inch dry thickness). After the skim-coat was dry, one 1-inch-diameter conduit, one
5-inch-diameter conduit, and one 2-inch-diameter air drop were wrapped with stainless steel
wire mesh (ASTM E-437, type 304 stainless steel, knitted mesh wire cloth, 60 density,
0.011-inch diameter wire). All conduit loops and air drops were banded with 1/2-inch
stainless steel bands. These bands were spaced no more than every 6 inches on the
straight conduit preshaped sections, no more than 4 inches on the curved conduit preshaped
sections, and as needed on the LB condulets. On the condulets, sheet metal edge guards
were used with the stainless steel bands.
Test Assembly 1-2 - Description
The configuration of this test assembly was identical to that of Test Assembly 1-1.
The ERFBSs for the LB condulets were formed by the "score and fold" method from a single
piece of Thermo-Lag 330-1 ribbed panel with the ribs flattened to make the panel for each LB
condulet. The material was scored to the internal stress skin and then was folded along the
scored lines into a box configuration. These LB condulet boxes were internally prebuttered
to the condulet with trowel-grade material and secured to the condulet with stainless steel
tie-wires. The single joint formed by the stress skin overlap on the bottom of each LB
condulet was stitched closed through the stress skin with stainless steel tie-wire.
The conduits were enclosed with Thermo-Lag 330-1 preshaped sections (5/8-inch nominal
thickness). Straight conduit preshapes were scored in several locations to facilitate bending
the preshaped section to conform to the curvature of the 90° radial conduit bend and the air
drop sections. In several locations along the radial conduit bends, the internal stress skin
was torn. External stress skin overlapped the torn skin by 1 to 2 inches. All the interior
surfaces, joints, and seams of the straight and bent conduit preshaped sections were
prebuttered with trowel-grade material and fitted to the conduit.
The air drop ERFBSs were constructed by means of the same techniques used to construct
the Test Assembly 1-1 air drop ERFBSs.
The upgrade techniques used on this test assembly included covering a 1-inch diameter
conduit, a 5-inch-diameter conduit, and a 2-inch-diameter air drop with a nominal 3/8-inchthick Thermo-Lag 330-1 conduit preshaped overlay. The LB condulets were upgraded with
Thermo-Lag panels which had a thickness between 1/4 and 3/8 of an inch. The ribs on
these panels were flattened. All the interior surfaces of the LB panel pieces and the conduit
preshaped conduit sections were prebuttered with trowel-grade material before installation.
These test specimens were then skim-coated with trowel-grade material (approximately
1/1 6-inch dry thickness). Stainless steel tie-wire was applied
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with maximum spacings of 6 inches on the straight conduit sections, 4 inches on the curved
conduit sections, and as needed on the LB condulet boxes.
The remaining three conduit and air drop test specimens were upgraded by wrapping them
with the same stainless steel mesh as was used on Test Assembly 1-1. The stainless steel
mesh was held in place with stainless steel tie-wire. These tie-wires had maximum spacings
of 6 inches on the straight conduit sections, 4 inches on the curved conduit sections, and as
needed on the LB condulet boxes. Trowel-grade material was applied over the mesh until a
minimum 1/4-inch, maximum 3/8-inch, dry thickness was achieved.
Test Assembly 1-3 - Description
This test assembly consisted of four individual conduit loop configurations of 1-inch, 2-inch,
3-inch, 4-inch, -and 5-inch-diameter conduits. Conduits used in these assemblies were
standard weight galvanized steel. Other conduit fittings used in the construction of these test
specimens included 1-inch, 2-inch, 3-inch, 4-inch, and 5-inch malleable steel LB condulet
bodies; 1-inch, 2-inch, 3-inch, and 4-inch rigid galvanized steel conduit couplings; and 1-inch,
2-inch, 3-inch, and 4-inch rigid galvanized steel short radius 900 conduit elbows. Each
conduit loop extended downward approximately 36 inches through the test deck, into a 900
condulet elbow with its long side vertical, through a horizontal run of approximately 108
inches, into a 90' standard conduit radial bend and back up through the test deck. A single
trapeze-type Unistrut hanger was fabricated to support the horizontal section of the four
looped conduits. The hanger was situated at the center line of the horizontal conduit runs.
The plates on top of the hanger were insulated from the steel deck by a 4-inch-thick block of
calcium silicate board.
The application of the baseline Thermo-Lag 330-1 fire barrier system to these conduits and
LB condulets used the same techniques that were used for Test Assembly 1-2. Except for
the 3-inch and the 2-inch-diameter conduits, they were enclosed preshaped sections that
had a nominal 3/8-inch thickness.
For the 1-inch, 2-inch, and 3-inch LB condulets, the baseline Thermo-Lag fire barrier system
was overlaid with 3/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1 ribbed panels which had the ribs
flattened. The 1-inch, 2-inch, and 3-inch conduits were upgraded with a 3/8-inch-thick
preshaped overlay. All the interior surfaces, joints, and seams of the LB panel pieces and
the preshaped conduit sections were prebuttered with trowel-grade material before
installation. Stainless steel wire mesh was applied, in a single layer, over the baseline
overlay fire barrier material in the 1-inch, 2-inch, and 3-inch-diameter conduit radial bend
sections and the nominal 5/8-inch-thick baseline fire barrier installed on the 4-inch-diameter
conduit radial bend section. The mesh was then covered with a skim-coat (approximately
1/8-inch thick) of trowel-grade material. Stainless steel tie-wire was applied with maximum
spacings of 6 inches on the straight conduit sections, 4 inches on the curved conduit
sections, and as needed on the LB condulet boxes.
Test Assembly 1-4 - Description
This assembly consisted of three conduit loop configurations (3-inch steel, 3-inch aluminum,
and 1-1/2-inch steel) and two tube steel configurations (2-inch and 4-inch). Other conduit
fittings used in the construction of these test specimens included 3-inch and 1-1/2-inch
malleable steel lateral bend
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condulet bodies, 3-inch aluminum lateral bend condulet body, 3-inch and 1-1/2-inch rigid
galvanized steel conduit couplings, 3-inch aluminum conduit couplings, 1-1/2-inch and 3-inch
rigid galvanized steel short radius 90* conduit elbows, and a 3-inch aluminum short radius
900 conduit elbow. Each conduit loop extended downward approximately 36 inches through
the test deck, into a 900 condulet elbow with its long side vertical, through a horizontal run of
approximately 108 inches, into a 90° standard conduit radial bend, and back up through the
test deck. Each tube steel configuration extended down through the test deck, 36 inches
below the lower surface of deck and then ran horizontally for 30 inches. A single
trapeze-type Unistrut hanger was fabricated to support the horizontal section of the four
looped conduits. The construction and placement of this support was the same as for the
support described for Test Assembly 1-3 above.
The baseline ERFBS for the 3-inch steel LB condulets was formed using the single-piece
score-and-fold method. This baseline ERFBS was constructed out of a 5/8-inch-thick
Thermo-Lag panel. The baseline fire barrier enclosure for the 1-1/2-inch steel LB condulet
was formed using the same single-piece score- and-fold method that was used on the 3-inch
steel LB condulet. However, the baseline fire barrier used on this condulet was constructed
from a 3/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag panel (see Test Assembly 1-2 for more details on the
construction methods used for the condulet ERFBS). The baseline ERFBS for the 3-inchdiameter aluminum LB condulet was formed by cutting each side individually from 5/8-inchthick panels with the ribs flattened. Before installation, each piece was prebuttered on the
inner surfaces, joints, and seams with trowel-grade material. The condulet was prebuttered
with trowel-grade material, and the fire barrier enclosure was held in place on the condulet
with stainless steel tie-wire.
The two 3-inch-diameter conduits and the 1-1/2-inch-diameter conduits were enclosed with
Thermo-Lag 330-1 preshaped sections (nominal 5/8-inch-thick material installed on the
3-inch conduits and 3/8-inch-thick material installed on the 1-1/2-inch conduit). The
techniques used for installing the baseline fire barrier material on these conduits were the
same as those used to construct Test Assembly 1-2.
The upgrade techniques included the installation of an additional layer of 3/8-inch-thick
Thermo-Lag panel on the 1-1/2-inch LB condulet. This overlay was constructed using a
single-piece score-and-fold method. All inner surfaces of the LB overlay were prebuttered
with trowel-grade material prior to installation. The 1-1/2-inch-diameter conduit was overlaid
with 3/8-inch Thermo-Lag conduit preshaped sections. The interior surfaces of each conduit
preshaped overlay section were prebuttered with trowel-grade material before its installation.
In the radial bend section of the 1-1/2-inch-diameter conduit, a single layer of stainless steel
wire mesh was wrapped over the fire barrier material and held in place with temporary tiewires. The wire mesh was then skim-coated with trowel-grade Thermo-Lag material
(approximately 1/8-inch thick).
Stainless steel tie-wires were then installed on all the configurations, with the exception of
the 3-inch-diameter aluminum conduit. Each tie-wire location had a maximum spacing of 6
inches on the straight conduit sections, 4 inches on the radial bend sections, and as needed
on the LB condulets. On the 3-inch-diameter aluminum conduit, 1/2-inch-wide stainless steel
bands were
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installed with similar spacing as used for the tie-wire. On the condulets, sheet metal edge
guards were used with the stainless steel bands.
Test Assembly 1-5 - Description
This assembly consists of five steel junction boxes (JBs) (6 in. by 6 in. by 6 in., 20 in. by 12
in. by 8 in., 12 in. by 12 in. by 8 in., 18 in. by 12 in. by 12 in., and 24 in. by 18 in. by 12 in.),
four conduit specimens (1-inch, 2-inch, 3-inch, and 5-inch diameter) interconnecting the JBs,
and one lateral side (LS) condulet installed in the 2-inch conduit configuration. The conduits
used were standard weight rigid steel. Each JB was affixed to the concrete test slab with
sleeve anchors, and the conduit runs were connected between the JBs. The conduit
hangers, consisting of a Unistrut material approximately 12 inches long, were affixed to the
concrete test slab with sleeve anchors at the midpoint of the 3-inch and the 5-inch-diameter
conduit runs and at the midpoint of the one section of the 2-inch-diameter conduit run. The
5-inch-diameter conduit interconnected JB5 (24 in. by 18 in. by 12 in.) and JB4 (18 in. by 12
in. by 12 in.) with a horizontal run of 66 inches. JB3 (12 in. by 12 in. by 8 in.) was
interconnected to JB2 (20 in. by 12 in. by 8 in.) by a 36-inch horizontal run of 3inch-diameter
conduit. JB4 was interconnected to JB2 and JB1 (6 in. by 6 in. by 6 in.). JB4 was
interconnected to JB1 by a 42-inch horizontal run of 1-inch-diameter conduit, and JB4 was
interconnected to JB2 through an L-shaped 2-inch-diameter conduit configuration with a total
conduit run, including the LS condulet, of 57 inches.
The ERFBS for the LS condulet for the 2-inch-diameter conduit was constructed from a
single piece of Thermo-Lag 330-1 ribbed panel which had the ribs flattened. The panel
(nominally 5/8-inch thick) was cut and scored to fit snugly around the LS condulet, and
sufficient stress skin was left in place on the panel edges to overlap onto the concrete test
slab 2 to 3 inches. The condulet and panel were prebuttered; the interior surfaces of the
ERFBS and the ERFBS was fitted around the LB condulet. The ERFBS was secured to the
concrete slab with sleeve anchors. All joints and seams were prebuttered with trowel-grade
material, and a single piece of stainless steel stress skin was cut and formed to fit over the
condulet ERFBS and lap over onto the concrete slab. The stress skin overlay was held in
place by the base plate and the sleeve anchors. The base plate for this ERFBS was
constructed of a 5/8-inch panel cut to fit around the LB condulet ERFBS. The stress skin
overlay was skim-coated with a 1/8-inch layer of trowel-grade material.
The ERFBSs constructed for JB1, JB3, and JB4 were individually constructed from a single
piece of 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag panel using the score-and-fold method. The methods
used to construct these ERFBSs were the same as those used to construct the LS condulet
fire barrier discussed above. However, the ERFBS for JB3 had a 3-1/2 inch wide by 4-1/2
inch-long by 5/8- inch-deep slot cut into it. This slot simulated a repair to the fire barrier. The
repair patch was from a 5/8-inch-thick panel and fit in the slot.
The ERFBS for JB2 had four equally spaced 1/4-inch-diameter bolts attached to the hinged
front cover to hold the front of the fire barrier enclosure in place. The sides of this fire barrier
enclosure (nominally 5/8-inch thick) were formed by using the single-piece score-and-fold
method. The sides were formed to allow the stress skin to overlap onto the concrete slab by
3 inches. The sides of the JB and the internal surfaces of the ERFBS were prebuttered
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with trowel-grade material. The fire barrier was installed on the JB and held in place with
stainless steel tie-wire. A filler panel was cut from a 3/8-inch panel to fit inside the edges of
the side fire barrier pieces and to form a solid base for the external front piece. The front
piece, made out of 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag panel, had a 2-inch stress skin overlap that
was stapled to the sides after the front was installed. Both the filler panel and the external
front panel were prebuttered with trowel-grade material before installation. The front and
filler pieces were held in place by nuts and fender washers threaded onto the 1/4-inch bolt in
the JB lid. The bolts were cut flush with the nut, and the nut was covered with trowel-grade
material. A 4-inch-square piece of stress skin was stapled over the area in which the nuts
are located, and a layer of trowel-grade material was applied over the stress skin. The sides
of the ERFBS were attached with Thermo-Lag backing plates and sleeve anchors. (For
discussion of backing plates, refer to construction description of the LS condulet above.) The
edges of the ERFBS were filled with trowel-grade material and the entire enclosure was
skim- coated with an additional layer of trowel-grade material (approximately 1/8-inch thick).
JB5 was protected by a fire barrier enclosure installed in the same way as the one for JB2,
except that the sides were constructed from two pieces of panel instead of from one
continuous panel piece.
The baseline ERFBS installed on the 5-inch and 1-inch conduits was constructed using 5/8inch-thick conduit preshapes. The baseline ERFBS for the 2-inch and 3-inch conduits was
constructed using 3/8-inch-thick conduit preshapes. All conduit and interior fire barrier
surfaces, joints, and seams were prebuttered with trowel-grade material before installation.
The 1-, 2-, and 3-inch conduits were upgraded using a 3/8-inch-thick conduit preshape
overlay. All interior surfaces, joints, and seams of the overlay sections were prebuttered.
All conduits were skim-coated with trowel-grade material and smoothed. Once the skim-coat
had cured, stainless steel tie-wires were installed on all the conduits with maximum spacing
of 6 inches.
Test Assembly 1-6 - Description
This assembly consisted of one steel JB (48 in. by 36 in. by 12 in.) and three 4-inch-diameter
conduit and LB condulet test specimens. The conduits used to construct this test assembly
were rigid galvanized steel. Two stanchions of 4-inch-square steel 30 inches long were
fastened to the concrete test slab with concrete anchors. The JB was affixed to these
stanchions, and the individual conduit runs were connected to the JB. The three parallel
conduits and LB condulets with the long side horizontal had a horizontal run of 54 inches.
The fire barrier application techniques used to construct LB condulet ERFBS were the same
as those used to construct the LB condulet ERFBS described for Test Assembly 1-2. The
ERFBS for these 4-inch condulets was constructed from 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag panel.
The JB had 12 equally spaced 1/4-inch-diameter bolts attached to the hinged front cover to
hold the front of the ERFBS in place. The baseline ERFBS was
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formed from 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag panels with the ribs flattened. The sides and the
front of the enclosure were constructed using separate panel pieces. The fire barrier
material applied to the end of the JB where the conduits entered was cut down the middle
and then cut out to fit around the conduits. The stress skin of these two pieces was tied
together with tie-wire, and then the seam was prebuttered with trowel-grade material. The
sides of the JB and the internal surfaces of the sides of the ERFBS were prebuttered with
trowel-grade material. The fire barrier was installed onto the JB and held in place with
stainless steel tie-wire.
The front cover panel piece was cut to fit over the edges of the side panels. This front piece
had a 2-inch overlap of stress skin that was stapled to the side pieces. A hole was cut out of
the front piece to accommodate the handle of the JB cover. A fire barrier enclosure for the
handle was constructed out of a single piece of Thermo-Lag using the single-piece scoreand-fold method. This box enclosure had a 2-inch stress skin overlap. This box enclosure
was placed on the handle before the front panel was attached to the JB. The front panel was
prebuttered with trowel-grade material before installation and was held in place by nuts and
fender washers threaded onto the 1/4-inch bolts in the JB cover. The sides of the fire barrier
enclosure were attached with Thermo-Lag backing plates and sleeve anchors. (For a
discussion of backing plates, refer to construction description of the LS condulet for Test
Assembly 1-5 above.)
The conduit fire barriers were constructed from 5/8-inch-thick conduit pre- shapes. The fire
barrier application methods used were the same as those used to apply the baseline fire
barrier conduit preshapes to Test Assembly 1-2 conduits. No upgrades were applied to
these conduits. The 4-inch-diameter conduits were skim-coated with trowel-grade material
and smoothed. Once the skim-coat had cured, stainless steel tie-wires were installed on all
the conduits with maximum spacing of 6 inches.
An overlay of 3/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag panel was applied to the JB in the same manner as
the first layer. The bolts were cut flush with the nut and trowel-grade material was applied to
cover the nut. A 4-inch-square piece of stress skin was stapled over the nuts, and a layer of
trowel-grade material was applied over the stress skin. The edges of the fire barrier
enclosure were filled with trowel-grade material and the entire enclosure was skim- coated
with an additional trowel-grade layer (approximately 1/8-inch thick).
3.7.6.2 Phase 2 - Cable Tray and Unique Configurations Test Program
Test Assembly 2-1 - Description
This test assembly consisted of (1) three 18-inch-wide standard weight steel cable trays with
4-inch side rails and rungs spaced on 6-inch centers and (2) a 3-inch-diameter rigid steel
conduit. The cable trays and conduit test specimens were configured in an L-shape below
the test deck. Each raceway extended 36 inches downward into the furnace, made a 90'
bend, and turned into a horizontal run. Each raceway had a 72-inch horizontal run before
penetrating the furnace wall. In Test Specimen 1, the cable trays had a varied cable fill: one
cable tray had a 100-percent random cable fill (approximately 69.36 lb/linear foot); the
second tray was filled with one layer of cables (approximately 6.24 lb/linear foot). The third
tray in
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Test Specimen 1 and the steel conduit (Test Specimen 2) did not contain any cables.
The 1-hour ERFBS for Test Specimen 1 (the three cable trays) was constructed with nominal
5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels. The bottom and side pieces of all of the baseline
cable tray ERFBS were constructed using the single-piece score-and-fold method with the
V-ribs flattened as necessary. This piece was cut and scored as needed to fit snugly to the
cable tray sides and bottom and was prebuttered with Thermo-Lag 330-1 trowel-grade
material and secured to the tray with a 16-gauge stainless steel tie-wire. The top piece was
cut to fit over the tray flush with the edges of the side pieces. The V-ribs were oriented
perpendicularly to the cable tray side rails, and the ribs were flattened on the outer edges
where they contacted the side rails of the cable tray and the mating edges of the ERFBS side
pieces. The top panel was prebuttered with trowel-grade material where it mated with the
top edges of the cable tray side rail and the ERFBS side piece edges. The top panel was
then secured with stainless steel tie-wire. All joints and seams on the cable tray ERFBS
assemblies were filled in with trowel-grade material, and the joints, where the vertical and
horizontal fire barrier panels met, were laced together with stainless steel tie-wire on a 5-inch
spacing. A skim-coat of trowel-grade material was applied to the cable tray enclosure, and
an external layer of stainless stress skin was fitted to cover the entire assembly and stapled,
as needed, to the ERFBS fire barrier baseline material. The stress skin, where it overlapped,
was stitched together with stainless steel tie-wire on a 3-to-5-inch spacing. A final trowe-grade skim-coat was applied (approximately 1/16-inch layer) to the completed cable tray fire
barrier enclosures. Once each cable tray ERFBS was completed and allowed to dry
overnight, the final tie-wires were installed every 6 inches on center (maximum spacing)
around each ERFBS.
Test Specimen 2 (3-inch conduit) was enclosed with 3/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1
conduit preshapes except for approximately 3 feet of the vertical section above the radial
bend. The internal surfaces of the first conduit preshape layer were prebuttered with
trowel-grade material and secured to the conduit with stainless steel tie-wires. The
preshaped sections installed on the radial bend were scored and bent to fit. The internal
surfaces of these conduit preshapes were prebuttered with trowel-grade material and
secured to the conduit radial bend with tie-wire. Once this layer had dried, a second 3/8inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1 conduit preshape layer was installed by the same techniques
used for the first layer. Once the second layer was completed, the radial bend area was
coated with trowel-grade material and wrapped with external stress skin, which was secured
in place with stainless steel tie-wires. A skim-coat of trowel-grade material was applied over
the external stress skin. Once the assembly was completed and allowed to dry overnight,
the final tie-wires were installed every 6 inches on center (maximum spacing) around the
ERFBS test specimen.
The top 3 feet of the conduit were protected with 3M Corporation M20A fire barrier mat. This
fire barrier mat was tightly wrapped around the conduit until five layers of this material were
applied. All edges of the mat material were sealed with 3M fire mat tape. A collar
approximately 6 inches wide and two layers thick was installed over the Thermo-Lag 330-1 to
3M interface joint with approximately 3 inches of 3M material overlapping the Thermo-Lag
330-1 conduit preshapes. Stainless steel tie-wires, spaced every 6 inches on center, were
used to secure the M20A mat to the conduit.
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Test Assembly 2-2 - Description
This test assembly consisted of a special tray fitting (double cable tray cross) connected to
two 4-foot-long by 18-inch-wide standard weight steel ladder back cable trays with 4-inch
side rails. The cable tray rungs were spaced 6 inches on center. The cable trays and the
double-cross fitting were suspended 36 inches below the steel test deck. The double-cross
fitting is an 18-inch-wide cable tray intersection where two parallel trays enter each side of
this intersection. Steel angles (10 gauge) were cut to fit across the double-cross fitting and
between the two parallel cable trays. A total of eight steel angles were installed on each side
of the assembly. Three steel angles were uniformly spaced on each side of and across the
double-cross fitting. These steel angles were located in the areas in which the ERFBS is
seamed together. The steel angles were drilled to accommodate threaded steel rods that
extended through the assembly. These steel rods held the steel angles in place, helped
support the ERFBS panels, and kept them from sagging.
This ERFBS was a 1-hour assembly constructed from a single layer of nominal 5/8-inch-thick
Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels. On the double-cross fitting and the cable trays, both the
single-piece score-and-fold and individual-piece methods were used. All the fire barrier
panel pieces were prebuttered with trowel-grade material where they mate with metal or
other fire barrier panel surfaces. The top and bottom of the double-cross fitting were made
out of four pieces of Thermo-Lag 330-1 fire barrier panel. These pieces and those on the
18-inch-wide cable trays were drilled to accommodate the threaded rods, and the individual
fire barrier pieces were secured to the raceway with stainless steel tie-wires. Once the
ERFBS panels were installed and secured in place, the joints and seams were filled with
trowel-grade material, and an exterior layer of stress skin was fitted to cover the entire
assembly and stapled in place to the baseline ERFBS as needed. At each seam of the
double cross, a 6-inch-wide by 3/8-inch-thick flat Thermo-Lag 330-1 panel was installed.
These panels were drilled to accommodate the threaded rods. A 1-1/2-inch-diameter flat
washer and a nut were then applied to each threaded rod, and the nut was torqued down
until the flat washer was snug with the surface of the ERFBS. The nuts and washers were
covered with trowel-grade material. These trowel-grade mounds were covered with a 6-inch
square patch of stress skin, which was a stapled in place to the baseline ERFBS material.
The assembly was then completely skim-coated with trowel-grade material and, after it dried
overnight, the final stainless steel tie-wires were installed every 6 inches on center
(maximum spacing) around the ERFBS test specimen.
Test Assembly 2-3 - Description
This test specimen consisted of (1) three 18-inch-wide standard steel cable trays with 4-inch
side rails and rungs spaced on 6-inch centers in a stacked configuration, (2) a single 18-inchwide steel tray with a solid metal cover which had standoff extensions that raise the cover off
the top cable tray rung flange by approximately 3 inches, (3) a 5-inch-diameter
conduit-to-cable tray air drop, and (4) a 1-inch-diameter conduit-to-cable tray air drop.
In Test Specimen 1, the stacked 18-inch-wide cable trays were spaced approximately 12
inches apart. This configuration, a U-shape, extended down from the test deck into the
furnace a maximum of 56 inches. This configuration made a maximum horizontal run of 108
inches. The cable trays in
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this stack configuration did not contain cables. The stacked cable tray ERFBS common
enclosure was a 1-hour assembly constructed out of 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag panels. This
ERFBS specimen also tested the transition from a common enclosure to three individual
cable tray fire barrier enclosures. The common ERFBS enclosure was constructed using the
individual-piece method and the single-piece score-and-fold method. Before installation, all
fire barrier panel pieces were prebuttered with trowel-grade material where they mated with
the metal cable tray, its cover, and other fire barrier panel surfaces. Steel angles (10 gauge)
were cut to fit between the stacked trays. Threaded steel rods were used to connect the
parallel angles and to clamp them onto the cable tray side rails. The fire barrier panels were
held in place with stainless steel tie-wires and threaded rods. These threaded rods were
uniformally spaced and provided the method for retaining the vertical sides of the ERFBS
box enclosure up against the stacked trays. Once the Thermo-Lag fire barrier material was
installed, a layer of stainless steel stress skin was fitted over each individual cable tray and
the common ERFBS enclosures, stitched together with stainless steel tie-wire, and stapled to
the baseline ERFBS as necessary. A 1-1/2-inch-diameter flat washer and nut were installed
on each threaded rod, and the nut was torqued down until the flat washer was snug against
the surface of the fire barrier panels. The washers and nuts on the box enclosure were
covered with trowel-grade material and secured in place with a 6-inch- square patch of stress
skin stapled to the baseline fire barrier panels. The assembly was then completely
skim-coated with trowel-grade material. Once the assembly was completed and allowed to
dry overnight, the final tie-wires were installed every 6 inches on center (maximum spacing)
around the ERFBS.
Test Specimen 2, a single 18-inch-wide steel tray with a solid metal tray cover, was located
approximately 15 inches away from the stacked cable tray configuration. This tray was also
configured in a U-shape, extended down into the furnace approximately 36 inches, and had a
horizontal run of 96 inches. From the test deck, two air drops, Test Specimen 3, a 5-inchdiameter cable bundle, and Test Specimen 4, a 1-inch-diameter cable bundle, extended
down from the deck and they transition into this tray. The 1-inch air drop transitioned into the
radial bend and the 5-inch transitioned into the horizontal section of the cable tray. The
cable tray had a 68-percent cable fill and weighed approximately 77 pounds per linear foot.
Test Specimen 2, the 18-inch-wide tray with a solid metal raised tray cover, was protected by
an ERFBS constructed from 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels. This ERFBS was
fitted to the raceway using both the single-piece score-and-fold method and the individualpiece method. All fire barrier panel pieces were prebuttered with trowel-grade material
where they mated with the metal cable tray, its cover, and other fire barrier panel surfaces.
The fire barrier panels were secured in place to the raceway with stainless steel tie-wires,
and the ERFBS joints were stitched together in certain locations. The two air drops feeding
into this tray were enclosed with Thermo-Lag 330-1 conduit preshapes. The conduit
preshapes on the 5-inch air drop had a baseline fire barrier constructed from 5/8-inch-thick
Thermo-Lag 330-1 conduit preshapes. The ERFBS for the 1-inch air drop had a baseline fire
barrier constructed from 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1 conduit preshapes. This baseline
was upgraded by enclosing it with a second 3/8-inch-thick conduit fire barrier preshape.
Before its installation, the inner surface of the overlay fire barrier material was prebuttered
with trowel-grade material. The assembly was held in place with stainless steel tie-wires,
and all joints and seams of this overlay were prebuttered and filled with trowel-grade
material. Once the Thermo-Lag panels on this cable tray assembly and air drops were
secured in place, a
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layer of stress skin was fitted to cover the entire assembly, stapled to the ERSBS, as
necessary, to hold it in place, and stitched together at the seams in certain locations. The
assembly was then completely skim-coated with trowel-grade material. Once the assembly
was completed and allowed to dry overnight, the final tie-wires were installed 6 inches on
center.
The structural steel supporting the cable tray specimens was protected at its midspan with
Thermo-Lag 330-1 for 18 inches from the point at which the support meets the ERFBS. The
remainder of the support was protected with three layers of 3M M20A fire barrier mat
material (from the Thermo-Lag interface point to the top of the test deck). At the Thermo-Lag
3M interface, the material overlapped the Thermo-Lag material for approximately 6-inches.
Test Assembly 2-4 - Description
This test assembly consisted of (1) group of eight 4-inch-diameter aluminum conduits
(two columns of four conduits, (2) group of two 1-inch-diameter steel conduits (one column of
two conduits), and (3) two seismic structural cable tray support members.
Test Specimen 1, a group of eight 4-inch-diameter aluminum conduits (two columns of four
conduits) was installed near the front of the test deck. Spaced 7 inches apart both
horizontally and vertically, these conduits passed through a rectangular blockout in the left
concrete test deck wall, then transversed the entire length of the test deck, and exited
through a large rectangular blockout in the right concrete test deck wall. These conduits had
a 144-inch horizontal run through the furnace. All eight conduits were secured with steel
conduit clamps attached to Unistrut supports anchored to the concrete test deck ceiling. A
Unistrut fire barrier support structure (120 inches long by 33 inches wide by 33 inches deep)
was constructed so as to enclose two sides of the eight grouped conduits. This structure
was independent of and not in direct contact with the conduits and their supports. The fire
barrier support structure was anchored to the front wall and the ceiling of the test slab, and
had an annular space of approximately 7 inches between the fire barrier material and the
conduits.
Test Specimen 2, a group of two 1-inch-diameter steel conduits (one column of two
conduits), was installed near the rear of the test deck. Each of these conduits passed
through blockouts in the right and left concrete test deck walls and had a 144-inch horizontal
run through the furnace. A Unistrut fire barrier support structure was constructed to enclose
two sides of these grouped conduits. This Unistrut fire barrier support structure was 120
inches long by 18 inches wide by 12 inches deep and was constructed like the one
constructed for Test Specimen 1.
For Test Specimens 1 and 2, nominal 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels were used to
construct the two-sided fire barrier enclosure. These Unistrut fire barrier support structures
were L-shaped frames and were used to support the Thermo-Lag 330-1 fire barrier panels.
The frames were anchored to the test deck side wall and the ceiling and had bolts welded on
12-inch centers along their horizontal and vertical frame to fire barrier panel mating surfaces.
The Thermo-Lag 330-1 fire barrier panels were cut to fit the frame and the ribs were flattened
in the places where the panels contacted the frame. The
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frame and fire barrier panels were prebuttered with Thermo-Lag 330-1 trowel- grade
material, and the panels were bolted to the frame.
Three types of butt joint designs were used to construct these conduit fire barrier enclosures:
(1) butt joint between two fire barrier panels over the Unistrut fire barrier support structure
frame members, (2) butt joint between two fire barrier panels with the joint in an open span
between two frame members (backed with a 5/8-inch-thick by 6-inch-wide Thermo-Lag 330-1
panel on the inside of the enclosure), and (3) butt joint between two fire barrier panels with
the joint in an open span between two frame members (backed with a 5/8-inch-thick by 6inch-wide Thermo-Lag 330-1 panel on the outside of the enclosure). Where these joints
were formed by backing the joint with a Thermo-Lag 330-1 panel on the inside of the
enclosure, the backing panel was held in place with bolts, fender washers, and nuts. These
bolts are in a parallel pattern with one on either side of the joint and spaced approximately 2
inches inward from the joint's edge and 4 inches away from each other. This bolt pattern is
repeated every 12 inches along the entire length of the joint. On the fire barrier exterior, the
joint was prebuttered with trowel-grade material, and stainless stress skin was installed over
the joint. The stress skin was stapled in place and overlapped the joint on either side by 3
inches. For those joints where the backing panel was applied on the exterior of the fire
panels, the backing panel was prebuttered and applied over the joint. The backing panel
assembly was then covered by an external layer of stainless steel stress skin. The stress
skin overlapped the edges of the backing panel by 2 inches and was stapled in place to the
backing panel and the fire barrier panels.
Once the fire barrier material had been completely installed, the enclosure was skim-coated
with trowel-grade material and, while still wet, covered with an external stress skin. The
external stress skin was secured to the enclosure with 1/2-inch-long staples. The fender
washers and nuts were installed on the frame studs where they penetrated the fire barrier
material. The entire fire barrier enclosure was covered with a second skim-coat layer of
trowel-grade material, and the nuts and fender washers were covered with a mound of
trowel-grade material and covered with a 6-inch-square stress skin patch, which was secured
to the fire barrier by staples. Each patch was then covered with a skim-coat of trowel-grade
material. This ERFBS terminated approximately 24 inches away from where the conduits
penetrate the test slab wall. The end of the two-sided fire barrier enclosure that terminated in
the furnace was constructed out of individual fire barrier panel pieces (three pieces for Test
Specimen 1 and two for Test Specimen 2) and cut to fit the contour of the conduits. The
joints were backed on Test Specimen 1 with 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1 panel on the
inside of the enclosure. On the external side of the ERFBS, these joints were covered with
stainless steel stress skin. The stress skin was secured to the fire barrier panels with
staples. Once the end fire barrier panel pieces were installed, they were skim-coated with
trowel-grade material, and external stress skin was installed on the end of the enclosure
around the conduits. After the stress skin was installed, a second skim-coat layer of
trowel-grade material was applied.
The conduits (eight 4-inch-diameter conduits) that exited the Test Specimen 1 ERFBS
enclosure were protected with 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag preshaped conduit sections. The
conduits (two 1-inch-diameter conduits) that exited the Test Specimen 2 ERFBS enclosure
were protected with a 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-
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Lag 330-1 conduit preshape overlaid with a 3/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag conduit preshape. All
conduit surfaces and their fire barrier preshapes were prebuttered with trowel-grade material.
The conduit preshapes were secured to the conduits with stainless steel tie-wire spaced 6
inches on center (maximum).
Test Specimen 3 consisted of two seismic structural steel cable tray support members.
These members were constructed from 6-inch by 6-inch by 1/2-inch-thick wall steel tubing.
These seismic supports formed trapeze-type hangers with three cross bars. The supports
were 56 inches wide and 42 inches tall with 12-inch spacing between the cross bars.
Installed on the cross bars of the support were 8-inch-long sections of 18-inch-wide steel
ladder back cable trays. Support 1 had a single tray section attached to each cross bar with
the tray section positioned in the center of the cross bar. Support 2 had one cable tray
section position in the center of the top cross bar and two cable tray sections equally spaced
on the middle and the bottom cross bars.
The two cable tray sections installed on the bottom cross bar of support 1 and the single
cable tray section on the middle cross bar of support 2 were protected using the separatepiece method with 5/8-inch Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels. The tray section baseline fire barrier
installations were then upgraded by applying a skim-coat of trowel-grade material and
installing external stress skin. The external stress skin was stapled to the cable tray fire
barrier enclosure. Once the stress skin was installed, a second skim-coat layer of trowelgrade material was applied. The remaining cable tray sections on the other cross members
had no fire barrier protection.
The supports were protected with 5/8-inch-thick panels using the separate- piece method.
The V-ribs were flattened on all panels, and these panels were prebuttered with trowel-grade
material at their points of contact with the support steel and other panels. Once the fire
barrier had been installed, the final stainless steel tie-wires were installed 6 inches on center
(maximum).
Test Assembly 2-5 - Description
This test assembly consisted of (1) a 5-foot-wide by 3-foot-high by 2-foot- deep steel junction
box (JB) fastened directly to the concrete test slab wall with anchor bolts, (2) A group of three
parallel 3-inch-diameter aluminum conduits spaced 6 inches apart, (3) two parallel 1-inchdiameter steel conduits, and (4) a bank of aluminum conduits (five 2-inch-diameter conduits,
a 2-1/2-inch-diameter conduit, and a 3-inch-diameter conduit).
The three parallel 3-inch-diameter aluminum conduits of Test Specimen 2 passed through a
rectangular blockout in the test slab and entered an aluminum condulet LB that had its long
side parallel to the test slab. These conduits extended vertically and parallel to the slab and
at the end of their run they were capped with a coupling and a plug. The overall vertical run
for each conduit was 36 inches. All three conduits were fastened to the test slab with a
Unistrut support and the appropriate conduit clamps.
In Test Specimen 3, two parallel 1-inch-diameter steel conduits passed through a rectangular
block out in the test slab and entered a malleable iron condulet LB that had its long side
parallel to the test slab. These conduits extended vertically and parallel to the slab and at
the end of their run were capped with a coupling and a plug. The overall vertical run for each
1-inch conduit
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was 96 inches. Both conduits were fastened to the test slab with a Unistrut support and the
appropriate conduit clamps.
In Test Specimen 4, a bank of seven aluminum conduits passed through the test slab via a
common rectangular blockout, and each conduit entered its respective aluminum condulet
LB that had its long side parallel to the test slab. These conduits extended vertically and
parallel to the slab and at the end of their run were capped with a coupling and a plug. The
overall vertical run for each conduit in the bank was 96 inches. The conduits within the bank
were spaced nominally 4 inches apart and fastened to the test slab with a Uni-strut support
and the appropriate conduit clamps.
Two basic techniques were used to construct the three-sided Thermo-Lag 330-1 fire barrier
configurations. The single-piece score-and-fold method was used to construct the baseline
ERFBS on the three 3-inch-diameter aluminum conduits (Test Specimen 2) and on the two
1-inch steel conduits (Test Specimen 1). In this method of installation, a single 5/8-inch
Thermo-Lag 330-1 preformed panel material was score-cut and folded to form the
appropriately sized box enclosures. These boxes enclosed the conduits against the concrete
test slab. The fire barrier panels were prebuttered with trowel-grade material on all interior
surfaces which were in contact with the conduits and the concrete test slab. Thermo-Lag
330-1 trowel-grade material was used to square the corners along the folds.
The second method was the separate-board technique, which was used to construct the
bank of seven conduits (Test Specimen 4). This baseline ERFBS was constructed of
nominal 5/8-inch Thermo-Lag 330-1 preformed panel material cut to form the sides and top
of the conduit box enclosure. The cuts were staggered and panels were installed internally,
between the conduits, to provide additional support and keep the assembly square. The fire
barrier material was prebuttered with trowel-grade material on all interior surfaces which
were in contact with the conduits and the concrete test slab.
The JB was enclosed with Thermo-Lag 330-1 5/8-inch-thick fire barrier panels which had the
ribs flattened. The separate-board method was used to construct this baseline ERFBS. All
internal surfaces of the fire barrier panels were prebuttered with trowel-grade material before
installation. The panels were secured to the junction box using 1/4-inch-diameter bolts,
fender washers, and nuts.
Once all the baseline ERFBSs were constructed, they were upgraded by applying a
skim-coat of trowel-grade material and external stress skin. The external stress skin was
secured to the ERFBS enclosure with 1/2-inch-long staples, and a second skim-coat layer of
trowel-grade material was applied over the external stress skin.
Test Assembly 2-6 - Description
This test assembly consisted of (1) eight 4-inch-diameter aluminum conduits banked in two
sets of four, (2) one 60-inch by 12-inch by 12-inch pull box with a 4-inch-diameter conduit
exiting the ends of the pull box, (3) four 3-inch-diameter steel conduits banked in sets of two,
and (4) four 1-inch-diameter steel conduits banked in two sets of two. This assembly was
tested in a wall furnace with the test specimens in a vertical orientation. Each test specimen
was 10 feet high and was offset from the back concrete wall by 6 to 8 inches.
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Each test specimen associated with this test deck was protected by a 1-hour upgraded
Thermo-Lag 330-1 ERFBS. The fire barrier applied to Test Specimen 1 (eight 4-inchdiameter conduit configurations) was constructed using 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1
panels and conduit preshapes. The conduit preshapes were cut down the center to form
900 sections. These sections were prebuttered on their inner surface with trowel-grade
material and then used to form the outside corners of the conduit bank ERFBS enclosure.
The sides of the fire barrier enclosure was formed of Thermo-Lag 330-1 fire barrier panels
cut to fit between the conduit preshapes. These individual fire barrier panel pieces were
prebuttered on their interior surfaces with trowel-grade material before being installed up
against the conduits. All joints and seams of the fire barrier assembly were prebuttered and
filled with trowel-grade material. Fire barrier panels that were wider than 36 inches were held
in place with threaded steel rods. These steel rods were installed through the assembly to
support the fire barrier panels and keep them up against the conduits. A 1-1/2-inch-diameter
flat washer and a nut were applied to each threaded rod, and the nut was torqued down until
the flat washer was snug with the surface of the panels. The steel rods were spaced
approximately every 18 inches on center along the length of the enclosure. In addition, at
fire barrier panel joints on panels wider than 36 inches, a backing board (6 inches wide by
5/8 inch thick by length of joint) was installed. Bolts, fender washers, and nuts were used to
hold the joint backing board in place and to secure the panel sections together. Once the fire
barrier material was installed on the conduit bank assembly, a layer of stress skin was fitted,
stapled, and stitched together in certain locations to cover the entire assembly. The washers
and nuts on the box enclosure were then covered with trowel-grade material and secured in
place with a 6-inch-square patch of stress skin, which was stapled in place to the ERFBS
baseline material. The assembly was then completely skim-coated with trowel-grade
material and allowed to dry overnight. Once the ERFBS had dried, the final tie-wires were
installed every 6 inches on center (maximum spacing) around the ERFBS.
The ERFBS installed on Test Specimen 2 (conduit pull box) was constructed from 5/8-inch
thick Thermo-Lag fire barrier panels and conduit preshapes. The Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels
were cut to fit the pull box, and conduit preshapes were used to construct the ERFBS for the
conduits that exit the ends of the pull box. The internal surfaces of the fire barrier panels and
the conduit preshapes where they mate with the pull box and the conduit surfaces and their
adjoining joints and seams were prebuttered with trowel-grade material. The fire barrier
material was then installed onto the raceway and secured in place with stainless steel tiewires. Once the baseline ERFBS was installed, a layer of stress skin was fitted to cover the
entire conduit pull box assembly, stapled in place to the ERFBS baseline material, and
stitched together in certain locations. The entire conduit and pull box test specimen was then
completely skim-coated with trowel-grade material and allowed to dry overnight, and the final
tie-wires were installed every 6 inches on center (maximum spacing) around the ERFBS.
The fire barrier being installed on Test Specimen 3 (four 3-nch-diameter conduits) was
constructed of 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1 fire barrier panels. This conduit ERFBS
enclosure was constructed by the single-piece score-and-fold method. The joints and seams
were prebuttered with trowel-
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grade material. In addition, the fire barrier panels will be prebuttered with trowel-grade
material to the conduits. The fire barrier panels were secured in place with stainless steel
tie-wires. Once the fire barrier panels were secured in place, a layer of stress skin was fitted
to cover the entire assembly, stapled in place to the ERFBS baseline material, and stitched
together in certain locations. The assembly was then completely skim-coated with trowelgrade material and allowed to dry overnight. Once the ERFBS had dried, the final tie-wires
were installed every 6 inches on center (maximum spacing) around the ERFBS.
Test Specimen 4 (bank of four 1-inch-diameter conduits) had a fire barrier enclosure applied
to it that was constructed from individual 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels. The joints
and seams of the fire barrier panel pieces and the internal surfaces where they mate with the
conduits were prebuttered with trowel-grade material. The fire barrier material was secured
in place with stainless steel tie-wires and a layer of stress skin was fitted to cover the entire
assembly, stapled in place to the ERFBS baseline material and stitched together in certain
locations. Upon completing the installation of the stress skin upgrade, the assembly was
completely skim-coated with trowel-grade material. Once the installation was completed,
the ERFBS was allowed to dry overnight and the final tie-wires were installed every 6 inches
on center (maximum spacing) around the ERFBS.
Two types of fire barrier base plates (used to terminate ERFBS at a concrete wall, floor, or
ceiling) were tested as part of this test assembly. The Type A base plates were installed
after the ERFBS had been installed, and Type B base plates were installed before the
ERFBS was installed. Both base plate designs were constructed from 5/8-inch-thick
Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels, and were prebuttered with trowel-grade material, and fastened to
the concrete with concrete anchors spaced 12 inches on center.
Test Assembly 2-7 - Description
This test assembly consisted of (1) seven parallel 4-inch steel conduits spaced
approximately 1-1/2 inches apart, (2) one 3/4-inch aluminum conduit, and (3) a 3/4-inch steel
conduit. The seven parallel conduits were configured in a U-shape. These seven parallel
conduits extended down from the test deck approximately 36 inches, made a 900 turn
through a lateral bend (LB) condulet, ran horizontally approximately 108 inches, and made a
900 turn through radial conduit bends back up through the test deck. The 3/4-inch aluminum
and steel conduits were arranged in two separate U-shape configurations and incorporated a
900 LB and a 900 radial bend. These conduits extend down from the test deck 36 inches and
have a horizontal run of approximately 48 inches.
The ERFBS enclosure for the seven parallel 4-inch conduits was constructed from 5/8-inchthick Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels and conduit preshapes. The horizontal run and the vertical
span created by the parallel plane of these conduits were enclosed with individual fire barrier
panels. The outer edges of the conduits were enclosed using Thermo-Lag conduit
preshapes. The inner surfaces and adjoining edges of the conduit preshapes and panel
pieces were prebuttered with trowel-grade material and secured to the raceway with
stainless steel tie-wires. In addition, threaded steel rods were used to secure the ThermoLag top and bottom panels to the parallel conduit bank. The threaded rod sets, consisting of
two rods spaced approximately 20 inches apart, were distributed along the length of the
assembly at 18-inch intervals.
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Each rod was located approximately 10 inches away from the outer edges of the conduit
bank. The radial conduit bends on the parallel conduits were enclosed using Thermo-Lag
330-1 panels. On the inside and outside of the radial bend these panels were fitted by using
the single-piece score-and-fold method. The outer ends of this assembly were fitted with flat
panels. All joints and seams and mating surfaces of the radial bend fire barrier segment
were prebuttered with trowel-grade material before installation. Where this segment
terminated just above the radial bend, the seven parallel conduits extending vertically up
through the test deck were protected individually with Thermo-Lag 330-1 5/8-inch-thick
conduit preshapes.
At the opposite end of this test specimen, the seven parallel conduits transition from
horizontal to vertical through LBs that made a 900 turn. A common box fire barrier enclosure
was constructed for the LBs. Where the LB fire barrier enclosure segment ended, the
conduits were protected using the same Thermo-Lag panel/conduit preshape technique used
on the horizontal run. Once the fire barrier was completely installed, a layer of stress skin
was fitted to cover the entire assembly and stapled in place to the ERFBS baseline material.
The ERFBS was completely skim-coated with trowel-grade material and allowed to dry
overnight, and the final tie-wires were installed every 6 inches on center (maximum spacing)
around the ERFBS test specimen.
The ERFBSs for both the steel and the aluminum 3/4-inch LBs were constructed by the
single-piece score-and-fold method from Thermo-Lag 330-1 V-ribbed, 5/8-inch-thick panel.
The internal surfaces of these ERFBS boxes were prebuttered with trowel-grade material
and held in place with tie-wire until the trowel-grade material dried. After the baseline
material was installed, an overlay of a 3/8-inch-thick fire barrier panel was applied using the
single-piece method.
Both the steel and the aluminum 3/4-inch conduits were protected by 5/8 inch thick conduit
preshapes and overlaid with a 3/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1 fire barrier conduit preshape.
The interior surfaces and edges of the conduit preshape fire barrier material were
prebuttered with trowel grade material. The fire barrier assembly was held in place with
stainless steel tie-wires. The same installation techniques were used for the radial bend
section, except that an additional external stainless steel stress skin layer was installed in the
radial bend area.
Once the installation of these ERFBSs had been completed, these assemblies were
completely skim-coated with trowel-grade material, allowed to dry overnight, and the final tiewires were installed every 6 inches on center (maximum spacing) around the ERFBS.
3.7.6.3 Phase 3 - Cable Tray, Conduit, and Junction Box 3-Hour Fire Barrier Test Program
Test Assembly 3-1 - Description
This test assembly consisted of (1) a 24-inch-wide steel cable tray, (2) a 12- inch-wide steel
cable tray, and (3) a 12-inch-high by 12-inch-wide by 60-inch- long steel JB. The cable trays
were assembled in an L-shaped configuration with each vertical leg transitioning 36 inches
down from the upper test deck into a zero-radius 900 bend (formed by adjustable splice
plates) and extending horizontally 70 inches out through the front furnace wall. Both cable
trays
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were supported in position by a single "trapeze"-type hanger constructed from 3-inch steel
channels bolted and welded together. The JB was supported from the test deck by two
"trapeze"-type hangers from 3-inch steel channels.
The application of these ERFBS is divided into four distinct installation steps: (1) installation
of Thermo-Lag 330-1 baseline fire barrier material, (2) reinforcement of the baseline fire
barrier system, (3) installation of the Thermo-Lag 770-1 mat upgrade, and (4) trowel-grade
skim-coat finish.
The "baseline" ERFBS application was constructed using Thermo-Lag 330-1 materials. The
design of this baseline fire barrier used a "worst-case" design which represented the least
desirable attributes. For example, all the joints between the Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels were
post-buttered and the fire barrier panel V-ribs were installed parallel to the cable tray side
rails. The baseline ERFBS application on the cable trays used the separate-piece method.
This fire barrier was constructed from nominal 1-1/4-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1 V-ribbed
panels. The fire barrier panels were dry fit to the cable trays and banded to hold them in
place. The top and bottom fire barrier panels had the V-ribs running parallel to the cable tray
side rails and the side panels had the V-ribs perpendicular to the side rails. Once the
baseline ERFBS was installed on the cable trays, the baseline fire barrier material was
installed on the cable tray hanger/support. The fire barrier enclosure for the cable tray
support was constructed using separate 1-1/4-inch Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels dry fitted and
banded to the support steel. The band spacing for the cable trays and their common support
was 12 inches maximum with bands installed within 2 inches of joints. The JB ERFBS was
constructed using the same techniques as for the cable trays.
Once the baseline fire barrier system had been installed, the baseline system was reinforced
with a layer of external stress skin. A liberal layer of Thermo-Lag 770-1 trowel-grade
material was applied to the baseline fire barrier system before the installation of the external
skin and then stapled to the baseline while the trowel-grade material was still wet. The
trowel-grade material was smoothed and allowed to dry overnight. Once the assembly had
dried, stainless steel tie-wires were added (maximum spacing 6 inches).
To begin the Thermo-Lag 770-1 upgrade, the cable tray 90* bend was covered with the mat
first. Before its installation, the Thermo-Lag 770-1 trowel-grade material was applied to
baseline fire barrier system in the area of the 900 bend and the inside surface of the fire
barrier mat. The mat material was then installed and stapled to the baseline material with 1inch-long staples. Once the 900 fire barrier material had been installed, the fire barrier mat
was installed on the vertical and horizontal tray sections. A liberal coat of Thermo-Lag 770-1
trowel-grade material was applied to the baseline fire barrier system and to the inner surface
of the fire barrier mat. The fire barrier mat was installed around the tray with at least a 3-inch
overlap. Staples were used as necessary to ensure the mat was in contact with the baseline
material. The joints between mats were butted together and a minimum 6-inch-wide wrap of
Thermo-Lag 75 High Temperature Fabric Reinforcement was applied over the joint. Tiewires were then installed with a maximum spacing of 6 inches. Once the first layer was
completed, the second layer of Thermo-Lag 770-1 mat was installed using the same
installation techniques and design attributes. All the overlaps and material seams were
staggered between the layers.
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The same basic two-layer Thermo-Lag 770-1 fire barrier system using the same installation
techniques and design attributes utilized on the cable trays was applied to the JB and its
supports and to the cable tray supports.
Upon completion of the Thermo-Lag 770-1 fire barrier mat installations, the assembly was
then skim-coated with trowel-grade material.
Test Assembly 3-2 - Description
This test assembly consisted of (1) a 24-inch-wide steel cable tray, (2) a 12- inch-wide steel
cable tray, (3) a 5-inch-diameter steel conduit with LB, (4) a 2 steel conduit with LB, (5) a 1inch-diameter steel conduit, and (6) 2-inch-diameter air drop. The cable trays were
assembled in an L-shaped configuration with each vertical leg transitioning 36 inches down
from the upper test deck into a zero-radius 90* bend (formed by adjustable splice plates) and
extending horizontally 70 inches out through the front furnace wall. An air drop transitioned
from a 2-inch steel conduit passing through the upper test deck into the left side of the 24inch-wide cable tray. The conduits were assembled in an L-shaped configuration with the
individual 36- inch vertical conduit runs transitioning into LB and extending 70 inches
horizontally through the front furnace wall. Both cable trays and conduits were supported in
position by a common "trapeze"- type hanger constructed from 3-inch steel channels and
Unistrut bolted and welded together.
The ERFBS applied to the 12- and 24-inch-wide cable trays utilized the baseline Thermo-Lag
330-1 fire barrier design with a Thermo-Lag 770-1 fire barrier upgrade. The design
attributes and the installation techniques used to construct this ERFBS and the fire barriers
for the cable tray and conduit supports were the same as those used to construct the ERFBS
for the cable tray and support test specimens tested as part of Test Assembly 3-1.
The conduits were dry fitted and banded with nominal 1-1/4-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1
conduit preshapes. The stainless steel bands were spaced every 12 inches (maximum
spacing) and installed within 2 inches of a joint. The LBs were constructed by the separatepiece method. The baseline ERFBS was constructed from Thermo-Lag 330-1 V-ribbed 11/4-inch-thick panels, and small finishing nails were used to hold the pieces together during
assembly. The LBs were installed after the conduit ERFBS and overlapped the conduit fire
barrier material. After the installation of the baseline fire barrier material, the entire assembly
was post-buttered with Thermo-Lag trowel-grade material.
The baseline Thermo-Lag 330-1 fire barrier system for the 2-inch air drop was constructed by
dry fitting and banding conduit preshape material together and post-buttering the assembly
with Thermo-Lag trowel-grade material together.
The baseline ERFBS installed on the LBs and the air drop was reinforced by covering its
surface with external stainless steel stress skin. Before installing the stress skin
reinforcement, a liberal coating of Thermo-Lag 770-1 trowel-grade material was applied to
the LB. The external stress skin was stapled to the baseline material while the trowel-grade
material was still wet. Once the stress skin was installed, a second coat of trowel-grade
material was applied to cover the stress skin. The assembly was allowed to dry and
stainless steel tie-wires were then installed with a maximum spacing of 6 inches.
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The Thermo-Lag 770-1 mat upgrade was installed on the conduit LBs first. Before installing
the mat on the LB, the inner surface of the mat and external surface of the baseline fire
barrier material were coated with Thermo-Lag 770-1 trowel-grade material. The mat was
held in place by stapling it to the baseline fire barrier material. On the conduits, the ThermoLag 770-1 mat was wrapped around the conduit and had an overlapping seam. The inner
surface of the mat and the external surface of the conduit baseline fire barrier material were
prebuttered with Thermo-Lag 770-1 trowel-grade material. Two layers of mat material were
installed on the 2-inch and 5-inch-diameter conduits and their associated LBs, and three
layers were applied to the 1-inch-diameter conduit and its LB. The additional layers of mat
were installed in the same manner as the first layer and the seams and overlaps of these
layers were appropriately staggered. Once the installation of the mat was completed, tiewires were then installed on the assembly with a maximum spacing of 6 inches. The air drop
and cable tray upgrades are interrelated. The air drop upgrade consisted of applying a total
of three layers of Thermo-Lag 770-1 mat to the baseline fire barrier material. The ThermoLag 770-1 fire barrier material was always installed on the air drop first and then on the cable
tray for each layer. This material overlapping formed an interlock between the layers. The
general method of material installation and application of trowel-grade material and tie-wires
was the same as that used for upgrading the baseline conduit ERFBS.
Upon completion of the Thermo-Lag 770-1 fire barrier mat installations, the assembly was
then skim-coated with trowel-grade material.
3.7.7 Fire Endurance Test Results
The results of the applicant's Phase 1 (1-hour fire tests of conduit and junction boxes), Phase
2 (1-hour fire tests of cable tray and unique configurations), and Phase 3, (3-hour fire tests of
cable tray, conduit and junction boxes) electrical raceway fire barrier system testing program
are summarized at the end of this safety evaluation in Tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Each
test assembly was subjected to an ASTM E-1 19 standard fire for 1 hour and a hose stream
(fog) test as described in Section 3.7.4.
3.7.8 Conclusion - Electrical Raceway Fire Barrier Systems
On the basis of the applicant's Thermo-Lag Phase 1, 2, and 3 fire endurance test programs,
the staff concludes that the fire barrier applications presented in Tables 4 and 5 (at the end of
this safety evaluation) met the fire test acceptance criterion and provide the required fireresistive rating and, therefore, are acceptable.
3.7.9 Fire Barrier Deviations and Special Configurations
The applicant's Thermo-Lag fire endurance testing program established the technical and
installation attributes for most of the ERFBS configurations being installed at Watts Bar. The
applicant found approximately 346 cases in which the application of Thermo-Lag fire barrier
materials used to protect electrical raceways and their structural steel supports deviated from
the tested configurations. In Generic Letter 86-10, "Implementation of Fire Protection
Requirements," April 24, 1986, NRC provided its guidance on what
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should be considered when performing an engineering evaluation of a deviating in-plant fire
barrier condition. The applicant, in its engineering evaluations of these conditions, used this
guidance to establish the fire barrier evaluation criteria, summarized below:
(1)

The continuity of the fire barrier material applied was consistent with the tested
configuration.

(2)

The effective thickness of the fire barrier material applied to the unique configuration
was consistent with the thickness of the fire barrier material tested.

(3)

The nature and effectiveness of the fire barrier support assembly were consistent with
the tested configurations.

(4)

The application and end use of the fire barrier material were consistent with the tested
configuration.

The applicant has performed engineering evaluations for the following deviating fire barrier
conditions: minor ERFBS configuration variations, minor ERFBS deviations, unique ERFBS
configurations, ERFBS intervening item protection variations, and ERFBS support protection
variations. The inspectors audited 30 deviating ERFBS configurations to determine if they
were engineered, designed, and constructed using the same basic application techniques
and construction attributes qualified in the applicant's Thermo-Lag fire endurance test
program. The rest of Section 3.7.9 summarizes the staffs audit of significant deviating
Thermo-Lag fire barrier configurations.
Minor ERFBS Configuration Variations
Configuration 1: DCN F36027A - The flex connector protection was located close to the
support strap oversize conduit section at support D1207042-2-A47056-205; therefore, the
conduit section could not be lapped 1 inch over the conduit protection as required by
Drawing 47W243. The applicant's fire endurance test program demonstrated the ability of
two layers of 3/8-inch-thick preformed Thermo-Lag 330-1 conduit sections to protect a 3inch-diameter conduit. The design for this fire barrier interface between the oversized
protection at the support strap assembly and the oversized coverage for the flexible
connector provided the essential fire barrier attributes of the tested configuration. Therefore,
the staff found reasonable assurance that this plant-specific fire barrier variation had a
minimum 1-hour fire resistance.
Configuration 2: DCN F37025A - Large base plates were located close to the M-board
interface; therefore, cable tray fire barrier protection could not be installed at the interface as
required by Drawing 47W243-23, Detail C-23. Thermo-Lag shims were installed to bring the
cable tray coverage out to abut the corners of the adjacent baseplates. The shims were
secured by two tie-wires. The cable tray fire barrier, external stress skin, and the border of
the tray were notched at the baseplate. All gaps were filled with Thermo-Lag trowel-grade
material. The external stress skin and putty balls were installed over the M-board/ThermoLag fasteners. The design for this interface between the cable tray and the baseplate
maintained the continuity of the fire barrier application and fire barrier material thickness to
that which was tested by the applicant's test program. Therefore, the staff found
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reasonable assurance that this plant-specific fire barrier variation retained a minimum 1-hour
fire resistance.
Minor ERFBS Deviations
Configuration 3: DCN F35139A - The first layer of Thermo-Lag protection on conduit
2PLC590B (1-1/2-inch diameter) was installed close to fire protection pipe support H491-2841-7; therefore, the required second layer of Thermo-Lag cannot be installed without
protecting the support as an intervening item. At the interface of conduit 2PLC590B and the
fire protection support, the second layer of 3/8-inch-thick preformed conduit section was
prenotched to accommodate the upper and lower sections of the support. All interface points
were prebuttered with Thermo-Lag trowel-grade material. A third layer of 3/8-inch-thick
preformed Thermo-Lag conduit section was notched and butted up to the support interface
and extends at least 2 inches beyond the areas of interference. The design for this fire
barrier interface between the conduit and the pipe support maintained its continuity and
increased the thickness of the fire barrier material at the point of interface over that which
was typically tested in the applicant's test program. Therefore, the staff found reasonable
assurance that this plant-specific fire barrier deviation retained a minimum 1-hour fire
resistance.
Confi~guration 4: DCN F37087A - The close proximity of cable tray 3B21902191 to its support
prevented the additional circumferential external stress skin from being installed around and
over air drop collar as required by Drawing 47W243. The Thermo-Lag panel air drop collar
(5/8-inch thick) was installed over the previously installed cable tray circumferential stress
skin. An additional layer of external stress skin was installed over the Thermo-Lag collar
panel. This stress skin extended vertically (up and down) 6 inches onto the cable tray
coverage and 3 inches onto the side rail coverage. This external stress skin was secured in
place with tie-wires that were bridled off from the circumferential tie-wires. The maximum
wire spacing of 6 inches was maintained. The applicant tested typical cable tray and air drop
interfaces in its fire endurance test program and, to construct this deviating assembly, used
the construction attributes proven by the test configuration. In addition, this interface design
between the air drop and the cable tray/support interference maintained the required
continuity of the fire barrier application and the required fire barrier material thickness.
Therefore, the staff found reasonable assurance that this plant-specific fire barrier deviation
retained a minimum 1-hour fire resistance.
Unique ERFBS Configurations
Configuration 6: DCN F33862A - Security bars were located near nonessential conduits
2PLC4044B and 2PLC4045B and essential conduit 1 PLC593S; therefore, Thermo-Lag fire
barrier material could not be installed on these conduits as required by Drawing 47W243.
The fire barrier enclosure for this unique design was a six-sided box constructed with
nominal 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels. The dimensions of this enclosure were 22
inches by 18 inches by 60 inches. The enclosure was constructed using the separate-piece
score-and-fold installation methods. Two of the side panels of the box enclosure had to be
notched and fitted around tube steel supports. The top and bottom panels were stitched with
tie-wire on both sides of the conduit and enclosed the support tube steel within the box. The
conduit collars at the box conduit interface were constructed with preformed Thermo-Lag
conduit sections or flat panels
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using the score-and-fold/roll method and were secured in place at the interface with tie-wires.
The side panels of the box enclosure were secured in place with all-thread rods spaced 12
inches on center. All joints, seams, and interface points were prebuttered, and voids were
filled with Thermo-Lag trowel-grade material. The assembly was covered with external
stress skin and skim-coated. Variations typical of box enclosures and their methods of
attachment to the raceway were tested in the applicant's fire endurance test program, and
the construction attributes proven by these tested configurations were used to construct this
unique fire barrier assembly. In addition, this design maintained the required continuity of the
fire barrier application and the fire barrier material thickness. Therefore, the staff found
reasonable assurance that this plant-specific fire barrier deviation retained a minimum 1-hour
fire resistance.
Configuration 7: DCN F34517A - Essential cable tray 5B13532154 was located near the
ceiling; therefore, the top panel of the fire barrier could not be installed as depicted in
Drawing 47W27314, Detail C4 or D4. The cable tray box enclosure was attached directly to
the ceiling because the tray was located close to the ceiling. The box enclosure was
constructed of 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag panels. The bottom panels were stitched to the
side panels with tie-wire on 6-inch centers. In addition, the bottom panels were supported by
two sets of tie-wires wrapped around the cable tray through predrilled holes. One set of tiewires was installed before the stress skin was installed and the other was installed after the
stress skin has been applied. The tie-wires were on 6-inch centers. The panels that formed
the ends of this enclosure were secured in place to the side panels with tie-wire stitches.
Variations of typical box enclosures and their methods of attachment to raceway and
concrete slabs were tested in the applicant's fire endurance test program, and the
construction attributes proven by these tested configurations were used to construct this
unique fire barrier assembly. In addition, this design maintained the required continuity of the
fire barrier application and the fire barrier material thickness. Therefore, the staff found
reasonable assurance that this plant-specific fire barrier deviation retained a minimum 1-hour
fire resistance.
Confi-guration 8: DCN No F34559A - A lateral bend (LB)(4-inch by 19-1/2-inch by 6-1/2-inch)
on essential 3-inch-diameter conduit 1 PLC3949B was located near essential 4-inch-diameter
conduit 1 PLC3803B; therefore, the essential LB could not be protected as required by
Drawing 47W243-2, Detail A2. Shim panels of 5/8-inch Thermo-Lag 330-1 material were
installed on both sides of the LB and were secured in place with tie-wire. These panels
extended from the wall to the top of the LB fitting. A box assembly was then installed around
the LB condulet and essential flexible conduits 1PLC3803B and 1 PLC3804B. The box
assembly was constructed using the single-piece method, and the joints and seams were
stitched together. The external stress skin for all panels covering the vertical portion of the
LB extended over the top piece and lapped on to the conduit a minimum of 2 inches. The
essential flexible conduits were protected with Thermo-Lag and abutted the box assembly.
The external stress skin on the essential conduits extended on to the box assembly a
minimum of 6 inches. The border panels were attached to the wall, and external stress skin
overlapped the interface joint and extended a minimum of 6 inches onto the box. This
interface joint was stitched together on 6-inch centers. Variations of typical box enclosures
and their methods of attachment to raceway and concrete slabs were tested in the
applicant's fire endurance test program, and the construction attributes proven by these
tested configurations
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were used to construct this unique fire barrier assembly. This design maintained the
required continuity of the fire barrier application and the fire barrier material thickness.
Therefore, the staff found reasonable assurance that this plant-specific fire barrier deviation
retained a minimum 1-hour fire resistance.
Configuration 9: DCN F36295A - Pull Box 2-PB-292-588-03 (47-1/2 inches high by 47-1/2
inches wide by 12 inches deep) was protected with Thermo-Lag 330-1. The pull box was
covered with 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag flat panels. The tube steel and Unistrut supports for
the pull box were covered with 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag flat panels. Mounting bolts were
used to attach the Thermo-Lag panels to the pull box. These panel-mounting bolts were
installed on 12-inch centers. A complete external stress skin wrap was applied to the entire
essential box configuration. This stress skin was lapped onto the adjacent support and onto
the Thermo-Lag portion of the adjacent nonessential pull box. Variations of typical box
enclosures, including their methods of attachment to junction and pull boxes and concrete
slabs, were tested in the applicant's fire endurance test program, and the construction
attributes proven by these tested configurations were used to construct this unique fire
barrier assembly. This pull box fire barrier design maintained the required continuity of the
fire barrier application and the fire barrier material thickness. Therefore, the staff found
reasonable assurance that this plant-specific fire barrier deviation retained a minimum 1-hour
fire resistance.
Confi-guration 10: DCN F37282A - The in-plant configuration prohibited the installation of
individual protection on the EYE fittings installed at the wall. In addition, space limitations
associated with the ground clamps prohibited the EYE fittings for essential flexible conduit
1 NM3371 D and intervening flexible conduit 1NM3370D from being enclosed in a 3/8-inch
plus 3/8-inch enclosure. The EYE fittings were enclosed in a common box. This box design
had 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag flat panels. Shims were installed at the bottom of the EYE
fittings to extend the bottom of the box enclosure below the ground clamps. The two flexible
conduits were protected with a two-layer design. The first Thermo-Lag conduit preformed
layer was 5/8-inch thick, and the second layer was 3/8-inch thick. The conduits and the box
enclosure were enclosed with external stress skin and a layer of Thermo-Lag trowel-grade
material. The border of the box and the interior stress skin overlap were anchored to the
wall, and the external stress skin covering the box was stapled to the Thermo-Lag border.
Variations of typical box enclosures, including methods of attachment to LB fittings and
concrete slabs, were tested in the applicant's fire endurance test program, and the
construction attributes proven by these tested configurations were used to construct this
unique fire barrier assembly. This pull box fire barrier design maintained the required
continuity of the fire barrier application and the fire barrier material thickness. Therefore, the
staff found reasonable assurance that this plant-specific fire barrier deviation retained a
minimum 1-hour fire resistance.
ERFBS Interveninq Item Protection Variations
Configuration 11: DCN F35139A - A tube steel member was in contact with essential conduit
2PLC590B causing the sheet metal wall to be a secondary interference. Essential conduit
2PLC590B was protected in accordance with the approved methods qualified in the
applicant's Thermo-Lag fire endurance test program. The top plate and the horizontal tube
steel support for the sheet
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metal wall were protected with 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag panels for 18 inches in all
directions from the interfacing essential conduit. Some 3/8-inch shims were installed around
the sheet metal wall fasteners to create a level surface. The sheet metal wall was protected
with 5/8-inch Thermo-Lag fire barrier panel for 9 inches away from the penetrating essential
conduit on both sides of the wall. Through-bolt and all-thread fasteners were used to attach
the Thermo-Lag panels to the sheet metal wall, and tie-wire stitching was used to secure a
butt joint between the panel pieces on opposite side of the wall from the tube steel support.
Variations of typical structural steel raceway supports were tested in the applicant's ThermoLag fire endurance test program. This test program established the technical basis for
protecting a minimum of 18 inches for structural steel supports and other intervening or
interfacing items that were in direct contact with the protected raceway and the technical
basis for protecting 9 inches of a commodity that interferes with the raceway's fire barrier
system but does not come in direct contact with the essential raceway. This deviating fire
barrier condition was constructed using attributes proven by the applicant's test program, and
these same basic attributes were used to construct this unique fire barrier for an intervening
item. This support/sheet metal wall interference fire barrier design maintained the required
continuity of the fire barrier application and the fire barrier material thickness. Therefore, the
staff found reasonable assurance that a minimum 1-hour fire resistance was provided for this
plant-specific fire barrier deviation.
Configuration 12: DCN F37025 - Nonessential air drop LTB1862 was located near essential
cable tray 3B20452046; therefore, the required intervening protection will extend down onto
the unsupported air drop. The preformed Thermo-Lag conduit sections were extended
beyond the ends of the nonessential conduit (intervening item with essential cable tray
3B20452046) approximately 1-1/4 inches. Two 5/8-inch panels were trimmed to fit around
the air drop cables and to fit snugly up into the conduit preformed ends where the air drop
cables enter the conduit. External stress skin was installed over the end panels and
extending back onto the conduit protection a minimum of 2 inches. This conduit/air drop
interference fire barrier design maintained the required continuity of the fire barrier
application and the fire barrier material thickness. Therefore, the staff found reasonable
assurance that this plant-specific fire barrier deviation retained a minimum 1-hour fire
resistance.
On the basis of it's review of these deviating Thermo-Lag fire barrier configurations, the staff
concluded that the applicant adequately demonstrated that (1) the continuity of the fire
barrier material applied was consistent with the tested configuration, (2) the effective
thickness of the fire barrier material applied to the unique configuration was consistent with
the thickness of the fire barrier material tested, (3) the nature and effectiveness of the fire
barrier support assembly was consistent with the tested configurations, and (4) the
application and end use of the fire barrier material were consistent with the tested
configuration. Therefore, the applicant's program for evaluating deviating fire barrier
conditions should provide reasonable assurance that these conditions will not significantly
affect the fire resistive performance of the installed raceway fire barrier system and,
therefore, is acceptable.
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3.7.10 Ampacity, Derating Tests, and the Application of Test Results
The applicant conducted extensive ampacity derating testing of various Thermo-Lag fire
barrier configurations at the applicant's Central Laboratories Services Department (CLSD)
(denoted "Phase I tests") in Chattanooga, Tennessee, from March 9 to April 6, 1993; April 30
to May 10, 1993; and June 1 to June 22, 1993; and at Omega Point Laboratories (OPL)
(denoted "Phase II tests") in San Antonio, Texas, from August 16 to 26, 1994; September 14
to October 6, 1994; November 15 to December 3, 1994; and January 4 to 23, 1995. The
applicant submitted the results of its Thermo-Lag 330-1 Phase I and II ampacity tests to the
staff on July 9, 1993, and April 25, 1995, respectively. Finally, a new Thermo-Lag fire barrier
material, Thermo-Lag 770-1, for a 3-hour fire-rated electrical raceway application will be
submitted for staff review at a later date. Given that no deviations were identified that
required cable functionality verification, this evaluation pertains to ampacity-related issues
only.
The applicant has committed to submit the results of all of the required ampacity derating
tests as they become available. The following interim evaluation reviews the technical basis
of the ampacity derating factors for Watts Bar Unit 1 until the applicant can complete all of
the ampacity derating tests and analysis. The applicant's ampacity derating test
methodology conformed to the guidance in draft Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) Standard P848, "Procedure for the Determination of the Ampacity Derating
of Fire Protected Cables," Revisions 11', 12, and 14, dated April 6, 1992; February 24, 1993;
and April 15, 1994, respectively, except for changes identified in individual test plans. After
the applicant issued the test report "Testing To Determine Ampacity Derating Factors for Fire
Protected Cables for Watts Bar Nuclear Plant" (Phase 1 tests), with its submittal of July 9,
1993, the staff documented its concerns in its request for additional information (RAI), which
the NRC staff gave to applicant representatives in a meeting on October 13, 1993. The staff
also identified concerns documented in its RAI dated May 5, 1993, before the start of testing.
A meeting between applicant representatives and NRC staff was also held on August 30,
1994 (summary by L. Dudes, dated September 15, 1994). The applicant responded to the
staffs questions regarding Watts Bar by letters dated Jone 30, 1993; November 26, 1993;
and December 23, 1994.
General Design Criterion (GDC) 17 requires that onsite electric power systems be provided
to permit the functioning of structures, systems, and components important to safety. The
onsite electric power system must have sufficient capacity and capability to ensure that vital
functions are.maintained. IEEE Standard 279, "Criteria for Protection Systems for Nuclear
Power Generating Stations," and IEEE Standard 603, "Criteria for Safety Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations," contain guidance on acceptable methods of complying
with GDC 17 and the single-failure criterion. These IEEE standards state that the quality of
protection system components and the onsite power system shall be achieved by specifying
requirements known to promote high quality, such as the requirements for the derating of
components, and that the quality shall be consistent with minimum maintenance
requirements and low failure rates. Furthermore, IEEE Standards 279 and 603 state that test
data or reasonable engineering extrapolation based on test data shall be made available to
verify that protection system equipment continually conforms to the performance
requirements determined to be necessary for achieving the system requirements.
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In Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.75, "Physical Independence of Electric Systems," the NRC staff
gave guidance for complying with IEEE Standard 279 and GDC 17 for the physical
independence of the circuits and electric equipment comprising or associated with the Class
1 E power system. The applicant uses Thermo-Lag 330-1 barriers to achieve physical
independence of Class 1E electrical systems in accordance with RG 1.75. The staffs
concerns about ampacity derating apply to Thermo-Lag 330-1 barriers installed to achieve
physical independence of electric systems and to those installed to protect the safeshutdown capability from fire.
Cables enclosed in electrical raceways protected with fire barrier materials are derated
because of the insulating effect of the fire barrier material. Other factors that affect ampacity
derating include cable fill, cable loading, cable type, raceway construction, and ambient
temperature. The National Electrical Code, Insulated Cable Engineers Association (ICEA)
publications, and other industry standards provide general ampacity derating factors for open
air installations but do not include derating factors for fire barrier systems. Although a
national standard ampacity derating test method has not been established, ampacity derating
factors for raceways enclosed with fire barrier material have been determined for specific
installation configurations by testing.
As part of its Thermo-Lag fire barrier test program, the applicant performed ampacity
derating tests and submitted Phase I and II ampacity derating test results for NRC staff
review on July 9, 1993, and April 25, 1995, respectively. The staffs review identified the
following concerns associated with the applicant's Phase I and Phase II test results and their
use: (1) the presence of negative ampacity derating test results, (2) the applicant's methods
for deriving calculated ampacity correction factors based upon the test results, (3) the
selection of the appropriate test method among the various configurations used during the
tests, (4) the selection of one ampacity derating value given the variance in the weight and
thickness of the tested Thermo-Lag enclosed conduits, (5) the applicability of the selected
ampacity derating factor for different conduit sizes, (6) the utilization of derating correction
factors in air drop raceway design calculations, (7) the nature of plant configuration controls
which will assure that plant modifications will not invalidate test derived ampacity derating
factors, and (8) the application of ampacity derating factors to future nonstandard raceway
fire barrier configurations.
In its submittal of November 26, 1993, the applicant stated that the most significant finding
was the assertion that the elimination of the annular air space between the conduit's outer
surface and the inner surface of the Thermo-Lag barrier can significantly lessen the impact of
the barrier on ampacity. This was accomplished by prebuttering the sections of the ThermoLag barrier before placing it over the conduit as required by the installation procedures. The
applicant estimated that a Thermo-Lag protected 1-inch conduit containing a single 3conductor #6 AWG cable, approximately 4.6 thermal ohms are added to the circuit for each
0.05 inch of air gap between the conduit and the barrier. Given that the total thermal
resistance of such a configuration is approximately 20 thermal ohms, the effect of the gap is
believed to be significant (an approximate 10 percent derating for the first 0.05 inch of gap).
By eliminating this gap, TVA the applicant demonstrated a significant improvement in the
ampacity performance of the system.
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Ampacity correction factors (ACFs) in excess of 1.0 were unexpected, based on the staffs
observation of Texas Utilities Electric (TUE) testing and on the original TSI results. Given the
improved performance resulting from the elimination of the air gap as described above, the
ACFs at or above 1.0 appear to be the result of Thermo-Lag's decreased thermal resistance
to the air, which more than offsets the increased thermal resistance caused by the addition of
the Thermo-Lag.
The applicant cited a Neher-McGrath equation for the thermal resistance from the surface to
the surrounding air, which characterizes the decreased thermal resistance as a function of
the greater surface area presented by the wrapped conduit and the higher emissivity of the
Thermo-Lag fire barrier material. In the applicant's testing, 1-inch conduits (with a nominal
1.32-inch OD) were wrapped with a 5/8-inch-thick barrier (with the ±1/8-inch tolerance). The
resultant new OD is approximately 2.8 inches, with a corresponding increase in the surface
area. In addition, the surface emissivity of the dull white Thermo-Lag is well above that of a
bare conduit. This arrangement further increases the conduit/fire barrier system's ability to
dissipate heat.
The applicant noted that conduit tests performed with three conductors connected in series
and powered single phase, as was required by both drafts 11 and 12 of IEEE Standard
P848, did not produce meaningful results. The eddy currents and hysteresis losses in the
conduit are of such a magnitude for this configuration (because of incomplete cancellation of
magnetic fields) that the test is more a measure of the cable-and-conduit ampacity than the
cable-in-conduit ampacity. The conduit losses are a function of the material properties of the
steel used in its manufacture so that the magnitude of the losses are dependent upon the
electrical resistivity and magnetic permeability parameters for specific conduit test segments.
Thus, the applicant performed additional testing with alternate conductor and power supply
configurations in order to reduce the conduit losses. Conduit surface temperatures during
these latter tests were approximately 60 'C (as compared to 80 °C when connected
according to the draft standard), which was a result of a reduction in the above-mentioned
losses.
The staff reviewed Phase I ampacity derating test data and concluded that negative ampacity
derating test results or an ACF greater than 1.0 is possible, given the low emissivity of the
barrier material and the absence of an air gap in the barrier construction. However, the
purpose of the test procedure is to determine the additional ampacity derating value, which
should be assigned to the specific Thermo-Lag fire barrier configuration. The selection of
negative ampacity derating value would not represent a conservative finding, given other test
results on the same test specimen with small but positive ampacity derating values.
However, since the applicant will not be utilizing the ampacity derating values in question,
this issue is considered resolved.
In response to the staffs concern regarding the use of the test results, the applicant, in its
submittal of November 26, 1993, contends that because ACFs in excess of 1.0 were not
originally anticipated, the results of early tests caused the applicant to revisit the basic
ampacity relationships. Using the mathematical models constructed for bare 1-inch and 4inch conduits, the applicant determined the allowable current for 3-conductor cables having
standard ICEA diameters. By confirming that those calculated currents matched
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the ICEA published values, the model was then altered to evaluate cables having diameters
equal to those under test, both with and without Thermo-Lag. The theoretical value of the
ACF for each configuration could then be compared with the test results and serve as a
guide for the selection of the final ACF. The values chosen for inclusion in the applicant's's
Electrical Design Standard DS-E12.6.3, "Auxiliary and Control Power Cable Sizing," bound
both the tested and calculated ACFs to ensure a conservative margin was maintained.
Although the information submitteded by the applicant clarifies the development of the ACFs
cited in its submittal of July 9, 1993, the margins between the ACFs selected for the ThermoLag enclosed raceway configurations and the design-basis ampacity value have not been
specified in any of the applicant's submittals.
The applicant also stated that on the basis of the results of its test program, it determined
that the 3-conductor single-phase tests did not yield useful results because of the significant
conduit heating that occurred. Aside from this factor, the greatest variation noted resulted
from using multiple baseline conduits. Multiple baseline conduits were used to ensure that
conduit effects were eliminated. No attempt was made to "match" the conduits used in the
TVA tests. Thus, though the use of an even number of conductors (or three-phase power)
may have sufficiently reduced the losses generated in the conduit, some conduit-to-conduit
variations were still observed and ultimately became a factor in the decision to include
margin in the selection of a final ACF. These variations may have resulted from the differing
surface emissivities of the conduits.
Some of the variation was due to changes in cabling. In the 1-inch tests, the 4-conductor #6
AWG was replaced with a 3-conductor #6 AWG for the three-phase tests. In the 4-inch tests,
the four 1-conductor 750-kcmil cables were replaced with the eight 3-conductor #6 AWG
cables. In both cases, the thermal resistance attributable to the insulation and jacket
material changed and thus had some effect on the resulting ACF.
Some variation from the single-phase to the three-phase tests may also be attributable to the
criteria for current adjustment necessitated by the use of three individually adjustable power
supplies in the latter test. Using the 5/8-inch wrap as an example, the ACFs shown in the
table below were measured for each baseline unit.
ACFs for a 5/8-Inch Thermo-Lag Barrier per Baseline Conduit
Base

4/c

24/c

3-phase

Max D

1-inch base No. 1

0.982

N/A

1.002

2%

1-inch base No. 2

N/A

N/A

1.027

N/A

4-inch base No. 1

1.073

1.069

1.049

2.4%

4-inch base No. 2

1.038

1.033

1.018

2%

From reviewing the data in the preceding table, it can be seen that when the results are
evaluated for the specific baseline conduit utilized, the
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variation is minimal. Also, the variations are approaching the accuracy of laboratory
measurements.
In summary, the applicant has determined that either the 4-conductor or the 24-conductor
tests yielded acceptable results without the complexity introduced by trying to keep three
individual power supplies synchronized. Therefore, these tests are the most representative.
In response to the staffs concern regarding the tests performed, the applicant stated in its
submittal of November 26, 1993, that the 4-conductor and 24-conductor single-phase tests
were determined to be the most representative methodologies. Using the data from these
tests, the lowest ACFs are shown in the table below, both in the measured form and rounded
to the nearest 0.01.
Selection of Design Standard Ampacity Correction Factors
ACF
Roundedto
Nearest .01

Design
Standard
ACF

1" Conduit
Set No. 1

0.98

0.93

0.977

4" Conduit
Set
No. 1

0.98

0.93

0.967

1" Conduit
Set
No. 1

0.97

0.92

TSI
Configuration

Lowest
ACF

5/8"

0.982

3/8" + 3/8"

5/8" + 3/8"

Based on

As can be seen from the measured data, the ACFs for the 5/8-inch and the 3/8-inch plus 3/8inch Thermo-Lag systems differ by only 0.005. This figure is beyond the reliable accuracy
maintainable during the tests and thus the applicant rounded the data points before selecting
the ACF for use in its electrical design standard. From these data, it can be concluded that
weight does not figure directly into the equations for ampacity.
In response to the staffs concern regarding conduit size, the applicant, in its submittal of
November 26, 1993, stated that derating factors could have been developed for each conduit
size. However, the scope of such a program would have been much more extensive without
an appreciable benefit in determining the appropriate ACF. The intent of the standards
working group in selecting the cable and conduit combinations specified in IEEE Standard
P848 was to utilize raceways filled to their limit with a single circuit. The applicant found that
the largest power circuits typically used were 750 kcmil (which would fill a 4-inch conduit) and
the smallest conduit containing "significant" power circuits was 1 inch. The ACF was
expected to vary somewhat as a function of conduit size because several components of the
thermal circuit are also size dependent (i.e., thermal resistance from the cable to the conduit
wall, thermal resistance to the air, and the thermal resistance of the barrier material). Thus,
the draft standard required that tests be conducted for both 1-inch and 4-inch conduits so
that the final ACF (for a given thickness of barrier material) would be the lower of the two and
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thus would envelope the range. Additional variances observed by the applicant may have
been a function of the test configurations.
Although the testing of 3/4-inch and 5-inch conduits is not required by the draft IEEE
standard, informal analysis by the applicant of the wrapped 3/4-inch conduit indicates that it
would be able to carry more current than in the baseline condition. This is believed to be a
fact because the application of Thermo-Lag results in a significant increase in the heat
dissipating surface area, as previously discussed. Informal analysis of three 1-conductor
750-kcmil cables in a 5-inch conduit indicates that although the relative increase in surface is
not great, the ACF is expected to vary by no more than 1 percent.
The final ACFs chosen for use in the applicant's design standards include margin, partly to
account for the differing configurations, variances resulting from manufacturing, and
maintenance of conservatism in the overall design.
Although the staff would agree that nominal differences in conduit sizes should not result in
the need for significant margin, the applicant has not quantified the margin between the
design ampacity limits and the ampacity derating value on the basis of test results. Although
the applicant adequately addressed this concern, the staff will reexamine this issue upon
completion of its ampacity test program.
In response to the staffs concern regarding the use of the air drop ampacity derating value,
the applicant stated in its November 26, 1993, submittal that cable sizing (with respect to
ampacity considerations) is a function of the load current, the load type, the raceway type,
and the environment along its route. Because the raceway type and environment may
change along the route of a cable, a series of ACFs often exists, each applicable to a single
raceway configuration and environment. Thus, ACFs are determined for each segment and
a corresponding set of values for the required ampacity of the cable under evaluation is
calculated. This set is compared to the current that a cable can carry according to internal or
industry standards for each raceway type for the cable being evaluated. As expected, cable
sizing is dictated by the most limiting segment and ambient conditions along its entire route.
In its cable ampacity program, the applicant evaluates cables in each raceway segment and
applies the necessary correction factors. In the past, no ampacity evaluation was required
for power cable air drops because the ampacity in free air far exceeds that in a tray or in a
conduit. Given the application of Appendix R wrap, the applicant will evaluate air drops
containing power circuits that are wrapped in excess of 6 feet.
In response to the staffs concern regarding plant configuration controls, the applicant, in its
submittal of November 26, 1993, stated that cable ampacity analysis is based on various
standard ACFs, which are conservatively chosen to bound actual conditions of plant
environment, load type, raceway type, and other attributes. When a cable displays
marginally insufficient ampacity based on the standard ACFs, it is economically prudent to
reevaluate the cable ampacity based on ACFs more closely matching the actual conditions of
the individual cable. This standard practice was applied in the ampacity reevaluation that
considered the Thermo-Lag fire wrap derating factors for cable trays. The following
adjustments were utilized: (1) the actual motor
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nameplate load current, (2) the load factor for motor-operated valves, and (3) the percentage
of cable fill in a cable tray.
The ACF values used for ampacity analysis must be documented in the ampacity calculation.
Proposed changes to either the cable or the load procedurally require review and revision of
the ampacity calculation. The cable tray fill factor is controlled through the computerized
cable routing system (CCRS). The maximum percentage of fill for acceptable cable
ampacity is established and becomes the tray fill limit according to the CCRS for the involved
tray segments. Additional cables could only be added up to the tray limit.
In response to the staff's concern regarding nonstandard configurations, the applicant stated
in its submittal of December 23, 1994, that the ACFs that will be used are based upon the
extensive test programs conducted by both TUE and the applicant at Omega Point
Laboratories (OPL) in San Antonio, Texas, and by the applicant at its own Central
Laboratories Services Department (CLSD) facilities in Chattanooga, Tennessee. The ACFs
used by the applicant for individually wrapped open-top ladder trays and wrapped air drops
are based on the results of the TUE-sponsored tests. The ACFs used by the applicant for
individually wrapped conduits are based on the results of the CLSD tests.
The results of the TUE tray tests are also being used to represent the common enclosure of
trays that are horizontally adjacent (i.e., run side by side). This arrangement is consistent
with the Stople model on which tray ampacities (given in ICEA publications) are derived in
which the model considers heat being dissipated from the top and bottom surfaces only (and
not from the sides). The TUE tests that were performed on ladder-type trays will also be
used to represent solid-bottom trays. This application is conservative in that true solidbottom trays do not have an air gap between the cables and the Thermo-Lag barrier because
of the presence of the tray rungs.
The TVA-sponsored tests at OPL address the enclosure of ladder-type trays over which a
sheet steel cover has been applied before the application of any barrier material. Those
tests also include a vertical stack of trays within a common Thermo-Lag enclosure.
The final determination of the appropriateness of the final ampacity derating factors for the
configurations expected to be installed at Watts Bar will be made upon completion of plant
installation of the Thermo-Lag fire barriers and the ampacity derating testing program.
The applicant has selected the following cable ampacity derating factors for Thermo-Lagenclosed electrical raceways at Watts Bar:
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Report No.

Ampacity Derating
Value (%)

Excess Margin (%)

Raceway
24" cable tray with 1/2"
TSI configuration

TUE 12340-95169

31.5

See note

Large air drop with 5/8"
+ 3/8" TSI configuration

TUE 12340-95168

31.7

See note

1" conduit with 5/8" TSI
configuration

TVA 93-0501

7.0

See note

1" conduit with 5/8" +
3/8" TSI configuration

TVA 93-0501

8.0

See note

4" conduit with 3/8" +
3/8" TSI configuration

TVA 93-0501

7.0

See note

24" cable tray with solid
steel cover, with 5/8"
TSI configuration

TVA 11960-97332

40

See note

3-24" trays in a
common 5/8" TSI
configuration

TVA 11960-97334

36.

See note

3-1" conduits in a
single row in a
common 5/8" TSI
configuration

TVA 11960-97335

8

See note

2 rows of 3-1" conduits
in a common 5/8" TSI
configuration

TVA 11960-97336

26

See note

1" conduit in a 5/8" TSI
configuration mounted
on a small Unistrut
frame

TVA 11960-97768

12

See note

1" conduit in a 5/8" TSI
configuration mounted
on a large Unistrut
frame

TVA 11960-97769

6

See note

2 rows of 3-1" conduits
in a common 5/8" TSI
configuration mounted
on a large Unistrut
frame

TVA 11960-97770

9

See note

Note:

Excess ampacity margin is to be determined after Thermo-Lag fire barrier
construction and testing has been. completed.

For actual installations, the derating factors are typically applied to the ampacity values
published in the ICEA tables for each cable size. It should be noted that because of the
conservative factors used, the ICEA ampacity values are lower than the baseline values that
have been typically determined
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by the ampacity derating tests. Cables are sized on the basis of the full load current
multiplied by a factor of 1.25 in order to account for the voltage and the service factor
requirements of the load. Upgrading of the cable size is another variable that may be
required because of voltage drop consideration for long circuit lengths. Because most
safety-related loads are operated intermittently, typically once a month during surveillance
testing, the staff has judged it unlikely that cable-related failures could be induced as a result
of incorrect ampacity derating factors over the interim period. The staff believes that the
ampacity derating concern is an aging issue that is to be resolved over the long term.
Therefore, the staff concludes that the use of interim ampacity derating factors is acceptable.
On the basis of the completion of the ampacity derating testing program and the resolution of
the following three issues:
(1)

the applicant's completion of the Phase III ampacity derating tests for the Watts Bar
Thermo-Lag 770-1 fire barriers systems and its submittal confirming that the existing
ampacity design margins are adequate and sufficient for each of these installed fire
barrier configuration

(2)

the applicant's confirmation that the existing ampacity design margins (Phase I and II
ampacity derating tests) are adequate and sufficient for each of the Thermo-Lag 330-1
and 330-660 fire barriers to be installed at Watts Bar

(3)

the NRC staffs confirmation that the test results using IEEE Standard P848 adequately
bound the nominally different conduit sizes which are protected by Thermo-Lag fire
barrier materials

The staff finds the use of the ampacity derating factors acceptable. Further, the staff
concludes that no significant safety hazards exist due to the use of these interim ampacity
derating factors on cables enclosed by Thermo-Lag fire barrier materials.
3.7.11 Chemical Composition of Electrical Raceway Fire Barrier Materials
In order to conform to the NRC's fire protection guidelines and regulations, the applicant will
perform the chemical analysis testing on its Thermo-Lag 330-1 and 770-1 fire barrier
materials. The test methods proposed are infrared (IR) spectroscopy and thermogravimetric
analysis (TGV). The results of these tests will be used to evaluate the chemical composition
of the Thermo-Lag fire barrier materials used to construct the fire barriers installed at Watts
Bar and those which were used to construct the fire endurance and ampacity derating test
specimens.
The IR test method will be used to identify organic and inorganic materials used to formulate
the fire barrier materials. Each compound which is subjected to this type of testing can be
characterized by its unique absorption spectrum and can be plotted as a percentage of
transmittance or reflectance as a function of frequency. These data can be used to evaluate
the variation in chemical composition of fire barrier materials within a typical lot and from lot
to lot. The TGA is an empirical technique in which a substance is heated under controlled
conditions and the mass of the material is recorded as a function of time or temperature.
The mass loss over a
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specific temperature and in a controlled atmosphere over a specified time period provides
composition analysis of the fire barrier material.
The applicant committed to perform these tests on a sample from each production lot of
Thermo-Lag used to construct the ERFBS at Watts Bar. The sample size will be selected in
accordance with the general inspection levels provided by Military Standard MIL-STD-105E,
"Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection by Attributes."
The staff finds that the applicant's proposed means to chemically analyze the composition of
the Thermo-Lag fire barrier materials used to construct the in-plant ERFBS and the fire
endurance and ampacity derating test specimens will provide reasonable assurance that
these materials are chemically the same; therefore, the method is acceptable.
3.7.12 Seismic and Material Properties of Electrical Raceway Fire Barrier Systems
Recognizing a need to address the seismic adequacy concern related to the Thermo-Lag fire
barrier panels and conduit wraps, the applicant for Watts Bar had performed shake-table
testing of some typical Thermo-Lag 330-1 protected cable tray and conduit configurations,
and had tested Thermo-Lag 330-1 and 770-1 specimens to determine the mechanical
properties of the material. On the basis of the tests, the applicant prepared (1) the structural
evaluation criteria and (2) a general specification for installation, modification, and
maintenance of electrical raceway fire barrier systems installed at Watts Bar.
This evaluation addresses the seismic adequacy of Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels and preformed
conduit wraps and Thermo-Lag 770-1 mat. It also addresses the concern regarding
appropriate consideration of Thermo-Lag material weight in the seismic adequacy
calculations of the raceway supports and their anchorages.
Wyle Laboratories performed two series of shake-table tests for the applicant: Series 1
consisted of two specimens on the shake table: (1) Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels installed on
three stacked cable trays and (2) Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels on a single cable tray with an air
drop. Series 2 consisted of (1) Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels installed on seven-ganged
conduits and (2) Thermo-Lag 330-1 preformed conduit wraps around a single conduit.
Thermo-Lag was installed on all the configurations in accordance with the applicant's
standard installation procedure (TVA General Engineering Specification G-98, "Installation,
Modification, and Maintenance of Electrical Raceway Fire Barrier Systems," Revision 2, April
1995). The supports of the specimens were welded to the test table.
Control accelerometers were mounted on the test table near the base of the specimens. Six
uniaxial accelerometers (two triaxial locations) were installed on all four configurations. In
addition, two accelerometers were located on the vertical support of the single cable-tray
configuration. Magnetic tape recorders provided records of each accelerometer's response.
The specimens were subjected to 30-second duration triaxial multifrequency random motions
simulating the required response spectra (RRSs) corresponding to two operating basis
earthquakes (OBEs), and one safe-shutdown earthquake
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(SSE). The RRSs were generated considering the highest of the amplified floor response
spectra in any of the safety-related structures. An environmental enclosure was installed on
the test table to maintain the temperature of the specimens between 120 OF (49 'C) and 140
OF (60 °C) during the tests.
The tests indicated that there was no appreciable damage to Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels or
preformed conduit wraps. A piece of Thermo-Lag material, less than 1 cubic inch, fell from
the interior of the ganged conduit specimen after the second OBE test. These tests
demonstrated that when the Thermo-Lag panels are completely enclosed by an outer layer
of stress-skin, which is kept in position by additional tie-wires, the panels are not likely to get
dislodged in pieces large enough to be of safety consequence during the postulated seismic
events. Preformed sections of the single conduit were not enclosed by the exterior stress
skin. However, they survived the seismic tests without damage.
Though the tested configurations represented typical onsite installations, the applicant
recognized the potential departures that would be inherent in the as-built conditions. To
analyze the conditions other than the tested configurations, the applicant performed
mechanical properties tests (tests for tensile strength, flexural strength, shear strength, etc.)
for Thermo-Lag 330-1. The applicant used the lower bound of these properties with a factor
of safety of about 1.2 for analyzing various raceway configurations. The staff considers this
safety factor to be relatively low. However, considering the conservatisms used in
determining weights and seismic amplifications, and observations of no or minor damage
during the seismic tests, the staff finds the evaluation procedure acceptable.
After reviewing the appropriateness of the seismic tests and the applicant's "general design
criteria" related to the evaluation of Thermo-Lag fire barrier systems, the staff finds the
applicant's approach for resolving the concern related to the fire barrier to be acceptable. A
review of the applicant's "General Engineering Specification G-98" related to the installation
and maintenance of the fire barrier systems at Watts Bar provides an assurance that the
Thermo-Lag fire barrier systems will be installed and maintained consistent with the
evaluation procedures.
The applicant plans to install Thermo-Lag 770-1 moldable conduit wraps covering the
existing Thermo-Lag 330-1 in three specific areas in the auxiliary building (refer to Table 1 of
TVA's design report on "Thermo-Lag Structural Evaluation," Revision 2, July 1995), where 3hour fire rating is required. The Thermo-Lag 770-1 fire barrier material is moldable and does
not have flexural strength. The 3/8-inch layers of the Thermo-Lag 770-1 fire barrier material
are directly installed on the Thermo-Lag 330-1 conduit pre-formed sections and kept tightly
attached to them by stainless steel tie-wires spaced every 6 inches. Thus, the mechanical
properties essential for ensuring the retention of Thermo-Lag 770-1 material in place during a
seismic event are the bonding capacity of this material to the Thermo-Lag 330-1 fire barrier
material and the punching strength to ensure the retention of the tie-wires under the
postulated seismic loadings. The lower bound punching strength and bond strength
(between the Thermo-Lag 330-1 and 770-1 fire barrier materials) values were set as two
standard deviations lower than the mean strength values obtained from the tests. An
additional factor of safety of 1.2 was used on the established lower bound values for arriving
at the acceptable values.
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This process gave the acceptable punching strength as 12.2 lbf per inch, and bond strength
as 4.4 psi.
The applicant analyzed the conduit sizes varying between 3/4 inch and 5 inches in diameter
enclosed with four layers (two layers of 5/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 330-1 and two layers of
3/8-inch-thick Thermo-Lag 770-1) of Thermo-Lag, spanning 12 feet of unsupported length,
subjected to peak spectral acceleration (horizontal and vertical) at the highest floor elevation
in the auxiliary building. The seismic accelerations were vectorially combined and statically
applied to the total dead loads of the combined assemblies. The maximum punching and
bond values corresponding to the above allowable value determined from these analyses are
1.33 lbf per inch and 0.66 psi. Having reviewed the applicant's analyses, the staff finds that
the added Thermo-Lag 770-1 fire barrier material will retain its position on the existing
Thermo-Lag 330-1 fire barrier material, and will not fall in large enough pieces to cause a
safety hazard for the nearby safety-related components and equipment. Singleton
Laboratories performed the density tests on Thermo-Lag 330-1 material in accordance with
ASTM D-1 188. The applicant supplied the test specimens of 3/8-inch, 5/8-inch, and 11/4inch panels and supplied preformed conduit wraps from the lots to be installed in the plant
and the lots to be used in various other testing programs (i.e., fire tests, seismic tests and
ampacity tests). The density of 58 panel specimens ranged from 56 to 75 lb per cubic foot,
with an average of about 67 lb per cubic foot; and that of the 68 preformed conduit wraps
ranged from 68 to 88 lb per cubic foot, with an average of about 78 lb per cubic foot. In the
design evaluations of Thermo-Lag 330-1 panels and preformed wraps, raceway supports,
and their anchorages, the applicant has used (TVA Design Standard DS-C1.6.16, "Structural
Evaluation of Electrical Raceway Fire Barrier Systems," Revision 2 April 1995) densityvalues as 72 lb per cubic foot for the panels, and 84 lb per cubic foot for the preformed
conduit wraps. The staff considers these density values adequate, provided (1) upperbound
thicknesses are considered in computing the weight of Thermo-Lag and (2) the weight of the
trowel-grade Thermo-Lag material is properly considered in the evaluations of raceway
supports and anchorages. The examples provided in Design Standard DS-C1.6.16, indicate
that the applicant has properly considered the weights of Thermo-Lag 330-1 material in such
evaluations. In its design report "Thermo-Lag Structural Evaluation," Revision 2, July 1995,
the applicant has appropriately considered the weight of Thermo-Lag 770-1 material in
computing the loads on the applicable conduit supports and their anchorages.
On the basis of its review of the seismic test results of typical raceway configurations, the
criteria set up for the structural evaluation of electrical raceway fire barrier systems, and the
specification for installation, modification, and maintenance of the fire barrier systems, the
staff concludes that if the Thermo-Lag 330-1 and 770-1 fire barrier systems are evaluated
and installed in compliance with these criteria and this specification, they will be able to
withstand the postulated seismic events at Watts Bar without significant damage to the fire
barriers. The fire barriers (i.e., panels and conduit wraps) may crack and suffer minor
damage, but will not cause undue hazard to the safety systems (including the protected
cables, cable trays and conduits) in the vicinity of the installed fire barriers. The review also
indicated that the applicant has properly considered the weight of the fire barriers in ensuring
the seismic adequacy of the raceway supports and their anchorages.
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3.8 Smoke C ontrolI and .'nIlto
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brigade actiVities, the applicant itnsto u-se- ac bombiatioRnof the normaW ventila;tio
exhaust system and peotable fans to remove smoke fromA specific rooms.-

Tvhe normal ventvlation exhaust systemsgenerFa•y move smveo arectlytohtne outv•ue. vwv
of One room orOa
the nrmal exhaust paths, are interrupted, ither becnause of thA
most of the smoke
fwie
brigade,
ef•
the
o•faction
Or
because
e
fire,
th
to
contain
roomsG
Of
group

;w.ill beq confined within the rooms6 by the fire rated barriers.
Het gases caused by co.mbus-tion wiAthin the rooms Will be confined wilthin the fire rate
brrOrF

by automatic
ierorntrolled

area suppre

n systems.

W.hen

remove pFOC1-roducts of cobsinfrom a room, the fire brigade will use pgrt:ble fRanad
dusting equipmfent to remoGve coole-d s-,monke fro~m the fire affecrte-d roo~m -and-exhaus-t it either
toa- the

outside or to oVtheFr rooms.

;;en4tilaRtion e(haust SYSte

Fromm thelse rooms6, smvoke will be remoVed by the normlal

obyntural venting to- the outsid-e. Where- s-moke iFs moved- to

other rooms, the normal ventilatiLon rates or the natural vent opgeings in these roms are
sumfficient to pFrevet smovkem fr• m stratifying Or eXGcSSsvely concentrating iR the roomsm.
The
smoke• will11
be removed from thele rooms di•retly to the ouVtsVide. Wh•enmfixed
mvetilation

equipment is used for removal of smoke, all necsa' eupment and cabling fromA them fire
area are separated by 1 112 heou fire- ratedba
hrrier

b9y
Manual operations, required to achieve and namaintain safeft shutdIown Will not be affected
in
the appli•aRt's activities related to smokA remv

addition, 9lectFimal equipment that is related to Safe shutdowRn will0 Also be

aff•etedbqy-

.•v.. v vv•.v
. .l ......
m •..
v
Iv~Iv Ga~mv
s.|eke~ v
.mFe!.G1.
..
G.e
s-moke• removal
operations.
The .-s~taff cnclu1,
des-ta" h pliatssoereoa
ocppt•
conformIsto th gudlines6 of Section P.4 of Appendix A to BTP (APG9SB) 9. 1-n is
therefore, acceptable.

The applicant hasa commRitted to provide fixed, self coentainead lighting consisting of fluoresen~et
o-r sealed-beam units,with individuAl 8 hour mIniu b**''atter,' power supplies in areas, that
must11
be mane for safe shutdownI and in access and egress rou1tes to and from all fr
areas containing-.eqipent
.
required for sa-;fe- shutdown. The illumination provided by the
emergency lighting Shall be uficen to- allow; the operator saafe acesFo egress to those
plant areas where shutdown functions musIrt beA pe~fGFMed. in addition, the em~ergency
lighting illumination leve-l shall bhe slufficient to enable a qualified operator to pe~forA h
required manual action;.
This desmign conGept comnplies With the requiremen~ts Of Section lll.J and the guideline
centanedOi Section D.6.a of Append-ix.A to BTiP (APGS9) 9.5 1 and is, therefore,
ar.Geptable

The applicant har,requested to dovi ate fo.m. .itsemergecy llgtiRng cite•ia side the Reacto F
Building, yard area, and- thetubn building. These deviations are adderos cc•
in

mmI

"Deviation

EmPFeRGenY ~iqhting."
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The applicant has provided several means Of communicOations to support safe shutAdow
operations. T-hese_ MeAanS include (1) telephones, (2) a code, alarmA, and paging system;, (3)
vound pveWred Ph•oesv, and ()• wov way radios. The On plant rad• o repeater system will be
tos
ad for. fire
the prima,', means, of commnic•.Ation for prforming manual rh•tdown cti•

brigade fire fighting operations. This repeater sys-te~m.cnit of three ver,' high frequencGy
voaxial
cable. There radio'
(VHF,) radio repeaters, remote control uRnts,,poFable radios, and
are pFrimar
i
and,- mAitenae personnel, bu1t one channel o

the in plant radio system has been designated for use by the fire brigade during fires, Or other
emegecis. The VHF= radio equipment is located on the turbine deck;where it;will be
unaffected by auxiliar building fires. In additiont nenso h ofo h ubn
buidiganenasar lcatd n hecotrl ndtur~bine buildings6, and two widely separated
antenna systemns locanted throughout the_
tFruk lineS feeAd- the_ ra:dimo signal to d -redundat
The sbtaff finds that the applicant's proposed m~eans Of communwications did not take any
exceptfions to Pos-itions D5c n d-of Appendix A to B3TP (APCSIB) 9.5 1 and, therefore, are
aGeeptable
4.O FIRE PROTECTIOh SYSTEMS
..

~

~

~

Sup

fr

lyam
1.-G

Di

..

utl•at.v..ra-

The high pressur.e fire protectioFn w;t

stem
ater at •Watt B•aRr is cr-o..m.mo

consstsof
mercanfur ocity o Mehancal

to both units+and

ngieer (ASME=) Sec-tion Ill seismi

I1 high pressue ve wIal tUrbine motor driven pumps, each rated at 1590 gpml at 30
Iategr,'

foot head (130 psig). Emach Of thesRe pumFps can supply 50 percent Of the roquircd fire water
flowIA toe scfety related plant areas, to saesudw eateaeas, and to those areas that
ar ither imporFtant to plant safety or where a fiecudchlegratosftyytm.
Pressure

GctIrol

is provided by one pressure con•trl vaIVe downstream Of the four pumps.

The pumRps are located- in the seismic Categon' ntk pumping station With a 3 hourflirerated fire barrier provided to separate two fire pumps fromA the other fivo. A single,
autmaicalymotor driven, self cleaning straieispodd for each power-traRin. Eac
strainter train filters the dfischarge flow Of the twog train oretdfiepms.Ectrafiner i
capable of filteurig 100 percent 9f the flowA -ofthe-twog fire pumps.
the event of loss ot
E~ach fire pump is powered from a separate 4180-V shutdown board. InR
offsite power, each 48-0-. V shu-tdown- board is automatically connected to a separate
emergency diesel gere.ator.

Super~voed alarmv circuits,

nfire

Pu6mp moto

n

con~dition and lossF Of lie oero the line side of the wtcher are provided in the main
control room for each PUMP.

A 100 percen~t capacity, UL listed, diesel fire pump is emotely located in the yard adjacent to
the Un~fit 1 cooling tower. The diesel fire pump is,capable of developing a flow of :2500 gpmR
(100 percent capacaity) at 125 psig (101 foot head) and 3750 gpm; (150 percent capacity) at
81 psig (4187 feoot head). The fire pumAp installation and itGasoite*cntoler are inst-IIalled
in accordance wi0th NEPPA 20, "Installationm Of FirFe PumSps." This fire pump automatically sta~ts
when the pressure inthe undergrounld_ fire_ Water dis9tribu-tion piping drops below 50 sg
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The nrmFFal starting logic forF the- elec-tric PUMPS is.asfolos T-he PUMPS are in theautomatc F•moe With the, mi

control room, hand switch for on

Train A and oe

TFa•,• 1

PUMP in the auto position an~d the hand swiA~tch for the other pumAps in thea au to standb
position. Upo

.
an auto sta.t signal, the Train A pum.p will start, followod by.he
receiving

TrFafin B pump after a 10 second delay. If, at any time 20 seconds after the receipt Of an auito
start signal, the presu,,.re.cannot beT maintained aevo 105 psig, the Train A pump in auto

standby will start, followed by tho TrFain B pump after a 10 second delayý.
Water supply for the 9e!•eFtr

fire pumps is taken from the Tennessee Rivr

and is considered

unmlimited- for fire protection purpostes. The diesel fire pumRp takes its Water fro~m the UI'Rt 1
cooling tower basin and is considered to be an unlimited- Water su1pply for fire protecto
purFposes (i.e., sufficient capacity for the dieseal fire pump to pump at 150 percent capacity for
2 hours). An; underground fire main loop serves both unmits. Sectional isltinvavsallow
m~aintenance to be performed on portions of the loop for oe~e unit without affecting the firefighting capability of either unit. The sec~tioa-al isolation valves, in the underground loop are
mecrhanic-ally !ocked in position, and surveillance is placed upon sulper~misio Of valve
ý position
crs tidbtwe nts. The
to ensure proper system alignment. The yard fire msain loop istAR
high pressure fire protection system i shared wihthe raw sorAce wter systemn .Automatic
isltoyalves,isolate selected large raw coolin~g water loads from the high peressue fire
protection; system when an~y of the fire pumps start-.

All post indicator type valves (PIVs) are either sealed Or locked open With a key operae
"breakaway" type lock. Curb box valvesr are not locked open. However, these valves are
tamper resistant because the" cannot be operated wi~thou t a special "key" tool. This tool is
not generally available, and, therefore, the staff has, repasonable assura~nce th-at these valves
will rema i

open.

The applicaRn•t fire waterp p.ly system is de6og•ed to Provide 100 peFGcet fire fighting
capacity e;ither With one elec•tr• pump and the diesel pump inative or
OWith the hydraulically
least demanding portion of any loOP main out of seR.ive. The fire puimps can6,spply water at
design flow to the largest spriRnkl• Or water spray system with ,design, flow ton•R iAsolga

eewater

lads -andca supply 500 gpm for hose streams.

AWtomatic sprinkler syms and hose station standpipe systemsaare separately connected
to the yard main or to headers within buildins
3building
and are fed from each endEof the
therefore, a single failure- cannomt iprthsrnkler systems -And-the- hose station a;tth

As res~ult of tho conceFrn with mirbilgialyidue croion (MIC), the applicantha
adopted a permFanent moniwtoFrig programn for determin~ing the perfornmance of the standpipe
and suppression systems. This perm~anent test capability has been installed for the
hydraulically mos6t remoQte_ are-as of WaIýfts Bar. The applicant has coq~mmfted to performA this

first 3 "ears of plant oper.ationR -and onc evrI years thereafter. The applicant will use the
calculated design basis pressure an flo requiremets as the basis to mo~nitor syste
performance. The applicant's design standard (DS M3.5.1, "Pressu-wre Drop Calculationl forF
RMaw WaRter Pipingq and Fmittings") requires an 90.8 inc-h re~duction Of the actual Pipe inid
diamme-ter aRnd

a Hazen
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IlliAIfm C factor
.
of 55 for the ec
Of
vtions
pipnrg that are n•ormally wetted. The purposeQ o
those pi•
P;ing rstrictinRs arnd- the C facr-tor of 55- i; to predict a 40 yea.
,,r sn;,r",c lIgf of the pipe.
mno ralT

-or-on

cmp,,roo t0 Me caI--,u-iam9m•t

"cmrrm TnoIo wATT69 will P,

Valluiegs an MrentSlaeaI

to

predict system degradation.

The applicant has- comte

to reat all raw water systems at WaI-tts- Ba-r;with oxidizingmf
bicdsfor hMIC- and R non oxidizfing biocide for clams and MAIC. In additionE), the applicant

njects additionval treatmentsint

the system to pro-idE
i
th 8

eROi•t•t• to clean u1p corrosion

products and- inhib-it coerrosion of c--arbon steel and copper/copper alloy ma~teriAls. This
cheica
ijecio iscordinated mwith periodic system flushes win.
morider. to better dis~tribute
th~ese bioci--de-s in Rnor.mally stagnant peotiens of the system. In addition, using ultrasonic
techniques, the applicim
ant will semiannu1ally
vmonfitor

pipe wall thi•c• ess at several lG•cAtmorn

the high pressue fire protecti•on pipe. This testiRn

Will mintaiRtonfidemnce ithe

o

,,r•uat ua l

integrity of the high pressure fire protection piping.
reiwand idniedserlaesn
In addition, the applicant pe~foFFed A-co-deA copine
whic-h the outside protection deviated from NFPPA 24 (1973), "Outside Protection." Some oQ
the oreimp~an
coe dviaion idntiiedwer (1) check valves, approved for fire
protection seR'ice are generally used except for the check valves that ioaethe rawf water
indicator. valves, are not all 36 inches above the
.
tank (NFPA 21, Section 3102); (2) post,

ground level (NE=PA 21, Sectfion 3303); (3) breakaway locks or the red s~eals areue on fireq
rel'-ated- v~alves; to administratively control their positfions (NF=PA 21, Section 3601); and (1)
selectio,

coating and lining, and fittings Of j•oint flo

•p•ipg
is according to the applicant's

design, construc~tion, and mnodfication procedur~es. These procedur~es provide gluidance that
confrmsto or exceeds the code (NF=PA 21, Sec~tions 8-1 through 85).

Theq staff ha re
FViewed the applicant's requested- dteviations, from NFPA2 :21 and has,
determined that they will mnet affet-4 the pe~foFm.-amrco onf the fire water supply smystem and,
therefore, thyaeacptable.

On the basis-*- tof its review, the Staff cnldsthat the fire wAater supply system conforms, to
the guidelines of Sec-tion G.2 of Appendix A to BT-P.APCSB 9.5 1 and, therefore,i
aGGeptae?8

4.2

Active Firea Control andl SuDrcco Fanturo
Automatic Foire SuDnnramaion Suctamrs

.24

ý i

J A A J

4..1.1

m

bPFInKiore

and

IIlldl

Pomea

tipray tiyaetmo ~!tfl
t
oeod Heaus

Fix•ed wa.te s..pray systems. and sprinkler systems are designed i.acordance
;
with the
applicable equirnem•ents of National Fire Prot9etio-n Association QSmteandrd No. 13 1-75
1•5 (197•93), "Standard
VFP.V.Aand
(NFPA 13), "Standard for Installation of Sprinkler, Systems,"
for WVater Spray Fixed System." In addition, the applicant pefVrmed
-adi code Gompliance
review and idnifie sv
l arets
whih the sprinkler and fixed spray s6ytems deviated

from thecode •Some of the moem

NF=PA13 code deviations identified were (1) no

fire depwtment pumper connections for the sprfinkler systems (NF=PA 13, SectOnP 2 7)4,(2)
use
waer
f
u~ais-t protect stafir, elevatoFrshaft, and equipment hatch openings where
they could net be adequately sealed through the
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useA Of mfire r~ated door, dam~per, etc. (NFPA 13, Section 414.8), (3) sprinklers not provided
beAlow4A the oul duc-r-t WNea coolerB 1B B-and- below open grating above the high pressure fire
pump floW c-,ontlale•e-

n

l'elevation 692 ft 0 in in

IheUnit 1 pen8tFration room. This gratiRng

is approximately 5 feet wide by 15 fee lon an i5 feet a;bove the roo~m flooer. TwoF
spr nklers Rre eale approximately 3 feet above the grating. Plant prcdespoitth
storage of mtraonthere grated walkways, so the gratins ould be free of foreign
obsrutio.Due8 to the-eizm GOf
the grating (4 in. by 1 in.), flow fom the-sprinklers is no~t
expec~ted to be retitdby the grating. Therefore, the curr~ent spFrikler configuration in the
Un~it 1 pene~tration. room is acceptable (NE=PA 13, Sections 4-111 and 441.13). W.A.ith Frepect
to NIPA -15, the applicRat did not take any 9vGx•tioRn

to the. code for the water spray

systeRms PrFt9Gc*tg outdoor tr;ansfrme-rs, the hydrogen trailer, turbine hydrogen soal oil unit,

andtheturinelub oi reervir.The applicant used the guida;nc eof NPPA- 13 to design the
diretionlfuible nozz;le water spray Systems used to protec-t ceAPfiR charcoal filtelrs and the
reactor coolant pumps.
The sta;ff has revOiewed the applicant's requestedd de9viations from NFPA-13 and 15 and has
determ•ined that they Will notM affecGt the pefo•rMAn,-

of these s•ys9tem

and, therefore, they are

aGeeptable
The applicant has provided au tomatic preactiOn spFriklers6 in areas in which it is mmpo~tant to
prevent accidental' disc~nharge of water. Operation of the preactmOn spruinkleFrsystem siitae
by a signal from the: fire deqtetiont
systemA inthe area. Acntuation can also bheintae
m~anually by mechanical operation at the deluge valve. In addition, selected preactio
systems at lAldsr Bar have ma;,;'nual actuatio sta;tions placed at strategic locations remote
fromm the valve. T-hese_, systems are provided with air supervision if the piping downstream oQ
the system c~ontrol1 valve su1pplies moreFA than 209 spmrikler heads.
The applicant has provide~d atmai fixe-d wa-ter SPRaY systems With Gclose-d- he-aads fr
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC;) charcoal filter unRitsRi the aulxiliary and
-ontrolI buildings, the re-actor coolant pumps, the auxiliar,' boiler, the area of divisional
intracionwithin them containm~ent annu!6us space, and the cable tray penetrations through the
turbhine
buildingcnrl ulig wall. These systemnswae actu--tatd inR similar mannmer to the
preactiOn sprinkler systems used at W~atts Bar. In addition, au-tomatic- fixed water spray
systems6 with open diectional spray heads, are prmovidead for theq ti;rafnsfrmers in the yard, the
hydrogen trailer podt, the main turbina e ofil tanks, the9 turlbinez head ends, the seal:4 oil unRits, and
mainP feedwae pup ubie
;nd-B ancd 22A and . Aqeousfillm.0forming foam systems
are provided in the additional genrator bu ilding and the security backup power buildng.
For both the preaction sprinkler and the fixed water spray systems, the only time water is
discharged after systemn acGtulatiOn is; when theq heat from the fire m~elts the fusible element of
the sprinkler head.
Valves in the fire protection system arpe Rnott electriceally supewrvied; however, all valves1 whAose
miusalignmen~t would prevent proper operation Of the systeml Will be mec-hanically lockedi
the~ir nrGFmal position. To ensure system alignmnt thppiant has imposed operating
requirmeFents on supervision of valve position.
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2 I4V and 18 V batte+
I roomI
corridrl~

rmecondar,' al'ar~m station
control
,
building (elevatioeRn 729 ft 0 in.)

calale spreaain-q room
* diesel generator building (elevation 71:2 ft 0 i.

pipe galler,' and corridor
itake
R
pumping station (elevation 71 0 ft 0 n.
elecrica
,vu•,

*reactor

e

r-oom

bulilding
reactor coolant pumFps
annul1us area (divisionineatos

*

tu-rbine buil'!ding
num.erus are.as of building
nuxliar,' buielding (elevation 772 ft 0 in.

180-V board mroom
125-V vital batte.. '.ooms
mechanicalTequ•ipmet roomns

high efficencY paviculate air (HEPA) filter•plenum rooms
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buildfing (elevation :782 ft 0 On.)

*auxiliar;

-ontrol ro-d drive equipment rooms6
peressure heater transfer roomAs
* auxiliary building (elevation 757 ft 0 i.
aux•iliay cOMntrl rom

6.9k V aRd •reom

board

personnel an qimnt access
revers osmois equipment rooml
rectr uiding equlipment hatches
reactor building accers rooms

emeRgencyý gas treatment roomAs

*auxiliafy building (elevation 737 ft 0 in.)
Common.TI.• area

htitrment shop
.J|
m.•mLvuL:..
-heatingand
went ~v
-.

Yeonmlation

ann

n|g |r

GEmfuel deltecto•r

l

, f

m

v

auilar bu.ilding gas treatment system filteS

*auxiliary

building (elevation :733 ft 0 in.)
valve gallery
decngta;min ation room

*aumiliary

building (elevation 729 ft 0 in.)
waste package areas
fuevtranvsfer valve

r•oo

radi,,ochem-,IcI
laboator
* auxiliary
bufilding (elevation
713 ft 0 in.)

auxiliary building csommon area
pipe gallery
afir lock
vouecontrol tank rooms
samRple roomsG
-pope galle~y
rauGe~

F

contlaInmen

. filteArsg
ehas-tpurge aiR

E auxiliary building (elev~atioR 692 ft 0 in.)

auxiliary feedwator pumAp rooms
pipe gallery
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c~harging pump room

safety inljoction

pu1mp room
c~ast deonaintoncllec~tion tankFOroo
6pent resin tankF9roo
valve gallerzy
waste evaporator package roomS
auxiliary waste evaporator packaging
corridor
chemic~al drain tank room
The staff has wr
viewed the design critveFlRi and- basesv

for the water suppression systemsm and

concludes that these systems6 conform to the guidelines of Appendix A to BT-P (APCSB) 9.5
1 and are, therefore, acceptable.
4.2.1.2- GaS Supproscion System
• I •ovw

A

omosvurv

total floodin~g carbon dioxide 1,C6O
2 ) Syetem 06nrI

.:

V IcIV

--

•
--

&l--

•

II

;yr ;PAIV

wnVAIi

a.eae.

6

evmergency diesel generator rooms

'C
6
'C
Em
'C
C&

computer room
paint chop and storage room
auxiliary instrument rooms
480 V board room
lubwe 6il storage room

!A A, 2A A, 1.B1, 2BvB

fuel oil transfer room
lube oil
ic

iurification room

The-G.-I systems are designed and- installe-d according to NEPA 12, "Carbon Dioxi'de
E=)inguieshment Systems." In diin the applicant pe~foFm~ed- a_coGde9 compliance rve
and identified several areas in which the fixed suprsso systems deviated fro.m the code.
Some of the more imoatNFPA. 12 code devia;tions identified were (1) the Class A
superiised detection system does not have a;seconG9dar,' power sore, if;the 0 DPL 13 1
(main fire detection logic and control panel) powe is lost (PNEPA 14, Sections, 14232 anRd
1431) and (2) diesel gene-rator bu-ildin resr relief valves- discharge to the e~erior, but
those for the power houseR and the re;lrievavsfrflaneqlingiesdno.Tepw
houseF-L- main4 he~ad_ vent and- bleed-er reliemAf lines. do discharge to the e~erior. The staff has,
revieweqd thesge requested dev~niation from NFPA _1:2 and hasdeemie that they will not

F

affect the peoremnaRce of the CO2 systems and, therefore, they are acceptable.
detectionsytmitharaoa
eimther system
the
is actuated
e+,F
. .a . .
..
..i+efire
... - iR
.t.h,,+e,
O a signal from
. . by
pushbutton staio.nc a CO2I system is activated, it actuates area alarms, the
pFedischarge timer, the discharge timer, the master c~ontrol valve, and the area; selector valve
(which permiwts the CO.2 to be dfischarged into the- rooGm or otheir soelec~tledý area). _In designing
these systems, the applicant has considered peFrsonnRel safety by providing the predfischarge
alarm to notify anyoe in the area that CO is going to discharge and by adding an odorant
te the-G0 2 to warn; personnel that the systemA has been discharqged.

The GC-

system
2
i^
I&,,
,"h•-+^
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ActuaRtion of those SyStemAS caus~es selected fire dampers And doorFs to the protected area to
close and the HNACG f-ans to the arato shut downesrn that the minimumRF concentration
9f-GO 2 is maintafined-.
The design hasis for the areas. protected by autom.aticr Gi022 are as. fo.llo.s: (1) auxiliary
instrumn rooFGM6 the primnary fire hazrdiscales ;and icosdedadeep seated fire
source; therefore, the system mAust hv'OR R50- percent flooding factor per NE=PA 12, 1973
E=d'ition . rtoaintin carbon d4ioxide con,-ntratioIn for aRubhsotantial period of time to a
crmplete etinuishmen.t In'4Aditio,

system musft ma•-intain at least a 50

,sre

the leakage fro- the ro.om. Must bh limited and the
porn ent co.ncen.tr.ationP for, 15 minutes; (2) computer room

(GO 2 system is provided for prope.ty p•roectio•n•)

concentratin ,within 22

the system must achieve a 30 percent
,inutes
and 50 percent cn ta ON
7 minutes
,,,
aRfter+system

discharge; (3) diesel generator engine rooms the primay fire haz..ard is P su..rfa. fi
(diesel fuel); therefore, the systom must ac-hieve a 34 percent concentFation.. within I miwnute,
and maintain at 'atleata 31 percent concentFation for 220 minutes; () di4e, generato
electrical board rooms (C 2 systems, are pr9oided for property protection) the systemA musIt

....
withi 2 min4.ute and 50 percent concentra.tion within 7
perF4ent concetrai...
ach.i.evA-+30..P9
minuvte ae

rtem
sys

system i•s prVided

,il
transfer rooms (C,,
dischag•e; and (5) lube oil to•rage and fuel..
the system must achieve a 31 percent

forprope•ty protection)
concentrat+•ion within 1 minute.

The applicant's CO 2 . stoage tank for supplying CO 2&to the diesel generator system is
locate

inthediee.l g Perator bThe

diesel generator are protectd from the effects
of a postulated failure9 of thits tank by an 18 inch-thic-k re-infor-e-d- conc~re-te wall. The vent path
for the tank reom for the so6rage tank compartment is through a set of d•ou4.ble doers which
lead nto• t thestai
+A
and, if needed, through a•.nothe.r seqt o
,fdouble
do
which open, t the
atmoesphere from. the stairwell.

Th

".-GO
2 for the balance of the plant is supplied from a.storage tank in an underground Vault
in heyad.The failure of the tanRk cannot pose a thrfeat to_ an"Fsafety related areas or

T~he staff findsytm
that the lapplicant's
o a~ design
ry xoio~t
criteria and oiin'~o
bases for the auoai
pouxtO
CGM
2-ieGpr~o
(APSB) 9.5 1 and, therefore, are accptable.

d.2-.2- Manual SUPProeSion Capabilit
4.2.2.1 Hoso Stationn
Manlual hoseýA s~taRtions arep loc-ated througheut the plant to ensur~e that an effecGtive hos
stFreaam can be diereted to any safety related area in; the plant. The system is designed
according to the reqUirem.i

Aents of NFIPA 14 (19714), "Stardpipe ard Hose System for Sizing,

Spacing, and Pipe Support Reurments,
I
except for those ho-se s-tations; inc~ertain areas of
the p•aFnt in whic',h the applicant has requested a deviation;

to exc.d the 100 foot hose

in addition,' the applicant perfo~rmed a code com~pliance reviewA and- idetifed evral aesi
whhicph the MARa
nal

SOMe of themr

fire fighting hose station

motn NEPPA 11 code
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Amendment No. 88

deviations fiden~tifiedC~ wofre (1) the cotandpipes locattedd on eleVations 676 ft, 692 ft, 713 ft, 729
ft, 757 ft, 772 ft, and 782 ft of the auxiliary bulilding are supplied- With 3 inch pipe rather than;
the 4 inches required by the cede and NIRC fire protection guidelines; and elevation 755 ft of
the control( building has :2-11:2.inch supply piping. These pieiesee verified as adequateby hydraulic- calc-ulation (NE=PA 14, Section 212); (2) --11/2 inch hose cnetosat eacsh
floor for Class ll servoice are not pro-vid-e-d at each florleavell; however, plant locations can be
reached by available hose lon44gths at eXisting stations (NP.A. 11, Secotion 342); (3) hs
outlets are only located in or nea enclosed stamIy in the control building. No other
building has emnclosed- stafir.ways (NF=PA 114, Section 112); (4)YalVes approved for fire
protectior srvc and- of the- ind-ic-ating type are provided at the mnain riser, except for 0 26
677 and 690 (NF=PA 14, Sections 4113 and 6:22); however, these systemsca be=isoated
and do nOt preclude the ability to provide hose streamR coverage in the Same loc~ation; (5)ý
since thehose
staions arefor firebrigade use only, the pressure reducig dvcsah
hoseA stations have been deleted fro-m the-deAsign (NF=PA 14, Section 112); (6)high pressure
valves, pipes, and fittings net used, even though system spikes of up to 190 psi occur due to
pump start surges. This is, acceptable and- in accordRanc With ANSI R21.1 system;s
requremits (NFPA 14, Sections 625, 631, and 641); and (7)pushbutton fire PUMPstr
lsta~tionms at the hose station locgationsm- insideA contbaiment will alaFrm in the cenrol' room, and
wa;Rter flow alaFrms are nOt provided on standpipes. The pushbutton stations Will proid
adequate no-tific-zation of hose sta;tion use to- the man onmtrol room; therefore, water flowA
alarms ara not needed (NE=PA 14, Section 67).
The staff has reviewed the requeste-d devfiations from NEPP.A 14 and

has determined that they

wilRot -affectthe perfor~m.amce- of the hoseo stations, and the standpipes and, therefoem, they

The fire hos-e s-tationsg have elec~tric-ally safe n~ozzles approved (UL'WFmM) for us6e o
inRvolving energlized electFrial equipm~ent (e.g., sable trays, mo~tor control centers,

fire

rwitchgear). In addition, the applicant has Made prvsin intepatdsgospl
water at sufficient pressure and capacity to the standpipes, hose stations, and hose
conn~ections for_FAmanuIal fire fighting in areas requiredd for Asafe _p~lan~ts~hu1t'down in the event of
am
saf.e s-h.utd-M-Own. earthquake.
The sta;ff finds tha;t the applicant's design criteria an~d bases for manualM fire fighting

standpipc system and hose stations di*d not ta;ke any exceptionst
A to B3TP (APC SB) 9.5-1 and, therefor~e, are accpabe
4.1-2.2- Fire

osto C3o Apni

ExtinguiSherS

no intle otbefire extinguishers in acco~rdance with the spacing and
applicant has Rt
loAtiociteria specified by NF=PA 10 (1975), "Portable Fire ExtingquisheFrs,." T he applicant
hasr. conAmmitted to provide pertable fire extinguihr of a size and typeGcompatible with
specfi haarsan o oate them strategically throughout the plant for use by the fire
brigade. Inaddition, the applicant has cmitdto inspect these fire exting@uishers o a
ua~tedy b _i_

The

The sstaff finds that the applicant's proposed application and the distibution of portable
extinguirshers throughout the plant, for fire brigade use
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fire

only, provider;

reasonable ase•,rac-e that the fire exvnrguishero will be readily available and

quic~kly accessed in the event of a fire emergency and, therefore, the applicant's solutoni
aGGeptable

The fire detection system consiStS of initiating devicses, local control panels, a remote
transmiter receiver proiding a remoeW multipleS (MUX) function, computerized multiplex
central contrOl equipment, and Power supply. The types of detectors used are photeectri
and inztOn for Producwts Of com~bustion ther.m.al and ifae.The fire detectfionad lr
system also monitors duct detectors and devices for mAonitoring fire suppression syste
piping integrity, water

O

f,.
My and valve
,,.2
and door Position india

Fi;.,,re. detection

systems wil give an audible and viual alarm and will also annu nciate inthe control rom
Local audible or visual alarms, or -bothare also providedd.
The system is electrically Superv'ised for ground and open WJirin faults inthe detection,,
Power supply, alaFrm, and 44U X data transmission circuits. Supervision isClass A ithe
detection anid data transmission circuits. A wiring fault in these circu-1•its results
- in an audIble

and visual trouble indication, both locally and at control lo
. The fire detection system
is Powered from Uvo 1-20 V ac Power sources. The primarq Power Supply is from a Class 1E
power~_
sorewth the standby powerUG
frOm thetadby emergency diesel generator. An
interim pwrSupply is provided when an automati transfer from the main power to the
standby power takes longer than 30 seconds. The interimA Power soreUFconAIMsists -ofbatteries
that provide power, for RWamini.mum of 4 hours, to the remote transmitter and r~ecefiver modules
GRIy-.

The system processes the follo0wing types Of signas: (1) alarm, a signal idctn h
actuatfion of a smoke or heat detector or the sensing of flow through fire suppressio
systems, and (2) trouble, a sgnal idcatiRg a fault conditionin the proprietary' protect

A, ceRtral processor unit (CPU) ofthe computerized murtipleX
I
cenral contFrol eqUipment

commuRnicates with the local cn..ttrol panels via remote transm.itter re•,• ve• Units ov

,a

looped circuit. The transmitting equipment allows the
processor
to interrogate the leoca
control panels And to receive data from these p-anels. When an iniiating device changes,
s-taRte fromF normal to alarm of trouble, the change is detected by the loal control paneRandW
when the n~ext interrogation occurs, the remote transmitter receiver transmits the stau
change. This, status change is,evaluated by the CPU, and visual and audible indicationis-are
aRRrannunc
fiated inthe
. Control room. A second CPUJ isprovided as backup and is located in a
constantly attended location as an inistalled spare inc0ase the primary' processor in the-main

The staff has reviewed the fire detection Systems to ensure that fire detectors are adequate
to provide ddetectilon and :alaqrm of fires that could occur. It has also reviewed the ir
detection system's design criteria to ensure that they c0onfom to the applicable sectioso
NEmPA 72D (1975), "In~stallation, Maintenance and Use of Proprietary' SignalingSstm-"
-and-NlP12A. 72FE (197-4), "Automatic. Fire Detectors.-"
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in addition, the applicant perfoFrmed a code compliance revieW an ieniiedseweal areas, in
Whfich the manua fRIrefgtn hose stations, andsad esse de~vfiated from the code.
SoQme of the mriportat NEPA-72D and 72FE code devimatosinifi
ed were RAs folAlows:
(1)

The operation and supewrviion of fire alarms aRo not the primary fu nction of control
room operators; operators are respons-ible for all1 -ontrol room alaFrms (NF=PA 7-21,

(2)

Water fl;ow is-not performed through the test. A 2 inch mandnte-st is con-duc6lted
annually (NF2PA 72D, Sectio) 1233)

(3)

The fire; alarm console. in the m
Fnain Gcntrol room was-, a UL listed deVice; however, the
applicant has modified the this +onsole by adding non UL" listed panels k(nwn as A B

switchoVer panels, which allow a quick changeover to the ins~talled spare control

systemA. ThiS option is6 not comrilyavailable and does not degrade the system.

The~~~~~~~
tw-lrigtoevlm onrldvcshave been adjusted to meet the
requfirnemets of the human factors,analysisrfor th mincotolroo NPA7
NPA7P
Sections 1213a and :20:22).

(4)

Actions upon receipt of a fire alarmn, sign~al the firem d-epartment; the brigade is nOt

immediately n~otified. Upon receipt of anR alarm. from a cross, zoned detectioen system,

an in-dVidul-lal (auxilia•y Or fire operator) is dispatched to the- area to determine the
cause of the alarm. If a fire X•sts•, the individual noti•fies; thte main control room and
controI room operators notify the plant fire brigade-. If both deltecItio zon
e
of a cross

zoned detectfion systemn alarmn, the fire brigade is notified immediately (NEPA 72D,
(5)

The system is not rated to operate at 85 percent of rated voltage (N.PA 72D, Section

2936).
(6)

generators as, the au
The fire alarvm system has the emergency diesel.tomatic
secondary power supply. The UPS backup and batteriesRvwMithin the fire alarm consle

supply selec~ted devyfinces- in the-fire-alarm c-onsole- (NFmPA 72D, Sections :22:23 and
2231).
(7)

Low header pressure OR Zones9 302,
v 303, 304, 313, 314, 316, 317, 376, 37,7, 399, 400,
423, and 131 are an~nuncated as a trouble condition. an~d no-t a as a 6UPer isysga
a;t- t.heA fi.re- _alarm console (NFPA 72D, Sections 2461, 2162, and 3122).

(8)

Signal a~achments and circu1its (peressue switches,) can be removed or tamqpereqd;with
an.d nvv
otausme. an alavrm

The site personmel ancmess control and the work control

system provide adequate assurance that work on such devices is proporly controlled
anR.d documen-wnte~m -d. TheseA Adevce a-y.r-A-A
re in co-ntrolIe d pl1ant arFeR-as Awhic h reA-duce
-,A the
likelffihood+that the d
Will b.,eq malciously by passed (NFPA 72D, Section 3423).

(9)

Sprinkler systemn control valves are not electrically suiper3Vised; they are locked Open; or
sealed open and pe•i9dically inspecte instead (NFPA 72D, Section2-312).
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(10)

BoTth vis;al and recorded displays mneet the orde, b• t re-nord- ar-e not preser:df•or
later finspectfion. Plant procedures have repGotng requliremen-ts forcodtin advers
to quality. These procedures require .;nad-ve-rse condition Fepo~t to be com~pleted

behfrothe And Ofthe shift oM
I,which the problem7
asidentified, and documAetation
fromthere alarm printoiu,•t Woul.d- be• &iavaiia•bl t••sUPPOt theRadveste onditio F-ell
p
(N.PA 72D, Section 411ý11).
2
(11)

(12)

The transmissin ofiR
a• A alarm signal to the fire
,arm
console, becau
o-,;llf
a Wire tn wire
shocicui, annot be recorded. A wi~re -to wiFre 6hot Will g9eneate a trouble signal
whichrequi•r•es
rrectiveaction (NlPA 72D, Sections 41112 and 4311).
Fire detection hIa

Rot

be en povided in the die6el generator building
I
taIrnay 9-l,

bathrod thantppstoragt'St
eromn elevation 712 ft, and the corridor and radiation
shelter roomwon elevation 760 ft. In additioR,
no detection capabilityis installe under
the grating anOd duct work i Unit 1 penetratR£ims on auxiliar, building elevation

692 ft, the auirock, specific auxiliary buildfing pump room labyrinths, and the auxlXi~ary
building elevator s-ha-ft and associated auxiliary elevator equipment (NFPA 72E,
(13)

Smoke detectors in the high ceiling areas of the plant are not isaldalterna;teyo
bAQ levels.- The high ceilings are addressed by reduc~ing the spacing Of the detecto~rs
at the coiling level. This r•educed spacing is used
1on
auIla building elevatioRn 69•
ft, 713 ft, 7-37- ft, 757 ft, and- the ate packagfing roo (Nn PA 72E, Sectfion 1 4.5.2).

(14)

(15)

Use o-f duc-t detectors, in lieu of area detectors, in the reactor buildin uprad lower
i o -hmn, clers; how•iiever,regulatory requiremenlts, fo detectors met in recr.
bufilding (NFPA 72E, Section 8 1.1.2-)-.

IDuct detectors not provided per NFPA 99A requirements; fans sevRng the area of the
planttht

is
A ar
onFire

h Ihtdonm

manullally to ensue that air flow will net prevent fire

dampers fromn closing (NEPA 72FE, Secntion 80-1.2.1).

The- staff has;R re-viewme-d the requested deviations, from NFPA 72D and 72E an;d- has
determined that they Will not affect the pepforma ne of.hehoe stations and- the-stand-pipes
andthrfr,
the are acceptable.

The-Staff finds6 that the- applicant's design criteria; an;d bse for the plant fire detectiont

system did not take any exceptions to- Position CA1 of Appendix.A.to BTPl~i(APCSB) 9.5-1
and, therefore, are accGeptable.
5-.0- FIRE- PR-OTECTIO-N. FO-R SPE2FCIFIC PL ANIT AREAS AND HAZARD

The mnajor fire hazard woithin the containment is the lubhe oil s;ystemA for the reactor coolant
mollection
an oil
pump (R, P). T-8o PreVntaRfirel from• oil leakage, the applicant has provided+
system,,- for, each
. This system onv c RCP collecvts oil from all potential leakage

locations, including@ the RCP oil lift pump, sytmppn,
1 1 .low
lines, the lube oil cooler,oil
fill and drain lines, flanged connections Am the oi fines, anFd the lube oil reevis
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Ea.-ch R)P oil coall-ec-;.-tior system
•
RnsistS of pr•ay shiold,4dofl. ctr a cectinbs,'t
'',
a lIft
PUMP c.ollectioR tray, a lower bea•rig collection tray and draiR, drain piping, and a c4Gled-,

vented conRtainer (reactor building floor and equipment drain sumFp).

.a sheet metal box;
the oil lift pump are •en•losed ide
oil reervoirs, andh
9er,
The RP orilcol
these- are designed to prevent high pressure oil from 6sFaying onto other componen.+ ThA
bottom pae• l of the box wround theil lift pump is.equipped with a 3 inc'•.h drai'• Ppe, which
drains into the clibasin
(ROP platf"orm). The upper oatd
near the` top
of the RCP moetor, is the !aFgert 6ingle potential leak siteA It totally enplored nAthe RCP
motor sid-e and any oil leakage on this side is directed down the mo~tor casing and is

deflented by.k...
a metal

onto thep cllectfionn+;.

basinm. The shielding box around the oil cooler is

designed to peFformAin the` 9sam fashioR as the shielding bo surrondin the lift pump. OIl
from other potential leakage sites. will drip or be deflec--ted+Aon,,to the collection
basin.

The drain piping fromR each RC-P's- oil colcinbasin4 is dirtected- to aRdrain;. header. The drain
hemader runs through theS s-hield- Wall anmd imnto the- raceway area inside primna~r,' cntainment
runs TnRF..oug. ....
Me
r .. nt. ;Rv.
.vW6 ga.I.n capac. y sump. As roqurroo By .ppo,--'x K,
with a flame arrester on the vent line; Theg
the sump fis- am
closed container andi qipd
sump has sufficient capacity to hold the; entire RGP oil ineto, f all four RCPs,. The RCP
ann

pumps, lUbriGating oil systems, oil spray shields, Oil collection basins, di pipIng, anAd
conQ-taimenA8t sump are designed to seismic- Category I requiremen9ts so as ntt aldrn
sa;-fe s~hutdowni ea~thquake (SSE=).
In add-Pition, each R- P contains a cntrol lop f-r the l
re9siervoir level indicatonR. An
the main control room. Rach cn-trol loop
annunciator .forhigh oFr Il level isWlocated in ÷h
contains •, indicatorsad these. ind4c;ators are set to give early wa'ring of a;; less o"f lube oil.
A..nalarm is a
•uatd n the MCR if 12or more ga!!ons of oil are lost from tha reservoirs.

Eacrh of the fou r RC12s is protected by a fixed fire suppression. anmd detection system. A heat
collection hood is9;installe, diretlyabove the RCP meters. ERah of the for,
,- RcP

protected by a separate c-losed -head preaction au-toaFAtic w..ater spray system that i ntle
un-deAr this hood. Emach systemA has, a ring header containing eight nozzles_. The heaRd-eris
lIcated approximately 4 feet abhov the top of thme RmP m•oto and the nozzles, which actuate

at 50• OF (234 0 C), are oriented so as to provide optimum.coverage of•moto
the RG.P
ab•ove.

from.

I.n addition,
,
there are.four rate compensatirg/fixed temperatue spot type thermal

degtectors located aboveq the RCP2 montors on theq bottom si*de of the heatcollectionp hod
These detectors are class A supervised, have a thArrml rating of 200 OF (93 0 C), and are
alarmed and ancit
v.
in the m.
in the evet of avfie, this hood acts as a
,eiling, forcing the heat to stall -aru nd the deAtector and the suppression nozzles, thu

reducing thersos time Of these fire protection devices. AraQf dijvisional-R inte-:raction
within the annuu, area will be protected by anu
fixed water spray system designed
according to NF+PA-1 5, except that onventional Sp.rinklr heads Will be.-ued. Iin a-dditin, all
exposed cables wihothin thiRs area will be coated with a flam retardant• material. The divisi•oq*al
interactions involvg rudant
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n~ecessar-y to- ac-hieve c-afe shutdown in the event of ffire- will be prOovded with a 1 hour fire
rate~d firebrrir
The fixed mautomatic water spray systems for the RCPs anrd the; divisionaml ineatoswithin
the annuuIs Area areR d-esigned in Accordance wit NEPA- 15 (1973), except that these Spray
systems do not use open hea-d nzlsadae rddwt
thermnally actu-iated- nozzles.
A standpipe and hose system, designed according to NF=PA 14, has been provided to
com~plement the fixed water suippression syste~m inthe reactoGtr buildin anuus The
standpipe system within the containmen~t will normally be dry and arranged to admit w-aterF
when remote control devices at each hose station are manually operated.

The containment and annulus-r- fiFre d-etectfion system is designed according to NE=PA 72D with
ClassF A RuperVision. T-herm~al detectors, are provided for the charcoal filters and HEPA
filters, and *-fionizationR detecto rs4
areprvid-eqd- for divisiona ~lcabl neato areas.

Fixed wxater spray systems are prwovided for the; charcoal and HEPA filters in the lowe
contaiment ar-cleanu p units. Ionization duct detectors are provided for each lo~wr
containent coling unit anRd eacAh u1pper comp-art.ment ceoinguit. In addition, inzto
sRmoke detectors are provided for the eixhaust ducts Seriing the containment purge and air
exhaust systems. and- the emergencGy gas treatment system;. Inthe annu6lus area, heat and
s-mo-ke conllectors ensure th~at firte d-Ueqntetors Will rEspn-uiky

The applicant did not identify an~y deviations to separation requirFements Of Section; III. of
Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 and has cemmFnte#d- toisallnncmbsil ra;d-fiant energy

heat sqhields' ihngA
thsraesinieth otafinment where there are interactions between
re-dun-'dan;t sa-fe sAhu-td-4own trains. T-he sotaff has reviewed the applicant's fire ha ardaalysis
anRd- thte f~ire protectfion provided for the- -a-re inside contaimentPA.
The s-taRff coeencluddes that the fire pntArotectio for this area is appropriate and- con-forms to theguidelines of Appendix A to B3TP (APC SB) 9.5 1 and is,therefore, acceptable.
5.21 Contral Room

The conrol1 room; complex iseparated- fro~m ether areas of the plant by 3 hour fire rated

barri-ers. The con~trol romsseaated from~ adjacent rooms in the conrol1 roomA complex by
1 ou
ir atdbamrriers. Dor ewe h oto omand the turbine building and the
con~trol room an.d the; au,6xiliary building are 3 hour fire-rated-fire doorss. These doors are
normally closed, locked, and operated by card readers. Operation of thoseA doors i alarmed
in the maiRncontrol room. Admbinistrative procedur es Will be used to ensure that the doers are
not left open or propped open during maintenance or plant operation. All other doors in the
ducits that
complex are I11/2-hourw fire rated. Three hour fire dampers alre insotalle in.4
penetrate the wall from the control building to the auxiliary building.
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Fire oxtinguishers are provided in the main control room. Standpipe hose stationsar
located in stair::wels adjacent to the main conRtrol ro.o.m and in stairw-ells fronm the tu.rbi
Ionization smoke detection is provided in selected control room cabinets. In addition to the
areawide ionization detectors installed On the main control room, ionization duct detectors are
are i nsta lle
e ntilation system. Noe s moke detectors
...
o
o
r
l
-n.t
.
pro.ided.in.the.ma.n
above
the control room suspended ceiling. The concealed space i devoid Of combustible

material and therefore does not require deQtieto. Any future mo;dification which add
combustible material above the false ceiling Would require the additfion of smonke detcini
Smoke detection which is provided in the contro- rmt,, vetilatio

intake alarms locally and

inthe main control room. The conrol rooem ventilation air fintakes are provided wlith FSremotel
controlled dampers to prevent sRmoke migration from an eAernal fire event from entering the
control roM.M Smoke is manually vented from the control roomR by opening doors and-usin
the fire brigade's portableA somonkfe cn-trol equipment-.
h
Carpet~ing and a dropped suspended coiling with a vinyl dust cover are to be isaldi
control roomn. The carpeting in the contro room has been; tested in accordance with NP
253 (1981), "Standard Methoed of Test for Critial Radimant Flux of Floor Covering Systm.
,CF-)
The carpet selected by the applicant for use in the control roo'm has a critical heat flux
inReXceSs of 0.45 W,.•M.
This- CHPF provides reasonable assurance that the co.ntr-o r-no

caret
illnotconribteto a spread of fire in the control room;~ therefore, the staf find h
use Of carpeting in the msain c-ontrol rOOm; acceptable. Below the main cnrlro
consoles, a 3 foot by 4 foot access walkway extends approximately 4 feet down intoth
cable spreading roomA. This walkway is separated frM the cable spreading rOOm; by a-3hour fire rated fire barrier. The applicant stated that all safety related cabling that passes,
through the enRclsed walkway from the spreading rOOm to the terminhation strips On the main
control room cabinets is enclosed in metal cnab•l

contr

gtesoa

point just above the main

roofloor
m
where the c.able gutters .meet cable risers in the control room cabione

The cabling enters the mretal gutters from the spreading room cable tray system at the
bottom Of the enIclsed raceway, passing through 3 hour fire rated penetration seals.

Becnause. the mretal gutters enclose the sables to a point just above the control romFloo
elevation, the cables are not in a fire propagating configuration. Eixistinig manual fire fighting
capability• shoulp
.r.ode adequate fire protection for this area. The staff finds that t
protection for the GoGntrol roomn compl•exco•nfo-rm to the guidelines of Position D .2 to
AppeRnmdixAl
f AlPCSBI 9.5 1 and is, therefore, acceptable.

5.2.2 Auxiliai.y Con-.trol Rom

The auxiliary contro room (ACR) is separated physically and electrically (by transfer
swiths frmtemi cnrlro
nd the cable spreading room. In the eIvent ofa
da'maging fire in the ma-;in contirol roomn, the cable spreading room, Or the two auxiliar',

instru-ment rooms. olant shutdown
.........

installed at all four a

v can;be..
.,maint,+•,aid from. the,ACR. Curbs are,

,-XI
G
-,a;c
rol instr•ument
,-,
room op
Gengs to prevent the possibility of a

fire iRweM~g-
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flalmmabl

or

l ustible
i
liquid
ioimbi spill fm

impacting all four cihanneils of both traini

oflafe

sohutdoIMn capability.
The_ rom s ontruc~ted of reinforce cocrt ansfr ae o
and penetratfion seals intle nthe
dpnneo
this; room hav
Thne A

PO , US

ntru.ment
,

rn.m

are prit

e.

By automt.
,

,,V practon

or. Doors, dampers,
;neqivLent fire rating
SP,.
V

The- staff finds that the- fire protection for the ACR and ACR intumn ros
accordance

S,

a

si

with Appendix A to TP(CS)9'.5 1 and is, therefore, acceptable.

The ca-ble spreading roo~m is s-hared by both units.' The wAlls11,
floors, and ceiling are
designed to_haveA a fire rating of 3 houWrs. An.R automatic proactfion spmrikler system has been
provided. The system has two horizontal levels inthe cAble spreading room: (1) an upper
Ievýoem
neRA- r the ceiiing and k;2) an intermoai-ate level approximately nawway oorweeR thef-ioo
andcoling- Thesi.n.klers in the intermedi•ate level are staggered horizontally between. the
upper

level sporinkler gridd.

PoD•,ble fire

vetingeuishArs are lRoa tepd i

and immediately

outside the cable spreading rom and. are_ readily available for incipientfire fighting. Hose
s-tations Rar avaim;labl from thek stROAiRell located at either end of the spreading room andF
fom the tu, bine building. A cross zoned inization detection system is also itlld
in
access.
for
fire
brigade
are
provided
area, and Won remote and separate entRranesg
qualified c•abblle; isl co;•:ateldl with age I retardVlant to4 mIimz fIre

All exposednn

propagation. In the evenAt o~f a fire inthe c-able s-preading roomA, plant shultdown capability can
be maintained fro.m. the ACR, which is completely separate and indePendent of these areas.

T~he staff conclu-des that the applicant's proposed fire protection

feature~s foQr

the; cabl

spreading room dimd not take any exceptfions to Pogswitin PD2 of Appendix A to BT-P (APCSB)
9.5 1 and, therefore, a•e acceptable.
5.1

VwitchgV I

'

Vml,

DVi

The trafined 6.9-01 and 480-NIswitchgear rooms, are separate-d from each other and fo
and from the conro
building by 2 houir fir~e -rated barriers full,
other areas within the auxiliar,'
aa cove rage
ided. witha
bariers
.
FVa•h room is pr•ov
building by 3-.hmur firerated

zndareAwideioiato
automatic preaction spFrikler syste~m that is actu-6ated by a cFrossAAC
s-monke- deftection system. Water spray shields have been installed as necessany to protect
safety related e.Vlectral equipMeRt against the ef•fGts Of i.ad.vevv et

or adve e. t aGcUation of

th~e alultomatic suppression system.

The st-aff concludes that the applicant's proposed fire protectfion featur~es foAr the essential
SWitchgear omF rvd an equi*valent levefAl of fire safety to PoiioP.5 of Appendix A to
BTP (APGcS) 9.5 1 and, therefGFe, aFe acceptable.
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,atte,
rooms (I IV) are separated from all other plant areas by 3, hour fire rate•
The vital b
barrer,.Each battery rom has. R ciling V•et diFretly exhausting to outside the hn•vI.• g.
T-his6 eA usd s +t .ystemi
designed tomn
inthe hyd•r•ogRe --connrtio below 2 percent by
olueMAWithin the batte
rooms.
,v
The operatihon f the, e exhaust fas is alarmed ;Rnd

nnnited inthe main control mroom Portable fire extinguihr and hose stations are
.
moke
fire fighting. Area.. do ionization
avaiabl ...in th area. of these. room, f•,rmau
detector, and a marualy actuated spFrnk!er sgystemmmar i . wneh vital ba;e,'room. The staff

findsr- th-at the applicant's proposed fire protectio fatre forF the plant vital batter, roomMs didnot take an~y exceptions to Postition D.7 of Appendix A to BT-P (APCSB) 9.5 1 and, therefore,
a~eaGeeptale
5.6 Turbino Buildiing,
coiri Tmm ~iun
lml
ln~povaowt
unlliuuwi
nn
wr~o
ooiao
The turbine building oil hazards are protected by fixed water spray systems. Cable trayl
penetrations through the 3 hour fire rFated fire barrier separating the turbine building from the
automatric wa;Rntenr curtaenprotection

nr the turbine

bunrildingside

The •staff cn.. cldes; that the a..li.aln', proposed fire protection features for the turbine
bui~lding did not take RAnY exceptions-to_PositionR D.8 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB3) 9.541
and, therefore, are acceptable.
5.7 DIot;l

nta-rator Amona

The diesel generator building is remotely located_ _and is mot adjacent to any other safetyrelated building or strucItur.

Each diesel generator with

Uit

a0l4V

b•ard•
Oom

and equipment are separated ferom each other by 3 hour fire rateed b-arriers. Eac;h dierel
g1eneator and-its U80VV•I board_ rom are protected by an automatic
V01l
total floodg I

suppression system (see Section
..

2.1.2, "Gas Suppressin, System"). The pipe galley and

theorrdorare protected by a preactien spFrikler system. Each diee

eeao

cmvparment is provAdCd With thermal fire. de.t•ect•inl, and its assocmated
i.

, v board rnoom ri,
Portable fire e,,inguisherand os ttions
th
ae•

pred

aviabet support manual fire fighting in these areas,.
Thetaf fins-tat t-heA applicant's proposed fire protection features provided for the diesel
generator area di*d net take any exceptions to Po-sitions, D.56 and- DM.9 of Appendix A to RIP
(APCSB) 9.5 1 and, therefore, are acceptable.
ra 2

fnsll

fnarato.r
C

C.-A

~

OR St.'

a

aAr

The above ground diessel fuelI oil s-torage tanks are located in a remote yard mere than 50
feet away from any safety related building or structure. Dikes surround the area around the
t~anks. This. dieselI fueel storage facilit idegnd to meet NEPA 30 (1973), "Flammable and
Co~mb-ustible Liquids, Co-de." The- safety related 7 day diesel fulel storage tan~ks- ar~e -buried.
The staff findsr that th~e applicant's proposed fire protecstion features provided for the diesel
fuel onil storFage areas did- Rnt ta-ke- any eXceptions to
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Poesition P. 19 of Append-im A to RTP (APCSB3) 9.5 1 and, therefore, are acceptable.
In the diesel generator building at elevation 742 ft 0 in., the lube oil stgea

romiina

horfire rated fire compartment. The 3-Q
hou fire rated doors nar inthe onpoition and
clos-e onIYly henR the thermal link ab-ove the door moelts or the COQ, system for the room
discharges. To cofnfor to the guidelines of Section 6a 6.3.2 of NEPPA- 101 (1976), as well as%
of Stionn •.41.12 of NFPA 30, those doors should be self c-loiRg.

At each

peRiRg, t-he

applicant installe-d hollow side hiRged m-etall drs.., which are norm.ally closed These doors.
will prevent •smok•e Ra hot gases from a fire from passing through the opening until the fire
doors close_ and the fire suppression system ac-tuatess. Therse doors and the curbs at the
door openings Will prevent mnaterial fFrom being placed in the path of the sliding fire door andI
preVeting it from closig ompletely.
The staff concludes that the fir door configuration in the lube oil storage room complies With

Position -D.
1.j of Appendix A.to- -RIP(APCSB3) 9.5- 1 and is, therefore, acceptable.

60.9.1

Colmponont COoIIgWatI r System (CCWS) Pump All a

The two TrFain.A. CCWAS pumps aro soparated from the two T-rain B pumps and the spare by
a 1-hourofi~reA--rnt-ated f~ireA barrieAr t-hat-extenRd-s- 3 f.ALeet- aboveAtlheA hig9h est poinRt o f t he pu61mps.
RarcewayS centaining the- redun-da;;ntfm
circut for the CCWVS pumps are separated by 20 feet
or more or by 1 hour fire rated barriers. TrFain B con~trol circuits routed in cnduits above or
ne;ar the, edge of the pump fire barrier are enlos
i
1hehour r..a.eway fire barrier system.
A
level
vvmiling
preactiOn sprminkler sy•st•
mi•
s promvidmedd for
tray and
iablegeFral area

coverage. Automatic sprin~kler coverage has also been proVided un'der the pipebroak barrier
for the motor driVnauim

feedwate pumps anddunder te

mezzanine for a|ll five COWSvm

PUMPS. Crsondiniain
smke detectors are provided- to- actuAte the preactie
suppression systems and provide early warning in case of fire. The application Of a partial
height fire barrvir _betw•een these pum.ps is avdevviationv from Appendix R Section

"14.v

protection requirements. This deviaMtioni discussed inSectioni 6.5, "Deviation
Wall Between Compne~n9t Cooling W~ater System Pumps."

Partial Fire

fire

5.A 2 Charging Pumps
rvma
8,v m lm
mv m v mv.
v v •
v •t,,v
m v
•
v
v • l
t.m
~~ v
pum isloated inisown; 2 holur fire rFate~d fire com~partment. The pump
room
thecoridoroutide
an
hes roms are protected by automatic oiztonfr
detecion ad-an automatic preaction sr3Pinkler system. However, the spmrikler protection is
not extended into the en~trance lab'~nh to the pumAp rooms. Hose stations are located i
the orio leading to thesse rom-eiis and- aare availal to- supportmaual f~ire fighting isd
these pumRp rooms. The lacr-k of fiull area sprinkler coverage isadeviation and is discusse-dfurther in Seto 6.8 "eito
Lack Of Total Area Suppression and Detectfion."
w, mmm
. ..v vmvvvo

Each chargn

592- Auxiliary e--egwatAr Pumps
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The Rte~am driven auwiliary' foedwater pump is loc-ated- on; au,6xilfiary building elevation 69:2 ft 0
n. This pump is locsated n it own 2.ohor fire rated fore compartment. The pump room is
protected by automaticv
ionization fire detection
,nd
an automatic peaGt9 sp•rikler sysvtem.

Hose-stationsA aRre locr-ated inthe corriFdor leading to this rGoom and are available to A'upport
maulfire fighting inside the pump room.
The rdun,

dndt motor dri*vn au.miliarye
fed•wat•

elevation 713- ft 0 in. The fire arAe

in

pumps are loated on aviliar,'

building

nhich these pumps are Iocated isepotected by an

automatic preaction spmrikler system. AutomgtiionQization detection isprovided in the area,
anvd. hose-v

.station.v.s
are aVailable in thea

to supor maua fire fighting operatn•s•

.

o•n
posed fire p;rtection feA;tu.res provided for the
feedwate pump
" provide an equivalent level of fire safety to Positonn

The staff -onclud-esAthat the appliGcRt's

turbine •driven auxil•a.•

D.11 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB3) 9.5 1 and, therefore, are acc~eptable.

A.94

Residual Heat Removal PumpsG

Eacnh residual:; heat removal (RHR) pump is located in its,owA'n 2 hour gfie rated fire
compartment. The pump rooms, and the corrdorm outside these rooms, are protected by
au-tomnatic- ionRizationom fire deRtecrtion.R. Hoeseq stationies ar~e located_ inthe ~o~rridor leading to these
rooms anRd are available to suppor•t manu

fire fighting inside the ;ind-,ividu-al RHR pump

ConsfideFrig the fire hazards inR
the area, the staff concludesWA that the appliant's proposed fire
protection feature-s for the RHR pumps provide an equivalent level of fire safety to Position
D.1 4 of Appendix Ato B3TP (APCSIB) 9.5 1 and, theirefoerem, ar~e acceptable.
5.9.5%Soeolr-ic

W--ater Pumps

At elevation 741 ft 0 inof

the intakepumping station, thFer

mduat e

tial raw c

water (E=RCW) pumps are separated by 3 hour fire ra;ted ba;rprirs These pumps, are also
separated from the traveling s.reen PUMPS by 3" hour
1 barriers; however, these h-barrir have
open scuppers at the bIase of the wall of the
l

RCW pump roo.ms.
I
TheI

pen• scuppeIs in the

fire bharriers that separate the puimps from the traveling screens, are a deviation and are
discussegtd further inSection 6.6, "Deviation Openings in; PFir BaFrries.

The ERGIN pumps have_ no fire detecqtors. Hose; stationsg from the;

FROM strainetr roomR and
the_ screenA- wash pump room ca-;n be used- for m-anual fire fightfing in; the E=RCW pump rooms.

The staff concludes that the applicant's proposed fire protection features for the ERC
pumps provie an equivnalnt level of fire safety to Position ID. 1 of AppendixAto
•T•Tv

(APCSB) 9.5 1 and,

therefore, are acceptable.

5.10 Other Plant.Areang
5-10-1 HydrGogn Piping
A 1 -inch seimSically designed hydrogen line is routed through the auxiliary building (AR) on
eleivation 713_ ft 0- in. from theq Al5EWall to eAcRh unIt'c
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l; e1hare installed- in the hydroge• n spply Ine outsoide
volume control tank. Two isol-tion
flovw rate reqaches 5
the AB. Thesevv valves close automatically when theV dowfnstreM•

stan~d~ard cu1bic feet per minute (scfmn). Any hydrogen leakage less than 50 scgfim Will bediffused and carried

The staff

away by the AR Ventilation system, keeping the hydrogen

oncenntration

below the loAwr evplGose limit

in any g•eRn AreA

that the appli•a•nt'

ncl

design

rFiteria and basoes, for the hydrogen supply

piping in the A.R did not take any exceptions to Position D :2.b of Appendix A to BTP (APGSB3)
9.5 1 ard, therefore, aFe acceptable,
5.10.2 Ask:arol1 Ins'atod Transf.-n.O.RmOr

High voltage high amperage tranSformers aro not installod within building spaces.
within safety related buh,
,ildings are either the dry type or arensulated

T-ran.fo•rme;rsInl

Trasfomer inulaedWith AsRk-arel oil (a noncombus-tiblo insu1lating liquid) are located in
various areas of the plant w.i;wtho ut being located in a separate rm..
are

con tain these
ele;atiR
(4)

redun
v i

Near those transformers
•
Th

t safety related cable traysors.

tran•formaemr:

6-92 ft 0 in.; (3)

(1) intake
structure,

elevationi 7-11

east and west ends -ofthe ailiar,

rooms A5, A6, and A12, auxili
...

0 in.; (2)

aux•lma•y

building, ele-vatio

building, e7ft

0 in.; and (5)

building,

772 f

0 ir.;

auxilia.y building,

eeain737 ft Q0
in. Themse trans~form'ers have relief valves,to vent vapors g8eneated bDy
arcing within transformer housing.

The staff finds; that the applicant's proposed use of transfomers filled With noncombuStible
insulating liquid conforms to the guid-elinesA of Position D.14.g of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB3)
9.5 1 and, therefore, is acceptable.

61.0 DEVIATICONS2 FROM-1. STAFF FIRE= PROC-TE-C-TION GUIDANCEm
6..

flvmat...

Dan.l

v

i

n. s

u.m.•v•.v

t

v n

far

Alerm.tn.

vm|
m
9

..

.a

...

v

Sec~tion lil.L.e.d of Appendix R requires the process monitoring func~tion for the alternative
shutdown to be capable of providing direct readings of the proness variables6 neGess-6ary to
perform and
•contro

a plwant coodown.

Contrary to these requirements, the applicant has, net provideAd isrmnaini
auxiliary centrilrIoom (ACR) for ()

(vSTv)

ad

indication,,

the refueling water

tank level indicatioIfor

storage

tank (RVVWST),

and (3) cold leg temperature indicatin.;

the

h

ondensate stoage tank

(2) wide range steam generator

The justific;ation.;

for omifting this

instrmentatio isgie below.
The CST level indication is not considered essent;al in the ACR hbecnaue
Automa4m
ewitAhmevr gf theaun nxl•ary feedwater

(SWS) header will4be f'un+rctQion

pu•m p suctio
n

from the CST to the

eo~ice wUater system

,when control is established inthe ACR.

The RWSTR- level inictonisnt consideed essetial fin the ACR becaluse the RWST
con~tMainsalmotR20 timesthe finveAntory requfired for cold shutdon.AO The
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RWVST is prfimarfily used as makeup for contaracion resulting fromA cooldown over a period of
Narrow-rango steam genemerator level and- anuxiliary f~eedwater (APN) flIow ind-ic-ation to each
gene•ator are provided

the; A-CR ir lieu of the wide range sta

generator level indication.

cotrol' utilizeed to magintain soteam
T-his instrum~entation provides iptGt the au MtomaticO
h

fir

generator level dring p•lant shu

available in the mnain control room, no automnatic control or safety system inputs are derived
adequate post trip steamR generator inventors' shouwld- the level fall below the narrow.A range.
hn,

i.wr

..

In the natural c-ircullation mode of operation, the dfiffeFArence bheltweenA the_ hot leg and cold leg
provides, a diJArect indic~ation Of whenR the- naturaml circltini
temperature-~hestablis~hed andTw4hethe it is being M~aintaine~d. The applican~t proposes to monAitor natural
circul1ation by inferring Tstatl the saturation temperature corresponding to the secondar,' side
steamn geneao presue, instead of using TG.' The applican~t has stated that T6-w--Uill
ran ge from
oltant IloOP iN the opIng
the- reactoI
accurIately monitor natu r al cirullatioi
nivteF
Haevl.atelym
full pcWer to thve h0ot•standby condition. Tl demonstrate that Teat walvl

natur~al circulationR in the operating range fromR hot standby to coeld- shutdown, the applicant
analyzed thn orlaton
c-,"

be..een T. tan

while areactor is beought to thAo cld

-,

shutdown

GGndit*R 7
The aplicat bass it julstification for its-ddeviation in using the saturation temperatur
coF~rreponding to the secondary side steam generator pressure in place of T5-e-ORthe-equ
MI
design of the ACR, the le velWof conVtrol and instrumeRtation available in thme ACR an
adjacent shutdown board roms, WestinghoGusle O

plant proce~duresA_

the

ers Group (WmOG) reGommendations,

an~d training On the ACR, and accuracy Of T$ea GinfeF -T,.

in Revision 1 to its "Em:Fergency Response Guidelines, Generic Issue9 On Natural CrchFulation,"
WOQG offers specific. guidelines-6 On how an operator can veriýfy tha;t natura circultion has
been estavblished. WG

reommends,
,
the- useof the; follwin•g criteria fo•r verfyiug natural

circulation: (1) The ROS is subcooling (determ~ining by con~veding of pressrzrpesr to
T~and 6subtaetieg freM 14),-.(2)-T istable or decrea6'ng, and (3) steam eeao
pressure

stab•r

decre

g

ATnded to ue

these methodst

verifying natural ciGr-culation iavailable to the oepeator in the ACR.

Bec~ause the diversity in the design of the Wafts Bar ACR provides other methods for
veifying that natlural circGulation has either been established Or lost, the staffconcldes ha
the applicant has adequately justified not providing Wide range Steam ge~nertr level and
OST, RWVST, and component coo~ling water surge tank water levwel ind-ic.ation on the ACR and
that the applicant's requesct foar a dtevi-ation fro~m the reqluirements Of Section 111.1o4d otf
Appendix R to9 10G CFR Padt 50 is acceptable.
6.2

Demton-N

Mnnnaymk.-hueflabieRC-oab.,4

Emnprnt

U

A,4OidIa

in Section lllG.2.f of Appendix R, the- staff states that separating the trains by m'eans Of a
nonnee
of
th-ytm
loae
is an acceptable Way of ensurFing that a redundant train
radianMt inid
energya shield
nonccm~bustible8
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contin.men.t ",ndthat. are.eessry to en.ure cafe .hutdon will be proteted-from damage

SRP 9.5 1, Section B.4, defines noncombustible RAs "AmateriAl which inthe form inwhichits
ued

nd under

the coRditions

nftniipated, will not in6ite, burn, SUPPO

Gcmbustion, or

release flammable vapor when subjected to fire or heat " This defi•niton was derived from
the definition of non- combutiblesated4 in

IEPA 220 (197-9), "Standard OR Typ8e of 3uildiRng

Construction." NFPA 220 identifies ASTM E 136, "Standard Method of Test for Non
combustibility of Elemen-tary Materils"

as a test method- for dtarmniRing the combusibility o

The applican.t is using Minnesota Ming and Manufactu•rg (3M) material A'A20A. ith
and200 i the primnary conQtain.ment. Using th 'A.STMA Esecondary containRmentann. u
stbe
136 test method, these maeil ontstsythe deqfinitio f oco

The applicant'ts radiant genegy heat shield design in secodarFy containment usesA four- layers
of M20Ain raceways (cnuis jntion boxes, and penetration boxes) and two layers on
thee mraceway su ppeotr an;d itreigies
Inside the primary containmen~t, the radiant
eniergy heat shieldsr-are consturuced using three laye~rs of M42-00 o-A the raceway and two
laye~rs on the raceway su ppo~ts and itreigies

In ord-er to ev-aluate the;cmutblt of the 3M materials, the applicant tersteed thirs material,
gypsum board, and a knownR noncombu steipl mnaterfial (marinite board) to- A.S;TMh E=162-,
~ouru,

"Standard
est Methodfor Su~aceFlammability of Materials Usin a Radin
Mu A.A14 r-IJOI3~, Sitriuiiu Test Metuiu
~n
Miur AMAatI
iou~o~

R.ates for MaterialsandProduc~tsUi•na•,;

n

q

etEeg

OxygeRn Cnsumption Calo ri..etr."

iAA

The A^STM R 16:2 test method iued for resea.rch and development purposes and gv

a

reltivofa
inictioateials fam speadinex when exposed to a known radiant heat
enr9gy source. This standard tes4Ft method doesqt not h~ave san acceptance criterion. All three
matrilsexibte avery low flame spread inex hemriie ord had a flame sre~ad
inexof0.,gypsumn board had a value of 0_.9 and- W20- material ranged from. 0_.9 to 1.2. By
comparison, most typical building m+aterals have a flame spread index which ranges from 0
The ASRTEA R-1 45 test m•AAthaod

ed primarily to determiRe the heat ev•lved iR, or

conribte
to a ir inolvngproducnts, of the test material. This testt method determines the
efreGtiver
ha of combustion, mass4loss rate, and the
toua faming and smoke
w~•4

.f

r-A

....

One of the perincpal prepe~tier deterFmined by this test method Isthe rate of hpeat reeleease by
the material when exposed to an edernal heat flux of 75kW/m• with eternal e!ectric spark

ignito.Ec

ftoemtraswr

wthout the aluminum
.Steel
foil or a carbn

xoe

oti

~ra

eXpos.. d f.ce..

heat flux

1 miutsr, Th

J

Th. total heat release for. t.e

mnarnite board wM:as 31.1 kJ and 31.7 kJ for M20. The effective heat of combu-stioR for both
the marinito and the
wa 72 ii0Jkg.Teaplcn'sts aa oh M*20_A_(,aluFminumA
foi f-aced materi.,,al) 20 G (carbon steel, facd material) improv the thermal resistance
De.rfoermance of the M20
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material when exporged to the AS
,T ,

the M20 A and W-00 G did not ignite,

1 351
254 test conditions. For exampie, during itS te9stng,

applicant's test data. hnich deonnstrate that the peak heat releasre rate,
tot-alhat release, and effec-tive he-at of cobsinof A420- -;ndmaieboard are somnewhat
equivalent, an;d- that the dito of an alu minu m or a crbohn steeAl faceA to WO ma~terial
inmprves its thermal resistancGe pe~formanco, the staff concludes that the us oA
f M20 A and
hA20 C radiant energy heaat shield designs inside conm-tainment provides an equivalont level of
fire safety to that required by SectionA ll.G-.:2.f of Appendix R and, therefore, is an acceptable
deymaten.
On the basis of the

6.3 De-:atio-.;-"g,,•,, \ A

Setion
nthe a

p

Lack of A,-tn'matmc=-"S~~sss
..

.

,

A .

.

.....

;OF , ,,

.. ,,

..

,

'-l.G.3
of Appendix R requires that fixed fiFe supprehsion or fire detection be installed
oom, Or z
IrIg alterative or dediated
apability.

The applicant requested a deviation fro-m. this Appendix R requirement foar the following
-ontrol bui--lding areas: (1) 250 V batters' board room, (2) 24 18 V batter,' board F9roo n
charger roomA, (3) 6taqF6, (4)corridor G2, (5)shower rooms6, (6) main; control room, (7)relay
room, (8) corridoer C15fi, (0) telephon erom, and shop G20.

The purpose Of providing fire detec-tion -and-fixed fire suppresoni

anaea containing

norm•al shutdow e .ument
is to keep the fire f.rom affeting alternative s
shutdown
capability. A.fire-in the- WNafts BAr conrol bulig culd requirv e the mnain control room to be
abandoned and the plant to be shut down from th ACR. The controbildn is separated
from•theACR and adjaGent plant areashby 3 hoIr• fiAreted
•
r;riers. Therefore, a fire in the
cntrol builing
RisOt expected to affect the ACR or the epe•ator's ability to implement
alternative sh-ut-dQAown from- t-heL- A.C.R.. T.he- Staff. -oncludes,that the lackf fire detectfion and

fixed suppression in the control building areas idniidaov sa ceptable deviation
from theq reqirements of Section 11..
fApedxRt 0 E
a 0
Seto ellG2bo Apeni Rfto 10 FR
~

q~
50 reqire I separatinoreudttansf

safe sRhutdown cG-ables andequfipment byahorizoEntal dis~tanc of;;moethn20 fee~t with no
intervening com~bustibles., In a;ddition to spatial separation, thiS section of Appendix R
requir~es that atmicfire-detec~tion and su1pp~t:ressionR beintaleqi the area. Theaplcn
requ~ested a2evato fro-m. the retitosof mot allowing itreigcmutbe
nte2
foot separation zone between redundant safe shutdown trains. The primnar' combustibles
hfbetween rted-und-ant safe-shutd-%own components are cables, in open ladder type trays.

The permesence of themsek interdenig combu stibles; is a concern because they add to the fire's
intensity at the ceilfing and they cou-ld- saoro -asa path for fire propagation hbetween th
re-du-nd-ant sa-fe s-hu-tdown tr-afins.

The applicant bases its request-onathe automatic sprinkler

system design in these areaso. The applicant has provided sprinkler protection at the cemifing
level in roomAs containing redund ant safe shutdown components.t To compensate-fr thepresencGe of equipment and such structur~al obtutosas overlappin;g cable trays, HYIACG
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ducts, and Pipes and su-pports, ard proVide full coverage at theceiling, additional sprinkler
the design.
heads have be-en noprtdit
To mitigate the consequences9_9 of a floor based fire, the applicant has provided a;dditional
sprinklers under intermediate obhstruc'tiot for a path up to 30 feet wide between spatially

shtd;"A"ORn trains that are not separated by ine'nig
separated redun'dant safe-h

aces that

ae freetofcombustiblae.
design
lcriterionl
The applic•at hasused theflo
x-isting spri•kl•h• Ieads,

as the bIasis for this. deviation request:

which have been located to pr•odGu

fully developed spray

patterns at the ceiling, Will provide acceptable floor coverage ifthere -are-no
intermediate- obshRtructions6 in their patterns whic-h are greater than 18-inch wiodfe. When
individal btrucmtions overlap or have less, than a 41inch wide flue space between
them when v0Aiewd fromA immediately below, the" shall be cons ideAred a single
obs6truction forF deAtermFining their cumulaltive_ hori;zonAtal Width. No combinatfion of
obstruc~tions may transverseA the- 1 inch flue spac-e and- blocnk me-re- than 22f~eet of any 8fee-t of thea flue space.
Conforming@ to this criterion gives reasonma-ble assuiran-e-that a fire would- acr.tuate_ the coiling
level spFrik'lers. These sprinklers would develop effective spray patterns at the coAiling, and
the waOter would cascadeA down through the cable trays in the intervening space. The cooling
e-ffecAt of these sprinklers onceA actuated shoulId help cool the layer of hot gas at the ceiling,
leve obstruc19tion-S should actuate to ensure that
and the sprinklers under the_ intermeAd~iateI-W.
flomr level coverag

is provided.

In addition, the coverage provided by the ceiling sprinklers should produce- saufficie~nt cooling
to red-uce-the; likelihoomd- that fire-will propagate across the inevnigsae between h
redundant trains. Therefore, considering the enha;nced distiuinofsrnlrsi hs
intervening cobsil6paces and_ the adiioa prinklers provided under interrmediate
level obshtrucltions, the s-taff c-gmonlues, that the pres-enceP Of inevnnRobsilsAs firehazards- behAtlween redu•a•nt trai oRf sa.feshut doWn funcrtion

is adequately mitigated by the

sprinkler design. Accordin~gly, the staff ffinds; accoeptablet the applicant's request to deviate
from the requirements of Section lll.G.2.b of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.

The twoQ TrFain A PUMPS are separated from the two TrFain B pumps and the spare pump by a
I hourw fireA ra:ted fire ba;rrier that e~dendsF- 3 feet above the highest point Of the pumps.Ra1Cways coRtaining the redundan cGi*uits for,, the component cooIn.g water systemI-

(CW)pumps are separated by 20 feet or more or by 1 hou r ffimre rted barriers. Train B
contol
ircits outd i conuit loated- above- or nea-:r the edge of the pump fire barrier are
enclose~d in a I hour racF
eway fire barrier systems6. A ceiling level preaction sprinkler system
is provie for cable tray and general Fare covFerage. Automatic sprfinkler coverage hasg also
been provideAd_ under the pipe break barwrier for the-motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumFpsanMd ude t~he me-RzzaninR.e for. alil five CCWVS pumps. Cross zoneAd- AMfioniation_ sm~okedectr
are provided to actuate the preactin supresio systems and give early warning of a fire.
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To the exten~t that the partial height wafll does; not completely isolate the redundant pumps,,
thi•conRfiguration
He• ver,

b

represAent

u

2 d•via

from Sec•,tion 1.Q-, of Appendfix Rto 1 a•CFR Part 50.

f the fi•re vdetocmtion system and a

sprinkler system, the sAf

ha

re;ason-able assuarane that any poentpial ffiro- would be detected and suppressed befor
the firei
becoming a threat to the redunRdant pumps on the othe~r side of the wall.I RUni
suppressed, the partial height wall will shield the pumps from rad-ian~t heat on- one side and
fromR fire- on the other. Therefore, th"e p-arFti-al h~eight wall is an accptbl deiation from the
technical requir~emetS Of SecGtionA 11.0 of Appendix R to 10 CEFR- Par 5.
-O

e

n

On Fare B --

i

1--

Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5 1 specifies that penetrations in walls, floors, and c|iin- In
forming part of a firee barrier be protec~ted With rseal-mof-nclosurea devi-es having a fire resistive

ratin
equialent to that nof the barrier.

The applicRant idniidtheolown

fire barrier cenditions at lAlmsr Bar that deiaumte from this
fire protection gulidance: (1) the Wall and- floor to the ventilation and purge air (VPA) rooms

are equivalent to- 1- 1:2-hhour fire rated barriers, but the postaccident sampling system (PASS)
facility HYAC penetrationts throu gh these ba-rmrirs do not havea fire dampers; (2) the wall
separating the ess-Aenti-al raw cooling water (F=RGVJ pump rooms, from the traveling sr-Geen
romQM on eeato 741 ft Qfin. of the intake pumnping station (IPS) are equivalent to 3 hourfire -rate:d barriers, but have unprotected scupper openings; and (3) floor slabs in the auxiliar,'
UUIIUIfy t B) are used as zoRiai sep-arAtIQR 44rfq RArrier DetweenR elevaonS, OUI nave some
HVAC pene-trationsr- that-h-avem no fire dampers, an;d- rtaimmellS and ani equipment hatch that
h-gave water uraninlieu of rated barrirs.
In the NIPAs, the walls and floor are penetrated by ducts, associated with the PASS. These
duc-ts have no fire dampers, but they also ha'e no openings, into the PA."Al of these
dcl,-ts are construcPted from Shchdle
-'140 carbonsteel pipe. Pipe sleeves are provided where
the ducts Penetrate the barriers bet%een the VPAs; and the PASS and nitrogen storage
rooms.. The annular space-R betw~geen theq sletevers and the pipes, is-sealed with a-fire ratted
siioefam to a depth of 1:2inhs

T-he8onlysignificant fireeXPosur~etoethe duc-nts consis-;r-ts oAf twAoQchaRrco-al filter units. Thecducts
are separate-d fromthe neaprest safeshutdownircOuit by a distanceof 80feet. Closed-hea:d
water spray systems are provided inthe charcoal filters and are actuated by duct moeunted
ionization smoke detectors The VPA6 are provided with preaction sprinkler systemsF which
are =Actuated by ionization smoke detectors. Thea PASS rooms (nt
n )hv
preaction sprinkler systemsS that are actuated by ioni.;zation- s~moke detectors. The nitrog@en
storage roo-m. has-ioia-M-E-tion s-,moke detection. Standpipe and hose systems and portable
extinguishers alsoA serve for manual fire fighting inthese Arooms.

PA.SSS Or the nitrogen storage roo~m~s co-:uld be4 ex(perfienced in the
VPA inthe form Of radianmt heat fromR hot aases DasinAQ throuagh the duc~ts. In.the .P. no-A
The-effecAt o-f aR
fire-in the

fixed- conmbhusti-bles are loc-ated in the imm; ,di-Re vicinity of these duc;ts, and the ductsh•and•,thenearest safe-h
shtd;ow nom
cicut are eeparatE d by moreA thanR 209 feet. T-his provides a high
deg~ee ef
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assurancae that radiant hieat from the duct Will noGt challenge the SaRfe shutdoWn comnponents
Icanted in the VPA.
Because of the limited fire hazard, the

"avalable protection On either side of the duct

,•tion, and' the cof
penetrations of the VPA perimeter c
cornc'ludes that the duc
,.Will remini place until the fiort is, ovan'";h--

the ducts, the AfR
and tht the

,absenc,,e
of fire dampers IwA,'fillnot lead to fire propagation fromA one fire area to anoth

.

Therefore, this dutcniuainis an acceptabble ddevigationQ- from Section D.l.j of Appendix A
to BT-P (APCSB3) 9.5-1 and Sections; Qll.2a anRd Gof Appen~diX R to 10 CER PRO 50r)

On; elevation 741 ft 0-in. of the- intake pumping station, the Fredun-'dan;t E=RGC
separated by a 3 hour fire

pumps, are

rated
,
barrier. These pumps are also separated from the tr veli•g

hu
)aw barrier; hoWever, this barriter wall has an open; scUpper at its base
screen pump b
in each E=RCW PUMP roomA.
The scuppe opnnspenetrating the fire wall betwveen the E=RCW PUMP rooms and
travelingq screen rooms are provided to d-rain rainR waO-ter fromF the open pumRp rooms to the
pum~p Well. T-he floonr deck at eleatio-an 741 ft issloped so that an Oil Spill fromn any One train
of E=RGV pumps does not have a direct routRe to the other train of PUMPS. The deck is
sloped to the openin~gs in the south wall (E=RCW PUMP room side) so that a postulated oil
Spill Will flow to the cculpper passthrough, and immediately drop into the no~ncritfical traveling
screen wells in the-traveling screen and scr~een wash pump r-oom. The I.wall separating the
to protect the mrooms fromR the
E=RCW PUMP roomns and traveling screen F9roosi itne
cnstucted
Frad-iant he-at of ani exporsure fire. The rooef of the inaepumping station deck nis
o-f wAfide-flan;ge beams to protect against m~issiles. Ho9wever, the roof design permits fre i
flow betWeen the beams so that, in; the evenAt of fire, heat will not stratify Or bank down fromA
the ceiling, thereby Rminimi.zing the tem;perature Fris wigthin the roomR.
The applicant foun-'d- that this. wall separating the E=RCW pumps formA the adjacent travelin~g
screens and screen wash PUMP room is adequate to prevent the spread- of fire. T-herefore,
1. of Appendix A to
this scUPPer configuration is an acceptable deviation fromA Position 0D.
Pa~t 50.
4lG2.
;;And c fAppni
o1
BTP2 A1PCSB 9.5-1 and SectionsF
them basis of 1-12
0horiI fire
Theq au xiliary building issudivided inoiniida firones onRFQ
rate-d eronclosuresa. How~ever, the floor slbswihNA the buligwhich formn the boundar; Of
soe f t-hese zones areA not All fire ratd. The floor itelRi reinforced concrefte tha't Is
equivalent tno a 1 1/12 -hour fire rated barrier, except for equipment hatch openings, stairwells,
unseale'd spare conduit sleeves, and unprotected vientilationI duct penetrations. T-he
aDplicant ha~s in~stamlledd a water cU~taiR designed in ;4-accordanc;Re with NFPA 13. Section 4
4.8.2, for (1)AB3 stair::ells 5 and 6 openings located near column linesr AlI 11S And A5S,
through floor s-labhs at elevation 713 ft 0-in.and- 7,37 ft 0 in.; (2) the normally closed equipment
haRtc-h loc-ated- at.l
A3S; on eqleqvation 77:2 At 0 in;(3) AB3 6taipwell 3 openingsm located at
coun' lRinesR A8RUIV below floor elvtos713 ft Qin. an 7-37- ft 0 in.; (4)equipm~ent hatch
openings locAateAd- at colu--mn ines%
AR8.-NW below;A flGoor e~levations 713 ftp in,77f0i. n
757 ft 0 in;(5) equlipment hatch opening located at column lines A IS; belowA floor elevation
77:2 ft 0-i. and (6) the elevator door Gp9R*RgS locaGted- at counlines A84 below floo
elevaRtions 713 ft 0 in., 737 ft 0 in., and 757 ft 0in
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Fire dampeers With a 141/22hour fire rating are intle nHVAC ducits, located at column lines;
a.nd emlevations,,

A

7.16-7.13,
A!l, A22S 713, and A.&I -7237. hio other equipment hatchees,

stairmolls, or HVIA.C duc-t penetrations can expose redund-antsfehudneqimt
locrated- on difflerent floor-eleavations; to damage from a single fire Fonr the eminn

unRprotected opening, the applicant h~as ac-hieved compliance- With Secrtion11llG :2 b of

Appendix R to- 10 CER Pa~t 50 by pro'viding mon-re than 220 feet of cuuative hormizona

sepraio betweenIR the redun'danRt equipment and by providing areawide fire detec-tion and
utmatic-fire suppression.
.. - - ,
-,-v ..
-vw av -v~m ma.
,
•
,
The spare cond uit sleeves, consfist of a section of rigid steel cOnduimt embedded OR the
reimnforcd-concrete floor labs.g BRoth end-s of the sleeves extend only a fewIl inches from the;
floor slabs and are sealed with threaded conduit plugs.
T-he rooms containing the required A-afee shutd-owmn c-ircuitss that are separated fromA thei
redndat ircuits by the-floor-Fs With the co~nduit sleeves and plugs are protected by
automatic fire detection and sprinkler systems. Thea
n of the sprinkler systems during
a fire will produce fully developed wae spa aten t the elnAee.Ti will protect
o• the side
the leeve frem' d-amage from a fire below and Will reduce the temperature- riseed
, vv s.,taf,
• . ., theGfore,
, v
v , hasreason-able
,
m v
vv • ,
j
that the leeves
an.d
al
to the fire. v The
plugs will prevent fire prpagation into .n..tinuou.
adjoining asThem-absen... ofco
fi.e rated
consrucionat the above- referenced stairxays, hatchways, and conduit sleeveRs is1a
acceptable deviation from the guidelines of SectionD. Iof Appendix A to BTP (APCSB-)9.5

not4 -vm.u
exposed

nmom
MUmA• m"uc
o
w•v'thme waste gas
•s•tem are constmvc| m
9T Spirally wee•m
G
pipe and have no firee d-ampers where the pipes penetrate fire barriers. These penetrationEawre treated- as normal pipe penetratieons- and have fire rated sas
The applicant requested a deIviation from. the guidellnes of S|tertion VD.
ij of Appendix A to
BITP (APCSB3) 9.5 1 and- Soc-rtionsr- Ill.G.2(a) and (G)of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 to the
eVVVAent that they reqmuire theM
ins tallati
n firelfdampes in waste gas system.
ov4
m
•d-uclmts that pass
throug9h fire- barriers. The asneof these fire dampers in the waste gas system is
acceptable bec-ause-the applicant has-complied- With Secqtion11l.G :2b o f Appendix R to 10

CF=R Part5En

Secrtion 11W. of Ap~endix R to- 10) -FR Part 50 requires that emiergencY liglhtingI units with at
least an 8 hour battery power supply be provided alll areas
ri needed for operation of safe
shutdonMO equipmen~t and in access and egress routes thereto The applicant has requested

a deviation fro~m this emeregency lighting requfierement for the reactor building, turbinebuilding,
and the yaFdý
In the- reac•to•r building,,
,
alve

,anipulation•sFequire lighting. TweA,,.
ig';l",ve valv es, four in the-.V lower

coentainm~ent and eight in the-anuumyrqie mnal acion (peloin) the earliest
of these acin ma ta.ke place within 2 h:ours of the fire Aevet. The applicant claims that
emer~gency lighting units-canno-t beA qualified for high temperature anRd hmdt enviFronment
inside the reac-tor bui--lding. in addition, the applicant claims that access,to the reactor
building during plant operations is er', limiuted, which meansR that the ba~er,' units could only
be inspected and tested during an otGe Iti'he applicant's position, tat.the usrotA
portable lanterns provides a moee
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dependable source-of light in the case Of an Appendix R event and, thereforFe, conforms

to

the intended purpose of ensur.ig adequate lighting for an operator to perfoerm a manual
The sttaff comncudeqd that for access and egeress to the rsites, within the Frteatr bulina
whore manual acinMUst be performed, the us~e of podtable lan~teFrns will1 not afford the came
level of operator safety als fixe-d em~ergency lighting units. In addition, the-staff does not
agree that these lighting uni~ts are as dependable as fixed lighting un~its. The staff is~oncrneRAd- tha-t- wohen called On to performA, a podtable lantern (due to the human elemen9t) is
more likely to fail ,thana fixed i.ghtiRg unit. For example, an operator may drop or damage a
podtable lante-rn while us1ing it or transpedting it in congested plant areas, rendering it
Rinpeable. The staff, is also. concerned that,"in cnr.at to ' sing a fixed emergency lighting
unit, an operator may need to focusir a podtable light by m~anually m~anipulating it. This need
for manualP m~anipulation, cou1pled with lighting blackou t conditions, may hinder the operatoFrs
ability to reogie
eupment and complete the required manual action. Therefore, the staf
fi•nds;
uMnacceptable the appliGant's request to deviate from the lighting criteria required by
S;etion "lI of Appendix R to 10 CFR Pad 50 insdtheq recGtor bu ilding annulus and lower
containeAnt. The staff Will track this issu to re6solution by TA C MA•63469.

For fires i the auxiliary building finvolving the reactor coolant pump trp breakers, mana
acgtionsRR are required inthe yard. The associatedmauaatinthat require lighting inthe

yard are tripping the reactor coolant PUMP breakers located in the brea;ker swithhouse
Ac~ess to these-,A breakers is throughl the tasomrwicyd.T-his area is provided with
normal lighting and securmty lightiNg in the event normal lighting is lost. it is the applicnmt's
poumnn, mRat in Rnc AcVonR normam mmgnmn
lhng is leot gnu Me S6mmrnty diesel iignting is unavalla•l•

(e.g., maintenmamnce ouwtage) dedicated podtable lanternsA woFAuld provide a dependable source
of light foroperator access andegressto
-,t-theswiAtchhouse.t From its review, the staff woul"d
not expect aR
fire- in the auxiliary building involving the reactor coolant pumAp trip breakers to
cause a loss of norm-al yard lighting system or the diesel generator powered securFity lfighting
systm.
Tereorethestaf fids acceptable the applicant's position to uIse dedica;te
podtable lanterns to provide backup lighting to the normnal yard- And securl ity lighting systemAs
and to su1pped operator access and egress to the-swichue.
In the event of afire-that prevents acceoss-to the reactor trip switchgear (fire in fire arears
782.0Al ad 757. QAI1O), operators inthe turb~ine building Will normally need to manipullate
breakers inorder to ensur~e that the reac-tor is-tripped. Normal lighting and standby lighting
systemsr po-wered- fro~m an onsite em~ergency diesel generator Will provide access-lighting and
lighting to suppedt the required m~anual actions. 'A"fire inauxiliary buildin~g fire areas 782.0 Al
anId .7-5.7.0 .AlO wIl no....11RttAffect the poweBr c-ab-les an-d- the-tu-'rbin.e buil Iding standby lightin
fe-eder c~ables, since theseA cab-les96 are8 not routed through these fire aare-as. Therefore, since-,A
the-standb-y lighting systemF is noAt- affected by the fire -andis powered fromA an em~ergency
diesel g8eneator, the staff finds this al'tePrnative lighting method equivalent to the lightn
crtri equie bSetion ll.nf Appedi R t .CR
Padt 50.
ForQc-edain plant areas in whicsh a postulate-d fire- has occurr-IFed, the applicant's safe-shutdown
analysis requires reentry into the area-a;fte-r th~e fire haso beenA exigihd to perform cedtain
manua'--l acrtions (e.g., valve
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manipulat*ion). The applicaRt has p•ro•ded emergencY lighti•g for ac•ess aRd egFressto
these ,are"as. The applicant's÷ position is that installing em•eqr•gSey lighting units in the plant

-aff-ected by the fire could-rend-er them

inoperFable~ as- A-rosult of.flire damage. Therefore,
applicant propoeed to u-se dedicated portable lanterns in lieu1- Of fiXe~d lighting un~itst
the
prvide lighting support i theseareas in Which FeeRt•e' into a fire affected plant re (after
area

the fire iexigihdisncsay
to pe~ormA m~anual plant actions. On the bRassof t
review, the staff cncln-ude thtpotble lanterns provide a morFe dependable source of light
than fixed- emergen, lighting units (which may be damaged by the fire) in those plant areas
in which re-entry into the fire- afeted area is required to pe~form m~anual actions and,
therefore, is an acceptable deviation to the lighting criteria required by Section Illl.I of
Appendix R to 10 CEGR Part 50.
3-R

Claw.,imon,

-

sI,-c-

oTntal

Area

Su .rr.aesioin.

.anid

_DP~ar.~tkr

Sectins ll.G..b ad- cof Appendix R to 10 CE=R PRAr 50 reqquire that automatic fire
detctonand suppression be installed inthe areas of concermn.To omply with these
provision, autmatfic suppression -anddtcinsfiin
to_protect against the hazards of
thearea-hall be provfided. The applicant has provided partial suppression and detecto to
protect against fire hazaards in the folilowing areas: (1) RHR61P
pumpS
room andcrridor 6768.0
Al, (2) coRtainment spray pump rooms, (2) Apipe chase, (3) tunn:el fro-mA,-B to.ef
Water storage tank, (4) entrance labymrith to the decon room, (5) centrifugal charging pump

,roms, (6)

i trasfer PUMP, tank, and filte aeas, (7) 4180 V board rom I R ;;ad 26
and (8) RHR heat exchanger roomAs IA and l1B.

(roomns 7722.04:2 and -AlS),

The RHR pumps, their powercables, and the RHR room coolers are required for cold
shutd-own after a fire. Redundant pumps, cables, and coolers are separated by a

comintin f fire barriers (2 hourF fire rated6FA
pup ubficles RAnd 1 hour fire rated raceway
barriers) and- 220 feet of spatial sepairation wfithoIut int~q.te4R~ing combustiblesqR. The roosi
whichthe pmps are located are pr9ovideRd_ with ioiato moke detectors bu t Ant witha
atoG.Ma._ticG suppressionsystem. Tecnutinthe corridor on AR elevation 676 ft 0an that
coneRtaimR- nbt-htrainR s of RHR pump power cables re_protectedwth 1-hour fire rated barriers
and

This. corridor do•e•net have;;n

are routed on opposite s•ide•sA
of the eT.

automatic supeso6ystemn; however, automatic ionization detection is provided in this
area. The ex pos•ed cnu
oRn
vlvatin
676 ft 0, in. which contains One trai of RHR p mp

power cables isprotected With a 3 hourP fimre rted E=REBS

the elevator saft enclsure. The insmitu fire load- is low

where it isruted along the1 wAall of
_and is A-At in a configuration tha

would pr9eset a significant challenge to the protected power c-able c~onduits. if a fire
occ..urred. in either an RHR pump cubicle or the corridor, th-the staff has, .as.nable
lFance
tha;t the-fire would be promptly detected by the firedetection devices in thtese a rea s, and that
the pasive,fire barriewsoul ensure that on

train of co,,,ld sow^n

capability wouldI,,I

ream.a-i undamaged until the plant fire bFrigade cId• Iontrol and etinguish the fire.
EacRr-h cn~etainm~entspray pump room is boundled by 2 hour firerFa~te~d ba~rriers and- the

erooms

have autematic fire detection but do not have an automatic suppression system. Each pump
room; contains, the pump and its associated power cable and roomGO
colr Eac4h contafinm~ent
spray pump is identified as a potentially spuriously operating component which is prevented
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the event of a fire in the- room,,..The combustible load in these oms *•i low and the
confiqu•ation of the in SiN .Ombustiblos
•
is ar•aFged so that a fire in thisroom. w.lP-d not
,ondaries
achieve a severity which would- hallenge the fire rating of the 2 hu, r f*r rated b
On the basIs of low..combsibeloads i these roo.m..s, th•ep ire rating of the fire b_.arri•t
r th.at
bound these roIthautomatic
fire detGction,(except inhthe entrance
iabyrinth), it is not expected that a fire inside lonta
one of the

would propagate to adjacen

nt

y pump rooms

. . .areas;therefore, the staff has reasonable assuFaRne that

nid that the
the fire would be promptly detected by the fire de"tec+tion d+evi.ces. in.these area.sn....

passiive fire -barrierswoeuld ensure that the plant's ability to achieve and maintafin post fire
saff

•shutown conditfin
vld wou

rman

un
w.damaged until the plant fire brigade G9ould
•cont•r

and extin~guish the fire.
The AB pipe chase extendts fro-m. elevation; 6576 ft 0 in. to 757 ft 0- in. The pipe chasei
enclosed by a enocd conrGete construc~tion and has a fire rating of 1 hour. There are
minimal; combustibles intheq chase itself. The applicant has provided automaticinizto
smoke detectdion insiode. the chase. Rueindethe c~h;aseA are oeR train Of the_ cabling, te
level9 tAransi#Fte assgoite~d w ith the volumFe control tank, and the cabling associated with
wide range Awlev
el indica-;tion for twof steam generators. The redundant instrumenRtation
associated With VCT level and steam generator wide range level islocated ou, side the pipe

r
the H
c-hase in an a-rea- that has automaticupeso.Lctdisd this chasear
mini-flowv ..v.ale

wohich have containmenRt spray suction valves and are required only ifRa fire

causesthe s

o

erati•,,

f RHR or on.tai..nmet spray pumps. T+h cable ass'ca•te

wit thsupwih,
if exposed to fire, could causew thei purosoeaioioae
outside the plipe chase in a plant arata spoected by automtcsprsin T-herefore,
if a fiFre occ-urred inside the Pipe chase, the staff has, rearsoal'Assurance;:
that the fire would
be promptly detected by the fire detection devices6 in theseA areas and the passive fire barrier
around the c~hase would ensure that the-oneA
train olf shutdGMown capability outsfidem the chase
would remain undamageq
ni h plant fire brigade could conItrol andd extdinguish the fire.

The RWAST- tunnel ic an underground tune
'R Of reinforced concrete. OneP end of the tunn~el
opens into the AB on elevatonn 692 ft 0i.adthe other end isaccessed via a ma;nhol
locrate~d in the yard near th~e RWAIST. The tunn~el does not have_ autoimatic fireq and smokoq
detectn ou..p..r

Dioncapabilities. Fire detec.tion and a tematic spr-,inklers aFe pr vided

on elevatio 92f in.of the AB3, protecting the entrance to the tunnel fromP an AB -related
exposure fire. RWAIST level1 transmifter circuits are routed through the tunnel in conmduits.
These cfircuits are required-for shutadown only if the fire causwes theq RHR or the containment
spray pumps to activate spuriousl!y or the-conAta~inment sump valves to open. A fire
originating in the- tunnel-cannot caus sprou ignals to actuiate this equipment. Thwerefoe,
if a-fir4Reoccrwred inside the tunn~el, the- stafff haFeasonable assurance tha:t the fire would not
affect the plant's ability to achieve an~d m~aintain safea shutAdown and that the;gautomati fire
suppressi,•on-ystem on AB elevation 659:2 ft Qi.. would prevent fire from spreading into the

AB.' In addition;, the automiatics fire detection; caablit onA elev;ation 6-9-2 ft 0 in.' wold
detect the tunn~el fire, and the plant fire brigade would respond- toj assist incontrolling And
suppessig the fire.
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The- deconG-F room (room 692.0 A!iS) is provided with fire d-etectAion -and -automatic.suppresion
however, the suppression system does, not extedA- into tho- enRtranc labyrinth. The doconR
room coant•;6 ORn

traRi

ofSafe shutdown cA;habling and this cabling s no t lorated in the

entrance
labyrinh. The decon roo an~d iteS labyrinth iSbounded by fir*arirFavn
hour fire ra;tin~g. The in simtu- coemb-usti-ble lo-ad- is- low; this area it; a radioloqgially controlled
area and its acese it admirnistratively crntrllod. In tho

RV-nt

that a firo did occurin

the

room s, labyrinth, it would be detected by the deone room's; au toma;tic fire detetiontQ system
and the automatic sprinklers,.,
Considerin

th

.. oul'..d prevent
.
the fire from propagating

fire. ptecrtion f.....eaure

prvided for the d..on
.room,

finto. the dco

room.

the staff has.

reasonable assu.rance th-at Afire-i th., dAcon
.
.trane laby.rinth would be detotedan
controlled by the room's automatic sprinke!r system u-ntil the fire brigade could respond and
+f.f. findsr, acceptable the curr.en.t level of fire safety
etinguish the fire and, therefore, the sta

prvddfor thee dderoon roo

n

tsetac lbrnh

In tho- cenBtrifugal chargin pup oos, the spFrikler systemA protocts the safe shutdown
:713 At 0 in.,the
supprssion eXcept for the boric- adtraRnsf•er

labyrinth, on AB elevation

systemAs but does nRot eh e-n

to-an etAnca

geRe•ral floor area is provid-oRd

With •,uto.m-atic;

pump, tank, and filter areas (column lines Al 1 Al 4!Q S). In the 480 V board rooms 11BV and
2B, the sprinkler systevmv doe•s-n ot extendm over the po•mmov of the mrom that contangs one set
Of ,itaol bhafte'
iOn,,-ter and char-ges (c-lumn lin•es A.6 8I•Q R and A8 l/"0/!"•Q R). This Set may
would be
be damaged by water from the sprinkler heads. •A i in any of thesAe l'ocatio
detect-d by the existing fhre detection system before propagating significantly. If the fire

propagated rapidly before the brigade arrivod, individual sprinklers. inthe protected portin of
to limit the sp•ead of fire and to protect thshu• tdogwm
Arelated sy6tem
unlthe fire was, coRntrlled and suppressed by the plant fire brigade. In either eVent, the

the areaNrawould operate

s-taff h~as reasonabhle assur-ance that Asafe shutdown capability would remain undamaged.
T-he RHR heat exchanger room !A and l B (roomsF 713. OAll an;;d 713. GA12) are separated
frmm eacmh other and from other areas of the plant by 2 hour fire- rated barriers. These areas
do noRt have automatfic- fire deecio orsuppression systems. Each RHR heat e~xchanger is a
passive safe shutdolwUn cmponet. The•ombuIstible load inthese romoms,
s
i
nd ;a fire in
eAther of these rooms woul•vd not damage the heat exchanRg•er or i as•o•iated valves'. Or the
basffis o•f thefre
protection feature, in the RHR heat exchanger roo.s, lOW

omuiooloading,

and ;Re

aumPInIst;Rauve
O raaiiOgicai controis Mat restmnci accress, to hese-

mmt
rooms, the staff has reasonable assurance that a fire in either of these roms;-wod, no

damage the passive RHR systemA components; therefoem, the staff finds6 acceptable theR
current level of fire safety provided- for the RHR heat exchanger rooms.
The staff coclde

that the pa tial coverage of the autoIm-atic supp•rson;and det'tonA

in

these plRt ar•easissuffci
to protect agains;t the fire ha ardsmin thesse area anvvd that theirs
level Of protection provides, an equivalent level of fire safety to that required by Sections
l•m
mv2v
and Gmef Appendix•
R to 10 vCFvR Poacceptable.
msv50 and, theefre is

The-remFaining locations ietfdinthe applicant's September 28, 1995, Fire Protection
RepIo (Parn Vi, "PDevations and Evaluations"; Sectinr 3.1 , "Lack efToital Area Suppresio
and Detection") have no sprinkler.water spray protection bause they contain no saft

relamted- or s-hutdgMown related systems
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mnd- bhecaause- the fi.wre h~azard is minimal. Conmbustible materials are dispersed so that any
Postulated fir WoIu I'd be of limited mgnitudeand d, ation. A fire, would. be detectedb'y

existing auto

or in; adjoining rooms within the

tcfr6dtcinytmsithelotos

over.ll firem
re*aA T

4AFQ.
od

f

be suppessed by the fire brigade usin| g manual2firfi•eghtig•

equipment. Because theso locations haVe no 6hutdown systems, fire dlamage in thorn will
hRae noefcRAteaiit oaheeadminansf hton
Therefore, thestf
concude
tht te lck f atomticfire suppression capability in plant areasidnfednth
appliGRnt's FiFe PFrteGti•oF

an acceptable-diao
RepeF;(PaFr VII, Se•ionR 3.1) is;

to Sectionh

lll.G.2-b of Appenidix R to 10 C-FR Part 500.

a

-;,

6.,1

.-in_4 A p

D D

A

Automati.c DetIction on Refueling Room

757.0 A1I

Position F13 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB)
Iautomati
9.5 1 specifies thalt
fire detectrs
sthiearea
of spent fuel poo. The refueling room (rooGvm. 75-7.0-iAl 3) has

no atomticfire detec-tion sys.tem.

Ap

ceilng (pprximately 55 feet aboeve the floor), and that during norm~al operations, the in situ
l
L.•.. .v
(1 .. , Q iQ
e .g a pe.. . ..
-... I
1 i~l
1. A- PGniniiat
at thl
v
l . thA
l. d .eOX A t lading
in thisthl romeim
combustile

During its July 1995 site visit, the staff reviewed this area of the plant. On the basis of this
site visit, the staff concmursvthat ti
l
early waFrnin Sm•ke dete•to•
on thee

ceiling of this plant area would- noAt improve the overall fire safety of this plant area.Afe
reviewing this area, it is the staff s judgment that, because Of the high ceiling, this area cou ld
potentially be susceptibleA to-smoke stratification. Therefor-e, a fire fin this area wou ld not
have su fficient energy to create the necessary air currents to cam,' the smo-ke to- the ceiling;,
thus, soke detec-tors at the ceiliRg Ievel woudIot be reliable to provide early detetion of a
In this.aRrea, the associaRte-d fireA risk is higher when the plant iinthe refueling mo~de and,
generally, thi, are•a wou.ild be manned throughout these operatflions, In addition, if a fire
where to

cu ntisae

hl the plant is operating, the capability to rsafely rshut down the

reactor wold,not beaffected.Therefore, considering the configuration
•refueling
of the

room

andtha
a irein hisare woldnot affect the plant's ability to achiev saf shudownR, the
staf fndsaccptale hepplcan'sr-equest to no prvi
erauoatic fire-deRtecGtion in the
FekueHlig-FOOM.
6.9.2 Fire Deerm
PosWition D.I.j in Appendix A

to BTP (APGSB) 9.5 1, recommends that door openings be

protected with equivalently rated fire doos, frames, and hardware that have been tested and
approved by a nationally recognized laboratory. A.nme o h faire dors a Was Bar
havoe been altered by the ad-dition of signs and securiwty hardw~arte or have been damaged and
Fepaured.

Ffire doors inA most of the fire zone anRd fire; a;rea boundaries are 1UL labeled. The special
purFpose dor

n h

uxiliary building, such as,flood doors, and
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perresure doors, are not UL1labeled. T-heset doors6 are designed to ASME standards and- aro
of heavily weld-edd stool cosrcin Tepiat
h;gAs vlae
I~the- dors and
determined that they will proVide a fire rating commnsurFate to the fir-e loading iR the areas or
zones tney separate. +Rno security aoore- inthe main cotrl room are not UIlabld i o'

aremade of -buille-tresietant, heavy gauge stool, and the door manufacturer has, cerif ad that
the doors are equivalenmt. to ULtetd
ourfie rated doors. The applicant considers these
unrtested door equivalentt
to1
ULtested door. Simnu!a•r ders were found acceptable for the
Sequoyah nuclear plant. Thrfrthe staff fidsF- thes-e doors acceptabe

The staff ev-aluate-d the- UnIlisted special purpose fire dooers. The applicant Aubmifted the
rwr
UL
L evaluation of fire doors inthe plan-t. In.itstsre
relsults of an indepede
recoQMMendedC- a R''number Of mdfction to cain doors to ensure the pe~rmeRance of the
doors during a fire. The applicant has, addressed the following general r eommendations 9~
(1)

Installing

signs OR firedoo~rs is a

io

oiiaion

hich Will not change

the fire

FatiRE

ef4he-doe~e~
2-\

Gasketing mnaterial is approved for u-se on fire doors.

(3)

ConVduit penetrations In to the door frame are anchored
111Vanll
either in acco-rd•

with UiL

recommend-ation-s or are con~tinuously welded to the door frmes.
(4)

Small holes (3X16- inch diameter or smnaller) ifredoo-rs, a;nd frames, have been
repaired by slightly dimpling the hole, welding it comIpletely closed, and grinding it

smooth, or by installing self s-ealing rive-ts or steel pan head self tapping Sheet Metal
screws to seal:; the- holeA cloIsed. Holes9 3/116- inch to- 22inc-hes in di-ameA.Ater4 orF rectangul~ar
holes. with the logqest sideA less1 than 1-14/2 innches Gap be repaired by welding a 16gauge steel plate overlapping the edge of the hole by a minimum of •3,1,•,h.

(5)

Fmire doo-tr ha-rdwIa;4re is UL1 lis-ted or F~actor' Mutual (F=M) approved.

(66)

All plant fire dos,

except Al 98

(fire door bteen4

Mec•hanic•al equipment room and

180 V shutdownA; bordrom 2A), CIO, and G50 (fire doors between the main control
room and 180N V shutdoewn board roomA 1B) are adjusted to ensure the gap between
the; door anRd the frame; is316 inhor less.
(7)

L~abeleAd fire- doo-rs; and frmmmes that are missing labels have been evaluated as
poiding equivalent protection toj labele-d- doors.

Where the applicant has mo-dified- the doors according to the UJL recommFendations,, the staff
considers these doers to e i nnaccrdance Mwith the guidelfines i Section- D .ofApndix A
to BTP (APCSB) 9.5 1 and, therefore, acceptable. The applicant does not wIntend to6emv
plastic, and metal signs oncertain doors as recommended. UL was concerne th-at thes
signmigt ignite OR the sid-e that mwas not exposed- to- a firte and cus f~u~theF fire spread.
The staff obs-erve-d these signs dur~ing its sign aud-its anRd concAludes that, because ofthi
limited size, they do not rPepreset a sfignificant fire- h;az;amrd-. In addition, the existing fire
protection ;-And- the- clear area around the doors give the staff reasonamble assurance that ifthe
signs ignite during
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a fire, the fire ould_ not propagate. Theefore, the placement Of these plastc sgns on the
doorS is acceptable.

The applicant provided justification; as to why the-dor498, I, and C-5-0 should- not be
modc-ifie-d accoreding to UJL recommeend-ationRs. The moadific-ations pertain to reducing the
existing 3/8 inch gap between the door and its frame SO as6 not to exceed- the maximum

allowable clearanc~es as stipulated in Paragraph :2- 4.of NPA-80. UL as cocend that
the gap wo-uld- resul-1t in fire propagation through the door. However, except for the constantly
m~anned mafin cogntrol room;, the roo-ms- on_both si*dLes o-f thtetse d-oogrs arte protected by
complete fire detection and_ automatic fire suppression systems. The staff, therefore, has
re-asoena-ble assrUance that any firewol be- d-9terteted- in its_ initial stages, before a significant
fire developed and would be suppressed quickly by the automatic systems6 Or m~anually by
the- c-ontrol room; operators, or fire brigade. Becaus~e of the gaps, a small amounmt of smoke
and hot gas-esr wulUd- bhe expected to pass through the openigo, but because of the_ existing
level of protecrtion and the expected early fire control, the Staff doesR_
not consider thist
represent a significant har.T-herefore, the unodfed door re~fereRqnce~d ao are an
un~acceptabledeiaio from- Poesition; D.1.j of Appendix A to BT-P (APGSB) 9.5 1.
6.9.3 OpoRinge in FireG Walls
PoiinDAl.j of Appendix A to RBTP (APCSB) 9.5 1 specifies, that pen~etratosifrebres
bee se-ale-d or closed to provide a fire_ resistance_ rating at least equal to that of the- barre
isl.The applicant requested a deviation from this position for a ic wide by 3 incGh deep
gutter which penetrates tWo Stair~ell encloGsures (stair G! and G2) OR control building
eleatin 62 ft Q in. T-heset~ two9 ctixlsarRoae t the opposite ends of the corridor,
(approximately 70 feet apart). The gutter penetrates, theq w,All's separating the StairFvellc fromR
gre
in hi
the oridr Floonr d-rains, one in each. staiR.M..ell and- twAoin the corridor, am locte~d
gutter. The only in situ cmutbeliquids (35 gallons) inthe area of the c-orridor are
asscited With theg electricaml board room ch"iler packages locatedintemcacl
sprnatd from stairxell GC2 by a 3 hour fire rated barrir
equipment roomn. ThisrousTheq corridor has, a preaction spFrikler system that is actuated by an oizto detecto
6yet9eR.
A fire_ wAould_ bep d-etectMed by existming auitomaticv fire detection systems in the corridor. ThespFrikler in tht9ne oridor would control. theq fire in the corridor and limi the re spread. Thefr
woul-ld be suppressed by the fire brigade using manuial fire fighting equipment. Because
teelocationsr do not cont~afin shutdoWn systems, fire damage in them Will have no effecgt on
the ability to _achievef6 an~d main~tain safe hutdownA. Th~erefore, the staff cnldsthaRtth
applicant's requjest forF a deviation from Position D.1.j of Appendix A-to BT-P (APCSIB) g.5 1
for the gutters that penetrate stai~oells G2 an~d C_3 oR con~trol buildingq elevation 69:2 ft 0i.i
arGeeptbe,
6.9.4 Manual Hong Stationt;

Position P 3Ad of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5 1 specifites that ineirmanual hos

b ableto rachay locationR With at least one effetitve hose stream. This
statins
requremet should be satisfied by providing standpipes thoughout the plant equlfippedl With
hose stations; th~at have a maximumn oR
f 75 feet of 1- 1/2 inch fire hose ;and a sui-table ir
fuqlhtqnq nozzle. The applicant
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requests a d-eviantion from this gui~dancGe because m.Anu-ial ho-s~e stations with 100 foot of fore
hose-9 a:reA located throughout the VWane- Bar fac-ility and because coeFA hore stations ha;Fe

more; than 100 feet of hose. The hose stations tha ha- e mor tha 10 fee of hose are (0)
Qtaio
2026 1077, diesel generator bufilding, elevation 74:2 ft 0 n. (2) station 0-265 1188,

c-ontrol4 building, elevationR 708)R ft -0in., (3)station 0 26 1193, c-ontrool building, elevationR 708 ft
0 in., (4) station 1 226 661, auxiliary building, emlevationR 772 ft 0 in., (5)station 2-26-664-,
auxfiliary building, elevation 7:72 ft 0 in., (6) station 1 26 665, auxiliary building, elevation75
ft 0 in., an~d (7) station 2-266-665, auxiliary building, elevation 757 ft 0 in.
The standpipe and hose stations at "A"1;s; Bar are designed to-metet NEPPA 14, Which would
allow up to 100 feet of fire hose ;at eahhs tainRnaddfition, theapplicant took cre:r
during desg topaerhoe stations in plant areas, that SUPPO~t their accessibility and

deployment. The staff -oncluides that the applic-,ant's- hose station layout, using hese lines, of
100 feet--in.lieu of 75 feet and, in the special cases, using hMAR lines; more than 100 feet

(noted above) will ensu6rei

an effecrtive

acceptable deviation fro

stfffir

hose stream to all plan~t areas. and, therefore, is an
grtection

guidRanc.

COX. Fire BRarricor Po-notratilon BAotweof-An Fuelm

COil Tranrzfor

GonorAator- Building Corridor.

Pump Room sandl the Diocol1

- .jof Appendix A to BT-P (APGSB3) 9.5 1 specifies that penetrationRs in firee barrie~rs
Position D1
should be isealed oer colosed to provideR a fire resistance rating at least equal to that of the
b~arrier itself. The applicant requles-ted a deviation from this posi-,tion for a penetration(a,
control panel steel box) in a 2 hour fire r-ated bharrier which separates the fue-l oil tran'sfer
PUMP roomA from the diesel generFator buildingcrrior T-hiSpenetration is not a tese
configuration. The- fire-barrier separatfing the fue~l ofil tRransfe pumps fFrom the diesel generator
corrido is contructed of 8 -inc-h thick rein~forced conrGete block (fire rated for 2 houfrs).Th
non fire rated opening i this wIall is11ice by 21 inches and contains a steel control
pan~el box. The annular gap between the box and the wall isfilled with conrGete grout. The
bhack of this box is-flus-Rh With the-sVUracea of the- wallisd the-fuelrasfer pump room, and
the fmrot of the panel is -fluhwith the outside wall gm the diesel generator crrFidor side.,
The fuelA oil transfer pump room has an automatic detection; system and a total floodinCO
autoaFtic detecttion anid sprinkler system. T-hese
supresio system. The corridor has MRAn
detection systems are alarmed and annunciated in the m~ain control room. Upon receipt of a
i
ienpatae) the control FG-romntfsals
detection; alarmA (both detection Zon9
the-siPte fire brigade.
autonmatic-fire suppression system Or the plant fire brigade, the applicant c-lai.ms9 that the fire
wolmot challenge the ability of the box to prevent the passage of flame and hot gasesr-fromei.
one side oqf the barrier to the other. The applicant bases, its claims on obervatiOns of 3 hour
fietssof penetratfions that conFtained pipes (30 inches to 2 inches) With si~milar thickness of

steel plate welded OR the end of the pipe placed in the test furnace an~d ob-serv~ationA that this
single steel plate during the test dfid-not Rallow0 the pass6age of flame. The applicant concludes
th;thog he*
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configuration with tWon layers of stool plate separated by an air gap woul1d pe~form; as, well.
oRlnfigation and tho associated fire protection

On the basiovof *iAreview of this penetration
•

featres
n te aras f concern, the staff ffinds that this, non-fire-rated steel box configuration
insaledinthe :2-hhour fire rated ba-;r~rier separating the fuel oil transfer PUMP room 4fro the
diesel geneArator corridor i adequat to preven the passage of flamne from one of these plant
this6 is an acceptal- evain rmPsiinD- jo
areas to the- ote and thrfr,
AppeRdix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5 1.

6.9.6 L~argo

Firo

Dampr

Fire dampe-rs 1IS3180 and- 22ISD 31 3882 are installed in wall openings that measure

approximately 100 inches by 25 inches. These dampers measure approximately 98 inches
by 21 1/2 inc-hesR and deviate fro~m the mxumdamRper size6- sho0wn en the veA~ndrsr
drawing.

Fire test reports dated Jun-e 15 and- July 19, 1981, documFent the- resul-1ts o~f te~sts con9duc1Ate-d

oreS(Ul•)fr Ruki•n on lar gesizefmiFe damper instamlations. These
by lndeP.lrxritrnsLRabort.•
largle fire daprcniurations (10Inche by 91I inches- and 10 inch.-.es by 72inhs
pas~sed the 23hour fire endurance accGeptance criteria by remaining in place and preventing
the passage of fir;. how.eve, they failed the hose stream. test. The applicant asked UL to
evaluate the installation for dampers 1 SD 31 3-807 a;nd 2 ISD 31 3882 and, in a repo.t
dated December 12, 1981, UL rstateýd thtJI s judged that the reductdion insize from 100 by
Olin.,t

v10Q
by 36 in. would signifi

;nimiz
theh
bu•ck1i•

I

an.d twistin.g of the ve

mulosnoted in the June 15, 1981 Report." UL also stated that the maximum size ot.
damerscoered by the UL lasiicto and followup er-ie prga
-s9-ice ieb

high in multiple ae mbli.es (maximum assembly sA-ectio-n b;inRg 30nhes wide by
36 inches high) and that dampers exceeding these-, dimensions;
.
a r.e not eligible to be labeled.
"72 inche

These large fire damper installations, at 'Nails Bar are (4)consRtructeAd- fro~m individual damper
sons;....
whic.h are s
lt
three sections
mwide by two

h maximum allowed by UL; (2) the ULII lisedassembly is
high, but the Watts Barcigurati is ol
on
ion

Fs°ect•.itonAs

high, thus mnaking the assembly more rigid and less 6suseptibleA to bucnkling and twistming

unRder a:ctuQl1 fie•or"ndit"ions; and (3) the test asse.mbl..ies. wer-e subjected to a 3hour.fire testi
The Wafts Ba~rins~t~a~l•la•t•
sae only rFequied to resist fire for 2 hou'rs thus,, the reducton in
fire ex(posur Woul
A-QAlso inrGease the confidence that these dampers canpomthi
intended
~ Ontebsso
~~ ~ ~ fucton
~~~~.
t rve ftefr hazards in the area of these specific
Wal Brfire damper installations, the stf concude
-- thatthese fire dampers Will
adequately prevent the sGpead of fire a,

therefore, they are acceptable.

7.0 CONCLUSION
On the basis of its review of the applicant's Fire Protection Report through Revision 4 and
the applicant's supplemental information as referenced by this safety evaluation, the staff
concludes that the fire protection program for Watts Bar Nuclear Plant conforms to the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.48 and, except for (1) the fie barr.ier penetration seal4
prFogam (refer to Section 3.1 .4, "Fire Barrier Penetration Seals"; and (2) emergeny lighti

Dh6ie the
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TABLE 1
PHASE 1 - CONDUIT AND JUNCTION BOX TEST PROGRAM
THERMO-LAG 330-1 FIRE BARRIER SYSTEMS
TESTASSEM13LY
1.1

BARRERCONDImON

THERMAL
PERFORMANCE
SE ACCEPTANCE
(EEl
CONSEEIONS

1

REMARKS

1
UNSAT

SAT

REPORT
NO.: 11210440540
INITIAL
TEMPERATURE
- SEF
MAX.AVG.
TEMP.- 3159F
MAX.SINGLEPONTTEMP.- S30EF
FIRERATING
PERIOD:
14tOUR

TESTDATE: 1212V92

5- DMA.
STEELCONDUIT
(618"BASEWIMESHITROWEL.GRADE)

BURNTHROUGH
- BBT
HOSESTREAM
BREACH
-HSB
JOINTISEAM
FAILURE
- ,SF

EXTERIOR
RACEWAY
SURFACE

INTERNAL
8 AWIG
COPPERCONDUCTOR

AVG

AVG

MAX

242

2I9

MAX

297

4U9

(NOTE1)
- DWA.
STEELCONDUIT
(&B-"
BASE)

256

343

253

316

1" DA. STEELCONDUIT
(B/SM
BASEWAMESHITROWEL.GRADE)

817

10.9

.23

791

1- DIA.STEELCONDUIT
(I/B"BASE)

642

1312

479

612

2" DWA.
AIR-DROP
IS" BASEWIM
ESHITROWEL-GRADE)

612

042

022

949

r

419

"47

481

049

DIA.AIR-SROP(5/8"BASE)

TESTASSEMBLY
1.2

CONDITIONS
OF ACCEPTANCE

REPORTNO. 11210-94454
TESTDATE:1171T2

E
BARUERCONDITION

INITIAL
TEMPERATURE
= G1EF
MAXAVG.
TEMP. S11F
MAX.SINGLE
POINTTEMP.- 38SEF
FIRERATING
PERIODS
IOUR
EXTERIOR
RACEWAY
SURFACE

ISTERNAL
2 AWGCOPPER
CONDUCTOR

SPECIMENS
B"STEELCONDUIT

1S/I9
BASEW/MESH/TROWEL-GRADE)

AVG

MAX
EXTERIOR
CONDUIT
SURFACE
TEMPERATURE
NOTRECORDED

203

211

6"STEELCONDUIT
1512"
BASEWITH
3/I8 OVERLAY)

178

197

THERMOCOUPLE
PLACEMENT
EDD
NOT
FOLLOWNRCPOSITION

1" STEELCONDUIT
IBM"
BASEW/MESHiTROWEL-GRADE)

312

265

TESTDATACOLLECTED
FOR
PURPOSESONLY
ENGINEERING

1" STEELCONDUIT
(l/8"BASEWITH3/I8 OVERLAY)

213

DUB

2" DIA.AWR.OROP
(IBM"
BASEWIMESHrTROWEL-GRADEM

210

213

2" DIA.AIR-VROP
(S1,"BASEWITH3/8"OVERLAY)

we8

'-

I

-

i -

211

~ -'

Note 1 - The thermocouples located on the 8 AWG bare copper conductor inside each of the conduit and air-drop test specimens were subject to moisture saturation. This caused
artificially high temperature readings. These temperature readings were not considered accurate.
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TABLE 1 - CONTINUED
PHASE 1 - CONDUIT AND JUNCTION BOX TEST PROGRAM
THERMO-LAG 330-1 FIRE BARRIER SYSTEMS
9

I
THERMAL
PERFORMANCE

TESTASSEMBLY
IS

BARRER
CONDITON

CONDITIONS
OF ACCEPTANCE
(EF)

REPORTNO: 1121041,454.
TESTDATE:3131193

UNSAT

INITIAL
TEMPERATURE
- 7SEF
MAX.
AVG.TEMP.
- 32ROF
MAX.SINGLE
POINT
TEMP.- 401EF
FIRERATING
PERIOD:1"BOUR
EXTERIOR
RACEWAY
SURFACE

REMARKS

SAT

BURNTHROUGH
- BBT
BOSE
STREAMBREACH
-HSB
JOINT/SEAM
FAILURE
- JSF

INTERNAL
8 AWO
COPR
CONDUCTOR

SPECIMENS
I- STEEL
CONDUIT
(5B"BASEWITH
218"OVERLAY)

AVG

noB

MAX
MAX

AVG

252

223

SAT

238

2- STEEL
CONDUIrT
(31 BASEWITH
3S8 OVERLAY)

224

244

219

229

SAT

3- STEEL
CONDUIT
(313 BASEWITH
3SI"OVERLAY)

219

238

214

224

SAT

276

365

250

342

4"STEEL
CONDUIT
(6/8' BASELINE)

t~.L~J

SAT

I

LL
CONDITIONS
OFACCEPTANCE

TESTASSEMBLY
1-4

REPORTNO.1121044156Ab
TESTDATE:
4/193

ALL.
TESTSPECIMENS
METTHETESTACCEPTANCE
CRITERIA.

BARRIER
CONDITION

INITIALTEMPERATURE
" 761F
MAX,AVG.
TEMP.- 321SF
MAX.SINGLE
POINT
TEMP.- 400EF
FIRE RATING
PERIOD,I-HOUR
GREAT

ISAT

SPECIMENS
3"STEEL
CONDUIT

SEENOTE2

1

11-" STEEL
CONDUIT
(3/r BASEWITH
3/8- OVERLAY)

SAT

SAT

3" ALUMINUM
CONDUIT

Note 2 -

CONDUIT
TESTSPECIMEN
METTHETESTACCEPTANCE
THEI-lI. STEEL
CRITERIA.

Both the 3-inch-diameter steel conduit and the 3-inch-diameter aluminum conduits exceeded the maximum allowable temperature limits of the test acceptance criteria.
The 3-inch-diameter steel conduit exceeded the maximum allowable average temperature criteria at 56 minutes and exceeded the maximum individual thermocouple
temperature rise criteria at 59 minutes. The 3-inch-diameter aluminum conduit exceeded both the maximum allowable average temperature criteria and the individual
thermocouple temperature rise criteria in 53 minutes.
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TABLE 1 - CONTINUED
PHASE 1 - CONDUIT AND JUNCTION BOX TEST PROGRAM
THERMO-LAG 330-1 FIRE BARRIER SYSTEMS
TESTASSEMBLY
148

THERMAL
PERFORMANCE

BARRIER
CONDION

REMARKS

CONDITIONS
OF ACCEPTANCE
(DV)
UNSAT
REPORT
NO,:112104MB64d
TESTDATE:41SM3

INITIAL
TEMPERATURE
- 73EF
MAX,AVG.TEMP.- 323EF
MAX,SINGLEPOINTTEMP.- M3IEF
FIRERATINGPERIOD.1-HOUR
EXTERIOR
RACEWAY
SURFACE

SAT

BURNTHROUG-8BT
HOSESTREAM
BREACH
PHSB
JOINTISEAM
FAILURE
- JIF

INTERNAL
8 AWOCOPPER
CONDUCTOR

JUNCTION
BOX
SURFACE

SPECIMENS
V STEEL
CONDUIT(6H8BASE ITHSi38OVERLAY)

AVG

213

MAX
MAX

AVG

2=3

212

SAT
AVG

219

3- STEELCONDUIT(318-RASEWITH348-OVERLAY)

2H2

29R

246

SAT

2- STEELCONDUIT(3i/ BASEWITH318-OVERLAY)

220

243

313

223

SAT

6- STEELCONDUIT(5R1BASE)

266

23

23

243

a28

SAT

6'. 6". 6"STEELJUNCTION
BOX

209

208

SAT

18'. 12'. 8" STEELJUNCTION
BOX

221

248

SAT

12% 12'x 8' STEELJUNCTION
BOX

Z23

234

SAT

20'. 12'. 12- STEELJUNCTION
BOX

214

220

SAT

24% 18"x12' STEELJUNCTION
BOX

229

294

SAT

TESTASSEMBLY
14B

REPORTNO.112105.4e41
TESTDATE:4V713

ALLTESTSPECIMENS
METTHETESTACCEPTANCE
CRITERIA.

MAX

BARRIER
CONDITION

CONDITIONS
OFACCEPTANCE

INITIAL
TEMPERATIJURE
= 72EF
MAX.AVG.
TEMP.= 322EF
MAX,SINGLEPOINTTEMP.- 3EV
FIRERATINGPERIOD:1-HOUR
UNSET

SAT

SPECIMENS
4" STEELCONDUIT
- Sir BASE

SET

4"STEELCONDUIT
-618 BASE

SAT

4*STEELCONDUIT-65'BASE

SAT

ALLTESTSPECIMENS
METTHETESTACCEPTANCE
CRITERIA.

48z 36' 12- STEELJUNCTION
BOX
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TABLE 2
PHASE 2 - CABLE TRAY AND UNIQUE CONFIGURATION TEST PROGRAM
THERMO-LAG 330-1 FIRE BARRIER SYSTEMS
BARRIER
CONDITION

THERMAL
PERFORMANCE

2.1
TESTASSEMBLY

CONDITIONS
OF ACCEPTANCE
(SF)

REPORT
NO.:1196047195
TESTDATE:0910714

UNSAT

REMARKS

&AT

BURNTVROUGH
BBT
HOSESTREAM
BREACH
*HSB
JOINT/SEAM
FAILURE
JSF

-B8
8 E
INITIAL
TEMPERATURE
MAO.AVG.TEMP.- 333 EF
MAI.SINGLEPOINTTEMP.- 408 EF
FIRERATINGPERIOD:
1-HOUR

RIGHTRAIL

LEFTRAIL

TOPOF CABLES
(NOTE1)

CONDUIT
SURFACE

BELOWO
RUNGS
(NOTES2 &3)

INSIDE
CONDUIT

SPECIMENS

Ill WIDE
STEELCABLETRAY(0%CABLEFILL)

AVG

AVG

MAm

3O

MA

AVG

MAXTEMP

UNSAT

AVG
MX

EXCEEDED
AVG
ONTOP OF
RUNGS

6
349

290

FILL)
18' WIDESTEELCABLETRAY(6.24LBSIFTCABLE

280

328

273

319

2S9

305

29M

314

Ill' IDE STEELCABLE
TRAY (6.36LBSIFTCABLEFILL)

207

312

218

238

224

261

231

272

SAT
SAT
AVG

3 DIA.STEEL
CONDUIT

SAT
MAX

AVG

MAX

273

19I

237

214
CONDITIONS
OF ACCEPTANCERE
BARRIER
CONDITION

TESTASSEMBLY.2O

REPORT
NO. 119904718
TESTDATE:0S9894

- 82 IF
INITIAL
TEMPERATURE
MAILAVG.
TEMPERATURE
- 332 EF
MAX.SINGLEPOINT
TEMPERATURE
- 402 EF
FIRERATING
PERIOD:
I4OUR
FRONT
RAIL

REARRAIL

AVG

AVG

RI

TRAIL

LEFTRAIL

RUNGS
(NOTE3)

UNSAT

ONRUNGS
RIGHT
SIDE

ONRUNGS
LEFTSIDE

SAT

SPECIMENS
SPECIAL
DOUBLE
CROSS CABLETRAYFITTING

MAX
240

262

243

SAT

AVG

AVG
MAX

237

MAX
393

MAX

MAX

297

371

FRONTSITSTEELCABLETRAY

23

246

2"1

253

UB

BACK18" STEELCABLETRAY

276

298

248

2D8

301
-
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MAX

AVG

MAX

216

201

2S4

306

268
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SPECIMENS
MET
TESTACCEPTANCE
CRITERIA

TABLE 2 - CONTINUED
PHASE 2 - CABLE TRAY AND UNIQUE CONFIGURATION TEST PROGRAM
THERMO-LAG 330-1 FIRE BARRIER SYSTEMS
I

U
BARRIER
CONDITION

THERMAL.
PERFORMANCE

TESTASSEMBLY
2-S

t

SAT

UNSET
REPORTNO.:119E0-07187
TESTDATE:09MB6R4

INITIAL
TEMPERATURE
- 7! EF
MAR.
AVG.TEMPERATURE
* 326E:
- 403 EF
MAX.
SINGLEPOINTTEMPERATURE
FIRERATINGPERIOD:1-HOUR
FRONT
TRAYSIDE
RAIL

REARTRAYSIDERAIL

REMARKS

1~

RURNTHROUGH
- BBT
-HSB
HOSESTREAMBREACH
JOINTfSEAM
FAILURE
- JSF

BELOW
RUNDS

ONRUNGS

INSIDEAIRDROP

SPECIMENS

I-I
AVG

COMMON
ENCLOSURE
(3-18-CABLETRAYS)
A. TOPTRAY

MAR

MAR

AVG
MAX

SAT

AVG

AVG

MAX

SPECIMENS
MET
TESTACCEPTANCE
CRITERIA

8. MIDDLE
TRAY
264

30I

277

BIB14
272

C. BOTTOM
TRAY

TRAYWITHRAISED
STEEL
18' STEELCABLE
COVER

26D

521

263

343

268

331

256

B3B

22B

268

218

241

27

B

3

2BS

SAT

AIRDROP
1 DIAMETER
AIRDROP
r' DIAMETER

206

214

SAT

182

lB.

SAT

CONDITONS
OF ACCEPTANCE
(SF1
BARRIER
CONDITION

24
TESTASSEMBLY

REPORTNO.IIB.0-97267
TESTDATE:1S171S4

- 7BEF
TEMPERATURE
INITIAL
B328 RF
MAR.
AVG.TEMPERATURE
MAS.
SINGLEPOINTTEMP.- 4R3EF
FIRERATINGPERIOD:
I-HOUR
ENCLOSURE
UNISTRUT
FRAME

LOWERREAR
CONDUIT

UPPERREAR
CONDUIT

AVG

AVG

AVG

LOWERFRONT
CONDUIT

UPPERFRONT
CONDUIT

FRONTCR5550

REARCONDUIT

AVG

MAX

AVG

MAX

14

136

162

UNSET

SAT

SPECIMENS
TWO-SIDED
ENCLOSURE
(8-" STEEL
CONDUITS)

223

TWO-SIDED
ENCLOSURE
(2-1 STEEL
CONDUITS)

192

MAX

224

142

MAX

18

142

MAX
MA"

AVG

180

132

MAX
I75

129

166

B

21
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SAT
SAT

MET
SPECIMENS
TESTACCEPTANCE
CRITERIA

TABLE 2 - CONTINUED
PHASE 2 - CABLE TRAY AND UNIQUE CONFIGURATION TEST PROGRAM
THERMO-LAG 330-1 FIRE BARRIER SYSTEMS
U

p

I

RUSSO CONDITION

THE£RMAl.
PERFORM4ANCE

TESTASSEMBLY23-

SAT

UNSAT
REPORTNO.: 11990-97258
TESTDATE: 1WH274M

INITIAL
TEMPERATURE$2 SIF
MAX.AVG.
TEMPERATURE
- 312 BF
MAILSINGLE
POINTTEMPERATURE
- 387EF
FIRERATING
PERIOD,"OUR
TOPCONDUIT

MIDDLE
CONDUIT

AUG

AVG

REMARKS

r

S

BURNTHROUGH
- SBT
HOSESTREAM
BREACH
-HS8
JOINT/SEAM
FAILURE
- JSF

BOTTOM
CONSIST

JUNCTION
BOX
INTERNAL
SURFACE

AVG

AVG

SPECIMENS

I

+
STEELJUNCTION
BOX(60". 36". U-)

MAX

MAX

MAX

SAT
SPECIMENS
METTESTACCEPTANCE
CRITERlA.

MAX

_____
____223

THREE-SIDED
ENCLOSURE
(3-PARALLEL
3"
DIAMETER
ALUMINUM
CONDUITS)
THREE-SIDED
ENCLOSURE
IT-PARALLELDIAMETER
STEEL
CONDUITS)I

THREE-SIDED
ENCLOSURE
(7-PARALLEL
STEEL
CONDUITS.
FIVE2". ONE2.', ANDONE3")

J00

____

148

J

171

I

149

168

1

166

1

173
I

I

liB

I
175

1

I
126

187

SAT

182

SAT

169

SAT

I
14

1

145

1

CONDITIONS
OF ACCEPTANCE
0OF)
24-ARERODO
TESTASSEMBLY

REPORTNO.11960-9725B
TESTDATE:1011944

- 7 EF
INITIALTEMPERATURE
- 32REF
MAX.AVG.TEMPERATURE
MAX.SINGLEPONTTEMPERATURE
- 403 SF
FIRERATINGPERIOD:
1-HOUR
FRONTRIGHT
CONDUIT

REARLEFT
CONDUIT

MAX

AVG

MAX

AVG

243

217

224

218

FRONTLEFT
CONDUIT

REARRIGHT
CONDUIT

PULLBOX
INTERNAL
SURFACE

AVG

MAX

AVG

UNSAT

SAT

SPECIMENS
FOUR-SIDED
CONDUIT
ENCLOSURE
(EIGHT
4"
DIAMETER
ALUMINUM
CONDUITS)

AVG

SAT

MAX

227

228
213

219

FOUR-SIDED
CONDUIT
ENCLOSURE
(FOUR1DIAMETER
STEELCONDUITS)

233

242

232

252

224

2

223

232

SAT

FOUR-DIEDCONDUIT
ENCLOSURE
(FOUR3"

230

242

228

236

22

226

210

219

SAT

DIAMETER
STEELCONDUITS)
60'. 12'. 12"CABLEPULLBOX

SAT
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SPECIMENS
METTESTACCEPTANCECRITEIAI

TABLE 2 - CONTINUED
PHASE 2 - CABLE TRAY AND UNIQUE CONFIGURATION TEST PROGRAM
THERMO-LAG 330-1 FIRE BARRIER SYSTEMS
THERMAL
PERFORMANCE

TESTASSEMBLY
2.7

BARRIER
CONDITION

REMARKS

CONWDTIONS
OF ACCEPTANCE
(E)
UNSAT
REPORTNO,:119O-R7260
TESTDATE:10118194

INITIAL
TEMPERATURE
- B0EF
MAX.AVG.
TEMPERATURE
* 330 EF
MAX.SINGLE
POINT
TEMPERATURE
- 405 EF
FIRERATING
PERIOD:
IHOUR
REARCONDUIT
SURFACE

SAT

BURNTHROUGH
- BaT
HOSE
STREAM
BREACH
.HSB
JOINTISEAM
FAILURE
* JSF

MIDDLE
CONDUIT
SURFACE

FRONTCONDUIT
SURFACE

INSIVIDUALCONDUIT
SURFACE

ITERNALCONDIT

AVG

AV

MAX

AVG

SPECIMENS
SEVEN
4 DIAMETER
STEEL
CONDUITS
INA COMMON
ENCLOSURE.

AVG

MAX
AVG

229

287

SAT

M"

MAX
230

299

314SDIAMETER
STEEL
CONDUIT

220

233

213

227

SAT

3g4"DIAMETER
ALUMINUM
CONDUIT

216

226

210

216

SAT

Note I - Temperatures measured by the bare 8 AWG copper conductor installed on top of the cables.
Note 2 - Temperatures measured by the bare 8 AWG copper conductor installed beneath the cable tray rungs.
Note 3 - Temperatures measured by the bare 8 AWG copper conductor installed on top of cable tray rungs.
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SPECIMENS
MET
TESTACCEPTANCE
CRITERIA.

TABLE 3
PHASE 3 - CABLE TRAY, CONDUIT, AND JUNCTION BOX CONFIGURATION TEST PROGRAM
THERMO-LAG 330-1/770-1 FIRE BARRIER SYSTEMS

TESTASSEMBLY
I-I

THERMAL
PERFORMANCE
IAUIBPI
CONDITIONS
OF ACCEPTANCE
0)

REPORTNO.:11960I-7565
TESTDATE: 1I2I15B4

-ISAT

UNSAT

INITIAL
TEMPERATURE
-68EF
MAX.AVG.TEMP.- 318OF
MAX.SINGLEPONTTEMP.- 393 EF
FIRERATINGPEMOD:3-HOURS
LEFTBAIL

REMARKS

BARRIER
CONDITION

I

BURNTHROUGH
- BST
HOSESTREAM
BREACH
=HSB
JOINTISEAM
FAIURE * JSF

RIGHTRAIL

TOPOPRAIL

IJUNCTION
BOB
SURFACE

SPECIMENS

12'

WIDE
STEEL
CABLE
TRAY

r

AVG

MAX

AVG

MAX
MAX

228

238

230

238

220

MA

SAT

FIRERATINGS
3 1DHOURS

229
222

144
24"WIDESTEEL
CABLETRAY

ASS

AVG

1

DU

2B

211

SAT

217

219

JUNCTION
BOX(12" x 12"x 60")

j

SAT

226

CONSITIONS
OFACCEPTANCE
(F
BARRIER
CONDITION

TESTASSEMBLY
3-2

NO. 119B-97653
REPORT
TESTDATE:01115MS

=6 F
TEMPERATURE
INITIAL
MAX.AVG.TEMPERATURE
- 314EF
MAX.SINGLEPUNTTEMPERATURE
= 389 EF
FIRERATINGPERIOD:
3-HOURS
LEFTRAIL

RIGHT
RAIL

TOPOPRUNGS

CONDUIT
SURFACE

INSIDE
CONDUIT
ORAIRDROP

AVG

AVG

UNAT

SAT

SPECIMENS
12"WIDESTEEL
CABLETRAY

24 WIDE
STEELCABLETRAY

AVG

MAX

AVG

281

272

251

231

247

2B0

MAS
MAX

AVG

271

247

255

D2

M

MAX

SAT

261

241

SAT

"COIA.STEEL
CONDUIT

263

325

2" DIA.
STEELCONDUIT

310

378

311

368

SAT

1IDUL
STEELCONDUIT

288

342

279

318

SAT

207

208

SAT

2" DA.AIRDROP
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FIRERATING
4 HRSA

TABLE 4
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
SUMMARY OF ACCEPTABLE 1-HOUR THERMO-LAG 330-1 ERFBS
AND APPLICATION TECHNIQUES
PROTEC

THICKNESS - BASEUNE MATERIAL

UPGRADE

ERFBS APPLICATION
TECHNIQUES

TED RACEWAY COMPONENT

ATTACHMENT

LIMITATIONS
AND

QUALIFICA
TION BASES

I RESTRICTIONS

I
CONDUITS (S=STEEL; A=ALUMINUM):
3/4-INCH

(5/8")

(3/8" - OVERLAY)

(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY)

CT-WIRE)

NONE

TEST ASSEMBLY 1-3 AND
1-5

(3/8")

(3/8" - OVERLAY)

(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY)

(T-WIRE)

NONE

TEST ASSEMBLY 1-3. 1-4
AND 1-5

(PBTG-BASE)

(T-WIRE)

NONE

TEST ASSEMBLY 1-3,1-5
AND 1-6

(SINGLE PIECE-TOP), (SCORE &
FOLD-BOTTOMISIDES), (PBTGBASE/OVERLAY)

(T-WIRE)

CABLE FILL MUST BE
GREATER THAT 1.33
LBS/FT

TEST ASSEMBLY 2-1 AND
2-3

(S &A)

I-INCH
(S)
1-1/2INCH (S)

2-INCH
(S)
3-INCH

(S)
4-INCH

(5/8)

(S)
5-INCH
(S)
CABLE TRAYS (STEEL):
18-INCH

(5/8")

(S-SKIN/TG OVERLAY)

I

18-INCH
RAISED STEEL COVER
LEGEND:
(5/8") 1 BASE THERMO-LAG FIRE
BARRIER PANEL OR CONDUIT
PRESHAPE HAS A NOMINAL 5/8-INCH
THICKNESS.

(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY) =
PREBUTTERED WITH TROWEL-GRADE
THERMO-LAG 330-1 (Note 1).

(M-PIECE) = MULTIPLE PIECES
OF THERMO-LAG PANEL HAS
BEEN USED TO CONSTRUCT
THE ENCLOSURE.

(BANDS) = STAINLESS STEEL BANDS
USED TO HOLD THE ERFBS
TOGETHER (Note 2).

(S-SKINWTGOVERLAY) =
STAINLESS STEEL STRESS
SKIN OVERLAY COVERED WITH
1/8-inch-thick TROWEL-GRADE
COATING. STAPLES USED TO
SECURE STRESS SKIN TO BASE
MATERIAL.

(3/8") 1 BASE THERMO-LAG FIRE
BARRIER PANEL OR CONDUIT
PRESHAPE HAS A NOMINAL 3/8-INCH
THICKNESS.

(3/8" - OVERLAY) = THERMO-LAG FIRE
BARRIER PANEL OR CONDUIT
Preshape HAS A NOMINAL 3/8-INCH
THICKNESS.

(STITCH) = THE USE OF
STAINLESS STEEL TIE-WIRES
TO LACE A JOINT OR SEAM
TOGETHER.

(T-WIRE) = STAINLESS STEEL TIEWIRE USED TO HOLD THE ERFBS
TOGETHER (Note 2).

(SCORE & FOLD) = SINGLE
PIECE OF THERMO-LAG PANEL
OR CONDUIT Preshape IS USED
TO FOR THE RACEWAY
ENCLOSURE (Note 3).
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TABLE 4 - CONTINUED
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
SUMMARY OF ACCEPTABLE 1-HOUR THERMO-LAG 330-1 ERFBS
AND APPLICATION TECHNIQUES
PROTECTE
D RACEWAY
COMPONENT

THICKNESS
- BASELINE
MATERIAL

UPGRADE

ERFRSAPPLICATION
TECHNIQUES

ATTACHMENT

LMITATIONSAND
RESTRICTIONS

QUALIFICATION
BASES

COMMONCABLETRAYENCLOSURE:
FOURSIDED3-TRAYENCLOSURE

(S/8")

IS-SKIN/TGOVERLAY)

(M-PIECE),(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY)

(T-WIRE)

THREE18-INCHTRAYS,HORIZONTAL
STACK
CONFIGURATION

TESTASSEMBLY
2-3

STEELANGLESTHREADED
RODSTO
HOLDFIREBARRIER
AGAINST
VERTICAL
TRAYSTACKSURFACE
FIREBARRIER
BOLTED
TO STEELANGLES
SPEOCAL
CABLE
TRAYFITTINGISTEEL):
DOUBLE
CROSSSB-INCH
TRAYS)

(5/8")

(S-SKIN/TOOVERLAY)

(M-PIECE),(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY)

STEELANGLES
USEDTO SUPPORT
HORIZONTAL
FIREBARRIER
PANELS,
SEAMSBETWEENPANELSLOCATED
OVERSTEEL
ANGLES
3/B" FLATFIREBARRIER
PANEL
INSTALLED
OVERSEAMS
FIREBARRIER
MATERIAL
BOLTEDTO
STEELANGLES

LEGEND:
(5/8") = BASETHERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIER
PANELONtCONDUITPRESNAPE
HASA
NOMINAL5/8-INCHTHICKNESS.

(PRTG-BASE/OVERLAY)
=
PREBUTTERED
WITHTROWELGRADETHERMO-LAG
330-1 (Note
1).

(M-PIECE)= MULTIPLE
PIECESOF
THERMO-LAG
PANELHASBEENUSED
TO CONSTRUCT
THEENCLOSURE.

(BANDS)= STAINLESS
STEELBANDS
USEDTO HOLDTHEERFBSTOGETHER
Note 2).

)S-SKINITG
OVERLAY)
= STAINLESS
STEELSTRESSSKINOVERLAY
COVERED
WITH1/8-Inch-thIk TROWEL-GRADE
COATING.STAPLESUSEDTO SECURE
STRESSSKINTO BASEMATERIAL

13/8") = BASETHERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIER
PANELON CONDUITPRESHAPE
HASA
NOMINAL3/8-INCHTHICKNESS.

(3/B" - OVERLAY)
= THERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIERPANELORCONDUIT
PremhapeHASA NOMINAL
3/8-INCH
THICKNESS.

(STITCH)= THE USEOFSTAINLESS
STEELTIE-WIRES
TO LACEA JOINTOR
SEAMTOGETHER.

(T-WIRE)= STAINLESS
STEELTIE-WIRE
USEDTO HOLDTHEERFBSTOGETHER
(Note 2).

(SCORE& FOLD)- SINGLEPIECEOF
THERMO-LAG
PANELORCONDUIT
Preshape IS USEDTO FORTHE
RACEWAYENCLOSURE(Note 3).
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TESTASSEMBLY
2-2

TABLE 4 - CONTINUED
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
SUMMARY OF ACCEPTABLE 1-HOUR THERMO-LAG 330-1 ERFBS
AND APPLICATION TECHNIQUES
PROTECTE
D RACEWAY
COMPONENT

THICKNESS
-BASELINE

UPGRADE

MATERIAL.

ERFBSAPPUCATION

ATTADIMENT

TECHNIQUES

LIMITATIONS
AND

QUALIFICATION

RESTRICTIONS

BASES

LATERAL
BENDCONDUJLETS
(STEEL):
I-INCH

(5/8")

(3/8 - OVERLAY)

(PBTG-BASEJOVERLAY),
(SCORE&
FOLD),(STITCH)

IT-WIRE)

NONE

TESTASSEMBLY
1-3

1-1/2-INCH

(3/B8)

(3/8" - OVERLAY)

(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY),
(SCORE&
FOLD),(STITCH)

(T-WIRE)

NONE

TESTASSEMBLY
1-3 AND 1-4

(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY),
(SCORE&
FOLD),(STITCH)

IT-WIRE)

ONE

TESTASSEMBLY
1-3 AND 1-6

2-INCH

3-INCH
4-INCH

(5/8")

LATERAL
SIDECONDULETS
(STEEL):
2-INCH

IS/8)

(S-SKIN/TG-OVERLAY)

(PBTG-BASE),
(SCORE& FOLD)

ANCHORED
W/BOLTSANDSLEEVESTO
CONCRETE
SLABWITHS/B" T-LAG
BASEPLATES

CONDULET
MOUNTEDNEARCONOETE
SLAB

TESTASSEMBLY
1-5

(5(8")

3/8" -OVERLAY),
)S-SKIN/TGOVERLAY)

IPBTG-SASE/OVERLAY),
(SCORE&
FOLD)

)T-WIRE)

NONE

TESTASSEMBLY
1-3 AND 2-7

9OB CONDUITRADIALBENDSIS=STEELE
A=ALUMINUM):
3/4-INCH
IS & A)

I-INCH(S)
LEGEND:

(5/8") = BASETHERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIER
PANELORCONDUITPRESHAPE
HASA
NOMINAL
S/8-INCHTHtICKNESS.

(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY)
=
PREBUTTERED
WITHTROWEL.
GRADETHERMO-LAG
330-1 (Note
1).

(M-PIECE)= MULTIPLE
PIECESOF
THERMO-LAG
PANELHAVEBEEN
USEDTO CONSTRUCT
THE
ENCLOSURE.

(SANDS)= STAINLESS
STEELBANDS
USEDTO HOLDTHE ERFBSTOGETHER
(Note 2).

IS-SKIN/TGOVERLAY)
= STAINLESS
STEELSTRESSSIGNOVERLAY
COVERED
WITH1/8-inch-thick TROWEL-GRADE
COATING.STAPLESUSEDTOSECURE
STRESSSKINTO BASEMATERIAL

(3/8") = BASETHERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIER
PANELORCONDUITPRESHAPE
HASA
NOMINAL3/8-INCHTHICKNESS.

(3/8" - OVERLAY)
= THERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIER
PANELORCONDUIT
PRESHAPEHASA NOMINAL3/8INCHTHICINESS.

(STITCH)
= STAINLESS
STEELTIE-WIRES
USEDTO LACEA JOINTORSEAM
TOGETHER.

)T-WIRE)= STAINLESS
STEELTliE-WIRE
USEDTO HOLDTHE ERFBSTOGETHER
(Note 2).

(SCORE& FOLD)= SINGLEPIECEOF
THERMO-LAG
PANELOR CONDUIT
PRESHAPEIS USEDTO FORTHE
RACEWAY
ENCLOSURE(Note3).
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TABLE 4 - CONTINUED
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
SUMMARY OF ACCEPTABLE 1-HOUR THERMO-LAG 330-1 ERFBS
AND APPLICATION TECHNIQUES

0 RACEWAY
COMPONENT

PROTECTE

THIICNESS-BASEUNE
MATERIAL

UPGRADE

ERFLSAPPLCATION
TECHNIQUES

ATTACHMENT

IMITATIONSAND
RESTRICIONS

QUAULFCATION

90R RADIALBENDS-CONT.
1-1/2-INCH

(3/8")

(3/8"- OVERLAY),
(5-SKINfEGOVERLAY)

(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY),
(SCOREa
FOLD)

(T-WIRE)

NONE

TESTASSEMBLY
1-3 AND 1-4

2-INCH

3-INCH
4-INCH

(S/8")

6"x 6"x 6"

(Sir)

(S-SKIN/TG-OVERLAY)

(PBTG-RASE),
(SCORE
& FOLD)

ANCHORED
W/BOLTSANDSLEEVESTO
CONCRETE
SLABWITH5/8" T-LAG
BASEPLATES

JBMUSTBEINSTALLED
AGAINSTA
CONCRETE
SLAB

TESTASSEMBLY
1-5

18"x 12"x

(5/9")

(S-SKIN/TG-OVERLAY
ONJOINTS
ONLY)

)PBTG-BASE),
(SCORE& FOLD)

SAMEMETHODOF ATTACHMENT
AS
6"xB"xB"JR

JB MUSTBEINSTALLED
AGAINSTA
CONCRETE
SLAB

TESTASSEMBLY
S-S

20"X12"x

(S/A")

(PBTG-BASE),
(JBSIDES-SCORE&
FOLD),(COVER-SINGLEPIECE)

SAMEMETHODOF ATTACHMENT
AS
6"x6Bx6"JB

JR MUSTBEINSTALLED
AGAINST
CONCRETE
SLAB

TESTASSEMBLY
1-5

T-LAGREMOVABLE
JR COVERHELDIN
PLACE
WITH 1/4" NUTSAND STUDS

REMOVABLE
COVERSTRESSSKIN
OVERLAP
STAPLED
TO FIREBARRIER
SIDEPANELS

(PBTG-BASE),
(SCORE& FOLD)

I

TESTASSEMBLY
1-3

JUNCTION ISTEEL)
BOXES(JB):

12"x 12"x
r

r"

12"

LEGEND:

(5/8") = BASETHERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIER
PANELORCONDUITPNESHAPE
HASA
NOMINAL5/8-INCHTHICKNESS.

(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY)
:
PREBUTTERED
WITHTROWELGRADETHERMO-LAG
330-1 (Note
1).

)M-PIECE)
= MULTIPLE
PIECESOF
THERMO-LAG
PANELHAVEBEEN
USEDTO CONSTRUCT
THE
ENCLOSURE.

(BANDS)= STAINLESS
STEELBANDS
USEDTO HOLDTHE ERFBSTOGETHER
(Note 2).

)S-SKIN/TGOVERLAY)
= STAINLESS
STEELSTRESSSKINOVERLAY
COVERED
WITH1/8-inch-thick TROWEL-GRADE
COATING.
STAPLESUSEDTO SECURE
STRESS
SKINTO BASEMATERIAL

(3/8") = BASETHERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIER
PANELORCONDUITPRESHAPE
HASA
NOMINAL
3/8-INCHThICKNESS.

(3/B" - OVERLAY)
= THERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIERPANELOR CONDUIT
Preshape HASA NOMINAL
3/8-INCH
THICKNESS.

(STITCH)= USEDSTAINLESS
STEELTIEWIRESLACEA JOINTORSEAM
TOGETHER.

)T-WIRE)= STAINLESS
STEELTIE-WIRE
USEDTO HOLDTHEERFBSTOGETHER
(Note 2).

ISCORES FOLD). SINGLEPIECEOF
THERMO-LAG
PANELORCONDUIT
Preshape IS USEDTO FOR THE
RACEWAY
ENCLOSURE(Note 3).
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TABLE 4 - CONTINUED
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
SUMMARY OF ACCEPTABLE 1-HOUR THERMO-LAG 330-1 ERFBS
AND APPLICATION TECHNIQUES
PROTECTE
D RACEWAYCOMPONENT

T.HICNESS
- BASEUNE
MATERIAL

UPGRADE

ERFBSAPPUCATION
TECHNIQUES

ATTACHMENT

LIMITATIONS
AND
RESTRICEIONS

QUALIFICATION
BASE

JUNCTIONBOXES)STEEL).
24"x lx

(151r)

(PBTG-BASE),
(JBSIDESFORMED
FROMTWOT-LAGPANELPIECESSCORE& FOLD),(COVER-SINGLE
PIECE)

12.

ANCHORED
W/BOLTSAND SLEEVES
TO
CONCRETESLABWITHS/r T-LAG
BASEPLATES

T-LAGREMOVABLE
JR COVERHELDIN
PLACEWITH1/4" NUTSANDSTUDS
4R"X36"e

S/R

12"

(3/8" - OVERLAY),
(S-SKIN/TrOVERLAY
ON JOINTSONLY)

(PBTI-BASE/OVERLAY),
(M-PIECE)

ANCHORED
W/BOLTSAND SLEEVES
TO
CONCRETE
SLABWITHS/8" T-LAG
BASEPLATES

T-LAGREMOVABLE
JB COVERHELDIN
PLACE
WITH1/4" NUTSANDSTUDS
60Bx36"x

(5/8")

)S-SKIN/TG
OVERLAY)

(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY)

FiREBARRIER
MATERIAL
BOLTEDTOJR

601x 12"x

(5/8")

)S-SKIN/TG
OVERLAY)

(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY)

(T-WIRE)

24"

JRMUSTBEINSTALLED
AGAINST
CONCRETE
SLAB

TESTASSEMBLY
1-S

REMOVABLE
COVERSTRESSSKIN
OVERLAP
STAPLED
TO FIREBARRIER
SIDEPANELS
JB MUSTBEINSTALLED
AGAINST
CONCRETE
SLAB

TESTASSEMBLY
1-6

REMOVABLE
COVERSTRESSSKIN
OVERLAP
STAPLED
TO FIREBARRIER
SIDEPANELS
JRATTACHED
DIRECTLY
TO CONCRETE
WALL

TESTASSEMBLY
2-S

PULLBOX:
ESTASSEMBLY
2-6

22"

LEGEND:

(S/8r) = BASETHERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIER
PANELOR CONDUITPRESHAPE
HASA
NOMINALS/B-INCHTHICKNESS.

(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY)
=
PRERUTTERED
WITHTROWELGRADETHERMO-LAG
330-1 (Note
1).

)M-PIECE)= MULTIPLE
PIECESOF
THERMO-LAG
PANELHAVEBEEN
USEDTO CONSTRUCT
THE
ENCLOSURE.

(BANDS)= STAINLESS
STEELBANDS
USEDTO HOLDTHEERFBSTOGETHER
(Note 2).

(S-SKIN/TGOVERLAY)
= STAINLESS
STEELSTRESSSKINOVERLAY
COVERED
WITHS/B-inch-thick TROWEL-GRADE
COATING.STAPLES
USEDTO SECURE
STRESSSKINTO BASEMATERIAL

(311") = BASETHERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIER
PANELORCONDUITPRESHAPEHASA
NOMINAL3/8-NCH THICKNESS.

(3/8" - OVERLAY)
= THERMG-LAG
FIRE BARRIER
PANELOR CONDUIT
PRESHAPEHASA NOMINAL3/8INCHTHICENESS.

)STITCH)= STAINLESS
STEELTIE-WIRES
USEDTO LACEA JOINTOR SEAM
TOGETHER.

(T-WIRE)= STAINLESS
STEELTIE-WlRE
USEDTO HOLDTHE ERFBSTOGETHER
(Note 2).

(SCORE& FOLD)= SINGLEPIECEOF
THERMO-LAG
PANELORCONDUIT
PRESHAPEIS USEDTO FORTHE
RACEWAY
ENCLOSURE(Note 3).
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TABLE 4 - CONTINUED
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
SUMMARY OF ACCEPTABLE 1-HOUR THERMO-LAG 330-1 ERFBS
AND APPLICATION TECHNIQUES
PROTECTE
D RACEWAY
COMPONENT

THICKNESS
- BASELINE
MATERIAL

UPGRADE

ERFBSAPPUCATION
TECHNIQUES

ATTACHMENT

UMITATIONS
AND
RESTRICTIONS

QUAMFICATION
BASES

FOUR-SIDED
ENCLOSURES:
33" 16"

(5/8")

IS-SKIN/TGOVERLAY)

(PRE-S/M-PIECE),
(PBTGBASE/OVERLAY)

(T-WIRE)

APPUCATION
ON CONDUITS
ONLY12CONDUITBANKS,4-4"
PARALLEL
DIAMETER
CONDUITSINEACHBANK)

TESTASSEMBLY
2-6

JAPPROXI
MATEDIMENSIONS)
36" WIDEPANELS
SEAMSBETWEEN
BACKED
WITH5/8" PANELMATERIAL
AND BOLTED
TOGETHER
"X B"
rS/B")

(S-SKIN/OVERLAY)

)M-PIECE),
(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY)

(T-WIRE)

APPUCATION
ON CONDUITS
ONLY(2PARALLEL
CONDUITBANKS,2-1"
CONDUITSINEACHBANK)
DIAMETER

TESTASSEMBLY
2-6

IS/8")

(S-SKIN/TGOVERLAY)

(SCORE& FOLD),(PBTGBASE/OVERLAY)

(T-WIRE)

APPLICATION
ON CONDUITS
ONLY)2PARALLEL
CONDUITBANKS,2-3"
DIAMETER
CONDUITSINEACHBANK)

TESTASSEMBLY
2-6

We/B")

IS-SKIN/TGOVERLAY)

(PRE-S/M-PIECK),
(PBTGBASE/OVERLAY)

(T-WIRE)

SEVENPARALLEL
4" DIAMETER
CONDUITS

TESTASSEMBLY
2-7

(APPROXI
MATEDIMENSIONS)
r8X SB"

(APPROXI
MATEDIMENSIONS)
36"x 6"

JAPPROXI
MATEDIMENSIONS)

THREADED
RODSUSEDTO BOLTTOP
AND BOTTOMFIREBARRIER
PANELSTO
RACEWAY

LEGEND:

(5/8") = BASETHERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIER
PANELORCONDUITPRESHAPEHASA
NOMINALS/8-INCHTHICKNESS.

(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY)
=
PREBUTTERED
WITHTROWELGRADETHERMO-LAG
33G-1(Note
5).

IM-PIECE)= MULTIPLE
PIECESOF
THERMO-LAG
PANELHASBEENUSED
TO CONSTRUCT
THEENCLOSURE.

(BANDS)= STAINLESS
STEELBANDS
USEDTO HOLDTHEERFBS
TOGETHER
(Note 2).

(S-SKIN/TGOVERLAY)
= STAINLESS
STEELSTRESSSKINOVERLAY
COVERED
WITH1/8-inch-thick TROWEL-GRADE
COATING.STAPLESUSEDTO SECURE
STRESSSKINTO BASEMATERIAL

1/8r) = BASETHERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIER
PANELOR CONDUITPRESHAPEHASA
NOMINAL3/8-INCHTHICKNESS.

(3/8" - OVERLAY)
= THERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIER
PANELORCONDUIT
Preshape HASA NOMINAL3/8-INCH
THICKNESS.

(STITCH)= THE USEOF STAINLESS
STEELTIE-WIRES
TO LACEA JOINTOR
SEAMTOGETHER.

(T-WIRE)= STAINLESS
STEELTIE-WIRE
USEDTO HOLDTHEERFBSTOGETHER
)Note 2).

(SCORE& FOLD)= SINGLEPIECEOF
THERMO-LAG
PANELOR CONDUIT
Preshape IS USEDTO FORTHE
RACEWAY
ENCLOSURE(Note 3).
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TABLE 4 - CONTINUED
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
SUMMARY OF ACCEPTABLE 1-HOUR THERMO-LAG 330-1 ERFBS
AND APPLICATION TECHNIQUES
PROTECTE
b RACEWAY
COMPONENT

THICKNESS
- BASELINE
MATERIAL

UPGRADE

ERFRSAPPUCATION
TECHNIQUES

ATTAO4MENT

UMITATIONS
AND
RESTRICTIONS

QUALIFICATION
BASES

'TWO-SIDED
ENCLOSURES:
33" x 33"

(5/8")

)S-SKIN/TG
OVERLAY)

)M-PIECE),
(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY)

FIREBARRIER
BOLTEDTO UNISTRUT
FRAME

UNISTRUTFRAMENOTIN CONTACT
WITHPROTECTED
RACEWAY

TESTASSEMBLY
2-4

18" e 12"
FORMEDBY
TWOSIDESOF ENCLOSURE
CONCRETE
WALLS
(APPROXI
MATEDIMENSIONS)
PANELSEAMSNOTOVER
FIREBARRIER
FRAMEREQUIREBACKING
BOARD
THREESIDEDENCLOSURES:
13wxB"

(ISMR)

)S-SKIN/TGOVERLAY)

(SCORE& FOLD),(PBTGBASE/OVERLAY)

IT-WIRE)

TOP ORONESIDEOF ENO.SURE MIST
BECONCRETESLAB

TESTASSEMBLY
2-5

(5/8")

(S-SKIN/TGOVERLAY)

(M-PIECE),)PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY)

(T-WIRE)

TOP ORONESIDEOF ENCLOSURE
MUST
BECONCRETE
SLAB

TESTASSEMBLY
2-5

6". B"

(APPROXI
MATEDIMENSIONS)
28"x 6"

JAPPROXI
MATEDIMENSIONS)
LEGEND:
(5/8") = BASETHERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIER
PANE.ORCONDUITPRESHAPEHASA
NOMINAL5/8-INCHTHICKNESS.

(PBTG-BASE/OVERLAY)
=
PREBUTTERED
WITHTROWELGRADETHERMO-LAG
330-S (Note
1).

)M-PIECE)=MULTIPLE
PIECESOF
THERMO-LAG
PANELHASBEENUSED
TO CONSTRUCT
THE ENCLOSURE.

(BANDS)= STAINLESS
STEELBANDS
USEDTO HOEDTHEERFBSTOGETHER
INote 2).

(S-SKIN/TGOVERLAY)
= STAINLESS
STEELSTRESSSKINOVERLAY
COVERED
WITH1/8Inch-thick TROWEL-GRADE
COATING.STAPLESUSEDTO SECURE
STRESSSKINTO BASEMATERIAL

(3/8") =BASETHERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIER
PANELORCONDUITPRESHAPEHASA
NOMINAL3/8-INCHTHICKNESS.

(318"-OVERLAY)= THERMO-LAG

(STITCH)=THE USEOF STAINLESS
STEELTIE-WIRES
TO LACEA JOINTOR
SEAMTOGETHER.

(T-WIRE)=STAINLESS
STEELTIE-WIRE
USEDTO HOLDTHEEREBS
TOGETHER
(Note 2).

(SCORE& FOLD)= SINGLEPIECEOF
THERMO-LAG
PANELORCONDUIT
Preshape IS USEDTO FORTHE
RACEWAY
ENCLOSURE(Note 3).

FIREBARRIER
PANELORCONDUIT
Preshape HASA NOMINAL3/8-INCH
THICKNESS.

Note 1 - Before installation, the inner surfaces, joints, and seams of the Thermo-Lag fire barrier material were prebuttered with trowel-grade material.

Note 2 -

Stainless steel bands and tie-wire are spaced every 6 inches (maximum) on straight runs of conduits and every 4 inches (maximum) on conduit radial bends.

Note 3 -The Thermo-Lag fire barrier panel or conduit preshape is scored or cut down to the inner stress skin. Along the line of the cut, the fire barrier panel or conduit preshape can

be folded to form a joint. This method can be used to form junction box, lateral bend or side condulet, and conduit radial bend enclosures
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TABLE 5
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
SUMMARY OF ACCEPTABLE 3-HOUR THERMO-LAG 330-1/770-1 ERFBS
AND APPLICATION TECHNIQUES

D RAtWrAYCOMPONENT

PROTECTE

1TECHNIQUES
THICNESS- BASELINE
MATERIAL

UPGRADE

ERFBSAPPLICATION

ATTACHMENT

AND

LIMITATIONS

ON BASES

QUALIFICATI

RESTRICTIONS
CONDUITS(STEEL):
I-INCH

(1-1/4t)

(MAT OVERLAY,
3-LAYERS)

(M-PIECE),(POST-TOBASELINE),
(PBTGOVERLAY)

(T-WIRE),(BANDS)

NONE

TESTASSEMBLY
3-2

2-INCH

(1-1/4)

(MAT OVERLAY,
2-LAYERS)

(M-PIECE),(POST-TGBASELINE),
)PBT'OVERLAY)

(T-WIRE),(BANDS)

NONE

TESTASSEMBLY
3-2

4-INCH

(1-1/4")

(MAT OVERLAY,
Z-LAYERS)

(M-PIECE),(POST-TOBASELINE),
)PBTGOVERLAY)

(T-WIRE),(BANDS)

NONE

TESTASSEMBLY
3-2

LATEREAL
BENDCONDULETS
(STEEL):
1-INCH

(1-1/4l)

(MAT OVERLAY,
3-LAYERS),
(S-SKIN/TO
OVERLAY
ONBASELINE)

(M-PIECE),
(POST-TOBASELINE),
(PBTGOVERLAY)

(T-WIRE),)BANDS)

NONE

TESTASSEMBLY
3-2

2-INCH

(1-1/4")

(MAT OVERLAY,
2-LAYERS),
(S-SKIN/TOOVERLAY
ONBASELINE)

(M-PIECE),
(POST-TGBASELINE),
(PBTGOVERLAY)

(T-WIRE),)BANDS)

NONE

TESTASSEMBLY
3-2

3-INCH

(1-1/41)

(MATOVERLAY,
2-LAYERS),
(S-SKIN/TGOVERLAY
ON BASELINE)

(M-PIECE),
(POST-TOBASELINE),
(PBTGOVERLAY)

(T-WIRE),(BANDS)

NONE

TESTASSEMBLY
3-2

(M-PIECE)= MULTIPLE
PIECESOF
THERMO-LAG
330-S PANELHAS
BEENUSEDTO CONSTRUCT
BASELINE
ERFBSENCLOSURE.

(BANDS)= STAINLESS
STEELBANDSUSED
TO HOLDTHE BASELINE
ERFBSTOGETHER.

(S-SKIN/TGOVERLAY)
= STAINLESS
STEEL
STRESSSKINOVERLAY
COVERED
WITH1/R-inch-thick
TROWEL-GRADE
COATING.
STAPLES
USEDTO SECURESTRESSSKINTO
BASEMATERIAL

LEGEND:

11-1/4") = BASETHERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIER
PANELORCONDUITPRESHAPE
HASA
NOMINAL1 1/4-INCHTHICTKNESS.

(PBTG-OVERLAY)
= PRERUTTERED
WITH
TROWEL-GRADE
THERMO-LAG
770-1.

(MAT OVERLAY)
- FIREBARRIER
MAT
MATERIAL
HASA NOMINAL3/B-INC I
THICINESS.

(POST-TG
BASELINE)
= BASELINE
FIRE
BARRIER
PANELORCONDUITPreshapePOST
BUTTERED
WITHTHERMO-LAG
770-1
TROWELGRADEMATERIAL

Watts Bar SSER 18

IT-WIRE)= STAINLESS
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TABLE 5 - CONTINUED
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
SUMMARY OF ACCEPTABLE 3-HOUR THERMO-LAG 330-1/770-1 ERFBS
AND APPLICATION TECHNIQUES

PROTECTE
D RACEWAYCOMPONENT

M

UPGRADE

THICKNESS
- BASEUNE

MATERIAL

ERFIS APPUCATION
TECHNIQUES

TTTACHMENT

ANMD

UMITATIONS
RESTRICTIONS

BASES

CUAUFICATION

CABLETRAYS(STEEL):
ir WIDE

11-114")

(MATOVERLAY,
2-LAYERS),
[AT9OE
BENDS-SKIN/TGOVERLAY
ON
BASEUNE)

BASEUNE),
IM-PIECE),(POST-TG
(PBTG-OVERLAY)

(T-WIRE(,[BANDS)

NONE

3-S AND3-2
TESTASSEMBLY

24" WIDE

(1-1/4-)

(MATOVERLAY,
2-LAYERS),
(AT90 E
BENDS-5KIN/TG
OVERLAY
ON
BASEUNE)

(M-PIECE),(POST-TG
RASELINE),
(PBTG-OVERLAY)

(T-WIRE),(BANDS)

NONE

TESTASSEMBLY
3-1 AND3-2

irm 12"x

(1-1/4")

(MATOVERLAY,
2-LAYERS),
(5- E
SKIN/TGOVERLAY
ON BASELINE)

M-PIECE),
(POST-TO
BASEUINE),
(PBTG-OVERLAY)

)T-WIRE(,(BANDS)

NONE

TESTASSEMBLY-1

(M-PIECE(= MULTIPLE
PIECES
OF
THERMO-LAG
530-SPANELHASBEEN
USEDTO CONSTRUCT
BASEUNEERFBS
ENCLOSURE.

(BANDS)= STAINLESS
STEELBANDS
USEDTO HOLDTHEBASEUNE
ERFBS
TOGETHER.

(S-SKIN/TG
OVERLAY)
= STAINLESS
STEELSTRESS
SKIN OVERLAY
COVERED
WITH1/8-Inch-tIhik TROWEL-GRADE
COATING.STAPLES
USEDTO SECURE
STRESSSKINTO BASEMATERIAL

CABLETRAY

CABLE
TRAY

JUNCTIONBOX(STEEL):

60"
LEGEND:

(1-1/41)= BASETHERMO-LAG
FIREBARRIER
PANELORCONDUITPRESHAPE
HASA
NOMINAL1 1/4-INCHTHICKNESS.

(PBTG-OVERLAY(
= PREBUTTERED
WITHTROWEL-ORADE
THERMOLAG770-1.

(MATOVERLAY)
= FIREBARRIER
MAT
MATERIAL
HASA NOMINAL3/0-INCH
THICKNESS.

(POST-TGBASELINE)
= BASEUNE
FIREBARRIER
PANELORCONDUIT
PRESHAPE
PREBUITERED
WITH
THERMO-LAG
770-1 TROWEL
GRADEMATERIAL

Watts Bar SSER 18

(T-WIRE)= STAINLESS
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ENCLOSURE 4
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
UNIT I AND UNIT 2
SUPPLEMENTAL SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT 19 ANNOTATED
(Note that the layout of the text on the following pages
of this enclosure depicts the text as it is in the SSER)

E4-1

APPENDIX FF*
SAFETY EVALUATION
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT FIRE PROTECTION PROGRAM
DOCKET NOS. 50-390/391
(TAC M63648)
3.0 GE.NEPL PLANT FIRE PROTECTION AND SAFE SHUTDOWNN
FEATURES
3.1 Fire Protectien Design
3.1

,1•-1•ild
,., and

Compartment, Fire Bargrier

In RSSFER 18a, the staff ind-ic-ated- th-at all floors, walls, and ceilings enclosin~g the contr1 olroo
•
preading room are fire rated at a
and the cable

;mii.mu•m. of 3 hor

Howeeer, the actual

"MRhbuit"codition is that he1 wall onclo6ing the conro~l roOM and the cable spreading room
are rated at a minimum of 3 hour.,in addition, thema

in cotrol room area contains

peripheral rooms Whfich that are located within the mainR conrol rooem Acomplex. Thes
separated from the main control room by 1 h•ou fire rated barriers in
liuof 111Q2 hour bamrrieArs. a-s stated in SSER 18-.

peripheral rooms are

In SSR18, the staff indicateld that fire barriers, in buildings Or compartments (walls, ceilfings,
floor)
arcontruced ether Of reinforced conreFAte Or ofrenocdocetblks
Further, the conrGete fire barriers, arte a minimumW 12icestikand theq concreteq block
barrierFs are9 normally 8-inches thic-k. However, the reinRfo-rce:d co,-.ncre-te fire bharriers_ are

actually 8 inches thick (minimum thicknss)
The st-aff concludes that these "as bult condoitins do not ;affecrt the conclusionsu madei
S-SER 18R and, therefoe%, are acceptable.
3.1.4 Fire Barrier Penetration Seals
3.1 .4.1 Electrical and Mechanical Penetration Seals
In Watts Bar Fire Protection Report (FPR) Sections 11.12.6, VIII.D.1j, and D.3.d, the applicant
committed to install fire barrier mechanical and electrical penetration seals that were qualified
by tests meeting the guidance and acceptance criteria of the American Society for Testing
and Material (ASTM) Standard E814-1994, "Standard Test Method for Fire Tests of ThroughPenetration Fire Steps" (for mechanical fire barrier penetration seals) and Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Standard 634-1978, "IEEE Standard Cable
Penetration Fire Stop Qualification Test" (for electrical fire barrier penetration seals).
At the time of the July 1995 audit, the applicant had not completed its engineering analysis
and evaluation of fire barrier penetration seals. Based
*This appendix was originally published in SSER 18; the evaluation here supplements or
revises that evaluation.
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on a preliminary review of portions of this draft penetration seal program assessment
engineering report (Report No. 0006-00922-02A, Revision OA), the staff specifically identified
concerns regarding qualification testing and extrapolation of thermal performance data for
cable slots, large cable tray blockouts and large diameter mechanical sleeves. In addition,
the staff determined that: (1) the tests did not meet the applicant's commitments described in
the FPR; (2) the test specimens in the qualification test reports are either not representative
of or bound the as-built penetration seal conditions; (3) the acceptability of the bounding
conditions for the critical fire penetration seal material and design attributes (e.g., material
density, location/need for damming boards, amount and type of cables penetrating the seal
test specimens) were not clear; (4) the installation details and their qualification basis did not
clearly establish the fire endurance rating of the seal design; (5) testing of similar test
specimens did not yield consistent thermal performance results; (6) the qualification testing
referenced by the draft engineering report generally deviated significantly from the testing
(collection of thermal performance data) guidance provided in industry fire endurance
penetration seal testing standards; and (7) the applicant had not properly evaluated the autoignition temperatures (refer to IEEE 634 for guidance) of the various types of cable jacket
and insulation used and pass-through fire-rated penetration seals.
By letter dated October 5, 1995, the applicant submitted its fire barrier penetration seal
engineering evaluations. This report (1) documents the typical fire barrier seal configurations
used at the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant; (2) defines the basis of the acceptability of fire-rated
penetration seal typical details; (3) establishes the bounding parameters for each fire barrier
penetrations seal design; (4) provides a detailed description of the extent to which Watts Bar
meets appropriate penetration seal testing standards; and (5) documents the acceptability of
the typical penetration seal designs. In addition, this submittal documents the applicant's
commitment to perform additional penetration seal fire testing.
In lieu of developing the design for 63 different fire barrier penetration seal details used at
WBN from known tested configurations (e.g., penetration seal detail designed to be
representative of a tested configuration), the applicant elected to develop the required
penetration details from as-built plant conditions; therefore, the applicant has as-built
penetration seals which are not representative of the tested configurations. Thus, in its
engineering evaluation, the applicant has backfitted the test results of qualified configurations
(which in many cases are not representative of the Watts Bar penetration seal design detail),
and has extrapolated data and performance observations which it concludes justifies its
typical design details.
In addition, the applicant, in its engineering evaluation, reviewed the qualification tests which
it relied on to qualify its typical seal designs and compared them to the testing protocol
established by either ASTM E-814-1983 (for mechanical seals) or IEEE 634-1978 (for
electrical seals). Where testing protocol deviations were noted, the applicant provided
technical justification for these deviations.

Watts Bar SSER 19
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The applicant, in its comparison of the Watts Bar typical penetration seal design details to the
tested attributes of those seals in the qualification tests, made the following assumptions:
Penetration seal assemblies successfully tested for a specific barrier thickness and
type bound similar configurations installed in a thicker barrier of a same type.
(Note - The staff agrees with the applicant's assumption, providing that the similar
configurations suggested by this assumption are truly representative of the tested
configuration.)
Penetration seal assemblies successfully tested in lined openings bound similar
configurations installed in unlined openings.
(Note - The staff agrees with this assumption.)
Penetration seal assemblies successfully tested for a specific opening size bound
similar configurations of a smaller opening size.
(Note - The staff agrees with this assumption, providing that the penetration seal is
blank and has no penetrants. Size of penetrants, their thermal mass and
conductivity, arrangement or configuration within the seal are important factors with
regard to seal performance. In addition, seal thickness is affected by the thermal
mass and conductivity of the penetrants and the fire barrier system being penetrated.)
Penetration seal assemblies successfully tested for a specific maximum free area
bound similar configurations with a smaller free area.
(Note - The staff agrees with this assumption, providing that the test specimen is
representative of the as-built plant configuration (e.g., the free area of cable tray
blockout with two 18-inch-wide trays penetrating it would bound a cable tray blockout
(similar blockout dimensions) with two 24-inch trays penetrating it, providing the
thermal mass and conductivity of the penetrating items is less).
Penetration seal assemblies successfully tested for a specific cable fill bound similar
configurations with a small cable fill. This condition may also be applied to an internal
seal within the plane of the barrier.
(Note - The staff agrees with this assumption, providing the cable material
composition is the same and the thermal mass of copper is less than what was tested
in the test specimen.)
Penetration seal assemblies successfully tested for a specific cable type bound
similar configurations with cable types in which the auto-ignition temperatures of the
cable jacket is equal to or greater than the jacket on the cables used in the test.
Cable types tested in

Watts Bar SSER 19
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configurations used to bound Watts Bar typical details were either PVC, neoprene, or
hypolon (chlorosulfonated polyethylene) jacketed. These cable jacketed materials
are similar to the cable jacket materials used at Watts Bar with respect to auto-ignition
temperature, and, therefore, bound Watts Bar configurations.
(Note - The staff agrees with this assumption, providing that the test specimen cable
jacket auto-ignition temperatures and the cable jackets used in the plant have been
determined by subjecting them to the same standard test method (ANSI K65.1 111971) for determining ignition temperature.)
The staff has performed a review of this submittal. Specifically, this was an audit type review
of mechanical and electrical penetration seal designs. This review was limited to the
information presented in the applicant's penetration seal program engineering report (Report
No. 0006-00922-02, Revision: 0) and for the specific penetration seals audited, the staff did
not evaluate the applicability of the test specimens and their representation of as-built plant
conditions, thermal data and fire performance of these specimens as reflected in these
referenced test reports.
The staff in its review of the Watts Bar fire barrier penetration seal program used the
guidance of Appendix A to APCSB 9.5-1, the applicant's commitment to ASTM E-814-1983
and IEEE 634-1978, the guidance of Information Notice (IN) 88-04, and Generic Letter (GL)
86-10. The staff in IN 88-04 provided a summary of existing staff guidance related to fire
barrier penetration seals. Specifically, Appendix A to IN 88-04, Item A stated the general
considerations concerning the use of test results to qualify fire barrier penetration seal
designs which are: "The (fire barrier seal) test specimen shall be truly representative of the
construction for which classification is desired, as to materials, workmanship, and details
such as dimensions of parts, and shall be built under the conditions representative of those
obtaining as practically applied in building construction and operation."
IEEE 634 states that the qualification fire endurance test program for electrical penetration
seals should include tests of penetration seal designs representative of the in-plant
configuration. This standard: (1) gives guidance on bounding cable fill conditions; (2) gives
guidance on the size of the penetration openings; (3) requires that the test specimen have a
cable fill representative of its end use and the plant-specific cable construction (e.g., if end
use was a tray filled with cross-linked polyethylene instrument cables, the test specimen
should be representative of this condition); (4) gives guidance on the temperature conditions
on the unexposed surface of the test specimen; (5) recommends that at least three
thermocouples be located on the surface of the penetration seal to measure the temperature
on the material's face; and (6) states that temperatures shall be measured at the cable
jacket, cable penetration fire stop interface, and the interface between the fire stop and
through-metallic components.
ASTM Standard E-814 states that the test specimens for the mechanical penetration seals
shall be representative of actual field installations. The standard: (1) gives guidance on
determining the temperature conditions on the
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unexposed surface of the
be located on the surface
measure the temperature
measured at the interface

test specimen; (2) recommends that at least three thermocouples
(under insulated thermocouple pads) of the penetration seal to
on the material's face; and (3) states that temperatures shall be
between the fire stop and through-penetrating metallic component.

In GL 86-10, the guidance related to fire barrier penetration seals is provided in Appendix R
Interpretation 4, Fire Area Boundaries. This interpretation states "In order to meet the
regulation, fire area boundaries need not be completely sealed floor-to-ceiling, wall-to-wall
boundaries. However, all unsealed openings should be identified and considered when
evaluating the effectiveness of the overall barrier. Where fire area boundaries are not wallto-wall, floor-to-ceiling boundaries with all penetrations sealed to the fire rating required of
the boundaries, licensees must perform an evaluation to assess the adequacy of fire
boundaries in their plants to determine if the boundaries will withstand the hazards
associated with the area."
The staff as part of its penetration seal review audited the various typical Watts Bar seal
design details. This audit consisted of reviewing the design detail against the tested
configuration and its test results. From the applicant's cited test results, the staff made a
determination if they were representative of and bound the as-built plant conditions. The
following summarizes the design details reviewed:
Mechanical Penetration Seal Design Details
a.

Details I, I (F-rated), V, V (F-rated), VIII, VIII (F-rated), XXII, XXII (F-rated), XL, XL (Frated), XLIII, XLIII (F-rated), XLV, XLV (F-rated), LVI, LVI (F-rated), LXXIX, LXXIX (Frated), LXXX, LXXX (F-rated), LXXXIII, LXXXIII (F-rated), LXXXIV, LXXXIV (F-rated),
LXXXV, LXXXV (F-rated), LXXXVI, and LXXXVI (F-rated) - (3-hour fire-rated designs
with a single pipe or conduit penetrant, minimum silicone foam fill depth 12 inches)
The staffs technical evaluation of these generic type penetration seal designs is
presented below.

b.

Details IX, IX (F-rated), X, X (F-rated), Xl, and Xl (F-rated) - (3-hour fire-rated designs
with multiple pipe or conduit penetrant, minimum silicone foam fill depth 12 inches)
The staffs technical evaluation of these generic type penetration seal designs is
presented below.

c.

Details III, XXXVI, C9, LC, and N3 - (3-hour fire-rated designs, minimum silicone foam
seal fill depth 12 inches, maximum 14-inch-diameter penetration opening with no
penetrating items)

d.

Detail XXXIII - (3-hour fire-rated seal design with a single pipe or conduit penetrant,
minimum moderate density silicone elastomer (MDSE) fill depth 12 inches)
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The staffs technical evaluation of this generic type penetration seal design is
presented below.
e.

Moderate Density Silicone Elastomer Seals (Seal Depth 6 inches) - Details XLII,
XLIV, XLVI, LX, and LXI - (3-hour fire-rated seal design with a single pipe or conduit
penetrant, minimum MDSE fill depth 6 inches)
The staffs technical evaluation of these generic type penetration seal designs is
presented below.

f.

Details XXXII, XXXVII, XLI, XLVII, LVII, and LXIII - (3-hour fire-rated seal design with
a single pipe or conduit penetrant, minimum high density silicone elastomer (HDSE)
fill depth 12 inches)
The staffs technical evaluation of these generic type penetration seal designs is
presented below.

g.

Details L, LIX, and LXIV - (3-hour fire-rated design, boot type seal with a maximum 5inch annular space between the penetrant and the penetration sleeve)
The staffs technical evaluation of these generic type penetration seal designs is
presented below.

Electrical Penetration Seal Design Details
a.

Details, A2-2, B2-2, C-1, C2-2, K-i, L4-1, and L4-2 - (3-hour fire-rated 6-inchdiameter condulet and internal conduit type seal designs, silicone foam depth 6
inches)

b.

Detail G2 - (2-hour fire-rated design with multiple cable tray penetrants, minimum
silicone foam depth 10 inches)

c.

Details L1, H1, A4, and M4 - (3-hour fire-rated cable slot penetration seal designs, 5inch x 20-inch cable slots, minimum foam depth 12 inches, 1-inch-thick ceramic fiber
damming boards installed over the opening on both sides of the penetration)

Silicone Foam and Elastomer Density
The applicant in its engineering report made the following assumptions regarding seal
density ranges:
The density range of 15-30 lb/ft3 allowed at Watts Bar for Dow Corning Silicone RTV
Foam penetration seals is supported by successful fire tested configurations.
The density range of 76-87.2 lb/ft3 allowed at Watts Bar for Dow Corning Sylgard 170
or GE RTV-6428 Elastomer penetration seals is supported by successful fire tested
configurations.
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The density range of 150-173.5 lb/ft3 allowed at Watts Bar for high density silicone
elastomer penetration seals is supported by successful fire tested configurations.
The staff reviewed the applicant's technical justification provided in its engineering report for
the above silicone foam and elastomer density criteria. The staff audited the silicone foam
penetration seal fire endurance tests referenced by the applicant's engineering report to
determine if the above assumptions were adequately bounded by these tests. For example,
Blockout 2 of test CTP-1001A is filled with 9-inch-thick foam seal with a density of 14.4 lb/ft3
and a 1-inch ceramic fiber board dam on the fire exposed side. This blockout was 26 inches
x 42 inches and had two penetrating cable trays. At the end of its 3-hour fire exposure, the
silicone foam surface temperature was 275 OF (171 °C). Test IC01 091035, penetration
PSS1 is filled with 8-3/4 inches of silicone foam with a density of 23.7 lb/ft3 and had a 1-inch
ceramic fiber board on the fire exposed side. This penetration blockout was 24 inches x 24
inches and had two penetrating cable trays. At the end of the 3-hour fire exposure, the foam
surface temperature was 249 OF (121 'C). From its review of the thermal data presented in
the referenced tests, the staff finds that the density ranges set by the silicone foam and
elastomer manufacturers, which are the same as those assumed by the applicant, have little
impact on the thermal performance of a qualified penetration seal and, therefore, they are
acceptable.
Extrapolation of Low Density Foam Fire Endurance Test Data and Its Application to
Moderate and High Density Silicone Elastomer Seal Designs
The fire endurance performance of silicone elastomer is generally better than that of silicone
foam. Tests have shown that a 20-inch-diameter pipe sleeve with a 16-inch penetrating pipe
with the penetration annular space filled with 12 inches of silicone foam had a unexposed
side foam surface temperature which was 254 OF (123 °C) greater than the same size test
specimen sealed with 12 inches of moderate density silicone elastomer material. Generally,
silicone elastomer seal material in a like penetration can be qualified by a silicone foam seal
qualification test providing, the same seal depth is maintained and the seal's unsupported
span and free area are qualified by similar tests using elastomer materials. For example, the
Watts Bar cable slots are 5 inches x 20 inches and have been tested using silicone foam (12inch fill depth) as the penetration sealant material. The staff would find, in this case, the use
of silicone elastomer (12-inch fill depth) material in lieu of silicone foam an acceptable
penetration sealant material.
Extrapolation of Penetration Seal Fire Endurance Test Data
The staff, in its review of mechanical penetration seal test data and the applicant's typical
design details, has determined that the following factors can have a great effect on the
thermal and structural performance of a penetration seal and the extrapolation of test data
and its application to "as-built" plant conditions which are not representative of tested
configurations:
The quantity of through metallic components affects the amount of heat transferred to
the unexposed side of the seal assembly and different
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types of penetrants transfer different amounts of heat. Additionally, larger penetrating
items generally represent a more severe thermal condition for penetration sealant
materials than do smaller items of the same type. Fewer of penetrating items are
generally better than more.
The smaller the annular space between the steel sleeve and the penetrating pipe, the
more heat will be transferred into the silicone sealant material, thus accelerating its
thermal degradation. In order to compensate for this, an increase in seal material
depth or density is needed to qualify a seal design.
The larger an unsupported span and free area a penetration seal material has across
a blockout or a pipe penetration sleeve, the more likely it will fail structurally during a
fire. From test experience, it appears that large span silicone foam seals perform
better structurally than moderate and high density silicone elastomer seals.
The staff considered these factors in its review of the Watts Bar typical penetration seal
design details.
Mechanical Penetration Seals Silicone Foam Type
Silicone Foam Seals (single penetrants) design details I, I (F-rated), V, V (F-rated), VIII, VIII
(F-rated), XXII, XXII (F-rated), XL, XL (F-rated), XLIII, XLIII (F-rated), XLV, XLV (F-rated),
LVI, LVI (F-rated), LXXIX, LXXIX (F-rated), LXXX, LXXX (F-rated), LXXXIII, LXXXIII (Frated), LXXXIV, LXXXIV (F-rated), LXXXV, LXXXV (F-rated), LXXXVI, and LXXXVI (F-rated)
are similar seal design details.
Silicone Foam Seals design details IX, IX (F-rated), X, X (F-rated), Xl, and Xl (F-rated) are
similar to those design details identified above, except that their design allows multiple items
to penetrate the seal.
All of these seals are pipe sleeve-type penetration and use silicone foam material (density
range of 15-30 lb/ft3) to seal annular space between the penetration sleeve and the
pipe/conduit penetrant(s) and are required to have a minimum foam fill depth of 12 inches.
All of these designs use the following qualification tests to establish their design basis:
a.

Construction Technology Laboratories Fire Test ICC1 091035, "Fire and Hose Stream
Test for Penetration Seal Systems," dated October 1990.
Fire Test ICC1091035, Penetration 3, qualified a 14-inch-diameter steel pipe sleeve
penetration filled with 12 inches (depth of seal material) of silicone foam in a 12-inchthick concrete slab with no penetrating items as an effective 3-hour fire-rated design.

b.

CTP 1076, "Three Hour Fire Qualification Test, HDLE, HDSE/HDLE Comparison,
Radflex/Foam Composite Seal, Adhesive Sealant Conduit Seal, Nine Inch Silicone
Foam W/O Damming, Radflex/Radflex B Comparison for Electrical and Mechanical
Penetration Seals," dated March 28, 1985.
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Fire Test CTP 1076, Penetration 6.1.17 qualified a 12-inch-diameter steel pipe sleeve
penetration filled with 12 inches (depth of seal material) of silicone foam in a 12-inchthick concrete slab with a 2- inch-diameter penetrating pipe as an effective 3-hour
fire-rated design.
c.

Bisco Report No. 748-49, "Fire Test Configuration for a Three Hour Rated Seal
Utilizing BISCO SF-20 Where a Steel Sleeve Condition With Pipe Penetrant Exists,"
dated July 9, 1981.
Fire Test 748-49, Penetration 2, qualified a 12-inch-diameter steel pipe sleeve
penetration filled with 12 inches (depth of seal material) of silicone foam in a 12-inchthick concrete slab with an 8-inch-diameter penetrating pipe as an effective 3-hour
fire-rated design.

d.

GSU PO No. 93-H-72449, "Three Hour Fire Resistance Evaluation of Twelve
Different Fire Penetration Seal Designs Contained Within Two Different Test Slabs,"
dated November 22, 1993.
Fire Test 93-H-72449, Penetration 11, demonstrated that a 20-inch- diameter steel
pipe sleeve penetrating a 12-inch-thick concrete slab with a 16-inch-diameter pipe
penetrating the sleeve and the 2-inch annular space between the pipe and the sleeve
filled with 12 inches (depth of seal material) of silicone foam can resist the passage of
flame through the penetration for a specified 3-hour fire test duration (Note - This test
specimen did not meet the temperature rise and hose stream acceptance criteria
established by ASTM E-814 and, therefore, is not considered a 3-hour design which
meets the T-rating).

The staff reviewed the applicant's qualification tests cited above and, using this data, it
independently determined the bounding design parameters established by these tests. The
staff believes these qualification tests adequately demonstrate that "as-built" penetration
seals which meet the following conditions will provide a level of fire safety equivalent to those
which were tested: 1) 14-inch-diameter (and smaller) pipe sleeve installed in 12-inch-thick
(minimum) concrete slab filled with 12 inches (minimum depth of seal material) of silicone
foam; and 2) a 14-inch-diameter (or smaller) pipe sleeve installed in a 12-inch-thick
(minimum) concrete slab with either a single or multiple penetrants (pipes or conduits) having
a circumference ratio factor* (CrF) ranging from 0.16 to 0.66 and filled with a minimum 12
inches

Circumference Ratio Factor (CrF) is established by dividing the circumference of the
penetrant (for multiple penetrants, it would be the sum of the circumferences)*by the
circumference of the penetration sleeve. The CrF range is established for' mechanical
silicone foam or elastomer seal design by the qualification test. For example, Penetration
6.1.17 (Fire Test CTP-1076) is a 12-inch pipe sleeve filled with 12 inches of silicone foam
penetrated by a 2-inch-diameter pipe and has a CrF of 0.16. Penetration 2 (Fire Test 748-49)
is a 12-inch pipe sleeve filled with 12 inches of silicone foam penetrated by an 6-inch
diameter pipe and has a CrF of 0.66. The CrF range established by these two tested
configurations is 0.16 to 0.66. This range can then be used to evaluate 'as-built'
configurations where the foam/elastomer fill depths were relatively the same as those tested
and the largest pipe sleeve diameter evaluated does not
*
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of silicone foam; and 3) a 20-inch-diameter pipe sleeve installed in a 12- inch-thick concrete
slab with a single pipe penetrant having a CrF of 0.79 and filled with a minimum of 12 inches
of silicone foam will prevent the passage of flame through the penetration and, therefore are
acceptable.
Mechanical Penetrations - Moderate Density Silicone Elastomer Type
Watts Bar Typical Detail XXXIII is a pipe sleeve type penetration and is fire-rated for 3-hours.
It uses MDSE material (density range of 76-87.2 lb/ft3); the penetration annular space
between the penetration sleeve and the pipe/conduit penetrant is filled with MDSE to a depth
of 12 inches. Watts Bar Typical Detail XXXVIII is similar in design to this penetration except
that it does not have a penetrating item. The following qualification tests were used to
establish the design basis for these detail:
a.

Construction Technology Laboratories Fire Test ICC0286018, "Fire and Hose Stream
Tests for Penetration Seal Systems (NMP2-PSS9)," dated April 1986.
Fire Test ICC0286018, Penetration 1, qualified a 6-inch-diameter steel pipe sleeve
penetration filled with 6 inches (depth of seal material) of MDSE in a 12-inch-thick
concrete slab with no penetrating items as an effective 3-hour fire-rated design.

b.

Construction Technology Laboratories Fire Test ICC1 18520, "Fire and Hose Stream
Tests for Penetration Seal Systems (NMP2-PSS11)," dated January 1986.
Fire Test ICC0286020 qualified a 30-inch x 30-inch blockout with three penetrating
items filled with 6 inches (depth of seal material) of MDSE in a 12-inch-thick concrete
slab as an effective 3-hour fire-rated design. This blockout tested a maximum
unsupported free area of 17-inch x 30-inch (510 in2).

c.

GSU PO No. 93-H-72449, "Three Hour Fire Resistance Evaluation of Twelve
Different Fire Penetration Seal Designs Contained Within Two Different Test Slabs,"
dated November 22, 1993.
Fire Test 93-H-72449, Penetration 12, qualified a 20-inch-diameter steel pipe sleeve
penetration in a 12-inch-thick concrete slab with a 16-inch- diameter pipe penetrating
the sleeve and the 2-inch annular space between the pipe and the sleeve filled with
12 inches (depth of seal material) of MDSE as an effective 3-hour fire-rated design.

exceed the largest pipe sleeve tested. Therefore, it is expected that a 2-inch diameter pipe
penetrating a 6-inch7diameter pipe sleeve filled with 12 inches of silicone foam (CrF =0.33)
would provide an equivalent level of fire resistance to that established by these tested
configurations. However, a 10-inch pipe penetrating a 12-inch-diameter sleeve filled with 12
inches of silicone foam (CrF = 0.85) would not achieve the same level of fire resistive
performance.
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d.

Promatec Fire Test PR0293036, "Three Hour Fire Qualification Test, Comparison
Test of ICMS Product 90 with D.C. Sylgard 170 and G.E. 6428 Elastomers," dated
February 1993.
Fire Test PR0293036, Blockouts 1173.4-1 and 5-1, qualified a 12-inch x 12-inch (144
in2) blockout filled with 6 inches of MDSE and no penetrating items as an effective 3hour fire-rated design.

The staff reviewed the qualification tests cited above and using this data it independently
determined the bounding design parameters established by these tests. The staff believes
these qualification tests adequately demonstrate that "as-built" penetration seals which meet
the following conditions will provide a level of fire safety equivalent to those which were
tested: 1) 17- inch-diameter (and smaller) pipe sleeve installed in 12-inch-thick (minimum)
concrete slabs filled with a minimum 12 inches (depth of seal material) MDSE; and 2) a 16inch-diameter (or smaller) pipe sleeve installed in a 12-inch- thick (minimum) concrete slab
with a single pipe penetrant having a circumference ratio factor (CrF) ranging from 0 - 0.79
and filled with a minimum 12 inches of MDSE.
Details XLII, XLIV, XLVI, LX, and LXI are similar in design. They are all pipe sleeve type
penetrations and fire-rated for 3 hours. They use MDSE material (density range of 76-87.2
Ib/ft3), the penetration annular space between the penetration sleeve and the pipe/conduit
penetrant(s) is (are) filled with MDSE to a depth of 6 inches, and they use the following
qualification tests to establish the design basis for these details:
a.

Construction Technology Laboratories Fire Test ICC0286018, "Fire and Hose Stream
Tests for Penetration Seal Systems (NMP2-PSS9)," dated April 1986.
Fire Test ICC0286018, Penetration 1, qualified a 6-inch-diameter steel pipe sleeve
penetration filled with 6 inches (depth of seal material) of MDSE in a 12-inch-thick
concrete slab with no penetrating items as an effective 3-hour fire-rated design.

b.

Construction Technology Laboratories Fire Test ICC1 18520, "Fire and Hose Stream
Tests for Penetration Seal Systems (NMP2-PSS1 1)," dated January 1986.
Fire Test ICC0286018 qualified a 30-inch x 30-inch blockout with three penetrating
items filled with 6 inches (depth of seal material) of MDSE in a 12-inch-thick concrete
slab as an effective 3-hour fire-rated design. This blockout tested a maximum
unsupported free area of 17-inches x 30 inches (510 in2).

c.

GSU PO No. 93-H-72449, "Three Hour Fire Resistance Evaluation of Twelve
Different Fire Penetration Seal Designs Contained Within Two Different Test Slabs,"
dated November 22, 1993.
Fire Test 93-H-72449, Penetration 12, qualified a 20-inch-diameter steel pipe sleeve
penetration in a 12-inch-thick concrete slab with a 16-inch- diameter pipe penetrating
the sleeve and the 2-inch annular space
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between the pipe and the sleeve filled with 12 inches (depth of seal material) of MDSE as an
effective 3-hour fire-rated design.
d.

Promatec Fire Test PR0293036, "Three Hour Fire Qualification Test, Comparison
Test of ICMS Product 90 with D.C. Sylgard 170 and G.E. 6428 Elastomers," dated
February 1993.
Fire Test PR0293036, Blockouts 1173.4-1 and 5-1, qualified a 12 inches x 12 inches
(144 in2) blockout filled with 6 inches of MDSE and no penetrating items as an
effective 3-hour fire-rated design.

e.

CTP-1 142, "Three Hour Fire Qualification Test, Six (6) Inch Depth LDSE w/
Aluminum and Steel Penetrants, XLPE/PVC Cable," dated November 23, 1987.
CTP-1 142, Penetration 11, qualified a 48-inch x 48-inch blockout in a 12-inch
concrete slab with various cable, conduit, cable tray of aluminum and steel
penetrating the blockout as a 3-hour fire-rated seal. The blockout was sealed with 6
inches of Promatec LDSE (Promatec LDSE density range is the same as DC-1 70).
The maximum free area tested by this test was 27.5 inches x 22 inches (605 in2).

The above tests were reviewed by the staff and, using this data, it independently determined
the bounding design parameters established by these tests. The staff believes these
qualification tests adequately demonstrate that "as-built" penetration seals which meet the
following conditions will provide an equivalent level of fire safety to those which were tested:
1) 22-inch-diameter (and smaller) pipe sleeve installed in 12-inch-thick (minimum) concrete
slab filled with a minimum 6 inches (depth of seal material) MDSE; and 2) a 30-inch-diameter
(or smaller) pipe sleeve installed in a 12-inch- thick (minimum) concrete slab with either
single or multiple penetrants (pipes or conduits) having a circumference ratio factor (CrF)
ranging from 0.16 to 0.53 and filled with a minimum 6 inches of MCSE.
Mechanical Penetrations - High Density Silicone Elastomer Type
Details XXXII, XXXVII, XLI, XLVII, LVII, and LXIII are high density silicone elastomer (HDSE)
seals and are similar in design. They are pipe sleeve type penetrations and fire-rated for 3hours. These design details use HDSE material (density range of 150-173.5 lb/ft3) and have
the penetration annular space between the sleeve and the pipe/conduit penetrant(s) is (are)
filled with 6-inch (minimum depth) HDSE. The following qualification tests were used to
establish the design basis for this detail:
a.

Construction Technology Laboratories Fire Test ICC0286016, "Fire and Hose Stream
Tests For Penetration Seal Systems (NMP2-PSS7)," dated March 1986.
Fire Test ICC0286016, Penetration 6, qualified a 12-inch-diameter sleeve penetration
in a 12-inch-thick concrete slab with a 2-inch-diameter pipe penetrant as an effective
3-hour fire-rated seal. The annular space between the pipe sleeve and the pipe was
filled with 12 inches of HDSE.
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b.

Construction Technology Laboratories Fire Test ICC0382004, "Fire and Hose Stream
Tests For Penetration Seal Systems," dated April 1982.
Fire Test ICC0382004, Penetration 8, qualified a 12-inch-diameter sleeve penetration
in a 12-inch-thick concrete slab with a 2-inch-diameter pipe penetrant as an effective
3-hour fire-rated seal. The annular space between the pipe sleeve and the pipe was
filled with 12 inches of HDSE.
Blockout 4 qualified a 36-inch x 36-inch blockout in 12-inch-thick (minimum) concrete
slab penetrated by two 6-inch x 24-inch cable trays and a 6-inch-diameter conduit as
an effective 3-hour fire-rated seal. This penetration was filled with 12 inches
(minimum depth) of HDSE and had a maximum free area of 18 inches x 15 inches
(270 in2).

c.

Promatec Fire Test PR0293036, "Three Hour Fire Qualification Test, Comparison
Test of ICMS Product 90 with D.C. Sylgard 170 and G.E. 6428 Elastomers," dated
February 1993.
Fire Test PR0293036, Blockouts 1173.1-1 and 2-1, qualified a 12-inch x 12-inch (144
in2) blockout filled with 12 inches of HDSE and no penetrating items as an effective
3-hour fire-rated design.

d.

GSU PO No. 93-H-72449, "Three Hour Fire Resistance Evaluation of Twelve
Different Fire Penetration Seal Designs Contained Within Two Different Test Slabs,"
dated November 22, 1993.
Fire Test 93-H-72449, Penetration 8 qualified a 26-inch-diameter steel pipe sleeve
penetration in a 12-inch-thick concrete slab with an 18-inch-diameter pipe penetrating
the sleeve and the 4-inch annular space between the pipe and the sleeve filled with
12 inches (depth of seal material) of HDSE as an effective 3-hour fire-rated design.

The staff reviewed these tests, and using this data, it independently determined the bounding
design parameters established by these tests. The staff believes these qualification tests
adequately demonstrate that "as-built" penetration seals which meet the following conditions
will provide a level of fire safety equivalent to those which were tested: 1) 15-inch-diameter
and smaller pipe sleeve installed in 12-inch-thick (minimum) concrete slab filled with a
minimum 12 inches (depth of seal material) HDSE; and 2) a 26-inch-diameter (or smaller)
pipe sleeve installed in a 12-inch-thick (minimum) concrete slab with either a single or
multiple penetrants (pipes or conduits) having a circumference ratio factor (CrF) ranging from
0.16 to 0.69 and filled with a minimum 12 inches of HDSE.
Electrical Penetrations - Cable Slots (3-Hour Fire-Rated)
Watts Bar penetration seal details A4, H1, L1, and M4 are 3-hour fire-rated penetration seal
designs for 5-inch x 20-inch cable slots. These designs are filled with 12 inches (minimum
foam depth) of silicone foam and have permanent 1- inch-thick ceramic fiber damming
boards installed over the penetration opening on both sides. These damming boards are cut
and fitted to allow the penetrating cables to pass through them. The applicant cited a
number of
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qualification test reports* and used those tested configurations to support the design of the
Watts Bar penetration seals. These tested configurations were large blockouts with multiple
continuous cable trays passing through the penetration and were not representative of the
"as-built" plant conditions. At Watts Bar the cable trays do not pass through the penetration.
The applicant in Appendix G of its Penetration Seal Engineering Report stated its position on
the applicability of these cable tray blockout tests to the Watts Bar "as-built" conditions.
The staff, as part of its review of the engineering report and existing plant-specific conditions,
had questions regarding the thermal performance of Watts Bar cable slots and plant specific
cable used at Watts Bar. The staff based its concerns on the following principles: 1) The
quantity of through metallic components (e.g., large fill of power cables) affect the amount of
heat transferred to the unexposed side of the seal assembly; 2) penetrating items which
represent a large thermal mass generally create a more severe thermal challenge to
penetration sealant materials than do items with a smaller thermal mass (e.g., large fill of
instrumentation cables; and 3) the smaller the annular space between the steel liner and
penetrating power (high thermal mass) cables, the more heat will be transferred into the
silicone sealant material, thus accelerating its thermal degradation at the cable seal interface.
The concerns associated with these principles are demonstrated by the results of the
following tests which were judged by the staff to be the closest representation of the "as-built"
plant conditions:
a.

Construction Technology Laboratories Fire Test ICO1 091035, "Fire and Hose Stream
Tests for Penetration Seal Systems," dated October 1990.
PSS1 was a 24-inch x 24-inch blockout which was subdivided into two 12-inch x 24inch cable tray slots. The upper slot was penetrated by a 4-inch x 18-inch solid
bottom cable tray and the lower slot by a 4-inch x 18-inch ladder back cable tray.
Both trays had 100-percent cable fills and were filled with 8-3/4 inches of silicone
foam (Density 23.7 lb/ft3) and 1-inch-thick ceramic fiber damming board was installed
over each face of the penetration opening. The ladder back type cable tray was less
restrictive to the free burning of the cables during the test and its mass and cross
sectional area was less, thus reducing its ability to transfer heat by conduction from
the fire through the penetration seal system and dissipate it on the unexposed side of
the fire test slab. This test assembly exceeded the thermal acceptance criteria
required by the test plan. When compared to the results of a solid bottom tray, the

CTP-IOO1A, 'Three Hour Fire Qualification Test, 10' and 68 Depth Silicone RTV Foam for
Electrical and Mechanical Penetration Seals," dated July 25, 1980.
*

Construction Technology Laboratories Fire Test 1CC0386017, 'Fire and Hose Stream
Test For Penetration Seal Systems (NMP2-PSS8)," dated April 1986.
Construction Technology Laboratories Fire Test IC01091035, 'Fire and Hose Stream
Tests for Penetration Seal Systems,* dated October 1990.
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power cable penetration seal interface temperatures of the ladder back tray
configuration were approximately 180 'F (82 'C) greater than those in the solid
bottom cable tray configuration.
PSS8 was a 8-inch x 24-inch blockout penetrated by a 4-inch x 18-inch solid bottom
cable tray. This tray had a 100% cable fill and was filled with 9 inches of silicone
foam (Density 21.3 lb/ft3) and 1-inch-thick ceramic fiber damming board was installed
on the exposed side of the test specimen. This test assembly exceeded the thermal
acceptance criteria required by the test plan. The data from this test supports the
theory that the thermal mass of the penetrant in relation to the size of the penetration
opening has a pivotal impact on the thermal performance of the penetration seal.
b.

Construction Technology Laboratories Fire Test IC1 182009, "Fire and Hose Stream
Tests for Penetration Seal Systems and Seismic Gap," dated December 1982.
PSS2 was a 8-inch x 28-inch blockout penetrated by a 6-inch x 24-inch ladder back
cable tray. This tray was positioned in the blockout with its bottom and one side flush
up against the sides of the blockout. The tray had a 100% cable fill and was filled
with 9 inches of silicone foam (Density 17.1 lb/ft3) and 1-inch-thick ceramic fiber
damming board was installed on the exposed side of the test specimen. This test
assembly experienced burnthrough. This test confirms the theory that the thermal
mass of the penetrant in relation to the size of the penetration opening can have a
critical impact on the fire resistive characteristics of the penetration seal.

As result of NRC concerns related to the fire endurance qualification testing of cable slot type
fire barrier penetration seals at Watts Bar, the applicant committed to perform plant specific
testing of these seals.
During the week of October 16, 1995, at Omega Point Laboratories (OPL), Elmendorf,
Texas, the applicant constructed the cable slot penetration seal test specimens. The test
assembly consists of a 8-inch x 13-foot x 12-inch-thick concrete test slab with fourteen 5-inch
x 20-inch cable slots penetrating the slab. On one half of the test slab, 8 cable tray slots
(specimens Al through A6 with varying control and instrumentation cable fill; specimens A7
and A8 were spare slots with no cable fill) were arranged in two parallel columns with 4 cable
slots in each column. The slots in each column were separated by a 7-inch- wide concrete
mullion and a 6-inch concrete mullion exists between the cable slot ends between the
columns. The two cable slot columns were constructed so that they were maintained at least
24 inches away from the edge of the test slab. The remaining 6 cable slots (B1 through B6
with varying power cable fill) were located on the second half of the slab and were arranged
in two parallel columns with 3 slots in each column. The columns were separated by a 6inch-wide concrete mullion and each cable slot within each column was separated by a 7inch-wide concrete mullion. These two cable slot columns were constructed so that the
edges of cable slot columns were maintained at least 24 inches away from the edge of the
test slab.
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In addition, to address the staff concerns related to the combustibility of the cables used at
Watts Bar, the applicant used plant-specific cables to construct the test specimens. The
following summarizes the cable fill of each cable slot test specimen:
-

-

-

-

Penetration Seal (PS) Test Specimen Al - single layer of 4/c-#16 (43 cables)
PS Test Specimen A2 - 100% visual fill of 4/c-#16 (230 cables)
PS Test Specimen A3 - 100% visual fill of 4/c-#1 6 (230 cables)
PS Test Specimen A4 - 50% visual fill of 4/c-#16 (150 cables)
PS Test Specimen A5 - 50% visual fill of 4/c-#16 (150 cables)
PS Test Specimen A6 - single layer of 4/c-#16 (43 cables)
PS Test Specimen A7 - spare
PS Test Specimen A8 - spare
PS Test Specimen B1 - contains 300MCM (14 cables), 2/0-600v (3 cables), 2/0-8Kv
(9 cables), 4/0 (2 cables), #2 (2 cables), #6 (4 cables), 3/c-#10 PXMJ (8 cables), and
3/c-#10 CPJJ (3-cables)
PS Test Specimen B2 - contains 300MCM (9 cables)
PS Test Specimen B3 - contains 300MCM (7 cables), 2/0-8Kv (3 cables), 4/0 (4
cables), #2 (1 cables), #6 (2 cables), 3/c-#10 PXMJ (10 cables), and 3/c-#10 CPJJ (6cables)
PS Test Specimen B4 - contains 300MCM (20 cables), 2/0 (12 cables), 4/0 (4
cables), #2 (2 cables), #6 (4 cables), 3/c-#10 PXMJ (14 cables), and 3/c-#10 CPJJ (6cables)
PS Test Specimen B5 - contains 300MCM (9 cables)
PS Test Specimen B6 - contains 300MCM (7 cables), 2/0-8Kv (3 cables), 4/0 (4
cables), #2 (1 cables), #6 (2 cables), 3/c-#10 PXMJ (10 cables), and 3/c-#10 CPJJ (6cables)

For specimens Al through A6, each seal was constructed by installing damming board
(Carborundum Fiberfax 1-in thick low density board) on the exposed (fire) surface of the
specimen and filling the blockout void with 12 inches of silicone foam and was flush with the
surface of the concrete. Once the foam had been injected into the blockout void, a damming
board was installed on the unexposed surface of the slab.
Specimens A7 and A8 were spare penetrations with a 4-inch sleeve extension on each side
of the concrete test slab. On the exposed (fire) side of A7 the damming board was attached
to the end of the sleeve and 11-inch foam fill was injected into the cable slot blockout, thus
creating a 9-inch air gap between the damming board and the foam on the unexposed side
of the seal. Specimen A8 was constructed in the same manner, except that the 9-inch air
gap was on the exposed (fire) side of the seal.
On the exposed (fire) side of PS test specimens B1 through B6, a damming board was
installed and 11 inches (thickness) of silicone foam was injected into the blockout to fill the
void. On the unexposed side, 1-inch thickness of ceramic fiber (Carborundum Durablanket)
was installed between the foam seal and the outer damming board on the unexposed
surface.
On October 22, 1995, the concrete test slab, containing the 14 cable slot penetration seal
test specimens, was subjected to a 3-hour fire endurance test which followed the ASTM E119 standard time-temperature curve and a fog hose
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stream test. The acceptance criteria of IEEE 634-1978, "Standard Cable Penetration Fire
Stop Qualification Test," were used to evaluate the thermal/fire resistive performance of the
test specimens. These criteria require the test specimen to withstand the fire endurance test
without the passage of flame or gases hot hot enough to ignite cables on its unexposed side.
They also require that heat transmission through the penetration seal not raise the
temperature on its unexposed surface above 700 OF (371 °C) and not allow water to be
projected through the penetration seal during the hose stream test.
All test specimens met the IEEE 634 acceptance criteria. The maximum unexposed
cable/seal interface temperatures ranged from 323 °F (162 °C) for instrument and control
cables to 601 OF (316 °C) for power cables.
The staff, based on the results of the applicant's supplemental cable slot fire endurance
tests, finds those "as-built" penetrations which have been installed in accordance with Watts
Bar cable slot penetration seal design details A4, H1, L1, and M4 and that are bounded by
the tested cable fill (thermal mass of copper conductors) conditions will provide an equivalent
level of fire safety to those which were tested. Therefore, they are acceptable.
Extrapolation of Test Data to 2-Hour Fire-rated Cable Slots
Penetrations A8158, A8159, A8160, A8162, A8163, A8164, and A13809 (Watts Bar Typical
Detail H1) are 2-hour fire-rated seals for 5-inch x 20-inch cable slots. These penetrations are
filled with 8 inches (minimum foam depth) of silicone foam and have permanent 1-inch-thick
ceramic fiber damming boards installed over the penetration opening on both sides. These
damming boards are cut and fitted to allow the penetrating cables to pass through them.
The staff compared the design of these seals to the tested configurations referenced by the
applicant's engineering report.
Fire Test IC01091035, PSS8 was an 8-inch x 24-inch blockout penetrated by a 4-inch x 18inch solid bottom cable tray. This tray had a 100% cable fill and was filled with 9 inches of
silicone foam (Density 21.3 lb/ft3) and 1-inch-thick ceramic fiber damming board was
installed on the exposed side of the test specimen and was exposed to a standard time
temperature test fire for 3 hours. Even though this test assembly exceeded the thermal
acceptance criteria required by the test plan, it demonstrated that a 9-inch fill depth of foam,
under similar conditions, was capable of preventing the passage of flame through the seal.
Based on the results of this test, the minimum 8-inch fill depth, and the required 2-hour fire
rating for these penetrations, the staff has reasonable assurance that these seals will
adequately perform their intended design function and prevent the spread of fire from one
plant area to another. Therefore, these seals are acceptable.
Evaluation of Watts Bar Penetration Seals not Bounded by Tested Configqurations
There are approximately 5230 mechanical penetration seals installed at Watts Bar and
approximately 96 percent of these seals have been designed and installed in accordance
with the typical design details in Engineering Report
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0006-00922-02, Revision 0 and are supported by adequate qualification testing. The
remaining 4 percent (221 penetrations) were designed and installed using Watts Bar typical
design details; however, because one or more of the bounding parameters defined by the
design detail was exceeded, the applicant was required to perform additional engineering
evaluations* which either addressed the adequacy of the seal as designed or its adequacy to
perform its intended function based on the fire hazards and the fire protection features in the
area.
The following is a summary of the 221 mechanical penetration seals for which the applicant
performed additional engineering evaluations: 1) 125 penetrations that contained pipes larger
than the size allowed by the typical detail; 2) 77 penetrations that contained pipes 2 inches
greater in diameter sealed using a 2-layer boot assembly on each side of the penetration; 3)
7 penetration seals where spare sleeves exceed the maximum diameter allowed by the
typical detail; and 4) 12 penetrations which had an annulus that exceeded the typical details.
The following is the staffs audit of the applicant's engineering evaluations by design detail
and Watts Bar penetration seal identification mark numbers:
Category A - Two-Layer Boot Seals With Penetrants Larger Than 2-Inch Diameter
Typical Details L, LXIV, and XLVIII
Watts Bar penetration seal Typical Details L, LXVI, and XLVIII are dual layer boot assemblies
and are installed on both sides of the penetration and when tested (refer to Fire Test
ICCO1 86015) survived the 3-hour ASTM E-1 19 standard fire test and hose stream exposure
without the passage of flame, hot gases, or a water projection through the seal. The inner
boot layer is Carborundum 36-400U Fibersil Cloth and the outer layer is Silicone Boot Arlon
(KFC) grade 56493F031. The tested configuration had a maximum 5-inch annular space
between the sleeve and penetrating item. Therefore, it is expected that those seals designed
to Watts Bar Typical Details L, LXIV, XLVIII and that do not exceed the annular limitations
will have an equivalent fire resistive performance to that of the tested configuration.
Penetrations R1 S063, R1S064, R1S065, R1S066, R1 S067, R1S068, and R1S070 are boot
type seals (Watts Bar Typical Detail LXIV) that exceed the 5-inch annular limitations
established by the tested configuration. Penetrations R1iS063, R1iS064, R1iS065, and
Ri S066 are 66-inch-diameter pipe sleeves each with a 52- inch pipe penetrant and
penetrations R1 S067, R1 S068, and R1 S070 are 40-inch pipe sleeves each with a 30-inch
pipe penetrant. These penetrations are installed in 3-hour fire barriers. Penetrations
R1 S063, R1 S066, R1 S067 and R1 S070 are installed in the fire barrier separating the south
main steam valve room (Room A501) from the Annulus (Room R150) and penetrations
R1S064, RI1S065,

Refer to Generic Letter 86-10, Appendix R Interpretation 4, Fire Area Boundaries. This
interpretation states: "Where fire area boundaries are not wall-to-wall-, floor-to-ceiling
boundaries with all penetrations sealed to the fire rating required of the boundaries, licensees
must perform an evaluation to assess the adequacy of fire boundaries in their plants to
determine if the boundaries will withstand the hazards associated with the area."
*
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and R1 S068 are installed in the fire barrier separating the north main steam valve room
(Room A502) from the Annulus (Room R1 50). The plant fire protection associated with
Rooms A501 and A502 consists of automatic thermal fire detection and manual fire fighting
equipment (portable fire extinguishers and hose stations in adjacent area). Plant fire
protection in the annulus consists of automatic fire suppression and detection provided for
cable interactions and exposed cable concentrations.
The annular space for these penetrations exceeds the tested limitation by 3/8 of an inch to 23/4 inches. Since these are boot seals and they are mechanically attached to both the pipe
and the sleeve assembly on both sides of the penetration, it is not expected that this minimal
increase in the annular space dimension will have an impact on the fire rating of these seals.
The staff, based on the "as-built" design of these seals and the plant fire protection features
provided in the area of these seals, has reasonable assurance that these penetration seals
will prevent the spread of fire from one plant area to another and, therefore, are acceptable.
Category B - Foam Seals With Fluid Filled Large Bore Pipe
Typical Detail I, V, VIII, and XL
The penetration seal assemblies identified in table 3.1.4.1 (a) use Watts Bar Typical Details I,
V, VIII, and XL as their design basis. All of these seals are pipe sleeve type penetration and
use silicone foam material (density range of 15-30 lb/ft3) to seal annular space between the
penetration sleeve and the pipe/conduit penetrant(s) and are required to have a minimum
foam fill depth of 12 inches however, they exceed the sleeve size limitations qualified by test.
The staff reviewed the "as-built" design parameters of the penetration seal assemblies
identified in table 3.1.4.1 (a) and compared them to Fire Test 93-H-72449, Penetration 11.
This test demonstrated that a 20-inch-diameter steel pipe sleeve penetrating a 12-inch-thick
concrete slab with a 16-inch-diameter pipe penetrating the sleeve and the 2-inch annular
space between the pipe and the sleeve filled with 12 inches (depth of seal material) of
silicone foam can resist the passage of flame through the penetration for specified 3-hour fire
test duration. The depth of the silicone foam in the table 3.1.4.1 (a) seals exceed the seal
depth of the tested configurations from 1 to 42 inches. In addition, the required fire-rating of
these seals is 2 hours which is less than the 3-hour rating of the tested configuration and the
CrF (0.7 to 0.85) of these seals did not deviate significantly from the CrF (0.79) of the tested
configuration.
Based on the "as-built" design parameters of these seals and their required fire resistive
rating (2-hours), the staff has reasonable assurance that these penetration seals will prevent
the spread of fire from one plant area to another and, therefore, are acceptable.
Category C - Elastomer Seals With Fluid Filled Large Bore Pipe
Typical Detail LX, LXI, XLII, XLIV, and XLVI
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The penetration seal assemblies identified in table 3.1.4.1 (b) use Watts Bar Typical Details
LX, LXI, XLII, XLIV and XLVI as their design basis. All of these penetrations are pipe sleeve
type and they use MDSE material (density range of 76-87.2 lb/ft3). The penetration annular
space between the penetration sleeve and the pipe/conduit penetrant is filled with MDSE to a
minimum depth of 6 inches. However, they exceed the sleeve size limitations qualified by
test,
The staff reviewed the "as-built" design parameters of the penetration seal assemblies
identified in table 3.1.4.1 (b) and compared them to Fire Test 93-H-72449, Penetration 7.
This test demonstrated that a 12-inch-diameter steel pipe sleeve penetrating a 12-inch-thick
concrete slab with an 8-inch-diameter pipe penetrating the sleeve and the 4-inch annular
space between the pipe and the sleeve filled with 6 inches (depth of seal material) of MDSE
and dammed with 1-inch ceramic fiber board can resist the passage of flame through the
penetration for specified 3-hour fire test duration. The depth of the MDSE in the table 3.1.4.1
(b) seals exceed the seal depth of the tested configurations from 1/2 to 18 inches. In
addition, the required fire-rating of these seals is 2-hours (except for penetrations DG0001,
DG0002, DG0003, and DG0004 are 3-hour rated) which is less than the 3-hour rating of the
tested configuration.
Based on the "as-built" design parameters of these seals and their required fire resistive
rating (2-hour and 3-hour penetrations DG0001, DG0002, DG0003, and DG0004 ), the staff
has reasonable assurance that these penetration seals will prevent the spread of fire from
one plant area to another and, therefore, they are acceptable.
Typical Detail XLVII
Penetration A2186AM is a 42-inch-diameter sleeve is a HDSE seals with a 36- inch pipe
penetrant installed in a 3-hour fire barrier. This seal is filled with 15 inches of HDSE material
(density range of 150-173.5 Ib/ft3). The "as-built" 36-inch pipe penetrant is filled with water.
Fire Tests CTP 1124, penetration 1 .c., tested a 36-inch-diameter pipe sleeve penetrated by a
10- inch-diameter water-filled pipe. This penetration was sealed with Promatec
PROMAFLEX and 1-inch-thick Alumina Silica damming board. This test demonstrated that
pipes filled with a liquid that the seal surface pipe interface was approximately 486 OF (252
0C) cooler than a seal not filled by a liquid.
Fire Test 93-H-72449, Penetration 8, qualified a
26-inch-diameter steel pipe sleeve penetration in a 12-inch-thick concrete slab with an 18inch-diameter pipe penetrating the sleeve and the 4-inch annular space between the pipe
and the sleeve filled with 12 inches (depth of seal material) of HDSE as an effective 3-hour
fire-rated design.
Based on these test results, the staff has reasonable assurance that the "as-built" design
parameters will adequately prevent the spread of fire from one plant area to another and,
therefore, are acceptable.
Category D - Single-Sided Boot Seals
Typical Detail LXI
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Penetration R1 S062 is a single side boot type penetration seal. This penetration ia 16-inchdiameter sleeve with a 12-inch pipe penetrant in a 3-hour fire barrier. The inner boot layer is
1-layer of silicone boot Arlon (KCF) grade 56493F031 and Carborundum 36-400U Fibersil
Cloth, then 3-layers of Carborundum Durablanket, and an outer boot of 1-layer of
Carborundum 36-400U Fibersil Cloth and 1-layer of silicone boot Arlon (KCF) grade
56493F031. ICMS Test ICC1 088024, Penetration 2 tested the same basic configuration.
The test specimen met the 3-hour acceptance criteria and did not allow the passage of flame
or projection water through to the unexposed side of the seal. Based on these test, the staff
has reasonable assurance that this penetration seal will prevent the spread of fire from one
plant area to another and, therefore, is acceptable.
Categqory E - Installation specific seal evaluations
Typical Details C9 and N3
Penetration R1S008 (Typical Detail C9) is a 16-inch-diameter spare sleeve (no penetrating
items) through a 3-hour fire barrier. This penetration is filled with 12 inches of silicone foam
and it has a steel plate bolted to and covering one side of the penetration opening.
Penetration R1S007 (Typical Detail N3) is a 16-inch-diameter spare sleeve (no penetrating
items) through a 3-hour fire barrier. This penetrations is filled with 12 inches of silicone foam
and it has a 1/2-inch steel plate welded on both sides to cover the penetration openings.
Penetration RI S020 (Typical Detail N3) is a 24-inch-diameter spare sleeve (no penetrating
items) through a 3-hour fire barrier. This penetration is filled with 12 inches of silicone foam
and it has a 1/2-inch steel plate welded on both sides to cover the penetration openings.
Penetrations R1 S007 and R1 S008 are located in the 3-hour fire barrier separating the
Reverse Osmosis Room (Room A81 0) and the Containment Annulus (Room R1 50) and
automatic detection and sprinkler protection is provided on both sides of this wall. These
penetrations are filled with 12 inches of silicone foam which when tested provided the
required 3-hour fire resistance in a 14-inch-diameter spare sleeve. In addition, these
penetrations have a steel plate covering one or both sides of their through-wall openings.
Penetration R1 S020 is located in the 3-hour fire barrier separating the Ventilation Purge Air
Room (Room A705) and Containment Annulus (Room R1 50) and automatic detection and
sprinkler protection is provided on both sides of this wall. This penetration is filled with 12
inches of silicone foam which, when tested provided the required 3-hour fire resistance in a
14-inch-diameter spare sleeve. In addition, this penetration has a steel plate covering both
sides of its through-wall openings.
Based on the design of these seals and the fire protection features provided for the plant
areas on either side of the affected fire barrier, the staff has reasonable assurance that these
penetration seals will provided an adequate level of fire safety, thus preventing the spread of
fire from one plant area to another. Therefore, they are acceptable.
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Typical Detail I
Penetration A0776AM, an 18-inch-diameter sleeve with a 1-inch-diameter pipe penetrant
filled with 12 inches of silicone foam, is located in the 3-hour fire barrier separating the
Heating and Ventilation Room (Room A712) and Corridor (Room A701). Automatic detection
is provided on both sides of the wall and sprinkler protection is provided in corridor A701.
This same basic type of penetration when tested provided the required 3-hour fire resistance
in a 14-inch-diameter spare sleeve. In addition, the applicant in its engineering report
technically justified Detail I type penetrations with a 14-inch-diameter (or smaller) pipe sleeve
installed in a 12-inch-thick (minimum) concrete slab with either a single or multiple penetrants
(pipes or conduits) filled with a minimum 12 inches of silicone foam and having a CrF ranging
from 0.16 to 0.66 and a 20-inch-diameter pipe sleeve with a single pipe penetrant and filled
with a minimum of 12 inches of silicone foam having a CrF of 0.79. Penetration A0776AM
has a CrF of 0.05, which is less than the CrF range supported by the Detail I tested
configurations; therefore, it can be expected that this seal would provide the same level of
fire safety as that of the tested configuration. Based on plant fire protection features
provided in the area of this seal and the adequacy of the seal design, the staff has
reasonable assurance that this penetration seal will prevent the spread of fire from one plant
area to another and, therefore, it is acceptable.
Penetrations A0970AM, A0970BM, A0971AM and A0971 BM are foam seals in 2-hour fire
barriers. These penetrations are a 22-inch-diameter sleeve with a 20- inch pipe penetrant.
Penetrations A0970AM and A0971AM are filled with 18 inches of foam and penetrations
A0970BM and A0971 BM are filled with 17 inches of foam.
Fire Test 93-H-72449, Penetration 11, demonstrated that a 20-inch-diameter steel pipe
sleeve penetrating a 12 inch thick concrete slab with a 16-inch- diameter pipe penetrating the
sleeve and the 2-inch annular space between the pipe and the sleeve filled with 12 inches
(depth of seal material) of silicone foam can resist the passage of flame through the
penetration for specified 3-hour fire test duration.
The "as-built" sleeve diameter is 2 inches greater in diameter than the tested configuration
with a penetrant which is 4 inches greater, thus resulting in a condition which is more severe
than the tested configuration. However, this is conservatively compensated for by the 5
inches (minimum) greater in foam depth and reduction in required fire-rating (2 hours).
Based on "as-built" design parameters of these seals and the 2-hour fire-rating requirement,
the staff has reasonable assurance that these seals will adequately prevent the spread of fire
from one plant area to another and, therefore, they are acceptable.
Typical Detail VIII
Penetration A1469AM is an 18-inch pipe sleeve type penetration with a 16-inch pipe
penetrant. This penetration is installed in a 3-hour fire barrier which separates pipe gallery
(Room A307 and Unit 1 pipe gallery (Room A406) and is filled with 11-5/8 inches of silicone
foam within the barrier and 3-7/8 of additional silicone foam in the sleeve extension on the
top side of the
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barrier. The plant fire protection features in the area of this penetration seal consists of
automatic detection and sprinkler protection.
The staff reviewed the "as-built" design parameters of this penetration seal and compared it
to Fire Test 93-H-72449, Penetration 11. This test demonstrated that a 20-inch-diameter
steel pipe sleeve penetrating a 12-inch- thick concrete slab with a 16-inch-diameter pipe
penetrating the sleeve and the 2-inch annular space between the pipe and the sleeve filled
with 12 inches (depth of seal material) of silicone foam can resist the passage of flame
through the penetration for specified 3-hour fire test duration. The depth of the silicone foam
in penetration A1469AM exceeds the seal depth of the tested configurations by 3-1/2 inches.
Based on the "as-built" design parameters of penetration A1469AM and the plant fire
protection features in the area of this seal, the staff has reasonable assurance that these
penetration seals will prevent the spread of fire from one plant area to another and, therefore,
they are acceptable.
Typical Detail XXXII
Penetration A0008AM is a 26-inch-diameter sleeve with a 11-1/4-inch intermediate sleeve
with a 10-inch pipe penetrant in a 2-hour fire barrier separating containment spray pump 1BB room (Room A208) and pipe gallery (Room A216). The 26-inch-diameter sleeve is filled
with 46 inches of HDSE and the 10-inch pipe penetrating the 11-1/4-inch intermediate sleeve
is sealed with a 2-layer boot assembly on both sides of the wall. The fire protection features
in the area of the seal are automatic fire detection and manual fire fighting equipment (i.e.,
portable fire extinguishers and hose stations).
Fire Test 93-H-72449, Penetration 8 qualified a 26-inch-diameter steel pipe sleeve
penetration in a 12-inch-thick concrete slab with an 18-inch-diameter pipe penetrating the
sleeve and the 4-inch annular space between the pipe and the sleeve filled with 12 inches
(depth of seal material) of HDSE as an effective 3-hour fire-rated design. Penetration
A0008AM has a CrF of 0.40 which is less than the CrF (0.79) of the tested assembly. Based
on the "as-built" design of this seal (penetration filled with a 46-inch depth of HDSE) and the
required fire resistive rating (2-hours), the staff has reasonable assurance that this
penetration seal will prevent the spread of fire from one plant area to another and, therefore,
it is acceptable.
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Typical Detail XXXVIII, XLVI, and XLII
Penetration A0766AM (Watts Bar Typical Detail XLVI) and Penetration A0766BM and
A0766CM (typical detail XLII) are 40-inch-diameter pipe sleeves each with a 24-inch pipe
penetrant. These penetrations are installed in the 12-thick concrete 2-hour fire barrier
separating corridor (Room A701) from auxiliary building corridor (A401) and each penetration
is filled with 10 inches of MDSE. Both sides of the barrier are protected by automatic
sprinklers and an ionization smoke detection system.
Penetration A0457BM (Watts Bar Typical Detail XLVI) is a 20-inch-diameter pipe sleeve with
three 2-inch-diameter pipe penetrants. This penetration is installed in a 12-inch-thick
concrete 2-hour fire barrier separating Unit 1 pipe gallery (Room A406) and pipe gallery
(Room A307) and is filled with 7 inches of MDSE. Both sides of this barrier are protected by
automatic sprinklers and an ionization smoke detection system.
Penetrations C0001A, A0777AM, and A0463BM (Watts Bar Typical Detail XXXVIII) are 18inch-diameter pipe sleeves with no penetrating items. Penetration C0001A and A0777AM
are filled with 7 inches of MDSE and Penetration A0463BM is filled with 11 inches of MDSE.
Penetration C0001A is installed in a 3-hour fire barrier separating the Turbine Building
(Room T201) and Auxiliary Building Corridor (Room A401). Penetrations A0777AM and
A0463BM are installed in 2-hour fire barriers. The fire barrier in which Penetration A0777AM
is installed, separates Heating Ventilation Room (Room A712) from Auxiliary Building
Corridor (Room A401). Penetration A0463AM is installed in the fire barrier separating Heat
Exchanger 1-B Room (Room A41 1) and Heat Exchanger 1-A Room (Room A412).
Fire Test ICC0286018, qualified a 30-inch x 30-inch blockout with three penetrating items
filled with 6 inches (depth of seal material) of MDSE in a 12-inch-thick concrete slab as an
effective 3-hour fire-rated design. This blockout tested a maximum unsupported free area of
17 inches x 30 inches (510 in2). The tested configuration consisted of a 6-inch depth of
silicone elastomer with no dimming. The installed configurations each have a minimum of 6
inches of silicone elastomer in the barrier with an additional 4 inches of elastomer in the
sleeve extension on the top side of the penetration. Since the 3-hour rated configuration with
6 inches foam was structurally stable, Penetration A0463BM with 11 inches, Penetrations
A0766AM, A0766BM and A0766CM with 10 inches, and Penetrations C0001A, A0463BM,
and A0457BM with 7 inches of elastomer are expected to maintain their structural integrity
and maintain the fire resistance required by their respective fire barriers. Based on the "asbuilt" design of these seals, their required fire resistive rating (2 hours), and the plant fire
protection features provided in the area of these seals, the staff has reasonable assurance
that these penetration seals will prevent the spread of fire from one plant area to another
and, therefore, they are acceptable.
Typical Detail XLVI - Deviations from 3-Hour Designs
The penetration seal assemblies identified in the table below use Watts Bar Typical Details
XLVI as their design basis. All of these. penetrations are
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pipe sleeve type and they use MDSE material (density range of 76-87.2 lb/ft3) and are
installed in 3-hour fire barriers. The penetration annular space between the penetration
sleeve and the pipe/conduit penetrant is filled with MDSE to a minimum depth of 6 inches.
However, they exceed the sleeve size limitations qualified by test.
SLEEVE DIA
18"
18"
12"
12"
12"
14"
16"
12"
12"
18"
18"

PENETRATION ID
A0956CM
A0956DM
A1109AM
A1110AM
A0968AM
A1035CM
A1806AM
Al 807AM
C0012A
A1893AM
A1901AM

PENETRANT DIA
12"
12"
8"
8"
8"
8"
12"
8"
8"
16"
16"

ELASTOMER DEPTH
13"
13"
14"
14"
12"
11"
12"
12"
13"
12"
12"

The staff reviewed the "as-built" design parameters of the penetration seal assemblies
identified in table and compared them to Fire Test 93-H-72449, Penetration 12. This test
demonstrated that a 20-inch-diameter steel pipe sleeve penetrating a 12-inch-thick concrete
slab with a 16-inch-diameter pipe penetrating the sleeve and the 4-inch annular space
between the pipe and the sleeve filled with 12 inches (depth of seal material) of MDSE can
resist the passage of flame through the penetration for specified 3-hour fire test duration.
The CrF of this tested configuration is 0.79 and the "as-built" conditions identified in the table
above have a CrF ranging from 0.57 to 0.88. The staffs review of Fire Test 93-H-72449
revealed that the test specimen passed the fire endurance test with margin. Therefore, it can
be expected that Penetrations Al 893AM and Al 901AM (which exceed the tested
configuration CrF) will adequately perform their fire resistive function.
Based on the "as-built" design parameters of these seals, the staff has reasonable assurance
that these penetration seals will prevent the spread of fire from one plant area to another
and, therefore, they are acceptable.
Typical Detail XLVI - Deviations from 2-Hour Designs
The penetration seal assemblies identified in the table below use Watts Bar Typical Details
XLVI as their design basis. All of these penetrations are pipe sleeve type and they use
MDSE material (density range of 76-87.2 lb/ft3) and are installed in 2-hour fire barriers. The
penetration annular space between the penetration sleeve and the pipe/conduit penetrant is
filled with
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MDSE to a minimum depth of 6 inches. However, they exceed the sleeve size limitations
qualified by test.
PENETRATION ID
A0920BM
A0920DM
C0067A
C0068A
A1109BM
A0929AM
A0929BM
A0967AM
A0967BM
A1035BM

SLEEVE DIA
24"
24"
12"
12"
12"
12"
12"
12"
12"
14"

PENETRANT DIA.
22"
22"
8"
8"
8"
8"
8"
8"
8"
8"

ELASTOMER DEPTH
11"
27"
7"
8"
7"
9"
9"
11"
11"
10"

The staff reviewed the "as-built" design parameters of the penetration seal assemblies
identified in table and compared them to Fire Test 93-H-72449, Penetration 12. This test
demonstrated that a 20-inch-diameter steel pipe sleeve penetrating a 12-inch-thick concrete
slab with a 16-inch-diameter pipe penetrating the sleeve and the 4-inch annular space
between the pipe and the sleeve filled with 12 inches (depth of seal material) of MDSE can
resist the passage of flame through the penetration for specified 3-hour fire test duration.
In addition, the staff compared these "as-built" penetration seal designs to Construction
Technology Laboratories Fire Test ICC01 86015, "Fire and hose Stream Test for Penetration
Seal Systems," dated March 1986. Specifically, the test of Penetration 3 which
demonstrated that a 12-inch-diameter steel pipe sleeve penetrating a 12-inch-thick concrete
slab with a 2inch-diameter pipe penetrating the sleeve and the-5 inch annular space between the pipe
and the sleeve filled with 6 inches (depth of seal material) of MDSE can resist the passage of
flame through the penetration for specified 3-hour fire test duration.
Using the thermal data from these tests, a general extrapolation can be made which would
support a minimum 8-1/2-inch MDSE fill depth is needed in the annular space between the
12-inch pipe sleeve and the 8-inch penetrating item for a 3-hour fire rating.
Therefore, based on the "as-built" design parameters of these seals and their required fire
resistive rating (2 hours), the staff has reasonable assurance that these penetration seals will
prevent the spread of fire from one plant area to another and, therefore, they are acceptable.
Typical Detail LXXXIII
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Penetration Al 880AM is a foam seal in a 3-hour fire barrier. This penetration is an 18-inchdiameter sleeve with a 16-inch pipe penetrant and is filled with 17-1/2 inches of foam. The
fire barrier separates the Upper Head Injection Equipment Room (Room E101) and nitrogen
Storage Area (Room A506). These plant areas are provided with manual fire fighting
equipment and automatic fire detection capability.
Fire Test 93-H-72449, Penetration 11 demonstrated that a 20-inch-diameter steel pipe
sleeve penetrating a 12-inch-thick concrete slab with a 16-inch- diameter pipe penetrating
the sleeve and the 2-inch annular space between the pipe and the sleeve filled with 12
inches (depth of seal material) of silicone foam can resist the passage of flame through the
penetration for specified 3-hour fire test duration.
The "as-built" sleeve diameter is 2 inches smaller in diameter than the tested configuration
with a penetrant which is equal to that which was tested, resulting in a condition which is
more severe than the tested configuration. However, this is conservatively compensated for
by the 5-1/2 inches of additional foam depth. Based on "as-built" design parameters and the
plant fire protection features in the area of this seal, the staff has reasonable assurance that
it will adequately prevent the spread of fire from one plant area to another. Therefore, it is
acceptable.
Category F - Large Annulus Spare Sleeves
Typical Detail III, XXXVIII
Penetration A0463AM (Watts Bar Typical Detail III) is an 18-inch-diameter spare pipe sleeve
(with no penetrants) filled with a minimum of 12 inches of silicone foam in a 2-hour fire
barrier. Fire Test ICC1091035, Penetration 3 qualified a 14-inch-diameter steel pipe sleeve
penetration filled with 12 inches (depth of seal material) of silicone foam in a 12-inch-thick
concrete slab with no penetrating items as an effective 3-hour fire-rated design. This
penetration exceeds the free area limitations of this test. However, based on the similarity in
design to the tested 3-hour fire-rated configuration and its required 2-hour fire rating, the staff
has reasonable assurance that it will adequately perform its intended design function and
prevent the spread of fire from one plant area to another. Therefore, the staff finds this
penetration acceptable.
Penetrations A0463BM, A0777AM, and COO1A (Watts Bar Typical Detail XXXVIII) are 18inch-diameter spare pipe sleeves with no penetrants filled with a minimum of 6 inches of
MDSE. However, Fire Test ICC1 185020 qualified a 30-inch x 30-inch blockout with three
penetrating items filled with 6 inches (depth of seal material) of MDSE in a 12-inch-thick
concrete slab as an effective 3-hour fire-rated design. This blockout tested a maximum
unsupported free area of 17 inches x 30 inches (510 in2). The free area of the tested
configuration exceeds the free area of the 18-inch sleeve by 256 in2. Therefore, it is
expected that a fire would not structurally degrade the integrity of the silicone foam seal in
the 18-inch sleeve. Based on this, the staff has reasonable assurance that Penetrations
A0463BM, A0777AM, and COO1A will adequately perform their intended design function and
prevent the spread of fire from one plant area to another and, therefore, these penetrations
are acceptable.
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The staff concludes from its audit of the applicant's penetration seal program that this
program adequately demonstrates the fire resistive rating of these typical penetration seal
designs and, therefore, they conform to the guidelines of Positions D.1.j and D.3.d of
Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and are acceptable.
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Fixed water spray systems and sprinkler systems are designed in accorFdanco With the
applicable requirFements_ Of NRtfioaM;l Fire Pro~tction Arssociation Stanidard No. 13 1975
(NEmPA 13), "St-and-ard for Installation of Sprinkle Systems," and NEP=A 15 1973, "Standard
forF Water Spray Fixed System." In SSE=R 18, the st-aff evaaluated the applicaant's, code
comApliance9 review. As- a result of final plant walkdowns, the applicant in its Noevember 1,
1995, submittal (yRevirwen -6of the Wafts b~ar Fie i-RotectiQnApol
Fledt~e
app ifionai coac
deviationG o EA 3 Sections 4 .11 and 4- 1.3 In this code deviation, the applicn
idniidth foloin'pant locations that doG not have sprinklers intale nder
gratingsipla#9FoMs:
Room 692.
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-

Roo m 7 5-7. 0 4.lO grating located south of coelumn line.AM/W.
Roomn 73-7.04.9 grating locatod nRethwest of column Al U~N.
Room 737. QA 12 grating located between theg exterior wall and theq first banRo

- Room 737. QA 3 grating locAted betwfeen the exterior wall and the first banRo
Room 757.0 CA12 eunder the stai

-

Room 757.0-4.3
Room 772.:2

Inadditio,

AA

under the stafirs
plaorm

ove
vr
the HEPlrA flters

identifiod the flWig plant areas that do not
installed under equipment spray s~hields:

the applicant initscode deviatioR

have sprinklers

9quipm~ent spray shield-over the chillers.
Room 727.0- Al1 equipmen sryhieds over the chillers, 0 CHR 31-36/2, 0_G MHR
31 96r, and 0_CHR 31 80, radiation monitors 1 RE 90-11:2 and 1 RE 90- 106, and the
valves (Sprinklers•wIl need to be
IU-nfit A-\AI pu'mp steam generator level cor•,lr
ncntrol valves prior,tfu
provided for the U1nit 2 PN pump steam generator level

CI
0
Room 699-2.G-G

loA-,d, for thiso U nit)

IDuring the week of October 30, 1995, the staff Pe~fGFmed an 9R site walkdown of thes
deviations and- found_ that the- lack of sprinkler protection und or the above gratingsiplatfeFors
and spray shields (installed to prevent damage to water sen; •ite
frequipment i the event ot
viatons romNEFPA 13 anRd that
-An inAadverAtent actuationR of the -areaspFrikler) acceptable d
they Will not affect the ov:erall fire suppression system pefor manse and the level of fire safety
provided by these systems. Therefore, they are acceptable-.
5.0

FIRE PROTECTION FOR SPECIFIC PLANT AREAS AND HAZARDS

5.2

Control Room Complex

5.2.1 Control Room
In SSER 18, the staff indicated that below the main control room consoles, a 3 ft X 4 ft
access walkway extends approximately 4 ft down into the cable spreading room and that this
walkway was separated from the cable spreading room by a 3-hour fire-related barrier. In
addition, the staff stated that all
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the cabling enters the metal gutters from the spreading room cable tray system at the bottom
of the enclosed raceway, passing through 3-hour fire-rated penetration seals. In actuality,
this walkway is not separated from the cable spreading room by a 3-hour fire barrier and the
3-hour fire-rated penetration seals are not provided for the cabling entering the metal gutters.
The staff finds that this "as-built" condition does not affect the overall fire safety provided for
the control room complex and is, therefore, acceptable.
5.3

Cable Spreadin, Room

In SSER 18, the staff indicsated that the walls, floors, and coiling Or the cable spreading room
.acuality,
the w-alls a-re raited for 3
fire rating Of 3-hourIs. Hovr In
are dosign~d_ to haUe- -A

hours, the floor is-rated for 22hours and portions of the coiling are rated for 1 -hour.
for the Gable sorondiRQ roomA (infer to SSER
--------.---.on thA. In'.'I Of firo nrotectioRn orvided
l V)y the
or
i staff
mp• IcI
V iV
mi
INV that
i~imto these
IVni'V "as,irV
Ill V brier
iir pol iVcV
I r -o,
tIQ•Iii
tnuV
mnot
oV
iV ovenll
Vi Von . firA
,ll,
18),
cn",cides
buil"rQIIzfire
do
'ndition
•ffe• IVV t the

RRAod
6afeyom

-----

nr

,mnnt

trie

abilimty

Tn

aGnnno1.0

ann1_

Manann

nnOt

TlrFA

RRTH

ARnl49 ,TnnR•Oln

annndon

therefore, are acceptable6.0Q

_DE.I.ATIONSR F=ROM STAFF FIRE PROTECGTION GUI1DANCE

6.7

DiainEmerencGY Ligtn

Secr-tion IllW of Appendix

R requ1ireS emergencY

power su1pply be provideAd_ in all aRreas noedoed

units with at least 8 -hours bhatter'
operation Of sa.;fe- shutdown equipment an~d

lighting

forF

in access and egress routes thereto

The applican~t in its_ NovWember 1, 1995 submital, revisod its position with regard to
em~ergency lighting for the- conQtain.ment annulus._- The applficant has provided the requireFd

lighting in the containment annulus. HowVeve, iniethe lower cotimnthe applian
has requeste~d dvainfromA providing emergqencY lighting inside the lower containment.
ManRual actions rE
equiring entr,' into the prim:arY containmnent would only resul-t fromn fire.
damage to the RHR isltowalves or thei cab;les near these valves which are located in the
lowr
cntanmet.The Fe alignm~ent oef thes~e Valvos mnay be necesSar' as6 resu-l't Of fr
fter the mreator is tripped. A fireq
damage and can be pe~rfmeAd anytimne within fourI hour aF
lighting
circuits inthe imnmediate Vicniy
affecting the RHR isola;tion valveS coul1d damage the
but itQ
would'R0
notdisab;-h-le all theLq"-%-t4 Aow
rcotainmFent lighting. In addition to nrmFRal plant lighting
in this; area there i diesel backe~d (rstandby) lighting located on three Idifferet elevations; both
inid utid
ad te rae
.al. The staff revioewed the lighting circuits and their cabl
rou1tings in the-ara f the-lNowrK cont~ainm..enRt_ and determined that the norm~al lighting and the
standby lighting for the -accnessan;d- egress paths to the lo-wer cneAtainment Woul"d Met b
affected by the fire.

The applicant claims that batteries for the 8 hour em~ergency lighting unite c~an not be9
qualified for high temperature and humidity enviFronment sucrh as th~at experienced inside the
prmrycntinment. Duew to AIRA. cocen acesit the primar; containm~ent duFrig
plat oeraions is very limited, which
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mneans that inspection and testing of the battery units could onlY be done during an outage.

The applicant has proYfi ded dedicated hand held portable lfighting unite for use insupporting
m~anual fir fighting and- saMfe- -hwutidoAIwn afctions- fon-r fi.resr in.the loWer containm~ent.
Based OR its review of the nrGmal lighting and standby lighting in the lowerP containment, the
Staff conclud-ed that -ad-equatelighting exists for accness an~d egress to the m~anual action sites
and that dedicatMed hand held portable i~ghting un'its for us in
* supporting manual fire fighting
and safe rshutdoni Ar
macc*!eptable
acin
an
deViation from tho lighting criteria required by
SecionlllJ, f Appendix R an~d, therefore, are acceptable.
6.9Dviatons
6a.9.7

T-P 9.5 1. Apoend i~x-A

Fire Barriear Between Refueling Floor and UI Rt :2 ReActor Bulildingf

The applicant in itS November 1, 1995 submiftal, requested a devi-ation fronm Stection D.1.jo
Appen~dix A to A CSB BTP2 9.5-1 for theq fire ba;rrier between(q the- refue-ling floor and the UnIit 2
RatrBuilding. This. sectfion of Appendix A states, "Penetration in these fiebarriers,1
including conduits and piping shoulld-beA seale-d Or closed to provide a fire resfistance ratin~g at
be evaluated
;
leas~t equal to that of the fire bearrier itself. The fire hazardfin each area shoulIdh
to deitermine theq barrier requirements."
The fire barrier separatming the Refueling floor fro-ml the UnIit 2 Reactor Bu ilding isa 3 hourfirea rated barrieqr and it conains a nogn firem rated equipment hatch doorasmbyTh
eqjuipment haRtch doo iGcosd y h blast doors and the overhead rolling door. The area
between these doors spoiddwt an automatic detection and supperession system. For -a
fir
inidethe UI ot 2 reactor buifilding to propagate to-the refueling floor, it woul hav toV
brzarch the steel blast doors, Rot be controlled by the automatic Suppression systemA an;d
br-each the roI~llg steel door. T-he staff cniesthis type o-f fireA scen-ario improbable and
considers the-le-vel of exfisting fire protecation to provide a level of fire safety equivalent to that
specified by Section D.I1.j of Appendix A to APCSBI BSTIP 9.5 1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
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TABLE 3.1.4.1 (a)
CATEGORY B - FOAM SEALS WITH FLUID FILLED LARGE BORE PIPE
PENETRATION ID
SLEEVE DIA.
PENETRANT DIA.
SEAL DEPTH
FIRE-RATING
(INCHES)
(INCHES)
(INCHES)
A002BM
20
14
13
2
A002CM
20
14
13
2
A002DM
20
14
15
2
A0010BM
26
20
13
2
A0094AM
30
16
54
2
A0094BM
30
16
17
2
A0142BM
30
24
36
2
A0205AM
20
16
30
2
A0205BM
20
16
27
2
A0208BM
24
20
12
2
A0395BM
24
18
27
2
A0473CM
24
18
28
2
A0473DM
24
18
30
2
A0474BM
24
18
15
2
A0474DM
24
18
14
2
A0480BM
26
20
36
2
A0483AM
24
18
12
2
A0483BM
24
18
12
2
A0484BM
24
18
12
2
A0485AM
20
16
23
2
A0623AM
26
20
48
2
A0753AM
30
24
27
2
A0753BM
30
24
39
2
A0753CM
30
24
13
2
A0753DM
30
24
12
2
A0758CM
24
18
12
2
A0758DM
24
18
27
2
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TABLE 3.1.4.1 (a) - CONTINUED
CATEGORY B - FOAM SEALS WITH FLUID FILLED LARGE BORE PIPE
SEAL DEPTH
FIRE-RATING
PENETRATION ID
SLEEVE DIA.
PENETRANT DIA.
(INCHES)
(INCHES)
(INCHES)
12
2
24
18
A0765AM
2
24
18
17
A0765BM
2
18
36
A0807BM
24
2
24
18
36
A0808AM
21
2
A0808BM
24
18
18
30
2
A0816BM
24
18
30
2
A0817BM
24
27
2
42
36
A02140AM
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TABLE 3.1.4.1 (b)
P ATlAD"V rY -.l1

PENETRATION ID
A0002AM
A0263DM
A0472AM
A0486AM
A0486BM
A0486CM
A0486DM
A0486EM
A0486GM
A04841M
A0657EM
A0657FM
A0657GM
A0657HM
A0752DM
A0758AM
A0760CM
A0760DM

AQTAMFP QI:AI _QWITH Fl IIIn I1 I I:n I ARI= R

SLEEVE DIA.
(INCHES)
20
16
20
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
10
10
10
10
30
24
20
20
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ELASTOMER-DEPTH
(INCHES)
14
12
16
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
8
8
8
8
24
18
16
16
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RI: PIP=

SEAL DEPTH
(INCHES)
6.5
12
24
12
12
12
18
10.5
12
12
9
11
12
10
12
12
12
6
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

TABLE 3.1.4.1 (b) - CONTINUED
CATEGORY C - ELASTOMER SEALS WITH FLUID FILLED LARGE BORE PIPE
SLEEVE
DIA.
ELASTOMER-DEPTH
SEAL
PENETRATION ID
(ICE)(NHS
ICE)DEPTH
FIRE-RATING
(INCHES)
(INCHES)
(INCHES)
A0766AM
A0766BM
A0766CM
A0801AM
A0801 BM
A0993AM
DG0001
DG0002
DG0003

40
40
40
30
30
14
14
14
14

24
24
24
24
24
10
10
10
10

6
6
6
6
6
27
7
7
7

2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3

DG0004

14

10

7

3
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ENCLOSURE5
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT
UNIT I AND UNIT 2
SUPPLEMENTAL SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT 26 ANNOTATED
(Note that the layout of the text on the following pages
of this enclosure depicts the text as it is in the SSER)

E5-1

APPENDIX FF
FIRE PROTECTION PROGRAM SAFETY EVALUATION
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2
1.0

INTRODUCTION

The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) is the licensee for Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) Unit 1
and is the applicant for an operating license for WBN Unit 2. TVA submitted the As-Designed
Fire Protection Report (FPR) for WBN Units 1 and 2 to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) by letter dated December 18, 2010, as revised and supplemented by letters dated
December 20, 2010; January 14, March 16 and 31, May 6, 18, and 26, June 7 and 17, July 1
and 22, August 5 and 15, September 30, October 28, November 21 and 30, 2011; March 13,
April 12, 17, and 26, May 9 and 30, June 7 and 27, July 19, September 13, December 20, 2012;
February 7 and 28, and March 13, 2013.
a
In the FPR, TVA stated that, "the purpose of the Fire Protection Report (FPR) is to consolidate
sufficiently detailed summary of the WBN regulatory required Fire Protection Program into a
single document and to reflect the design as-constructed at the time of fuel load." The FPR
describes the operational phase of the fire protection program. Accordingly, the NRC staff
reviewed the entire fire protection program (except as noted otherwise) using the agency's fire
protection requirements and review guidance. Because WBN consists of two units of identical
design, this evaluation applies to the fire protection program for both WBN Unit1 and WBN Unit 2
(except as noted otherwise).

U1
U2

The NRC staff's review did not include Section 7, "Unit 1 Operator Manual Actions [OMAs]," of
Part VII of the FPR. The NRC's approval of the WBN Unit 1 OMAs is documented in
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report (SSER) 18, NUREG-0847, "Safety Evaluation Report
Related to the Operation of Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2," dated October 1995.
TVA's fire protection program is required to comply with the following:
General Design Criterion (GDC) 3, "Fire Protection," of Appendix A, "General
Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (10 CFR) Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization
Facilities"
10 CFR 50.48, "Fire Protection," paragraph (a),
In addition to these requirements, TVA commited in the FPR that its fire protection program has
been developed to comply with, and is based on, the requirements of:
Sections Ill.G, Ill.J, Ill.L, and 111.0 of Appendix R, "Fire Protection Program for
Nuclear Power Facilities Operating Prior to January 1, 1979," to 10 CFR Part 50
Appendix A to Auxiliary Power Conversion Systems Branch (APCSB) Branch
Technical Position (BTP) 9.5-1, "Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power
Plants Docketed Prior to July 1, 1976."
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U1
U2

In the FPR, TVA additionally stated that the applicable guidelines used as the basis for the plan
included, in part, the following:
NRC letter entitled, "Nuclear Plant Fire Protection Functional Responsibilities,
Administrative Controls and Quality Assurance," dated June 20, 1977
Generic Letter (GL) 81-12, "Fire Protection Rule (45 FR 76602, November 19,
1980)," dated February 20, 1981, and its associated clarification letter, dated
March 22, 1982;
GL 82-21, "Technical Specifications for Fire Protection Audits," dated October 6,
1982;

U1
U2

GL 83-33, "NRC Positions on Certain Requirements of Appendix R to 10 CFR
50," dated October 19 1983;
GL 86-10, "Implementation of Fire Protection Requirements," dated April 24,
1986;
GL 88-12,"Removal of Fire Protection Requirements from Technical
Specifications," dated August 2, 1988.
The following NRC guidance was used for specific topics:
NUREG-1852, "Demonstrating the Feasibility and Reliability of Operator Manual
Actions in Response to Fire," issued October 2007, for WBN Unit 2 OMA
evaluations
NRC Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.189, "Fire Protection for Operating Nuclear Power
Plants," Revision 0, issued April 2001, for extension of the "annual" fire protection
audit interval

U2

U1
U2

NRC RG 1.189, "Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 2, issued
October 2009, for OMA and multiple spurious operation (MSO) evaluations.
In Staff Requirements Memorandum SECY-07-0096, "Possible Reactivation of Construction and
Licensing Activities for the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Unit 2," dated July 25, 2007, the Commission
directed the NRC staff to use the existing WBN Unit 1 licensing basis as the reference basis for
the WBN Unit 2 review. To that end, where applicable, the NRC staff used the WBN Unit 1
approvals, as documented in SSER 18, issued October 1995, and SSER19, issued November
1995, to NUREG-0847, as the basis for its approvals in this evaluation, instead of the agency's
current guidance. The NRC staff used the agency's current guidance as the basis for approval
for the WBN Unit 2 OMAs, associated circuits, MSO, fire water system design demand, the
auxiliary control room (ACR), and radiant energy shields (RES).
The NRC staff met with TVA on January 19, February 3 and 15, March 29, April 22, May 12,
June 30, July 12 and 28, August 31, November 16, and December 21, 2011, and February 2,
2012, to discuss technical issues related to WBN's fire protection program and its
implementation. The NRC staff also conducted an audit at WBN from October 25-27, 2011,
which it documented in a report dated December 20, 2011 (Agencywide Documents Access and
Management System (ADAMS) Accession No. MLI 13500239).
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U1
U2

Unless otherwise noted, all information cited in this evaluation is from the WBN FPR dated
March 13, 2013 (ADAMS Accession No. ML130840169).
2.0

FIRE PROTECTION PROGRAM

2.1

Purpose and Scope

In FPR Part I, Section 2.0, "Purpose," TVA stated that the purpose of the FPR is to provide a
detailed summary of the WBN fire protection program in a single document. The FPR is thus the
"fire protection plan" document that is required by 10 CFR 50.48(a). Section 9.5.1 of the WBN
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) incorporates the FPR by reference. In FPR Part I, TVA
states that it will be updated in conjunction with the FSAR.
The regulation at 10 CFR 50.48(a)(1) requires that licensees have a fire protection plan that
satisfies General Design Criterion 3 in Appendix A to 10 CFR 50. The plan must do the
following:
(i)

Describe the overall fire protection program for the facility;

(ii)

Identify the various positions within the licensee's organization that are
responsible for the program;

(iii)

State the authorities that are delegated to each of these positions to implement
those responsibilities; and

(iv)

Outline the plans for fire protection, fire detection and suppression capability, and
limitation of fire damage.

TVA's plan provided information on Item (i) above in FPR Part II, Section 9, "Emergency
Response," Section 10, "Control of Combustibles," and Section 11, "Control of Ignition Sources."
TVA's plan provided information on Item (ii) above in FPR Part II, Section 7, "Fire Protection
Organization/Programs," and Section 14, "Fire Protection Systems and Features Operating
Requirements," and in FPR Part VI. TVA's plan provided information on Item (iii) above in FPR
Part II, Section 7, "Fire Protection Organization/Programs," and in FPR Parts Ill, IV, V, and VI.
TVA's plan provided information on Item (iv) above in FPR Part II, Section 12, "Description of
Fire Protection Systems and Features." Items (i) through (iii) are evaluated in Section 2.0 of this
safety evaluation. Item (iv) is evaluated in Sections 2.0 through 5.0 of this safety evaluation.
The regulation at 10 CFR 50.48(a)(2) requires that the plan must describe specific features
necessary to implement the program described in 10 CFR 50.48 (a)(1), such as the following:
(i)

Administrative controls and personnel requirements for fire prevention and
manual fire suppression activities;

(ii)

Automatic and manually operated fire detection and suppression systems; and

(iii)

The means to limit fire damage to structures, systems, or components (SSCs)
important to safety so that the capability to shut down the plant safely is
ensured.

TVA's plan provided information on Item (i) above in FPR Part II, Section 9, "Emergency
Response," Section 10, "Control of Combustibles," Section 11, "Control of Ignition Sources," and
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U2

Section 13, "Fire Protection System Impairments." TVA's plan provided information on Item (ii)
above in FPR Part II, Section 12, "Description of Fire Protection Systems and Features." TVA's
plan provided information on Item (iii) above in FPR Part II, Section 12, "Description of Fire
Protection Systems and Features," and in FPR Parts Ill, IV, V, and VI. Item (i) is evaluated in
Section 2.0 of this safety evaluation. Item (ii) is evaluated in Section 4.0 of this safety
evaluation. Item (iii) is evaluated in Sections 3.0 and 5.0 of this safety evaluation.
The regulation at 10 CFR 50.48(a)(3) requires the licensee to retain the fire protection plan and
each change to the plan as a record until the reactor license is terminated. In FPR Part I,
Section 2 "Purpose," TVA stated that the FPR will be updated in conjunction with updates to the
WBN FSAR. The NRC staff concludes that this an acceptable method of retaining plan records,
because the FSAR is maintained and updated in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59, "Changes,
Tests, and Experiments," and 10 CFR 50.71(e), respectively, which have similar retention
requirements and therefore meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.48(a)(3).
The information below describes how TVA organized its FPR.
FPR Part I is an introduction to the FPR and contains a summary table of fire protection features
throughout the plant. FPR Part II of the FPR contains the overall fire protection plan. The fire
protection plan describes (1) the WBN fire protection organization, (2) plant fire protection
features, (3) the plant's fire prevention program, (4) the plant's emergency response
organization, (5) plant operating requirements for fire protection features and systems, and (6)
the testing and inspection requirements for these plant fire protection features. An overview of
the post-fire safe shutdown (FSSD) is contained within FPR Part I1l. FPR Part IV of the FPR
discusses alternate shutdown. FPR Part V describes OMAs and repairs. In FPR Part VI, the
FPR summarizes the fire hazards analysis (FHA) for each fire area by describing the physical
characteristics of the fire area, combustible loadings and anticipated fire severity, and fire
suppression and detection capability available in each plant area. In FPR Part VI, TVA also
describes how the plant would achieve post-FSSD if a serious fire occurred in the fire area. FPR
Part VII documents deviations from regulatory criteria and guidance documents and presents
engineering evaluations related to the adequacy of specific fire protection features. FPR Parts
VIII and IX describe conformance with the guidelines in Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and
in Sections Ill.G, Ill.J, Ill.L, and 111.0 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50, respectively. FPR Part X
contains a discussion of TVA's compliance with National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
codes.
The FPR describes the measures that are established at WBN to implement a defense-in-depth
fire protection program in plant areas important to safety. The objective of these measures is to:
(1) prevent fires from starting; (2) detect rapidly, control, and extinguish promptly those fires that
do occur; and (3) provide protection for SSCs important to safety so that a fire that is not
promptly extinguished by the fire suppression activities will not prevent the safe shutdown of the
plant.
2.2

Fire Protection Organization

As described in FPR Part II, Section 7, TVA's fire protection organization consists of corporate
management oversight and an onsite plant implementation organization. Responsible TVA
corporate managers include the Senior Vice President, the Engineering Vice President, and the
Site Vice President. The onsite implementation organization includes the Plant Manager, the
Operations Manager, the Operations Support Supervisor, the Fire Protection Supervisor, and
the Site Engineering Manager. The NRC staff reviewed the responsibilities and authorities of
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each position responsible for the fire protection program, as described in FPR Part II, Sections
7.1 through 7.6, and concluded that there is reasonable assurance that the key responsibilities
for implementing the fire protection program at WBN have been delegated to appropriate
positions within TVA's organization, and that the authorities delegated to each position to
implement these responsibilities are appropriate.
Based on its review of the FPR, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's fire protection organization
does not take any exceptions to Position A. 1 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1, therefore, is
acceptable.
2.3

Fire Protection Quality Assurance Program

FPR Part II, Section 6.0, contains TVA's description of the quality assurance (QA) program for
fire protection at WBN. TVA stated that it used the guidance established by Appendix A to BTP
(APCSB) 9.5-1 and the NRC's letter dated June 20, 1977, "Nuclear Plant Fire Protection
Functional Responsibilities, Administrative Controls, and Quality Assurance," to develop a QA
program for fire protection features that protects post-FSSD capability and safety-related SSCs.
The FPR states that the WBN fire protection QA program uses the applicable parts of TVANQA-PLN89-A, "Tennessee Valley Authority Nuclear Quality Assurance Plan."
TVA implemented a program that performs independent audits and inspections of the WBN fire
protection program. TVA stated that its program is based on the guidance in GL 82-21. The
FPR states that TVA's Nuclear Assurance organization is responsible for conducting the fire
protection-related audits.
In TVA's letter dated May 6, 2011 (ADAMS Accession No. ML1 1129A1 58), in response to the
NRC staff's request for additional information (RAI) FPR 11-26, TVA stated that the frequency of
the GL 82-21 annual fire protection audit has been changed to 24 months. TVA stated in its
letter dated August 28, 2002, (ADAMS Accession No. ML022460173) that the plant
implemented this change using a performance-based schedule. In TVA's letter dated
September 30, 2011 (ADAMS Accession No. ML1 3060A225), in response to the NRC's
question RAI FPR 11-26.1, TVA stated that the change is being monitored on a fleet-wide basis,
and that deficiencies found during the biennial audits would result in increasing the frequency of
the audits. The NRC staff concludes that this is consistent with Position 1.7.10.1 of Revision 0 to
RG 1.189, and, therefore, is acceptable.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's
fire protection QA program does not take any exceptions to Position C of Appendix A to BTP
(APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
2.4

Fire Protection Administrative and Technical Controls

2.4.1

Fire Protection Program Changes, Review and Approval

TVA stated in FPR Part I, Section 2.0, that "the Fire Protection Report has been developed in
accordance with the guidelines of NRC Generic Letter 86-10...and NRC Generic Letter 88-12 ....."
TVA has elected to follow the guidance in GL 88-12 and incorporate the standard fire protection
license condition as listed in GL 86-10. In addition to including, by reference, the NRC safety
evaluations which approved the plant fire protection program, this license condition allows TVA
to make changes to the approved program without prior approval of the NRC if those changes
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would not adversely affect the plant's ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown in the event
of a fire.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that no
exceptions were taken to the positions in GL 88-12, and it is therefore, acceptable.
2.4.2
2.4.2.1

Fire Protection Administrative Controls
Control of Combustibles

FPR Part II, Section 10.0, describes TVA's program to control combustibles. The WBN
combustible control program objectives are to (1) provide instruction and guidelines during
general employee training on the application and use of combustible materials at WBN, (2)
control the application and use of chemicals, (3) perform periodic plant housekeeping
inspections and have housekeeping tours by management and the onsite fire protection
organization, (4) control in situ combustibles through the design/modification review and
installation process, and (5) control transient combustibles through the implementation of
administrative controls.
TVA stated that it has established a plantwide administrative procedure to control transient
combustibles. Implementation of this procedure will establish administrative controls for the
handling of combustible materials such as fire-retardant wood, paper, plastic, and flammable
and combustible gases and liquids. In addition, through its combustible control program, TVA
has established combustible control zones in the plant. TVA considers these zones to be
subdivisions of fire areas and to limit fire spread by providing open space free of transient
combustibles between redundant FSSD equipment or cables. Transient combustibles may not
be stored in these zones unless an adequate fire protection engineering evaluation or
compensatory measures, or both, are implemented.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's
program to control combustibles does not take any exceptions to Positions B.2 and B.3.c of
Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
2.4.2.2

Control of Ignition Sources

TVA has established a program for controlling ignition sources such as welding, cutting,
grinding, and the use of open flame. TVA's program specifies that the issuance of "hot work"
permits be reviewed and approved based on plant conditions and a prior inspection of the
proposed work area. The ignition source on a hot work permit is valid for only one job. Before
the start of work, the work area is made "fire safe." In addition, TVA's program will establish a
hot work fire watch for all ignition source work activities that are performed in safety-related and
safe-shutdown areas of the plant. These fire watches, in addition to performing their duties
during the hot work activities, will remain in the area for a minimum of 30 minutes after the work
has been completed to ensure that potential residual ignition conditions do not exist.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's
program to control ignition sources does not take any exceptions to Positions B.3.a and B.3.b of
Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
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2.4.3

Compensatory Measures

Compensatory measures described in FPR Part II are used to compensate for degraded or
nonfunctional fire protection systems or features. Primarily, these compensatory measures take
the form of both roving and continuous fire watches.
FPR Part II, Section 13.B states, "A roving fire watch consists of a trained individual in an
affected location at 60 minute intervals with a 15 minute margin to accommodate and handle
unforeseen circumstances and to report and/or resolve potential fire hazards in a location.
Roving fire watches are required as a compensatory action in all modes of plant operation (i.e.,
Modes 1 through 6 or core empty)." The NRC staff concludes that this takes no exceptions to
Positions B.3 and B.5.a of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
As described in FPR Part II, Section 13.A, a continuous fire watch possesses the following
attributes: (1) the trained person performing the fire watch must be in the fire area at all times;
(2) the fire area must not contain any impediment to restrict the movements of the fire watch;
and (3) each compartment within the fire area must be patrolled at least once every 15 minutes
with a margin of 5 minutes. The NRC staff concludes that this takes no exceptions to Positions
B.3 and B.5.a of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
In the FPR, TVA identified specific exceptions to the above requirements for roving and
continuous fire watches. In FPR Section 13.0, TVA identified continuous fire watch routes in
more than one fire area that it classifies as exceptions to a continuous fire watch remaining
within one fire area. As a basis for acceptability, TVA identified the following characteristics: (1)
one or more rooms in different fire areas whose proximity to one another and their limited size
warrant the combining of them into one continuous fire watch route, (2) a time study that
confirms the route can be covered in 15 minutes without putting undue exertion on the person
performing the fire watch, and (3).in each instance, these routes require the Fire Protection
Supervisor's approval to ensure that the conditions that formed a basis for the time study have
not changed in such a manner as to invalidate the time study. In the event that the automatic
suppression or detection systems in the above areas cannot be restored within the time
specified by FPR Part II, Section 14.0, TVA stated that the continuous fire watch patrols would
not be allowed to include more than one fire area. Based on the submitted information, the NRC
staff concludes that this takes no exceptions to Positions B.3 and B.5.a of Appendix A to BTP
(APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
The WBN FPR states that continuous fire watches are only required when the affected unit is in
Mode 1 (power operation) through Mode 4 (hot shutdown). In FPR Part II, TVA stated that,
when one unit is in Modes 5, 6, or core empty, locations where a continuous fire watch would be
required may be combined and patrolled by a roving fire watch when approved by the Fire
Protection Supervisor, if a fire in those locations could not affect the other unit, if it is in Modes 1
through 4. Based on the submitted information, the NRC staff concludes that this takes no
exceptions to Positions B.3 and B.5.a of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, is
acceptable.
In addition, in the FPR Part II, Section 13.0, TVA identified other alternative compensatory
measures that may be used at WBN in lieu of the above standard compensatory measures. In
all cases, in which an alternative compensatory measure is used for a degraded or
nonfunctional fire protection feature, TVA stated that it will perform an evaluation that
demonstrates technical equivalency to the standard compensatory measure identified in FPR
Part II, Section 14.0. TVA described the following alternatives that may be considered when
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supported by an appropriate technical evaluation: (1) providing additional or alternative fire
protection equipment, (2) installing temporary or portable fire detection systems in conjunction
with an hourly roving fire watch, (3) installing closed circuit television cameras and monitors in
areas when special circumstances, such as personal safety or as-low-as reasonably-achievable
(ALARA; radiological) concerns, preclude the use of a human fire watch in the area, and (4)
taking credit in continuously manned areas for the constant manning in lieu of establishing
either continuous or roving compensatory fire watches when the responsible individuals accept
this responsibility. Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff
concludes that these alternatives take no exceptions to Positions B.3 and B.5.a of Appendix A
to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, are acceptable.
2.4.4

Fire Protection Technical Controls

In FPR Part II, Section 14, TVA established operability requirements for the following fire
protection features: (1) fire detection instrumentation, (2) water supply, (3) water-based fire
suppression systems, (4) carbon dioxide (C02) suppression systems, (4) fire detection
supervisory equipment, (6) fire hose stations and associated pre-action control valves, (7) fire
hydrants, (8) fire-rated assemblies, and (9) emergency battery lighting units.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's
operability requirement program for plant fire protection features does not take any exceptions
to Positions B.1, B.3, and B.5 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1, and, therefore, is
acceptable.
GL 88-12 provides guidance for removing fire protection limiting conditions for operation and
surveillance requirements associated with fire detection systems, fire suppression systems, fire
barriers, and administrative controls that address fire brigade NRC staffing from the plant's
technical specifications (TSs) and incorporating this information into the FSAR. In addition, GL
88-12 refers to GL 81-12, which requested licensees to provide TSs for equipment used for safe
shutdown capability that is not currently covered by existing TSs. In its fire protection plan, TVA
confirmed that the plant equipment used to achieve and maintain post-FSSD from either inside
or outside the main control room (MCR) is included in either the plant TSs or the FPR.
Table 14.10,"Fire Safe Shutdown Equipment," of FPR Part II, Section 14, lists the FSSD
equipment not included in the plant's TSs. TVA established testing and inspection requirements
which assist in evaluating the operability of the non-TS-related FSSD equipment and
instrumentation. In FPR Part II, Section 14.0, TVA established the requirements with this
equipment or instrumentation inoperable. TVA requires, with one or more of the required items
of equipment listed in Table 14.10 inoperable (or a breaker or valve not in its safe shutdown
position), that the plant restore the equipment to the operable status within 30 days, or that it
either: (1) place the equipment in the condition required for FSSD, (2) provide a backup means
of instrumentation monitoring, (3) provide an alternative means of achieving post-FSSD (along
with an evaluation justifying the alternative), or (4) be in Mode 3 within 6 hours and Mode 4
within the following 12 hours.
Based on the information provided in FPR Part II, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's removal
of fire protection features from the plant's TSs and relocation to the FPR as operating
requirements is consistent with the guidance in GL 88-12 and GL 81-12, and, therefore, is
acceptable.
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In addition, in FPR Part II, Section 14, TVA established testing and inspection requirements for
the following fire protection features: (1) fire detection instrumentation, (2) water supply, (3)
water-based fire suppression systems, (4) C02 suppression systems, (5) fire detection
supervisory equipment, (6) fire hose stations and associated pre-action control valves, (7) fire
hydrants, (8) fire-rated assemblies, (9) emergency battery lighting units, and (10) the FSSD
equipment identified in Table 14.10.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's
surveillance and test program for plant fire protection features does not take any exceptions to
Position B.5 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1, and, therefore, is acceptable.
2.5
2.5.1

Fire Bri-gade and Fire Response
Organization

FPR Part II, Section 9.1, "Fire Brigade NRC Staffing," states that a fire brigade comprising of at
least five members will be maintained on site at all times. In the FPR, TVA stated that these five
members will consist of the fire brigade leader and four fire brigade members. In addition,
neither the shift operations supervisor nor the other members of the operations shift crew
needed to perform a safe shutdown of the WBN units will be included in the fire brigade. In
addition, the fire brigade will not include any other individuals required for other essential plant
functions that may be necessary during a fire emergency.
TVA also stated that an incident commander is available to direct each shift fire brigade in
addition to the five-member fire brigade. The incident commander has sufficient knowledge of
plant safety systems to understand the effects of fire and fire suppression on safe shutdown
capability.
TVA stated that before initial training and annually thereafter its fire brigade program requires
each fire brigade member to undergo a medical review and to receive medical approval to
perform strenuous physical activities related to fire fighting and to wear special respiratory
equipment.
TVA stated that the fire brigade may comprise of less than five members for a period of time not
to exceed 2 hours, to accommodate for unexpected conditions such as an unplanned absence,
or brigade response to a non-fire emergency.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's
fire brigade NRC staffing and organization does not take any exceptions to Positions B.4 or B.5
of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
2.5.2

Training

FPR Part II, Section 9.3 "Training and Qualifications," states that TVA's fire brigade training
program consists of initial training, recurrent training, and annual fire brigade training.
The initial training program includes: (1) instruction and practical exercises in fire
extinguishment and the use of fire-fighting equipment, (2) identification of fire hazards and types
of fires that could occur in the plant, (3) identification of the location of fire-fighting equipment in
each fire area of the plant, (4) instruction on the proper use of plant fire-fighting equipment, (5)
instruction on the proper use of communications, lighting, ventilation, and emergency
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breathing apparatus, (6) instruction on the toxic characteristics of the products of combustion,
and (7) instruction and practical exercises in fighting fires inside buildings and tunnels. In
addition to initial training, the program instructs the fire brigade is instructed on fire-fighting
procedures and procedure changes, the plant fire-fighting plan, with emphasis on each
individual's responsibility, and the latest plant modifications and changes affecting the firefighting plans.
The recurrent training consists of classroom instruction meetings held every 3 months. These
meetings repeat the initial training subjects over a 2 year period. Each member of the fire
brigade is required to attend this training in order to remain qualified. TVA preplans fire brigade
drills to establish the objectives, and the fire brigade training instructor or the instructor's
designee conducts these drills. The conduct of onsite fire brigade drills are conducted as
follows: (1) a minimum of one drill per fire brigade shift will be conducted every 92 days, (2) a
minimum of one unannounced drill will be conducted per fire brigade shift per year, and (3) at
least one drill per fire brigade shift will be conducted on the backshift. Each fire brigade member
is required to attend at least two drills per year.
TVA holds annual training for each fire brigade member. TVA stated that this training provides
instruction, under actual fire-fighting conditions, on the proper methods for fighting various types
of fires similar in magnitude, complexity, and difficulty to those that could be encountered in the
plant. This training includes actual fire extinguishment and the use of fire-fighting equipment
under strenuous conditions. TVA stated that if a brigade member misses or does not complete a
training session, either annual or quarterly; the member is placed in an ineligible status until the
training is completed.
In addition to the annual fire brigade training, TVA holds annual briefings for the local fire
departments to ensure their continued understanding of their role in the event of a fire
emergency at the site. TVA also holds an annual drill for the local fire department and the plant
fire brigade. The local fire department briefings and drills are held for those departments that
have active aid agreements with the plant.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's
fire brigade training program does not take any exceptions to Positions B.5.b and B.5.c of
Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
2.5.3

Equipment

In the FPR, TVA stated that fire-fighting equipment is provided throughout the plant and is
strategically placed near the fire hazards present or anticipated. TVA stated that delays in the
fire brigade obtaining fire-fighting equipment are minimized because of the distribution and
availability of this equipment throughout the plant. TVA further stated that firefighting equipment
may be staged adjacent to, or at the access to, areas/locations to facilitate equipment
availability or to address equipment surveillance test concerns relative to life safety and ALARA
practices.
The equipment available to the fire brigade includes: (1) motorized fire-fighting apparatus, (2)
portable ventilation equipment, (3) fire extinguishers, (4) self-contained breathing apparatus, (5)
fire hose, nozzles, and fittings, (6) foam equipment, (7) personal protective equipment, (8)
communications equipment, (9) portable lighting, and (10) ladders specifically dedicated for firefighting.
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Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that no
exceptions were taken to Position B.5.d of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and therefore,
TVA's fire brigade is acceptably equipped.
2.5.4

Fire Emergency Procedures and Pre-Fire Plans

As described in the FPR, TVA's fire emergency procedures and pre-fire plans specify the
actions that the individual who discovers a fire must take and the actions that the emergency
response organization must consider (e.g., control room operators and the plant fire brigade).
These procedures provide different levels of response based on whether actual fire/smoke
conditions are reported or whether a fire detection system annunciation occurs. (For example, a
single fire detection system zone annunciation in a cross-zoned area will not carry the same
level of response as a cross-zone annunciation in the same area).
TVA stated that it has implemented pre-fire plans to provide guidance, depending on the
particular circumstances, to aid in firefighting efforts. TVA has developed pre-fire plans to
support the fire-fighting activities in plant areas important to safety. Specifically, these plans are
developed for safety-related areas, FSSD areas, and areas that present a hazard to safetyrelated equipment or plant shutdown.
The pre-fire plans provide the following information to the fire brigade: (1) plant equipment in the
fire area, (2) access and egress routes to the fire area, (3) fire-fighting strategy and tactics, (4)
locations of fire protection features and equipment, (5) special fire, toxic, and radiological
hazards in the area, (6) special precautions, and (7) ventilation methodology. Based on its
review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's proposed fire
brigade preplans and fire emergency procedures do not take any exceptions to either the NRC
letter dated June 20, 1977, or 10 CFR 50.48(a)(2) and, therefore, are acceptable.
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3.0

GENERAL PLANT FIRE PROTECTION AND SAFE SHUTDOWN FEATURES

3.1

Fire Protection Design

3.1.1

Building and Compartment Fire Barriers

TVA stated that the fire rated assemblies at WBN are part of the passive fire protection features
that ensure that one set of redundant FSSD components necessary to achieve and maintain
FSSD remains free of fire damage. At WBN, fire-rated assemblies consist of fire barriers,
raceway protection, fire doors, fire dampers, and penetration seals.
At WBN, fire areas are defined by rated wall and floor/ceiling assemblies. TVA stated that fire
areas are separated by wall and floor/ceiling assemblies that are 2-or 3-hour equivalent fire
barriers that are bounded by Underwriters Laboratories (UL), Inc., rated designs. In FPR Part II,
Sections 12.10 and 12.10.1, TVA states that the walls that separate buildings and walls
between rooms that contain safe shutdown systems are fire-rated assemblies. Rooms within
each fire area may be separated from other rooms in the same fire area by regulatory or nonregulatory fire barriers. Where barriers are needed between rooms, TVA stated that only fire
rated barriers with a minimum 2-hour rating are relied upon, except for portions of the MCR
complex that have 1-hour rated barriers. Sections 6.2.3, 6.2.5, 6.2.6, and 6.2.7 of this evaluation
provide NRC staff evaluations of deviations to fire barrier ratings.
In general, the fire barriers comprising compartment walls and floors/ceilings at WBN are
constructed of reinforced concrete or concrete block. The reinforced concrete fire barriers and
concrete block barriers are at least 8 inches thick. TVA's evaluation of reinforced concrete
barriers used information from Section 6, Chapter 5 of the NFPA Fire Protection Handbook,
17th Edition (hearafter referred to as the Handbook). This section of the Handbook correlates
fire rating and thickness of reinforced concrete. On this basis, Figure 6-5G in the Handbook
shows that 6 inches of reinforced concrete has a fire resistance of approximately 4 hours. The
concrete block barriers are only used when barriers are required to have a fire rating of 2-hours
or less. TVA's evaluation of these fire barrier designs concludes these are similar to UL listed
concrete block barrier designs (Designs Nos. U904, U905, U906, and U907) which are 2-to 4hour fire-rated.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, with the
exception of items evaluated elsewhere in this evaluation, TVA's proposed technical basis for
the fire resistive capability of fire area boundaries offers an equivalent level of fire safety to that
of Position D.1 .j of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
3.1.2

Fire Barriers Used To Separate Redundant Safe Shutdown Functions within the Same
Fire Area

Cable raceways that require separation due to redundant trains located in the same fire area,
excluding primary containment and secondary containment (the annulus), are separated by
either 1-or 3-hour fire rated barrier systems. TVA uses a 1-hour fire rated barrier system if
automatic detection and automatic suppression are installed in the areas and uses a 3-hour fire
rated barrier system if automatic suppression is not installed in the area. Cable raceways that
require separation due to redundant trains inside the reactor building, which includes primary
containment (WBN Unit 1 only) and secondary containment (i.e., the annulus) (both units), rely
on RESs or automatic detection and suppression to provide separation. RESs are addressed in
Section 6.1.2 of this evaluation.
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In FPR Part II, Section 12.10.2, TVA stated that the 1-and 3-hour fire rated barriers were tested
in accordance with the guidance in Supplement 1,"Fire Endurance Test Acceptance Criteria for
Fire Barrier Systems Used to Separate Redundant Safe Shutdown Trains within the Same Fire
Area," to GL 86-10. This guidance includes test parameters, thermocouple placement, conduit
and cable tray configurations, hose stream tests, and ampacity derating. TVA also evaluated fire
barriers for seismic considerations. Configurations of raceway fire barriers that are not consistent
with the testing have been evaluated to ensure that untested configurations are bounded by
tested configurations. TVA has procedural controls for evaluating field changes to designed
configurations. TVA stated that personnel who perform such field changes are to be cognizant of
the important parameters.
Based on its review of the submitted information, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's use of the
guidance in Supplement I to GL 86-10, with the consideration of seismic events, bounding of
untested configurations, and procedures to control field changes, offers an equivalent level of fire
safety to that of Position D.3 of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
Equipment Hatches and Stairwells

3.1.3

TVA stated that at WBN equipment hatches in the floor or fire barriers in the ceiling can be
categorized as follows:
*
•
*

precast concrete plugs
steel covers
open hatches and stairwells

TVA stated that the precast concrete plugs are associated with radiation shielding and, as fire
barriers, are equivalent to the floor or ceiling fire barrier in which they are located. TVA stated
that the steel covers are of substantial construction and that they provide an effective barrier to
prevent fire from propagating from one side of the barrier to the other. In addition, because the
covers are not fire rated, they are either provided with a draft stop and water curtain around
them or redundant safe shutdown components on either side have been separated from each
other by a cumulative horizontal distance of 20 feet or more. In either case, automatic fire
suppression and detection are provided on both sides of the equipment hatch cover.
FPR Part VII, Section 2.6.4, summarizes TVA's evaluation for the deviation of the non-rated
equipment hatches separating the control building and turbine building. Section 6.2.7.4 of this
evaluation provides the NRC staff evaluation of this deviation.
TVA stated that, in areas in which open hatches and stairwells are located, redundant shutdown
trains are either separated by at least 20 feet horizontally, one train has been protected by a 1hour fire barrier, or a water curtain has been installed around the opening. In any case, fire
detection and automatic suppression systems are located on both sides of the openings.
Further, TVA stated that the only exception to this arrangement is in the refueling area of the
auxiliary building.
FPR Part VII, Section 2.6.3, summarizes TVA's evaluation of the deviation for non-rated open
hatches and stairwells that do not fully meet the NRC staff guidance. Section 6.2.7.3 of this
evaluation provides the NRC staff evaluation of this deviation.
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FPR Part VII, Section 4.5, summarizes TVA's evaluation of the lack of fire detection in the
refueling area. Section 6.2.1 of this evaluation provides the NRC staff evaluation of this
deviation.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, with the
exception of items evaluated elsewhere in this evaluation, TVA's design criteria and bases
related to the equipment hatches and stairwells are in accordance with the guidelines of
Positions D.1 .j and D.4.f of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1 and, therefore, are acceptable.
3.1.4

Fire Doors

In FPR Part II, Section 12.10.4, TVA stated that fire door assemblies (doors, frames, and
hardware) are provided for door openings required as part of fire barriers. Fire doors have been
evaluated in accordance with NFPA 80-1975, "Standard for Fire Doors and Fire Windows." Fire
doors are normally provided with closing mechanisms. In addition, TVA stated in FPR Part VII,
Section 4.1, that some fire doors have been altered by the addition of signs and security
hardware, or have been damaged and repaired onsite. Closing mechanisms and latches
provided on doors are inspected to ensure proper functioning. Special purpose doors (e.g.,
flood, heavy equipment) installed in fire barriers have been evaluated by a fire protection
engineer for acceptability.
TVA installed UL listed fire door assemblies (doors, frames, and hardware) in door openings
that are required as part of fire barriers. These door assemblies are either A-labeled (3-hour),
for 3-hour fire barriers or B-labeled (1 'A-hour), for fire barriers having a fire rating of 2 hours or
less. Furthermore, TVA stated that security hardware incorporated into a fire door assembly
does not adversely impact the fire rating of the assembly in accordance with NRC staff guidance
in Section 3.2.3 of GL 86-10. Sliding fire doors are provided in selected locations, such as
rooms protected with gaseous fire suppression systems. These sliding fire doors are closed by
a fusible link or C02 system actuation, or both.
TVA stated that in areas protected by automatic C02 suppression systems, fire doors close
upon the C02 system actuation. The thermal link on the fire doors actuates and closes prior to
C02 fire suppression system discharge.
TVA stated that special purpose doors (e.g., air lock doors, equipment doors, and submarinetype doors) cannot be purchased as labeled fire-rated doors. FPR Part VII, Section 4.1,
summarizes TVA's evaluation for the deviation of these types of fire door from the NRC staff
guidance. Section 6.2.2 of this evaluation provides the NRC staff evaluation of this deviation.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, with the
exception of items evaluated elsewhere in this evaluation, TVA's design criteria and bases
related to the installation of fire doors in fire barrier assemblies are in accordance with the
guidelines of Position D.1 .j, of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1 relating to the fire doors and,
therefore, are acceptable.
3.1.5

Fire Dampers

Fire dampers are used to maintain the required ratings of fire-rated barriers (walls, partitions,
and floors) when they are penetrated by ductwork, with the goal of preventing the propagation of
fire through ducts. TVA stated that fire dampers are provided in heating, ventilation, and air
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conditioning (HVAC) ducts that penetrate required fire barriers. Some duct penetrations do not
have fire-rated dampers and are unprotected openings. Fire dampers are provided with
appropriately rated fusible links based on the ambient temperatures in the location. Fire
dampers in safety-related HVAC systems may have double fusible links installed if required by a
single failure analysis. Furthermore, TVA stated that ventilation openings through fire barriers
required to comply with NRC regulations are protected by fire dampers having a rating
equivalent to that required of the barrier. TVA stated that fire dampers have been evaluated per
the requirements of NFPA 90A-1975, "Standard for the Installation of Air Conditioning and
Ventilating Systems."
In areas protected by automatic C02 suppression systems, these dampers also close during
the C02 system discharge. The fire dampers that provide C02 suppression system isolation
capability are actuated by a release mechanism when the C02 system activates, if not actuated
by a thermal link prior to C02 system discharge.
In FPR Part VII, Section 3.4, TVA stated that there are two instances of large fire dampers that
do not meet NRC staff guidance. Section 6.2.8 of this evaluation provides the NRC staff
evaluation of this deviation.
FPR Part VII, Section 3.5, summerizes TVA's evaluation for the deviation of the fire damper in
the volume control tank (VCT) rooms' fire door from the NRC staff guidance. Section 6.2.10 of
this evaluation provides the NRC staff evaluation of this deviation.
FPR Part VII, Section 6.2, summerizes TVA's evaluation of relaxing the surveillance frequencies
for fire dampers in high radiation or contaminated areas. Section 6.3.2 of this evaluation
provides the NRC staff evaluation of this deviation.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, with the
exception of items evaluated elsewhere in this evaluation, fire dampers at WBN are installed
consistent with Positions D.1 .j and D.4.i of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1, and, therefore, are
acceptable.
3.1.6
3.1.6.1

Fire Barrier Penetration Seals
Electrical and Mechanical Penetration Seals

In FPR Part II, Section 12.10.6, TVA discussed seals that are installed in areas in which plant
commodities, such as pipes, cable trays, conduits, etc., pass through fire rated barriers. TVA
tested these seals to the time-temperature curve in American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) standard ASTM El 19, "Standard Test Methods for Fire Tests of Building Construction
and Materials," at an independent fire testing laboratory with experience in the testing of
penetration seals.
The testing showed that the penetration seals could withstand the fire endurance test without
the passage of flame or gases hot enough to ignite cable or fire stop material on the unexposed
side for a period equal to the required fire rating. In addition, for seals required to meet other
plant design bases requirements, such as radiation shielding, HVAC pressure differential,
and/or flood, they were tested for such capability.
TVA stated that the penetration seal configurations at WBN have withstood a hose stream test
in accordance with Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 634-1978,
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"Cable-Penetration Fire Stop Qualification Test," or ASTM E-814-83, "Standard Test Method for
Fire Tests of Penetration Firestop Systems," without the hose stream causing an opening
through the penetration seal that would permit a projection of water beyond the unexposed side.
TVA stated that the 1-, 2-, and 3-hour fire rated mechanical penetrations were tested in
accordance with ASTM E-814-83, for the fire and "T" rating. The "T" rating acceptance criteria is
limited to a temperature rise of 325 degrees Fahrenhiet (F) above ambient for cold side
penetration seal surface temperatures. Service temperature and any thermal or mechanical
movement of the pipe were also considered in the testing of the mechanical penetration seals.
TVA stated that 1-, 2-, or 3-hour fire rated electrical penetration seals were tested in accordance
with IEEE 634-1978. Transmission of heat through the penetration seal was limited to 700
degrees F or the lowest auto-ignition temperature of cable in the penetration, whichever is
lower.
Conduit penetrations that were poured in place during plant construction have internal seals.
TVA stated that internal seal materials, design, and locations in walls and floor/ceiling
assemblies have been evaluated as equivalent to tested configurations. For conduits with
external seals (e.g., the conduits passing through a sleeve larger than the conduit), the external
seal meets the same criteria as stated for electrical penetration seals.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the fire
protection information presented in the FPR conforms to the guidelines of Positions D. 1 .j and
D.3.d of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
3.1.6.2

Internal Conduit Fire Barrier Penetration Seals

TVA stated that conduits that pass through fire barriers are provided with internal smoke and
gas seals. TVA stated that these seals have a minimum of 3 inches of silicone foam and 1 inch
of ceramic fiber damming installed at the bottom or back side of the foam seal. TVA further
stated that conduits that terminate in closed junction boxes or other noncombustible sealed
enclosures do not need internal smoke seals, except for conduits in the auxiliary and secondary
containment envelope boundary. In addition, that an electrical cubicle, such as in a motor
control center (MCC) or in a switchgear cabinet, is considered combustible and therefore would
have internal conduit seals at or near the fire barrier. Conduits that are routed through the fire
area and that do not terminate in the area do not have internal seals.
For lengths of conduit that extend less than 1 foot beyond the plane of a fire barrier, regardless
of diameter, a fire seal is installed. For other combinations of diameters and lengths of conduit,
TVA uses a graded approach for the installation of internal conduit seals, as provided in FPR
Part II, Section 12.10.6. For smaller diameter conduits, a short length of conduit from the barrier
is sufficient to restrict smoke or hot gases. For larger diameter conduits, longer lengths of
conduit from the barriers are needed to adequately restrict the travel of smoke or hot gases.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's
criteria for the installation of internal conduit fire and smoke seals are equivalent to the
guidelines of Positions D.1 .j and D.3.d of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, are
acceptable.
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3.2

Safe Shutdown Capability

3.2.1

Separation of Safe Shutdown Functions

In order to ensure that one train of equipment remains free of fire damage, where components
of redundant trains of systems necessary to achieve and maintain hot shutdown conditions are
located within the same fire area outside the containment, TVA stated that equipment,
components, cables, and associated circuits of redundant, safe shutdown systems are
separated in accordance with the following separation criteria in Section IIl.G.2(a) through
Section III.G.2(c) of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50:
(a)

Separation of cables and equipment and associated non-safety circuits of
redundant trains by a fire barrier having a 3-hour rating. Structural steel forming a
part of or supporting such fire barriers shall be protected to provide fire
resistance equivalent to that required of the barrier;

(b)

Separation of cables and equipment and associated non-safety circuits of
redundant trains by a horizontal distance of more than 20 feet with no intervening
combustible or fire hazards. In addition, fire detectors and an automatic fire
suppression system shall be installed in the fire area; or

(c)

Enclosure of cable and equipment and associated non-safety circuits of one
redundant train in a fire barrier having a 1-hour rating. In addition, fire detectors
and an automatic fire suppression system shall be installed in the fire area;

For safe shutdown components located inside the containment building, TVA used one of the
means noted above, or one of the following means to achieve separation between trains:
fire detectors and automatic fire suppression installed in the area; or
separation of equipment, components, and associated circuits of redundant
systems by a RES
In order to conform to the fire protection and safe shutdown train separation criteria as
described in Section III.G.2(b) of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 listed above, TVA took credit
for a safe shutdown analysis volume (AV) evaluation methodology and also took credit for
enhanced automatic fire suppression consisting of pre-action sprinklers located at the ceiling
level and below obstructions in the large general plant areas, and area-wide ionization smoke
detection.
TVA used the AV methodology in order to sub-divide a large fire area and then subject it to a
detailed safe shutdown analysis in accordance with Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 and ensure
that one train of safe shutdown capability remains free of fire damage.
Under TVA's analysis volume methodology, an AV can consist of an entire fire area or a portion
of a larger fire area. When the AV is a portion of the fire area, it can consist of multiple rooms, a
single room, portions of a room (normally defined by column line locations), or any combination
of the above. Each AV that involves only a portion of a room includes a 20 foot wide (minimum)
"buffer zone" between it and the adjacent AV. The buffer zones are analyzed as part of the
larger AV and as a separate AV. Every portion of a fire area is part of at least one AV.
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In performing the safe shutdown analyses, safe shutdown components and cables are assigned
to each AV containing the component. Additionally, components located in the buffer zones are
assigned to an AV for the buffer zone.
TVA's safe shutdown analysis is performed assuming that all components and cables in the AV
are damaged by the postulated fire. A set of safe shutdown equipment is then selected and
corrective actions designated to ensure safe shutdown functions can be maintained with the
selected equipment.
Some AVs in the plant use electrical raceway fire barrier system (ERFBS) for redundant trains
located within a single AV. The ERFBS extends to the boundary of.the AV to assure separation
between redundant trains within the AV. For large AVs, this may not be a barrier; rather it may
be the column line or other indicator of the edge of the AV.
In order to provide reasonable assurance that WBN satisfied the technical requirements in
Section Ill.G, "Fire Protection of Safe Shutdown Capability," of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50,
TVA identified and used the following types of analysis volumes, as described with figures in
FPR Part III, Section 10.3:
Fire Area -The fire area is separated from other adjacent areas by rated barriers
(walls, floors, and ceilings) that are sufficient to withstand the hazards associated
with the area and, as necessary, to protect equipment in the area from a fire
outside the area.
*

Single Room within a Fire Area -A room may be separated from other adjacent
rooms in a fire area by regulatory fire barriers (walls, floors, and ceilings) that have
a 1-hour or greater fire rating.

*

Combination of Rooms within a Fire Area -The combination of rooms in the AV are
separated from other AVs within the same fire area by regulatory fire barriers that
are rated for at least 1-hour

*

Sections of Large General Areas -AVs consisting of sections of large general
areas are separated from each other by "buffer zones" that are wider than 20
feet. In large general areas where buffer zones are used that include intervening
combustibles, enhanced automatic suppression and detection systems are
installed in the large general area. Where AVs are separated from other AVs by
buffer zones, a fire in one of the AVs would not be expected to pass through the
buffer zone and affect equipment in the AV on the other side of the buffer zone.
TVA uses combinations of overlapping AVs in their analysis.

*

Sections of Large Rooms -For AVs that consist of large room sections separated
by an overlap region that is greater than 20 feet, the overlap region is considered
to be part of both AVs. If the overlap region contains intervening combustibles,
enhanced automatic suppression and detection systems are installed in the large
room.

For large general areas and large rooms that have either buffer zones or overlap regions, refer
to Section 6.1.4 of this evaluation for additional information regarding fire protection in those
regions.
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Based on its review of the submitted information, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's criteria for
providing fire protection for safe shutdown functions provides an equivalent level of fire safety to
Section III.G. of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 and is, therefore, acceptable.
3.2.2

Safe Shutdown -General Plant Areas

TVA's methodology for assessing compliance with the separation/protection requirements of
Section III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 consisted of:
(a)

Determining the functions required to achieve and maintain safe shutdown

(b)

Producing shutdown logic diagrams that define minimum sets of systems
capable of accomplishing each shutdown function
Each plant system or subsystem function relied on to accomplish the above safe
shutdown functions is identified. A separate designator is assigned to each plant
system or subsystem function to ensure consistency between analysis
documents and calculations. Each designator is identified as a safe shutdown
"Key." The safe shutdown logic diagram (FPR Figure 111-5) depicts the safe
shutdown system and/or system function, associated Key number, and logical
relationships between systems and Keys used to demonstrate compliance with
the criteria in Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.

(c)

Grouping specific plant locations into fire areas

(d)

Identifying for each area, one or more paths through the shutdown logic
diagrams that satisfy each required shutdown function

(e)

Developing functional criteria that defined the required equipment for the
shutdown paths

(f)

Identifying power and control cables for shutdown-related equipment and
associated circuits that are not isolated from shutdown cabling
For each safe shutdown key, cable block diagrams were developed for each safe
shutdown component to identify cables required to ensure that the component
can perform its safe shutdown function. Raceways that contain these required
cables were then identified, and their locations documented. An interaction is
defined as a place in the plant where redundant safe shutdown paths are not
separated in accordance with the requirements in Section III.G.2 of Appendix R
to 10 CFR Part 50. Whenever an interaction was identified, it was documented
and evaluated for its impact on safe shutdown capability. An appropriate
resolution was then determined and documented.

(g)

Resolutions may consist of modifications, use of alternate equipment, OMAs, fire
barrier or radiant energy shield installation, post-fire repairs, engineering
evaluations prepared in accordance with the guidance in GL 86-10, or deviation
requests

Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's
methodology for assessing compliance with the separation/protection requirements in Section
III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50, is acceptable.
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3.2.3

Safe Shutdown Analysis

TVA stated that its safe shutdown analysis demonstrated that sufficient redundancy exists for
systems needed for hot and cold shutdown. The safe shutdown analysis included components,
cabling, and support equipment needed to achieve hot and cold shutdown.
TVA stated that for hot shutdown, at least one train of the following safe shutdown systems
would be available: (1) auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system, (2) steam generator (SG) poweroperated relief valves (PORVs), (3) reactor coolant system (RCS), and (4) chemical and volume
control system. For cold shutdown, at least one train of the residual heat removal (RHR) system
would be available. TVA stated that the RHR system provides the capability to achieve cold
shutdown within 72 hours after a fire, and would be used for long-term decay heat removal. The
availability of these systems includes the components, cabling, and support equipment
necessary to achieve cold shutdown. Support equipment includes the diesel generators and
associated electrical distribution system, the essential raw cooling water (ERCW) system, the
component cooling water system (CCS), and the necessary ventilation systems.
TVA stated that an electrical separation study was performed to ensure that at least one train of
such equipment is available in the event of a fire in areas that might affect these components.
Safe shutdown equipment and cabling were identified and traced through each fire area from
the component to the power source. Associated circuits whose fire-induced spurious operation
could affect safe shutdown were identified by a system review to determine those components
whose maloperation could affect safe shutdown capability. The potential for MSO was also
analyzed. Further discussion of the MSO is presented below in Section 3.9, "Assessment of
Multiple Spurious Operations."
TVA stated that alternative shutdown measures are required only for fires in the control building.
If a fire disables the MCR or requires the evacuation of the MCR, the ACR, which is located in a
separate fire area in the auxiliary building, would be available to achieve and maintain the plant
in hot standby and subsequent cold-shutdown conditions. The control functions and indications
provided at the ACR panel are electrically isolated or otherwise separate and independent from
the MCR. Further discussion of the alternative shutdown capability is presented below in
Section 3.3, "Alternative Shutdown."
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the
systems identified by TVA for achieving and maintaining safe shutdown in the event of a fire as
described in Section III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 are acceptable.
3.2.4

Systems Required for Safe Shutdown

TVA stated that shutdown of the reactor and reactivity control is initially performed by control rod
insertion. Long term reactivity control is provided by adding borated water from the refueling
water storage tank (RWST). RCS inventory is maintained by varying charging and letdown flow
through the RCS makeup and letdown paths. Decay heat removal during hot shutdown is
accomplished by establishing secondary-side pressure control and supplying water to two of the
four SGs from one of the redundant motor-or turbine-driven AFW pumps. Long-term heat
removal to establish and maintain cold-shutdown conditions is provided by the RHR system.
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TVA stated that primary system pressure is controlled by the pressurizer heaters (if available) or
by varying pressurizer level in combination with control of SG pressure and RCS temperature
using SG PORVs.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the
systems selected by TVA are capable of satisfying the post-FSSD requirements in Sections
III.G and III.L of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50, and therefore, are acceptable.
3.3

Alternative Shutdown

3.3.1

Areas in Which Alternative Shutdown Is Required

TVA's analysis identified that alternative shutdown capability is required for control building fires
that also require shutdown from outside of the MCR. For these fires, cold shutdown must be
achieved within 72 hours. TVA also indicated that it evaluates the alternative shutdown
capability in accordance with Sections III.G.3 and III.L of Appendix R.
3.3.2

Alternative Shutdown System

The alternative shutdown system uses existing plant systems and equipment identified in
Section 3.2 above, and an ACR complex. TVA stated that the analysis indicates that for control
building fires, no repairs are required to implement the alternative shutdown capability.
A loss of offsite power is required to be postulated for those locations that require alternative
shutdown. TVA stated that the systems used during alternative shutdown are can be powered
by both onsite and offsite power.
The ACR complex is physically independent of the control building. Where required, electrical
isolation of controls and indications provided for the ACR is achieved through the actuation of
isolation/transfer switches. The ACR complex is divided into five independent rooms consisting
of a Train A and Train B transfer switch room for each unit and the ACR. The ACR serves as
the central control point during alternative shutdown from outside the MCR, and provides control
and monitoring capability for redundant trains (Trains A and B) of equipment required to achieve
safe shutdown.
TVA also analyzed the potential for MSOs. Section 3.9 of this safety evaluation further
discusses MSOs.
3.3.3

Alternative Shutdown Conclusion

Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the
alternative shutdown system is consistent with Sections III.G.3 and lII.L of Appendix R to 10
CFR Part 50, and therefore, is acceptable.
3.4

Alternative Shutdown Performance Goals

TVA stated that the alternative shutdown system described in Sections 3.4.1 through 3.4.5 was
designed to enable the achievement of alternative shutdown performance goals outlined in
Section III.L of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.
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3.4.1

Reactivity Control

Initial reactivity control is provided by the control rods, which are inserted by the reactor
protection system. Additional shutdown margin is provided by injecting borated water from the
RWST into the RCS via the charging pumps. Source range monitoring instrumentation is
available in the ACR to monitor reactivity and to ensure adequate shutdown margin.
3.4.2

Reactor Coolant Inventory

Control of the RCS inventory requires maintaining the reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal integrity
and RCS pressure boundary integrity and providing RCS makeup and letdown.
RCP seal cooling is required to maintain seal integrity and to prevent an uncontrolled loss of
reactor coolant inventory. Diverting a portion of the charging flow to the RCP seals achieves
RCP seal cooling. Isolating the normal and excess letdown lines, in turn, isolates the RCS
pressure boundary. To prevent depressurization of the RCS, the plant ensures that the solenoid
valves in the reactor vessel head vent system remain closed.
RCS inventory is controlled by varying charging and letdown flow through RCS makeup and
letdown paths. One of the redundant centrifugal charging pumps is required to provide makeup,
inventory to the RCS. The VCT is required to provide a short-term supply of water for makeup of
RCS inventory and RCP seal cooling. A suction path from the RWST is required to provide a
long-term source of borated water for RCS makeup. If necessary, inventory may be removed
from the RCS by way of the pressurizer PORVs, discharging to the pressurizer relief tank
(PRT), or discharging through the RCS head vent valves.
Reactor coolant makeup is usually available immediately following reactor trip from the charging
system, except in a few fire locations where it is available within 75 minutes following reactor
trip. TVA stated that an analysis was performed which demonstrates that makeup due to RCS
leakage is not required for 75 minutes. TVA stated that for these scenarios, maintaining the
RCS integrity is necessary to achieve adequate inventory control. The inadvertent opening of
boundary isolation valves, such as the reactor head vent valves and RHR suction isolation
valves, has been precluded, and adequate RCP seal integrity is maintained to assure safe
shutdown.
3.4.3

Decay Heat Removal

RCS temperature from power operation to hot-shutdown conditions is controlled by the rate of
heat removal from the reactor coolant to the secondary-side coolant and from hot shutdown to
cold shutdown via direct heat transfer by the RHR system to the ultimate heat sink. During RCS
cooldown to RHR entry conditions, heat will be removed from the reactor and transferred to the
SGs via natural circulation. The removal of decay heat for cooldown from reactor trip to hot
standby conditions requires one AFW pump supplying water to two of the four SGs. The
required makeup water supply can come from either the condensate storage tank (CST) or from
ERCW.
The CST is normally aligned to the suction of the AFW pumps. WBN is supplied with two motordriven AFW pumps per unit with only one per unit required for safe shutdown. The turbinedriven AFW pump (one per unit) is designed to deliver a sufficient flow to all four SGs and
maintain SG water levels at the lower limit of the wide range level indicator.
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The RHR system is required to provide the long-term heat removal capability necessary to
establish and maintain cold-shutdown conditions. The establishment of RHR cooling requires
one RHR pump, a heat exchanger, and the associated flowpath to provide RCS coolant flow to
the primary side of the RHR heat exchanger; one CCS pump and its associated flowpath to
provide cooling to the secondary side of the RHR heat exchanger; and one ERCW pump and its
associated flowpath to supply cooling water to the CCS heat exchanger. If the diesel generators
are required to supply required power, an additional ERCW pump would be required for cooling
purposes.
TVA's post-fire shutdown analysis states that the pressurizer heaters are the preferred method
of controlling RCS pressure, and will be used if available. If the pressurizer heaters are not
available, RCS pressure can be controlled by controlling pressurizer level using the charging
system.
3.4.4

Process Monitoring

Direct indication of process variables including reactor coolant hot-leg temperature (T-hot),
reactor coolant pressure, pressurizer level, SG level and pressure, source range flux, charging
header pressure and flow, VCT level indication, and decay heat removal system flow are
provided in the ACR.
TVA requested a deviation to Appendix R requirements for instrumentation necessary to
achieve alternative shutdown. Specifically, contrary to Appendix R requirements, TVA has not
provided wide-range SG level, tank level indication for the condensate and RWSTs, and RCS
cold-leg temperature (T-cold). Section 6.1.1 of this evaluation provides the NRC staff evaluation
of this deviation.
3.4.5

Support Functions

The FPR and the associated shutdown logic diagram (FPR Figure 111.5) identify the emergency
power distribution system, offsite power system, ERCW system, CCS, HVAC to areas
containing essential FSSD equipment, and control room chillers as required support functions.
TVA stated that this essential HVAC is provided for the control, auxiliary, diesel generator, and
reactor buildings. Portions of the systems in each building that service safe shutdown
equipment required for compliance with Appendix R have been analyzed to ensure that at least
one path of the required systems will be available for an Appendix R fire. These systems include
the primary safety-related portions of the control building, the auxiliary building HVAC system for
the 480V transformer rooms and for the general floor area on the 713.0 foot elevation, the
turbine-driven AFW pump room, the diesel generator HVAC systems including the diesel
generators, associated batteries and electrical boards and the containment air cooling systems.
All other areas of the plant which contain equipment required for safe shutdown per Appendix R
have been evaluated and determined that acceptable temperatures will be maintained for the
required equipment to perform its intended function if HVAC is lost.
3.4.6

Alternative Shutdown Performance Goals Conclusion

Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes, with the
exception of items evaluated elsewhere in this evaluation that TVA's treatment of alternative
shutdown performance goals is consistent with Section III.L of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50,
and therefore, is acceptable.
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3.5

Operator Manual Actions

TVA's post-FSSD analysis, and associated cable interaction studies, identified some fire areas
where operator actions to take manual control of equipment may be required to compensate for
fire-induced equipment failures. TVA classified OMAs into two general categories: (1) manual
actions for safe shutdown success path SSCs and (2) manual actions for SSCs important to
safe shutdown. Repairs for cold shutdown are also included, but are not considered OMAs.
TVA referenced Revision 2 to RG 1.189 for the discussion of safe shutdown success path SSCs
and SSCs important to safe shutdown.
3.5.1

OMAs for Safe Shutdown Success Path SSCs

In FPR Part V, Section 2.0, TVA stated that OMAs for SSCs in the safe shutdown success path
require prior NRC approval. The position that OMAs for SSCs in the safe shutdown success
path require prior NRC approval is consistent with the guidance in Revision 2 to RG 1.189. WBN
Unit 1 OMAs for success path SSCs were approved in NRC SSER 18, prior to operation of
Unit 1. The TVA evaluations of WBN Unit 2 OMAs for success path SSCs are included in FPR
Part VII, Section 8. Section 6.1.9 of this evaluation provides the NRC staff evaluation of these
OMAs.
TVA stated that future safe shutdown success path SSCs OMAs, or such OMAs for WBN Unit 1
implemented since the SSER 18, will be submitted to the NRC for approval, consistent with the
language in the FPR.
3.5.2

OMAs for SSCs That Are Important to Safe Shutdown

In FPR Part V, Section 2.0, TVA stated that OMAs for SSCs that are important to safe shutdown
do not require prior NRC review and approval. The position that OMAs for SSCs that are
important to safe shutdown do not require prior NRC approval is consistent with the guidance in
Revision 2 to RG 1.189. Area-specific evaluations for any area where WBN Unit 2 OMAs
involving important to safe shutdown equipment that are need to be performed in the area of fire
origin are evaluated in Section 3.5.6 below.
TVA discussed the feasibility and reliability analysis criteria for evaluating OMAs. In FPR Part
V, Section 2.1, TVA stated that these criteria are based on NUREG-1852.
For all important to safe shutdown SSC manual actions, TVA considered defense-in-depth
features, such as fire prevention (transient combustible and hot work controls), fire detection
and suppression, and area separation. For any area crediting an OMA with less than 2 hours of
required time, and that also lacks robust defense-in-depth fire protection features; additional
time margin is included in addition to the nominal acceptance criteria.
TVA considers the following factors in its evaluation of these OMAs: (1) time, (2) environmental
factors (smoke, lighting, noise, etc.), (3) necessary equipment, (4) procedures, and (5) staffing.
Each of the factors included acceptance criteria. For example, all OMAs have an allowable time
of 10 minutes or greater with 100 percent margin. Factors that could cause delays in the
performance of the OMA have also been considered. Factors such as lighting and
communications are supported by plant calculations.
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U1
U2
U1
U2

U1

TVA evaluated the access routes necessary to perform the OMAs. Because some areas of the
plant are separated into separate AVs, it is possible that OMAs may occur in a portion of a fire
area that is remote to the portion where fire damage could affect safe shutdown equipment. In
this event, additional access routes have been evaluated. TVA walked down these alternative
access routes and determined that they are viable.
TVA used current NRC guidance to develop acceptance criteria for OMAs for SSCs that are
important to safe shutdown. TVA incorporated a review of defense-in-depth, feasibility, and
reliability in their analysis.
Based on its review of the submitted information, the NRC staff concludes that OMAs for SSCs
important to safe shutdown include consideration of defense-in-depth, feasibility, and reliability,
and therefore, this approach is acceptable.
3.5.3

OMAs Required Prior to Control Room Evacuation

The only operator action normally credited prior to MCR evacuation is a reactor trip (scram).
However, the FPR credits two actions prior to MCR evacuation: (1) closing the two pressurizer
PORV block valves and (2) tripping the RCPs. TVA stated that closing the PORV block valves is
needed to prevent loss of RCS pressure/inventory due to possible spurious PORV opening prior
to transferring plant control to the ACR. Also, an immediate trip of the RCPs is necessary to
prevent overcooling caused by a spurious actuation of pressurizer spray valves, whose circuits
are not isolated from the control building.
TVA evaluated the feasibility and adequacy of the proposed approach for performing three
distinct actions prior to MCR evacuation: (1) scram, (2) PORV block valve closing, and (3) RCP
trip. The evaluation assumed that a fire in the MCR would be characterized by slow growth and
be detected in its early stages by control room operators or installed smoke detection systems.
Fires in other areas of the control building may require MCR evacuation; such as in the cable
spreading room or auxiliary instrument room, etc. The control building areas other than the MCR
have installed detection and automatic suppression systems, or have a deviation documented in
FPR Part VII, Section 2.3. TVA stated that areas of the control building that don't have
automatic suppression typically have low combustible loading.
In NRC question RAI FPR V-16, the NRC staff expressed a concern that a fire in portions of the
control building that lack fire detection and automatic suppression could impact equipment
important to safe shutdown. In TVA's letter dated August 5, 2011 (ADAMS Accession No.
ML1 1224A052), TVA stated that the PORV block valve controls are only routed through control
building areas that have detection and automatic suppression. Other circuits routed through the
control building are either routed through areas with fire detection and automatic suppression, or
areas with detection and limited combustibles and ignition sources.
Based on its review of the submitted information, the NRC staff concludes that TVA considered
the credible fire scenarios, and the installed defense-in-depth features to determine that these
three control room actions are feasible, therefore, the performance of these three distinct
actions is acceptable.
3.5.4

Safe Shutdown Procedures and Manpower

TVA developed a fire response procedure, Abnormal Operating Instruction (AOI)-30. 1, "Plant
Fires," which describes operator response and mitigating actions for plant fires. TVA also
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developed room-specific procedures as part of AOI-30.2, "Fire Safe Shutdown," for rooms
where OMAs may be required to mitigate damage to plant safe shutdown equipment. AOI-30.2
is supported by controlled plant calculations. The procedures include operator-by-operator
actions for a fire in any room of the plant that would require OMAs to shutdown the plant.
TVA has walked down the OMAs for both WBN Unit 1 and WBN Unit 2. OMAs needed after 2
hours into the fire were not walked down, since 2 hours corresponds to the time frame for
additional personnel to be called to the plant in response to an event. TVA postulates that
significant plant fires are interior to the plant; therefore, operators who are called back are not
expected to have difficulty getting to the plant.
TVA stated that the start of the time "clock" for the performance of OMAs is the tripping of the
plant. Prior to tripping the reactor, the plant is considered to be in a stable operating condition.
Once the trip is initiated, the clock starts and preventive OMAs are performed to prevent
spurious equipment operation and to ensure safe shutdown can be accomplished.
Most OMAs are preventive, however, some reactive OMAs must be taken upon fire damage to
SSCs rather than reactor trip. TVA stated that for these reactive type actions, the normal plant
operating procedures provide an appropriate reactive response to fire damage. TVA analyzed
the available FSSD equipment on an area by area basis to assure that sufficient safe shutdown
equipment is free of fire damage.
Based on its review of the submitted information, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's safe
shutdown procedure structure, including both preventive and reactive OMAs, has been
evaluated to ensure safe shutdown capability, and therefore, is acceptable.
3.5.5

Repairs

TVA stated that repair activities (e.g., lifting/cutting leads, installing jumpers, and fuse
replacement) are not required to achieve and maintain hot standby conditions. TVA identified
the following three generic repairs to be performed to achieve cold shutdown:
*
*
*

Loading Two ERCW Pumps on 6.9 kV Board 1-BD-211-A-A,
RHR Room Cooler Repair, and
RHR/RCS High-Low Pressure Boundary Valve Repair.

Cold-shutdown repair activities include the installation of electrical jumpers, and the installation
of replacement cables and components if needed due to fire damage. TVA has identified the
specific activities to be performed and has developed repair procedures to implement this
capability. Additionally, materials necessary to accomplish the repairs are available on site.
Based on its review of the submitted information the NRC staff concludes that the repair
activities developed by TVA to achieve cold shutdown conditions are consistent with the
requirements in Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 and therefore, are acceptable.
3.5.6

Unit 2 OMAs Involving Fire Area Re-Entry

TVA examined Unit 2 OMAs that involve re-entry into plant fire areas. This section discusses
actions involving important to safe shutdown equipment, whereas Section 6.1.9 of this
evaluation addresses OMAs involving equipment required for safe shutdown.
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TVA has indicated that all WBN Unit 2 rooms that involve re-entry to perform OMAs for
important to safe shutdown equipment are equipped with fire detection and automatic
suppression. In addition, TVA stated that all such OMAs have approximately 60 minutes or
more of time margin for the licensee staff to extinguish the fire and to operate the equipment
within the room. TVA has determined that the equipment within the room of fire origin is unlikely
to be damaged such that the equipment could not be operated following a postulated fire in that
room. TVA has performed feasibility and reliability evaluations of the OMAs.
Based on its review of the submitted information, the NRC staff concludes that there is sufficient
defense-in-depth available, detection and automatic suppression is installed, and that the
manual action provides sufficient margin to assure safe shutdown capability. Therefore the NRC
staff concludes that such re-entry into rooms to perform OMAs involving important to safe
shutdown components is acceptable.
3.6

Associated Circuits

TVA examined the potential impact of fire damage on associated circuits of concern. TVA has
categorized associated circuits as follows:

*
*

*

Type I - common power source,
Type II - spurious actuation, and
Type III - common enclosure.

TVA stated that it identified these associated circuits of concern in accordance with GL 81-12,
the NRC staff's clarification to GL 81-12, and GL 86-10.
3.6.1

Circuits Associated by Common Power Source

TVA stated that, for circuits associated by a common power source, it has identified all circuits
supplied from a power source (i.e., switchgear, MCCs, and load centers) that also powers a
circuit of equipment required for post-FSSD. For the identified circuits, it verified the
coordination of electrical protection devices (e.g., fuses, circuit breakers, or relays) to ensure
that a fire-induced fault on a branch circuit of a required supply will be cleared by at least one
branch circuit protective device before the fault current can propagate to cause a trip of any
feeder breaker upstream of the required supply.
In its letter dated August 5, 2011 (ADAMS Accession No. ML1 1227A257), in response to the
RAI FPR 111-17, TVA stated that a list of the design change packages has been issued to ensure
that the WBN Unit 2 circuits are adequately protected with fuses/breakers to address common
power supply and common enclosure associated circuits of concern. Additionally, the plant will
implement these design change packages in accordance with their associated system turnover
schedule and implement them before the associated system being declared operable to support
WBN Unit 2 fuel load or startup.
TVA evaluated circuits associated by a common power source for multiple high impedance
faults (MHIFs). TVA stated that MHIFs are evaluated in accordance with the base case
conditions in Appendix B.1 to Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 00-01, "Guidance for Post Fire Safe
Shutdown Circuit Analysis," Revision 2, issued May 2009, as endorsed by Section 5.5.2 of
Revision 2 to RG 1.189. The base case set of conditions, if met, provides reasonable assurance
that MHIFs will not occur. The FPR, Part Ill, Section 7.4, analysis provided the NEI 00-01 base
case conditions with the corresponding WBN compliance method for each base case condition.
The
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FPR stated: "WBN meets the NEI 00-01, Appendix B. 1 base case criteria which establish
applicability of the base case to individual plant designs." WBN did not take any exceptions to
the base cases. In a letter dated June 27, 2012 (ADAMS Accession No. ML12181A531), TVA
provided a list of supporting calculations for the FPR, Part III, Section 7.4, MHIF analysis.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's
method of evaluating circuits associated by a common power source is consistent with the NRC
guidance in the GLs identified in Section 3.6 above, and in Appendix B.1 to NEI-00-01, as
endorsed by RG 1.189; and therefore, is acceptable.
3.6.2

Circuits Associated by Spurious Operation

TVA stated that cables that are not part of safe shutdown circuits may be damaged by the
effects of postulated fires. This cable damage may consequently prevent the correct operation
of safe shutdown components, or result in the maloperation of equipment which would directly
prevent the proper performance of the safe shutdown systems. The effects of spurious
operations may be conceptually divided into two subclasses as follows:
(1)

maloperation of safe shutdown equipment due to control circuit electrical
interlocks between safe shutdown circuits and other circuits (e.g., the numerous
safe shutdown equipment automatic operation interlocks from process control
and instrument circuits)

(2)

maloperation of equipment that is not defined as part of the safe shutdown
systems, but that could prevent the accomplishment of a safe shutdown function
(e.g., inadvertent depressurization of the RCS or the main steam system by
spurious opening of boundary valves)

TVA performed an evaluation of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 events to ensure that any failure
of associated circuits of concern by spurious operation will not prevent safe shutdown. Credible
electrical faults considered in the analysis included open circuit, short circuit (conductor-toconductor), short to ground, and cable-to-cable (hot-short) including 3-phase hot-shorts for
high/low pressure interface valves. The analysis also considered that the normally ungrounded
125 VDC power distribution system may become grounded due to fire damage.
TVA indicated that these Type II associated circuits of concern outside of containment are
analyzed in accordance with the criteria in Sections IIl.G.2.a, III.G.2.b, and III.G.2.c of Appendix
R to 10 CFR Part 50 as required circuits. Inside containment, the Type II associated circuits of
concern are analyzed in accordance with the criteria in Sections IIl.G.2.d, III.G.2.e, and IIl.G.2.f
of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 as required circuits.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's
approach to analyze circuits associated by spurious operation, in accordance with the sections
of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 listed above, is acceptable.
3.6.3

Circuits Associated by Common Enclosure

To address the common enclosure associated circuit concern, TVA evaluated all circuits that
may share a common enclosure (e.g., cable tray, conduit, panel or junction box) with a circuit
required by Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50. On the basis of its evaluation, TVA concluded that
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the electrical protective equipment provided will ensure that electrical faults and overloads will
not result in any more cable degradation than would be expected when operating conditions are
below the setpoint of the electrical protective device.
TVA stated that the plant addressed associated circuits by common enclosure by ensuring that
all required existing (prior to 1995) circuits in buildings with safe shutdown components are
electrically protected with a fuse or breaker that will actuate prior to the jacket of existing faulted
cables from reaching their auto-ignition temperature. Additionally, for new circuits, associated
circuit electrical fault protection is provided to ensure that the fuse or breaker will operate prior
to the temperature of the insulation reaching its insulation damage temperature.
In its letter dated August 5, 2011 (ADAMS Accession No. ML1 1227A257), in response to the
RAI FPR 111-17, TVA stated that a list of the design change packages has been issued to ensure
that the WBN Unit 2 circuits are adequately protected with fuses/breakers to address common
power supply and common enclosure associated circuits of concern. Additionally, these design
change packages will be implemented in accordance with their associated system turnover
schedule and will be implemented prior to the associated system being declared operable to
support WBN Unit 2 fuel load or startup.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's
methodology for assessing circuits associated by common enclosure is consistent with the NRC
guidance in the GLs identified in Section 3.6 of this safety evaluation, and, therefore, is
acceptable.
3.7

Current Transformer Secondaries

Section III.G.2 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 requires that fire induced open circuits be
analyzed where they could prevent operation or cause maloperation of components required for
post-FSSD.
If a fire at a remote location causes the secondary circuit of a current transformer (CT) to open,
the event could generate ionized gases or additional fires, or both, in other locations and could
propagate fire to additional fire areas.
TVA evaluated the fire hazards due to a fire-induced open circuit in the secondary circuits of
CTs installed in high energy panels (i.e., 6.9 kV switchgear) of the required power systems. An
evaluation of three types of CT circuits used in the auxiliary power system has been done: (1)
ground fault, (2) differential relaying, and (3) protective relaying.
The CT circuits are contained in their respective panels for the Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50
required and nonrequired 480 V switchgear and the 6.9 kV switchgear. Therefore, the fire would
have to be localized in the switchgear assembly for the CT secondary circuit to be opened by a
fire. This would prevent the CT circuits from causing fire propagation to other fire areas.
The 6.9 kV CT circuit that is connected to protective relaying and a current transducer is also
contained within the switchgear panel. The output of the current transducer is connected to a
remote indicator, and the current transducer is an electrical isolator. Additionally, the output-toinput of the current transducer has been tested for 1500V AC differential. Electrical isolation
also exists for the Watt & VAR transducers used on the 6.9 kV switchgear at WBN.
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The board differential relaying circuits are totally internal to the switchgear panels, except for the
following three exceptions:
(1)

The circuits between the 6.9 kV switchgear emergency supply feeders and the
diesel generators are included in the interaction analysis as required circuits. The
protective relays are designed to operate and clear these circuits in case of fire
damage.

(2)

The common station service transformers transformer differential relaying circuits
are also included in the interaction analysis as required circuits. The current
imbalance created by an open CT circuit causes the protective differential relay
to open the supply circuit breaker, which removes primary power to the CT,
clearing the circuit, within the time required for protective relay and breaker
operation.

(3)

The circuits between the 6.9 kV start and Unit Boards, are not required circuits.
Similar to Item (2) above, current imbalance in the protective differential relay of
the non-required circuits would open the supply circuit breaker.

Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's
approach to evaluating the fire hazards due to fire-induced open circuits in the secondary of
CTs installed in high energy panels is in accordance with Section III.G.2 of Appendix R to 10
CFR Part 50, and therefore, is acceptable.
3.8

High/Low-Pressure Interfaces

TVA stated that GL 81-12, GL 86-10, and Information Notice (IN) 87-50, "Potential LOCA at
High-and Low-Pressure Interfaces from Fire Damage," dated October 9, 1987, describe special
considerations for high/low pressure interfaces that are necessary to meet the requirements in
Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.
In accordance with GL 81-12, the following information is necessary to ensure that high/low
pressure boundary interfaces are adequately protected for the effects of a single fire:
(1)

Identify each high/low pressure interface that uses redundant electrically
controlled devices (such as two series motor operated valves) to isolate or
preclude rupture .of any primary coolant boundary.

(2)

Identify the essential cabling for each device.

(3)

Identify each location where the identified cables are separated by a barrier
having less than a 3-hour fire rating.

(4)

For the areas identified in (3) above (if any), provide the bases and justification.

Based on the above, TVA performed a review of the systems credited for safe shutdown to
identify potential high/low pressure interfaces. These interfaces were evaluated to identify
valves that, if spuriously opened, would expose low pressure piping to high pressure resulting in
failure of the low pressure system.
The control system for RHR valves has been designed to prohibit opening unless the reactor
coolant pressure is low enough to prevent RHR piping failure. However, if these valves opened
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spuriously, exposure of RHR piping to high pressure may cause failure of the RHR system
piping and render the system inoperable. Therefore, the RHR/RCS isolation valves (1/2-FCV74-1, -2, -8, and -9) are considered high/low pressure interface valves.
Excess letdown is not required for safe shutdown. However, the spurious opening of these
valves could expose downstream piping to excess pressure that may cause failure resulting in
the rupture of the primary coolant boundary. Therefore, the excess letdown isolation valves (1/2FCV-62-55, and -56) are considered high/low pressure interface valves.
Normal letdown is not required for safe shutdown. However, spurious opening of these valves
may cause failure to maintain RCS inventory control. Therefore, the normal letdown isolation
valves (1/2-FCV-62-69A and -70A) are considered high/low pressure interface valves.
The safety injection system (SIS)/RHR interface valve with the RCS is located in piping that
connects the SIS with the RHR system at a point between the RCS/RHR isolation valves. The
SIS is not required for safe shutdown. However, the spurious opening of valve 1/2-FCV-63-186
along with either 1/2-FCV-74-1-A or -9-B could expose the SIS piping to damaging pressure.
Therefore, this valve is considered a high/low pressure interface.
The pressurizer PORV and reactor head vent isolation valves are designed to function at high
RCS operating pressure. They provide the following two safe shutdown functions: (1) to initially
remain closed for RCS inventory control purposes and (2) to provide a means of depressurizing
the RCS to the point that the RHR system can be initiated to bring the plant to a cold shutdown
condition. Discharge from the RCS through these valves is directed to the inlet of the PRT. The
inlet lines are sized to accommodate vent/relief discharge flow without piping or component
failure. Continuous letdown to the PRT may eventually cause spillage of excess coolant to
containment through the PRT rupture disks. Therefore, the pressurizer PORVs and block valve
combinations, and reactor head vent isolation valves, are required for RCS inventory control
(and RCS letdown) and are considered high/low interface valves.
To prevent fire-initiated cable faults from causing a spurious operation of the RHR isolation
valves, all four of the motor operated valves in the RHR suction line will be kept closed (pre-fire
condition) with the corresponding MCC breaker in the open position. The return lines are
isolated by two series check valves in each line and a common motor-operated valve.
In its letter dated May 30, 2012 (ADAMS Accession No. ML12153A374), TVA stated that
procedural controls for isolation of all potentially spurious RCS letdown paths, including
pressurizer PORVs and reactor head vents, provide assurance (through the use of MCR actions
for WBN Unit 2 and MCR actions and an OMA for WBN Unit 1), that isolation of normal and
excess letdown paths will be achieved.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's
approach for high/low pressure interfaces meets the requirements in Appendix R to 10 CFR
Part 50 and follows the guidance in GL 81-12 and GL 86-10, and IN 87-50, and therefore, is
acceptable.
3.9

Assessment of Multiple Spurious Operations

In FPR Part III, Section, 11.0 "Multiple Spurious Operation (MSO) Evaluation," TVA stated that
Revision 2 to RG 1.189 formalized the requirements for addressing multiple fire induced circuit
failures, or MSOs and multiple concurrent hot shorts. TVA further stated that this process was
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U1
U2
U1

followed to address fire-induced spurious failures for WBN Unit 1. In a letter dated August 20,
2010 (ADAMS Accession No. ML102360283), TVA stated that the MSO scenarios requiring
resolution for WBN Unit 1 would be implemented under the timing requirements prescribed by
the NRC in Enforcement Guidance Memorandum 09-002, "Enforcement Discretion for Fire
Induced Circuit Faults."

U1

In TVA MSO Evaluation R-1 976-20-001, "Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Multiple Spurious
Operation Evaluation, Revision 1" (ADAMS Accession No. ML103160419), TVA stated that
multiple fire-induced spurious failures were evaluated at WBN Unit 2 as described in Revision 2
to RG 1.189. TVA further stated that, based on the results of the MSO expert panel conducted at
the plant for WBN Unit 1, various scenarios were identified and were reviewed for WBN Unit 2.
Appendix B, "Unit 2 Resolutions," and Appendix C, "Unit 1/Common Resolutions," of the above
report provided resolutions for specific unresolved MSO scenarios that affect WBN Unit 2.

U2

In a letter dated February 7, 2013 (ADAMS Accession No. ML13044A1 14), TVA stated that the
above MSO scenarios requiring resolution for WBN Unit 1 have been resolved and incorporated
into Appendix B and Appendix C to Revision 2 to MSO Evaluation R-1976-20-001.

U1

In Section 4 of the MSO Evaluation (Revisions 1 and 2), TVA stated that MSO scenarios
selected for Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, and for WBN Unit 1 were evaluated to
determine if the scenarios were applicable to WBN Unit 2 and how Unit 2 complied with each
scenario. Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, and WBN Units 1 and 2, have similar physical
and systems designs. All four units are Westinghouse four-loop pressurized water reactors with
wet ice condenser containments and would be expected to have similar MSO scenarios.
Additionally, the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, MSO scenarios were analyzed from a
dual unit perspective.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that by
evaluating multiple fire-induced spurious failures in accordance with the guidance in Revision 2
to RG 1.189 and by using MSO scenarios from Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, and
WBN Unit 1 when addressing WBN Unit 2 and dual-unit scenarios, TVA's approach is an
acceptable means for addressing MSO failures.
3.10

Smoke Control and Ventilation

FPR Part VIII, Section D.4, and FPR Part X, Section 3.2.9, discuss smoke control and
ventilation. TVA stated that plant ventilation systems at WBN are not specifically designed to
exhaust smoke or corrosive gases. TVA further stated that a combination of the normal
ventilation exhaust systems and portable fans are used to remove smoke from specific rooms
during and after fire-fighting activities. Non-recirculating ventilation systems are provided for fire
areas that may contain airborne radioactive materials. Smoke from fires that might occur in
areas containing radioactive materials is monitored for radioactivity.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that smoke
control and ventilation for fire protection purposes at WBN are installed consistent with Position
D.4 of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1, and, therefore, is acceptable.
3.11

Lighting and Communications

TVA stated that fixed, self-contained lighting consisting of sealed-beam units with individual 8hour minimum battery power supplies are provided in areas that must be manned for safe
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U2

shutdown, and in access and egress routes to and from all fire areas containing equipment
required for safe shutdown. TVA stated that plant walkdowns have been conducted during
"blackout" conditions to assure the adequacy of the lighting. These walkdowns were used to
document the adequacy of the lighting levels. Functional and visual testing of the fixed
emergency lighting units is also performed to assure that the emergency lights provide their
minimum 8-hour availability.
In FPR Part VII, Section 2.7, TVA requested to deviate from its emergency lighting criteria inside
the reactor building, yard area, and the turbine building. Section 6.1.6 of this evaluation provides
the NRC staff's evaluation of this deviation.
Based on its review of the submitted information, the NRC staff concludes, with the exception of
items evaluated elsewhere in this evaluation, that the emergency lighting is consistent with the
requirements in Section IIl.J of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 and the guidelines contained in
Section D.5.a of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and therefore, is acceptable.
TVA provided several means of communication to support safe shutdown operations including
(1) telephones, (2) a code, alarm, and paging system, (3) sound-powered phones, (4) cellular
phones, and (5) two-way radios. The in-plant radio repeater system is the primary means of
communication for performing manual shutdown actions and for fire brigade fire-fighting
operations. The repeater system consists of very high frequency radio repeaters, remote control
units, portable radios, and redundant antenna systems.
Operations and maintenance personnel primarily use these radios; however, the plant
designates one channel of the in-plant radio system for use by the fire brigade during fires or
other emergencies. Redundant fixed repeaters are widely separated so that a fire that also
necessitates manual actions will not affect redundant repeaters. Some plant areas lack full radio
coverage; however, coverage is available immediately outside of these rooms. Sound-powered
phones are available in the ACR and local stations that are needed for alternative shutdown.
Cell phones are available to supplement the communication system.
Based on its review of the submitted information, the NRC staff concludes that, with the
exception of items evaluated elsewhere in this evaluation, TVA's means of communications do
not take any exceptions to Positions D.5.c and D.5.d of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and,
therefore, are acceptable.
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4.0

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

4.1

Water Supply and Distribution

TVA described the fire water supply system at WBN in FPR Part II, Section 12.1, "Water
Supply." TVA also described the system in its response by letter dated August 5, 2011 (ADAMS
Accession No. ML1 1224A052), to RAI FPR 11-45. TVA stated that the high pressure fire
protection (HPFP) water system is common to both units, and that it consists of four electric
motor driven pumps and one diesel engine driven pump.
TVA stated that the electrically driven pumps are seismic Category I high-pressure vertical
turbine motor-driven pumps in accordance with Section III of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code). Each pump is
rated at 1,590 gallons per minute (gpm) at 130 pounds per square inch, gauge (psig). TVA
calculated the maximum required fire water demand based on the largest automatic
suppression system demand and hose streams, and it stated that each of these pumps can
supply 50 percent of the required flow. The pumps are located in the seismic Category I intake
pumping station (IPS) with a 3-hour-rated fire barrier that separates two fire pumps from the
other two fire pumps.
TVA stated that a 100 percent capacity, UL listed, diesel fire pump is remotely located in the
yard near the Unit 1 cooling tower. TVA stated that the diesel fire pump is capable of developing
a flow of 2,500 gpm (100 percent capacity) at 125 psig and 3,750 gpm (150 percent capacity) at
81 psig.
TVA stated that the water supply for the electric fire pumps is taken from the Tennessee River
and the diesel fire pump takes its water from the WBN Unit 1 cooling tower basin. TVA stated
that the Tennessee River is essentially unlimited, and that the WBN Unit 1 cooling tower basin
can provide a minimum of 2 hours supply at 150 percent of the capacity of the diesel pump.
TVA stated that the electric pumps are automatically started by activation of the fire detection
systems associated with installed automatic water based suppression systems. Also, the
electric pumps can be started manually from either the MCR or the appropriate 480 V shutdown
board. The diesel pump automatically starts on low system pressure or can be manually started
from the MCR.
TVA stated that each electric fire pump is powered from a separate 480 V shutdown board, and
that in the event of loss of offsite power, each 480 V shutdown board is automatically connected
to a separate emergency diesel generator. Supervised alarm circuits, indicating fire pump motor
running condition and loss of line power on the line side of the switchgear, are provided in the
MCR for each electric pump. The diesel fire pump also sends annunciation signals to the MCR.
TVA stated that the electric fire pumps also serve as a backup water supply to the AFW system
in the event of a flood above plant grade (called "flood mode"). TVA stated that, as a result, this
requires the use of pumps that meet the requirements in Section III of the ASME Code as
opposed to traditional fire pump installations that are UL listed or factory-mutual-(FM)-approved
pumps in accordance with NFPA 20-1993, "Standard for the Installation of Centrifugal Fire
Pumps," for electric driven pumps. In FPR Part VII, Section 5.1, WVA stated the following:
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(1)

Pump curve verification tests have been performed to include multiple diverse
points on the pump curve to replicate fire pump test requirements as opposed to
the single point verification applicable to ASME Code Section III pumps;

(2)

TVA performed hydraulic calculations to demonstrate that the pumps provide
adequate flow and pressure to the most hydraulically remote suppression
systems;

(3)

The electrical circuits for pump power and control meet IEEE Class 1E standards
and, even though the pumps do not start on pressure drop in the piping system,
they do start on activation of the fire detection systems associated with pre-action
suppression systems; and

(4)

The fire pumps can only be manually stopped from the MCR or in the IPS (where
the pumps are located).

Based on the above submitted information, the NRC staff concludes that, while not designed to
the guidelines in NFPA 20, the electric fire pump configuration will not negatively affect the
performance of the fire protection system, and meets the purpose of the guidelines of Section
E.2.c of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
TVA stated that the diesel fire pump installation and its associated controller are installed in
accordance with NFPA 20-1993. Based on the information submitted by TVA that states that the
diesel fire pump and associated controller are installed in accordance with NFPA 20-1993, the
NRC staff concludes that the installation of the diesel fire pump is acceptable.
TVA stated that a self-cleaning strainer capable of handling 100 percent flow is provided on the
discharge side of each pair of electric fire pumps. The strainers are located in the IPS and
conform to the requirements in Section III of the ASME Code for seismic Category I
components. For the diesel fire pump, TVA stated that mechanical screens are provided on the
supply side and a strainer on the discharge.
TVA stated that the HPFP system is interconnected to the raw cooling water (RCW) system.
Automatic isolation valves are provided to isolate the RCW system and selected RCW loads
from the HPFP system when any fire pump is started to reduce the RCW load on the HPFP
system to ensure adequate flow and pressure are available. During normal operation, HPFP
system pressure is maintained by the RCW pumps.
The HPFP system mains consist of both cement lined iron yard mains and unlined steel safety
headers. The steel safety headers serve as a backup water supply to the AFW system in "flood
mode," as noted above. TVA stated that the details of the "flood mode" are documented in
several places in the FSAR, for example, FSAR Section 2.4.14.2, "Plant Operation During
Floods Above Grade." The piping inside buildings is unlined steel. The buried steel piping has
an exterior coating to prevent corrosion. The electric fire pumps feed the steel headers and the
diesel pump feeds the iron yard main. The two loops (iron and steel) are connected at the IPS
(via normally open valve 0-FCV-26-17) and at two remote points in the auxiliary building (via
normally open valves 0-FCV-26-15 and-0-FCV-26-16). TVA stated that pressure control is
provided by a pressure control valve downstream of the four electric pumps.
TVA stated that sectional isolation valves are provided on the iron yard main to allow
maintenance on portions of the system while the plant maintains its fire-fighting capability. In
addition, TVA stated that the sectional isolation valves in the underground and building loops
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are locked or sealed in position and that surveillance is performed to ensure proper system
alignment. The plant has not installed any sectional valves on the steel safety header. Because
the two headers are redundant and because they are also connected to the iron yard main
through valves in the turbine building, the plant could isolate either main and would still have
two sources of fire water available.
TVA stated that all post-indicator-type valves are either sealed or locked open with a keyoperated "breakaway" type lock. TVA further states that curb box valves are not locked open,
but TVA considers these valves to be tamper resistant because they cannot be operated without
a special "key" tool that is not generally available.
In the FPR, TVA stated that the WBN fire water supply system as being able to provide the
designed fire-fighting capacity either with one electric pump and the diesel pump unavailable or
with the hydraulically least demanding portion of any loop main out of service. TVA further
stated that the design flow demand consists of design flow to the largest sprinkler or water spray
system plus design flow to non-isolated RCW loads and 500 gpm for hose streams.
TVA stated that suppression systems and hose station standpipe systems are separately
connected to the yard main or to headers within buildings and are fed from each end of the
building, so that a single failure cannot impair both suppression systems and hose stations at
the same time.
As result of the concern with microbiologically induced corrosion (MIC) and other corrosion
issues, TVA has instituted a permanent monitoring program for assuring the performance of the
standpipe and suppression systems. TVA stated that this testing is performed at the
hydraulically most remote hose stations every 3 years. TVA uses the calculated design basis
pressure and flow requirements for these hose stations as the basis to monitor system
performance.
TVA's design calculation reduces the actual pipe inside diameter by 0.8 inches and uses a
Hazen-Williams C factor of 55 for the sections of piping that are normally wetted. TVA stated
that the purpose of these piping restrictions and the C factor of 55 are to account for the 40-year
service life of the pipe. The data collected from these tests will be compared to the calculated
values and trended to detect system failure.
TVA stated that all raw water systems, including HPFP, are chemically treated in a manner that
is consistent with nuclear industry practice. TVA stated that this treatment includes oxidizing
biocide, non-oxidizing biocide, phosphate, and zinc. TVA further stated that the oxidizing and
non-oxidizing biocides are used to control Asiatic clams, zebra mussels, slime, and MIC; the
phosphate is used to sequester iron from existing corrosion products; and the zinc acts as a
mild corrosion inhibitor for the carbon steel surfaces. As described in TVA's letter dated August
5, 2011 (ADAMS Accession No. ML1 1224A052), in response to RAI FPR VII-2.1, the nonoxidizing biocide treatments are coordinated with periodic system flushes in order to distribute
the biocide to normally stagnant portions of the system.
TVA stated that two programs have been implemented to combat pipe corrosion. First, TVA
implemented the Corrosion Control Program, which primarily monitors pipe wall thickness using
ultrasonic techniques, replacing lengths of pipe when minimum wall thickness cannot be
maintained. Additionally, TVA stated that a WBN Buried Piping Plan has been established in
support of NEI 09-14, "Guideline for the Management of Underground Piping and Tank
Integrity." TVA described this program as providing for the risk ranking of buried piping relative
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to installed conditions (e.g., design and construction practices, as well as soil characteristics)
and consequences of a failure of the piping. TVA stated that these programs are intended to
provide assurance in the integrity of the HPFP system boundaries.
In addition, TVA performed a code compliance review against NFPA 24-1973,"Outside
Protection," as documented in FPR Part X. No substantial exceptions were identified.
Based on its review of the submitted information, the NRC staff concludes that, with the
exception of the system design demand, the fire water supply system conforms to the guidelines
of Sections E.2 and E.3.a of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
Regarding the system design demand, the NRC staff concludes that it conforms to the NRC's
current guidance found in Position 3.2.1 of RG 1.189, Revision 2, and, therefore, is acceptable.
4.2

Active Fire Control and Suppression Features

4.2.1

Automatic Fire Suppression Systems

4.2.1.1

Sprinklers and Fixed Spray Systems with Closed Heads

In FPR Part III, Section 10.3.1, TVA stated that all AVs that contain redundant safe shutdown
equipment are protected to ensure that the plant maintains its safe shutdown capability. In most
cases, the means of protection is consistent with Section III.G.2 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part
50. For instance, in areas in which cables of redundant safe shutdown equipment are located in
an AV and could be damaged by fire, the plant ensures the function by installing a 1-hour
ERFBS on one train with automatic fire detection and suppression or by installing a 3-hour
ERFBS in areas that do not provide fire detection and suppression. TVA also stated that, if
separation between rooms in the same fire area is less than 3 hours rated, the plant either
provides automatic detection and suppression systems or identifies and justifies deviations.
Where deviations from Section III.G.2 requirements exist, with respect to coverage of
suppression and detection systems, TVA performed evaluations to demonstrate that an
adequate level of protection is provided. Section 6.1.7 of this evaluation provides the NRC staff
evaluation of these deviations.
In FPR Part VII, Section 2.4, TVA described a methodology used to resolve situations where
redundant trains are separated by more than 20 feet, but without 20 feet free of intervening
combustibles. Section 6.1.4 of this evaluation provides the NRC staff evaluation of this
configuration.
Where provided, TVA stated that sprinkler systems and fixed water spray systems are designed
in accordance with the applicable requirements in NFPA 13-1975,"Standard for Installation of
Sprinkler Systems," and NFPA 15-1973, "Standard for Water Spray Fixed Systems."
In addition, TVA performed a code compliance review and identified several areas in which the
sprinkler and fixed spray systems differed from the code. The important exceptions to the NFPA
13-1975 code identified were as follows:
Fire department pumper connections for the sprinkler system are only provided
to buildings with one connection to the underground fire main. (NFPA 13, Section
2-7). The NRC staff concludes that this arrangement meets the intent of the
provision.
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Strainers are provided in the supply to each pre-action sprinkler system in lieu of
following flushing requirements. (NFPA 13, Section 3-37.3.) The NRC staff
concludes that this arrangement meets the intent of the provision.
Sprinklers are not provided below the open grating above the high-pressure fire
pump flow control valve on elevation 692 feet in the Unit I penetration room
(Room 692.0-A7). TVA stated that the combustible loading in this fire area is
insignificant. This grating is approximately 5 feet wide by 15 feet long and is 15
feet above the room floor. Two sprinklers are installed approximately 3 feet
above the grating. Plant procedures prohibit the storage of material on these
grated walkways, so the gratings would be free of foreign obstructions. Due to
the size of the grating (4 in. by 1 in.), flow from the sprinklers is not expected to
be restricted by the grating. (NFPA 13, Section 4-4.11.) The NRC staff concludes
the current sprinkler configuration in the Unit 1 penetration room is acceptable.
The NRC staff reviewed the other code exceptions from NFPA 13 that TVA proposed in FPR
Section X, and determined that the exceptions will not affect the performance of the systems
and, therefore, are acceptable.
With respect to NFPA 15, TVA did not take any exceptions to the code for the water spray
systems protecting outdoor transformers, the hydrogen trailer, turbine hydrogen seal oil unit, or
the turbine lube oil reservoir. TVA used the guidance of NFPA 13 to design the directional
fusible nozzle water spray systems used to protect certain charcoal filters and the RCPs.
TVA stated that automatic pre-action sprinklers are provided in areas in which it is important to
prevent accidental discharge of water. Operation of the pre-action sprinkler system is initiated
by a signal from the fire detection system in the area. Actuation can also be initiated manually
by mechanical operation at the deluge valve. In addition, selected pre-action systems at WBN
have manual actuation stations placed at strategic locations remote from the valve. These
systems are provided with air supervision if the piping downstream of the system control valve
supplies more than 20 sprinkler heads.
TVA stated that, where manually activated suppression systems are installed, the piping
network isolation valve is maintained in the closed position. Personnel are alerted to a problem
in these areas by the fire detection system and, after confirming there is a fire, personnel open
the appropriate isolation valve to allow water into the system. Water is then applied to the fire
when the heat from the fire melts the fusible element in the sprinkler head. Water flow is
subsequently stopped by manually closing the associated isolation valve.
In FPR, Part VIII, TVA stated that drainage is provided to remove the expected fire protection
water flows or control the accumulation of water such that the water will not cause unacceptable
damage to equipment in the area. TVA further stated that additional drainage can be achieved
by diverting water into adjacent rooms. Finally, TVA stated that water draining from areas which
may contain radioactivity is sampled and analyzed before being discharged into the
environment.
TVA stated that standpipes, hose stations, and portable fire extinguishers are provided
throughout the control building, but that fixed fire suppression systems are not provided for all
rooms. TVA justified the lack of fixed automatic suppression capability by stating that the control
building is a single fire area with fire detection provided throughout the control building except in
certain areas, and that there are no alternative shutdown cables or equipment located
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in the control building, thereby satisfying the design intent of maintaining safe shutdown
capability for a postulated fire event by providing an alternate design concept. Based on TVA's
justification, the NRC staff concludes TVA's approach to be acceptable. See Section 3.3 of this
evaluation for a discussion of alternate shutdown, and Section 6.1.3 for a detailed discussion of
the lack of area-wide automatic suppression in the control building.
In all cases, TVA stated that an adequate level of protection is provided via a combination of
limited combustible materials, administrative controls, fire rated barriers, spatial separation, and
active fire protection systems. Where exceptions or deviations from NRC staff guidance, rules,
or design standards exist, TVA stated that they have performed evaluations to ensure that an
adequate level of protection is provided. The NRC staff reviewed TVAs approach to the use of
sprinkler and water spray fire suppression systems, and concludes that TVA's design criteria
and bases are consistent with Positions E.2 and E.3.c of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and
the defense-in-depth concept described in Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50, and therefore, are
acceptable.
4.2.1.2

Gas Suppression Systems

TVA stated in FPR Part II that automatic total flooding C02 suppression systems are provided
for the auxiliary instrument rooms and computer room in the control building; and in the lube oil
storage room, diesel engine rooms (4), fuel oil transfer room, and 480 V board rooms (4),
located in the diesel generator building.
TVA stated that the C02 systems are designed and installed in accordance with the NFPA 121973,"Carbon Dioxide Extinguishment Systems," the code of record for these systems. Further,
TVA stated in its letter dated March 16, 2011 (ADAMS Accession No. ML13060A403), in
response to NRC question RAI FPR 11-6, that the systems installed in the computer room, diesel
generator electrical board rooms, lube oil storage room, and fuel oil transfer room are installed
for property protection purposes only, and do not have soak time requirements. In addition, TVA
stated that the systems are appropriate for the anticipated hazards and that they performed
system dump tests to ensure agent concentration, agent reserve, and operability of the
distribution system.
TVA stated that a signal from either the fire detection system or a push button station activates
the area alarms, C02 discharge timer, which actuates the master control valve, and the area
selector valve permitting the C02 to be discharged into the selected area. In addition, the
system can be manually operated via the electro-manual pilot valve for each hazard protected
on the loss of power to the system. In designing these systems, TVA has considered personnel
safety by providing the pre-discharge alarm to notify anyone in the area that C02 is going to be
discharged, and by adding an odorant to the C02 to warn personnel that the system has been
discharged.
In addition, TVA stated that the actuation of these systems causes selected fire dampers and
doors to the protected area to close and the HVAC fans to the area to shut down, ensuring that
the minimum concentration of C02 is maintained and preventing fire spread from the area of fire
origin. TVA also stated that it has performed full discharge tests for representative rooms in
conjunction with door fan pressurization tests to validate C02 concentration and soak times.
The C02 storage tank for supplying C02 to systems that protect the diesel generator building is
located in the diesel generator building. The diesel generators are protected from the effects of
a postulated failure of this tank by an 18-inch thick reinforced concrete wall. The vent path for
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the tank room for the storage tank compartment is through a set of double doors that lead into a
stairwell then, if needed, through another set of double doors which open to the atmosphere
from the stairwell.
The C02 for the balance of the plant is supplied from a storage tank in an underground vault in
the yard. TVA stated that the system is designed such that failure of the system cannot pose a
threat to any safety-related areas or structures.
The NRC staff has reviewed TVA's approach to the use of automatic C02 fire suppression
systems and concludes that TVA's design criteria and bases are consistent with Positions D.4.i
and E.5 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, are acceptable.
4.2.2

Manual Suppression Capability

4.2.2.1

Hose Stations

In FPR, Part II, TVA stated that hose stations for manual fire-fighting are located throughout the
plant to ensure that an effective hose stream can be directed to any safety-related area in the
plant. TVA further stated that the system is designed according to the requirements of NFPA 141974,"Standpipe and Hose System for Sizing, Spacing, and Pipe Support Requirements,"
except for those hose stations in certain areas of the plant in which TVA requested a deviation
to exceed the 100-foot hose spacing limitation. These deviations are discussed in Section 6.2.4
of this evaluation.
In addition, TVA performed a code compliance review and identified several areas in which the
manual fire-fighting hose stations and standpipe system differed from the code. TVA also
performed evaluations to justify these exceptions. The significant NFPA 14 code exceptions
identified and associated justifications are:
The standpipes located on elevations 676.0 feet, 692.0 feet, 713.0 feet, 729.0
feet, 757.0 feet, 772.0 feet, and 782.0 feet of the auxiliary building are supplied
by a 3-inch pipe rather than the 4-inch pipe, and elevation 755.0 feet of the
control building has 2 ½-inch supply piping. TVA stated that it verified by
hydraulic calculation that these pipe sizes were adequate. (NFPA 14, Section
212.)
Two standpipes (0-26-677 and -690) are not provided with header isolation
valves. TVA stated that these systems can be isolated and that this would not
preclude the ability to provide hose stream coverage in the locations normally
served by these standpipes. (NFPA 14, Sections 413 and 622.)
Pressure reducing devices are not installed at the hose stations. TVA justified
this by stating that the hose stations are for fire brigade use, and the fire brigade
personnel are trained in the use of high pressure fire hoses. TVA further stated
that the hoses and related fittings are maintained to accommodate the expected
system pressures. (NFPA 14, Section 442.)
High pressure valves, pipes, and fittings are not used, even though system
spikes of up to 190 psi occur due to pump start surges. TVA stated that the
piping and fittings can withstand the working pressures of the system and that
the system is in accordance with American National Standards Institute B31.1,
"Code for Pressure Piping," system requirements. (NFPA 14, Sections 625, 631,
and 641.)
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Water flow alarms are not provided on all standpipes. TVA stated that the hose
stations are provided for fire brigade use. Other site personnel are trained to
report fires before using fire-fighting equipment (if they have been trained in its
use). Therefore, TVA concluded that sufficient notification of standpipe use will
be provided to the MCR without water flow alarms. (NFPA 14, Section 67.)
The NRC staff reviewed TVA's proposed exceptions from NFPA 14 and determined that they
will not affect the performance of the hose stations and the standpipes. Therefore, the
exceptions are acceptable.
In FPR, Part VIII, TVA stated that drainage is provided to remove the expected fire protection
water flows or control the accumulation of water such that the water will not cause unacceptable
damage to equipment in the area. TVA further stated that additional drainage can be achieved
by diverting water into adjacent rooms. Finally, WVA stated that water draining from areas that
may contain radioactivity is sampled and analyzed before being discharged into the
environment.
TVA stated in the FPR that hose station nozzles appropriate for the expected hazards (e.g.,
electrically safe) are provided for each hose station. In addition, TVA stated, in FPR Part VIII,
and in its letter dated August 5, 2011 (ADAMS Accession No. ML1 1227A257), in response to
RAI FPR 11-41.1 and RAI FPR VII-17.1, that provisions has been made to supply water at
sufficient pressure and capacity to the standpipes, hose stations, and hose connections for
manual fire-fighting in areas required for safe plant shutdown in the event of a safe-shutdown
earthquake.
Based its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes, with the
exception of items evaluated elsewhere in this evaluation, that the standpipe system and hose
stations do not take any exceptions to Positions E.3.d and E.3.e of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB)
9.5-1 and, therefore, are acceptable.
4.2.2.2

Fire Extinguishers

TVA stated that portable fire extinguishers of a size and type compatible with specific hazards
are strategically located throughout the plant for use by trained personnel. TVA also stated that
fire brigade members and fire watch personnel have been trained on the location of
extinguishers for firefighting operations through the extinguishers inspection program. In
addition, TVA stated that fire extinguishers are inspected on a quarterly basis.
TVA's proposed application and strategic distribution of portable fire extinguishers throughout
the plant is consistent with the guidance contained in Position E.6 of Appendix A to BTP
(APCSB) 9.5-1, and provides reasonable assurance that fire extinguishers will be readily
available and quickly accessed in the event of a fire emergency. Therefore, the NRC staff
concludes that TVA's proposed application and strategic distribution of portable fire
extinguishers is acceptable.
4.3

Fire Detection Capability

In FPR Part III, Section 10.3.1, TVA stated that all analysis volumes containing redundant safe
shutdown equipment are protected to ensure safe shutdown capability is maintained. In most
cases, the means of protection is consistent with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.2.
For instance, where cables of redundant safe shutdown equipment is located in an analysis
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volume and could be damaged by fire, the function is ensured either by the installation of 1-hour
ERFBS on one train with automatic fire detection and suppression, or a 3-hour ERFBS where
fire detection and suppression are not provided. TVA also stated that if separation between
rooms in the same fire area is less than 3-hour rated, automatic detection and suppression
systems are provided or deviations are identified and justified.
Where deviations from Section III.G.2 requirements exist, with respect to coverage of
suppression and detection systems, TVA performed evaluations to demonstrate that an
adequate level of protection is provided. Section 6.1.7 of this evaluation provides the NRC staff
evaluation of these deviations.
In FPR Part VII, Section 2.4, "Intervening Combustibles," TVA described a methodology used to
resolve situations where redundant trains are separated by more than 20 feet, but without 20
feet free of intervening combustibles. Section 6.1.4 of this evaluation provides the NRC staff
evaluation of this configuration.
As described by TVA in FPR Part II, the fire detection system consists of initiating devices, local
control panels, a remote transmitter-receiver providing a remote multiples function,
computerized multiplex central control equipment, and a power supply. A central processor unit
(CPU) of the computerized multiplex central control equipment communicates with the local
control panels via the remote transmitter/receiver units over looped circuits. TVA stated that
where detection is provided for the protection of safety-related or FSSD equipment, Class A,
four-wire, supervised circuits link the fire detectors to the local control panels and annunciate
status change to a constantly attended location. In addition, a second CPU is provided in a
constantly attended location as an alternate for the primary processor.
TVA stated that the fire detection system uses photoelectric, ionization, and thermal detectors.
The fire detection system also monitors duct detectors and devices for monitoring fire
suppression system piping integrity, water or C02 flow, and diesel fire pump status. The fire
detection system gives an audible and visual alarm, and also annunciates in the control room.
TVA stated that, where detection systems are provided, the detection systems are designed in
accordance with the applicable requirements of the NFPA 72D-1 975,"lnstallation, Maintenance
and Use of Proprietary Signaling Systems," and NFPA 72E-1974, "Automatic Fire Detectors." In
addition, TVA performed a code compliance review and identified several areas in which the
systems differed from the code. The significant NFPA 72D and NFPA 72E code exceptions
identified were as follows:
(a)

The operation and supervision of fire alarms is not the primary function of the
system operators (i.e., the control room operators). The operators are
responsible for all control room alarms and controlling the plant. (NFPA 72D,
Section 1223.) This is acceptable to the NRC staff, because, consistent with the
role and training of the operators, a fire alarm actuation is an event that will be
responded to, and will not be ignored.

(b)

The fire alarm console in the MCR is an UL-listed device; however, TVA modified
this console by adding non-UL-listed panels known as A-B switchover panels,
which allow a quick changeover to the installed spare control system. TVA stated
that this option is not commercially available and does not degrade the system.
The two alerting tone volume control devices have been adjusted to meet the
requirements of the human factors analysis for the MCR. (NFPA 72D, Sections
1213 and 2022.)
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The NRC staff concludes that this modification is acceptable because it does not
diminish the ability of the system to perform its function.
(c)

Actions upon receipt of a fire alarm signal; the fire brigade is not immediately
notified. TVA stated that, upon receipt of an alarm from a detection system, an
individual (auxiliary or fire operator) is dispatched to the area to determine the
cause of the alarm. If a fire exists, the individual notifies the MCR, and control
room operators notify the plant fire brigade. If both detection zones alarm of a
cross-zoned detection system, the fire brigade is notified immediately. (NFPA
72D, Section 1251.) The NRC staff concludes that this arrangement is
acceptable because it allows false alarms to be addressed while maintaining
rapid response by the site fire brigade to actual fires.

(d)

The fire alarm system uses the emergency diesel generators as the automatic
secondary power supply. The uninterruptible power supply backup and batteries
inside the fire alarm console supply selected devices within the console. (NFPA
72D, Sections 2223, 2224, and 2231.) The NRC staff concludes that this
arrangement is acceptable because it provides a reliable source of backup
electrical power.

(e)

Signal attachments and circuits (pressure switches) can be removed or tampered
with and not cause an alarm. The site personnel access control system and the
work control system provide assurances that work on such devices is properly
controlled and documented. (NFPA 72D, Section 3423.) The NRC staff
concludes that this is acceptable because these devices are not installed in
areas accessible to the general public, where tampering is a concern.

(f)

Sprinkler system control valves are not electrically supervised; instead, the
valves are locked open or sealed open and periodically inspected instead. TVA
stated that administrative controls, including second party verification of position
and strict site-access and work controls, will ensure that valves are in the correct
position. (NFPA 72D, Section 3442.) The NRC staff concludes that this is
acceptable because it provides assurance that the valves will be in the correct
positions when needed.

(g)

Both visual and recorded displays meet the code, but records are not preserved
for later inspection. Plant procedures have reporting requirements for conditions
adverse to quality. These procedures require an adverse condition report to be
completed before the end of the shift on which the problem was identified.
Documentation from the fire alarm printout would be available to support the
adverse condition report. (NFPA 72D, Section 4111.) The NRC staff concludes
that this arrangement is acceptable because it will support the reconstruction of
the sequence of events.

(h)

The transmission of an alarm signal to the fire alarm console from a wire-to-wire
short circuit cannot be recorded. TVA stated that a wire-to-wire short will
generate a trouble signal which rpquires corrective action and associated
compensatory measures as laid out in FPR Part II, Section 14. (NFPA 72D,
Sections 4112 and 4311.) The NRC staff concludes that this is acceptable
because this situation initiates corrective actions and compensatory measures,
which include roving or continuous fire watches.
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(i)

Fire detection has not been provided in the diesel generator building stairway D1,
bathroom, and C02 storage room on elevation 742 feet, and the corridor and
radiation shelter room on elevation 760 feet, because a fire in these rooms would
not impact the plant's ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown. In addition,
no detection capability is installed in specific auxiliary building pump room
entrance labyrinths, the airlocks, and the auxiliary building elevator shaft and
associated auxiliary elevator equipment. TVA stated that a fire in these areas
would not have an impact on the safe shutdown capability of the plant. (NFPA
72E, Section 2-6.5.) The NRC staff concludes that this is acceptable because of
the nature of the spaces (e.g., the lack of combustibles, lack of impact on safe
shutdown capability.)

(j)

Smoke detectors in the high ceiling areas of the plant are not installed alternately
on two levels. TVA has addressed the issue of high ceilings by reducing the
spacing of the detectors at the ceiling level. This reduced spacing is used on
auxiliary building elevations 692 feet, 713 feet, 737 feet, 757 feet, and the waste
packaging room. (NFPA 72E, Section 4-4.5.2.) The NRC staff concludes that this
is acceptable because stratification is not a concern due to the ventilation
system.

(k)

TVA uses duct detectors in lieu of area detectors in the reactor building upper
and lower compartment coolers to provide protection specifically for the coolers.
TVA stated that the regulatory requirements for detectors are met for the
remainder of the reactor building. (NFPA-72E, Section 8-1.1.2.) The NRC staff
concludes that this is acceptable because these detectors are installed to protect
these specific pieces of equipment (e.g., the compartment coolers) and not the
general area.

(I)

Duct detectors are not provided per NFPA 90A requirements, which require that
activation of a detector automatically stops the ventilation system. Instead, fans
serving the area of the plant containing the fire are shut down manually to ensure
that air flow will not prevent fire dampers from closing. (NFPA-72E, Section 81.2.1.) The NRC staff concludes that this is acceptable because it accomplishes
the goal of the provision. Additionally, the HVAC system has been designed as
described in WBN Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) chapters 3, 6, and 9, and
approved by the NRC.

The NRC staff has reviewed TVA's proposed exceptions from NFPA 72D and NFPA 72E, and
has determined that they will not affect the performance of the affected systems or the ability of
the plant to achieve and maintain safe shutdown. Therefore, the exceptions are acceptable. The
NRC staff concludes that TVA's design criteria and bases for the installed systems are
consistent with Position E.1 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, are
acceptable.
In all cases, TVA stated that an adequate level of protection is provided via a combination of
limited combustible materials, administrative controls, fire rated barriers, spatial separation, and
active fire protection systems. Where exceptions or deviations from NRC staff guidance, rules,
or design standards exist, TVA stated that they have performed evaluations to ensure that an
adequate level of protection is provided. The NRC staff reviewed TVA's approach to the use of
fire detection systems and concludes that, with the exception of items evaluated elsewhere in
this evaluation, TVA's design criteria and bases are consistent with Position E.1 of Appendix A
to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and the defense-in-depth concept described in 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix R, and, therefore, are acceptable.
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5.0

FIRE PROTECTION FOR SPECIFIC PLANT AREAS AND HAZARDS

5.1

Containment

Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1, includes guidance for fire protection in containment. In its
letter dated May 26, 1995 (ADAMS Accession No. ML073230888), TVA stated that a major fire
hazard within containment is the lube oil in the RCPs. If oil leaks from the RCPs, an oil
collection system is available to collect the oil for each RCP as described below. This system on
each RCP is designed to collect oil from all potential leakage locations, including the RCP oil lift
pump, system piping, overflow lines, the lube oil cooler, oil fill and drain lines, flanged
connections on the oil lines, and the lube oil reservoirs.
The RCPs, lubricating oil systems, oil spray shields, oil collection basins, drain piping, and
containment sump are designed to seismic Category I requirements so that they will not fail
during a safe shutdown earthquake.
Each of the four RCPs is protected by an automatic fire suppression and detection system. A
heat collection hood is installed directly above the RCP motors. In the event of an RCP motor
fire, the heat collection hood acts as a ceiling, that forces the heat to stall around the detectors
and the suppression nozzles, thus reducing the response time of these fire protection devices.
Section 6.1.8 of this evaluation provides the NRC staff's evaluation of the RCP oil collection
system configuration and associated fire protection features.
TVA stated that areas of divisional interaction within the annulus areas are protected by
automatic fixed water-spray systems and ionization smoke detectors. Additionally, fixed waterspray systems are provided for the charcoal and HEPA filters in the lower containment aircleanup units. Thermal detectors are provided for the charcoal filters and HEPA filters.
Ionization duct detectors are provided for each lower containment cooling unit and each upper
compartment cooling unit. In addition, ionization smoke detectors are provided for the exhaust
ducts serving the containment purge and air exhaust systems and the emergency gas treatment
system.
TVA stated that a standpipe and hose system is provided in each containment to complement
the installed automatic suppression systems. The standpipe systems are normally dry and admit
water when a remote control device installed at each hose station is manually operated.
TVA stated that RESs are relied on to separate of cables and associated non-safety circuits of
redundant trains. TVA evaluated the combustibility of the RES material in FPR Part VII, Section
2.2, "Non-Combustible Radiant Energy Shields." Section 6.1.2 of this evaluation provides the
NRC staff's evaluation of this configuration.
TVA stated that the RCP oil collection system meets the requirements in Section 111.0, "Oil
collection system for reactor coolant pump," of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 with the exception
of a deviation to allow for minor amounts of oil that become entrained in the ventilation air to
escape the oil collection system. TVA evaluated the RCP oil collection system in FRP Part VII,
Section 2.8, "Reactor Coolant Pump Oil Collection System." See Section 6.1.8 of this evaluation
for a detailed evaluation of the deviation.
Based on its review of the information provided by TVA, with the exception of items evaluated
elsewhere in this evaluation, the NRC staff concludes that the fire protection features for
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containment conform to the guidance in Position F.1 of Appendix A, to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1,
and, therefore, are acceptable.
5.2

Control Room Complex

5.2.1

Control Room

Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 includes guidance for fire protection in the MCR. The MCR is
common to both units and contains circuits for safe shutdown for fires outside of the control
building. TVA designated the control building, which contains the MCR, an alternative shutdown
area. As a result, independent alternative shutdown capability has been provided for this area.
Discussion of alternative shutdown is located in FPR Part IV and Section 3.3 of this evaluation.
The entire control building is considered a single fire area and is separated from other fire areas
(e.g., the auxiliary building, turbine building) by 3-hour fire barriers, as documented in FPR Part
VI.
In FPR Part VII, Section 2.6.4, TVA evaluated the affect of nonrated metal hatch covers
between the mechanical equipment rooms and the turbine building. Section 6.2.7.4 of this
evaluation provides the NRC staff's evaluation of this deviation.
FPR Part VIII summarizes the fire barriers that separate the MCR from the balance of the
control building. The MCR is separated from adjacent rooms on the same elevation in the
control building by 1-hour rated fire barriers. Doors between the control room and the turbine
building and the control room and auxiliary building are 3-hour fire-rated doors. The MCR and
the cable spreading room are not separated by a rated fire barrier.
FPR Part VIII describes the use of cables in the MCR. TVA stated that (1) wiring for lighting
terminates in the lighting fixtures, (2) instrumentation and control wiring enters through the
bottom of cabinets and runs only inside the panels or control boards in which the wires are
terminated, and (3) cable are not routed through the control room from one area to another
area.
In FPR Part VIII, TVA described manual fire-fighting operations. TVA stated that fire
extinguishers are provided in the MCR. Standpipe and hose stations are located in the stairwells
at each end of the MCR. TVA also stated that the hose stations have electrically qualified
nozzles in alignment with the expected hazards.
TVA stated that ionization smoke detectors are provided in selected cabinets, and additional
ionization detectors are installed in the MCR ventilation system. TVA further stated that fire
alarms in other parts of the plant, as well as the MCR, alarm and annunciate in a constantly
attended location in the MCR.
FPR Part VIII also summarizes smoke control features for the MCR. The MCR ventilation air
intakes are provided with remotely controlled dampers to prevent smoke from entering the
control room. Manual venting of the control room can be achieved by using portable smoke
ejectors available onsite and by opening the doors of the MCR. TVA also stated that breathing
apparatuses are available for the control room NRC staff.
TVA evaluated the impact of not providing an automatic suppression system (as required for
alternative shutdown locations) in the MCR and corridor in FPR Part VII, Section 2.3. Section
6.1.3 of this evaluation provides the NRC staff's evaluation of this deviation.
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In FPR Part VII, Section 4.1, TVA evaluated MCR Doors C49 and C50 for altering the doors by
adding signs and security hardware or by repairing onsite damage. Section 6.2.2 of this
evaluation provides the NRC staff's evaluation of this configuration.
Based its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, with the
exception of items evaluated elsewhere in this evaluation, an equivalent level of safety to the
separation requirements in Position F.2 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 has been
achieved by TVA because of (1) the installed detection and suppression in the cable spreading
room, (2) the low combustible loading and installed automatic suppression and detection in
adjacent non-MCR control building areas, (3) the provision for alternative shutdown for control
building fires through use of the independent ACR complex, and (4) the FSSD evaluation that
demonstrates the use of the ACR to achieve post-FSSD, and therefore, is acceptable.
5.2.2

Auxiliary Control Room

TVA designated the control building as an alternative shutdown area. FSSD activities take place
outside of the control building for large or damaging fires in the control building. The ACR at
WBN provides independent alternative shutdown capability for control building fires. Discussion
of alternative shutdown is located in FPR Part IV and Section 3.3 of this evaluation.
TVA stated that the ACR is independent from the control building, which includes the cable
spreading room, MCR, and auxiliary instrument room. The ACR is located in the auxiliary
building, and is divided into five independent, dedicated rooms. Each room is separated from
the others and from the rest of the auxiliary building by at least 2-hour rated fire barriers and
from the control building by 3-hour rated fire barriers. The five independent rooms consist of a
Train A and a Train B transfer switch room for each unit and a common ACR containing multiple
instrumentation and control panels for both units. Ionization smoke detectors and pre-action
sprinkler system are provided in each of the five rooms. Standpipe and hose stations are
provided for manual fire-fighting activities in the ACR complex from adjacent Rooms 757.0-A2
and -A24.
In FPR Part IV, TVA described the ACR as designed to control the FSSD activities after control
has been established at the ACR following MCR abandonment. Systems requiring operator
manipulations have the controls located in the ACR along with their associated transfer switches
located in the adjacent transfer switch rooms. TVA stated that operators are periodically trained
in shutdown procedures from the ACR. TVA further stated that the instruments and controls
located in the ACR are separated from, or can be electrically isolated from, the corresponding
instrumentation and controls located in the control building.
In FPR Part VII, Section 2.4, TVA evaluated the affect for intervening combustibles, such as
insulation on cables in trays and Thermo-Lag® in the ACR. Section 6.1.4 of this evaluation
provides the NRC staff's evaluation of this deviation.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, with the
exception of items evaluated elsewhere in this evaluation, the installed fire protection features
are consistent with the NRC's current guidance in Position 6.1.6 "Alternative and Dedicated
Shutdown Panels," in Revision 2 to RG 1.189, and therefore, are acceptable.
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5.3

Cable Spreading Room

The cable spreading room is common to both units and contains circuits for redundant safe
shutdown features. TVA designated the control building, which contains the cable spreading
room, an alternative shutdown area. As a result, independent alternative shutdown capability
has been provided for this area. Discussion of alternative shutdown is located in Part IV of the
FPR and Section 3.3 of this evaluation.
TVA stated that the cable spreading room is separated from the adjacent buildings by 3-hour
rated barriers. TVA also stated that fire brigade access to the cable spreading room is provided
by doors from the turbine building and from enclosed stairways within the control building. TVA
stated that portable extinguishers which are located inside and immediately outside the cable
spreading room are available. Additionally, standpipe and hose stations are provided from the
two stairwells and from the turbine building.
In the FPR Part VIII, TVA summarized the fire protection features for the cable spreading room
and stated that these features provide full coverage detection and automatic suppression. The
automatic pre-action sprinkler system has a ceiling layer and an intermediate layer of sprinklers
under the grating and staggered between the upper level heads. TVA further stated that the
installed cables are designed to allow wetting without faulting.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the fire
protection features for the cable spreading room do not take any exceptions to Position F.3 of
Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, are acceptable.
5.4

Switchgear Rooms

TVA stated that the Trains A and B 6.9 kV and 480 V switchgear rooms are located within the
auxiliary building, but separated from each other and from other rooms within the auxiliary
building by 2-hour fire rated barriers and from the control building by 3-hour fire rated barriers.
Each room is provided with a full area coverage automatic pre-action sprinkler system that is
actuated by a cross-zoned area-wide ionization smoke detection system. Water spray shields
have been installed to protect safety related electrical equipment against the effects of
inadvertent or advertent actuation of the automatic suppression system. Additionally, standpipe
and hose stations are provided in each of the switchgear rooms.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the fire
protection features for the essential switchgear rooms provide an equivalent level of fire safety
to Position F.5 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, are acceptable.
5.5

Battery Rooms

TVA stated in FPR Part VIII, that the required Vital Battery Rooms I through IV are separated
from all other plant areas by 3-hour fire rated barriers. The Fifth Vital Battery Room is a spare
that can be used for any of the other four vital batteries. TVA further stated that the Fifth Vital
Battery Room is separated from other plant areas by 2-hour fire rated barriers that exceed the
hazards to which they could be exposed.
TVA also stated that ceiling vents are provided for each battery room with a direct exhaust to
outside the building to maintain the concentration of hydrogen below 2 percent by volume within
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the battery rooms. Additional details of these exhaust systems are available in WBN Unit 2
FSAR Section 9.4.3.2.5,"Auxiliary Board Rooms Air-Conditioning Systems."
TVA provided a summary of the fire protection features for the battery rooms in FPR Part VIII.
TVA stated that full coverage automatic smoke detection and manually actuated sprinkler
system are provided for Vital Battery Rooms I to IV. Smoke detection and an automatic preaction sprinkler system are provided for the Fifth Vital Battery Room. With regard to manual firefighting, TVA stated that hose stations and portable fire extinguishers are available for fire
brigade use.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the fire
protection features for the battery rooms do not take exceptions to Position F.7 of Appendix A to
BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, are acceptable.
5.6

Turbine Lubrication and Control Oil Storage and Use Areas

TVA stated in FPR Part VI that a fire in the turbine building would not impact equipment required
to achieve safe shutdown, and that Train A and B systems and components would be utilized
without mitigating actions. TVA further stated that cable tray penetrations through the 3-hour fire
rated fire barrier separating the turbine building from the control building are sealed with 3-hour
fire-rated penetration seals and are provided with automatic water curtain protection on the
turbine building side. TVA stated in FPR Part VIII that turbine building oil hazards are protected
by fixed water spray systems. Additionally, standpipe and hose stations are provided on each
elevation of the turbine building.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the fire
protection features for the turbine building provide an equivalent level of safety as the guidelines
in Position F.8 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, are acceptable.
5.7

Diesel Generator Areas

In the FPR Part VIII, TVA stated that the diesel generator building is remotely located and is not
adjacent to any other safety related building or structure, and that each diesel generator and its
associated equipment are separated from each other by 3-hour fire barriers.
TVA described the automatic fire suppression systems installed in these areas as follows. Each
diesel generator area is provided with full coverage detection that alarms and annunciates in the
control room and alarms locally. Automatic, total flooding C02 suppression systems protect
each diesel generator, the associated day tanks, and the electrical board room. TVA also stated
that the diesel generator building pipe gallery and corridor are protected by a pre-action
sprinkler system. For manual suppression, TVA stated that standpipes and hose stations are
available on both elevations of the diesel generator building, with back-up from hydrants in the
yard.
TVA stated that the two 550-gallon day tanks are located in the same room as the associated
tandem diesel generator.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the fire
protection features for the diesel generator areas do not take any exceptions to Position F.9 of
Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, are acceptable.
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5.8

Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage Areas

In FPR Part VIII, TVA stated that the above ground diesel fuel oil storage tanks are located
more than 50 feet from any safety related building or structure, and that they are located within
a diked area sized to contain leaks or spills of fuel oil.
TVA further stated that the 7-day fuel oil storage tanks for each diesel generator are buried
under the floor of the diesel generator building. The only portions of the tanks that are not buried
are the manway access openings to each tank within the diesel rooms and in the common
corridor outside the diesel rooms. TVA evaluated the impact of these non-rated manway access
openings in the FPR Part VII, Section 4.4, "Fire Barriers between DG [Diesel Generator]
Storage Tank and DG Corridor." Section 6.2.9 of this evaluation provides the NRC staff
evaluation of this deviation. TVA evaluated the impact of an untested penetration assembly in
the fire barrier between the fuel oil transfer pump room and the diesel generator corridor in the
FPR Part VII, Section 4.6, "Fire Barriers between Fuel Oil Transfer Pump Room and Diesel
Generator Building Corridor." Section 6.2.5 of this evaluation provides the NRC staff's
evaluation of this deviation.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, with the
exception of items evaluated elsewhere in this evaluation, the fire protection features for the
diesel fuel oil storage areas are consistent with Position F. 10 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB)
9.5-1 and, therefore, are acceptable.
5.9

Safety-Related Pump Areas

5.9.1

CCS Pump Area

As described in TVA's response dated May 26, 2011 (ADAMS Accession No. ML111520119), to
RAI FPR VII-3, the CCS pumps are located in the same fire area in the auxiliary building on
elevation 713.0 feet. The two Train A CCS pumps are separated from the two Train B pumps,
and the spare, by a partial height fire barrier.
TVA evaluated the partial height fire barrier between the CCS pumps and the ensuing
redundant train separation issues in FPR Part VII, Section 2.5. Section 6.1.5 of this evaluation
provides the NRC staff's evaluation of this configuration.
TVA stated in FPR Part VII, that the area containing the CCS pumps is provided with automatic
pre-action sprinkler system protection at the ceiling and under the grated mezzanine over the
CCS pumps as well as full coverage automatic smoke detection. Further, in FPR Part VI, TVA
stated that hose stations are available to support manual fire-fighting.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, with the
exception of items evaluated elsewhere in this evaluation, the fire protection features for the
CCS pumps do not take any exceptions to Position F.1 1 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1
and, therefore, are acceptable.
5.9.2

Charging Pumps

As described in the FPR Part VI, each charging pump is located in its own 2-hour fire-rated
compartment. TVA stated that the pump rooms and the corridor outside these rooms are
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protected by full coverage detection and an automatic pre-action sprinkler system. However,
detection and suppression is not extended into the entrance labyrinth of the charging pump
rooms. Further, TVA stated that hose stations are located in the corridor leading to these rooms
and are available to support manual fire-fighting inside the pump rooms.
TVA evaluated the impact of the lack of total area suppression and detection in the FPR Part
VII, Section 3.1, "Lack of Total Area Suppression and Detection." Section 6.1.7 of this
evaluation provides the NRC staff evaluation of this deviation.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, with the
exception of items evaluated elsewhere in this evaluation, the fire protection features for the
charging pumps provide an equivalent level of safety to Position F. 11 of Appendix A to BTP
(APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, are acceptable.
5.9.3

AFW Pumps

As described in the FPR Part VI, the two turbine-driven AFW pumps (one for each unit) are
located in the auxiliary building on elevation 692.0 feet. Each pump is located in its own 2-hour
fire rated fire compartment. TVA stated that each pump room is provided with full coverage
automatic detection and an automatic pre-action sprinkler system. Further, TVA stated that hose
stations are located in the corridor leading to these rooms and are available to support manual
fire-fighting inside the pump rooms.
As described in TVA's response dated May 26, 2011 (ADAMS Accession No. ML1 11520119), to
NRC question RAI FPR VII-3, the motor-driven AFW pumps (two per Unit) are located on
opposite ends of the auxiliary building on elevation 713.0 feet. TVA stated that there is
approximately 126 feet separating the Unit 1 and Unit 2 AFW pumps. TVA further stated that the
area in which these pumps are located is protected by an automatic pre-action sprinkler system,
and that automatic fire detection is provided throughout the area. TVA stated in FPR Part VI that
hose stations are available in the area to support manual fire-fighting operations.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the fire
protection features provided for the motor-and turbine-driven AFW pumps provide an equivalent
level of fire safety to Position F. 11 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, are
acceptable.
5.9.4

RHR Pumps

As described in the FPR Part VI, each RHR pump is located in its own 2-hour fire rated fire
compartment. Each RHR pump room is a separate fire area and none of the rooms contain
redundant trains of equipment or cables. TVA stated that the corridor outside these rooms has
full coverage fire detection installed. In each pump room, fire detection is installed, except in the
entrance labyrinths. TVA stated that the combustible loading in these rooms is insignificant,
consisting mainly of the lube oil associated with the pump and valve. TVA stated that for each
fire area, the capability to achieve safe shutdown has been demonstrated through analysis.
Therefore, a fire in any of these fire areas will not endanger other safety related equipment
required for safe plant shutdown. Further, TVA stated that hose stations are located in the
corridor leading to these rooms and are available to support manual fire-fighting inside the
individual RHR pump rooms.
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Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the fire
protection features for the RHR pumps provide an equivalent level of fire safety to Position F.1 1
of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, are acceptable.
5.9.5

ERCW Pumps

As described in FPR Part VI, the redundant ERCW pumps are separated by 3-hour fire rated
barriers. These pumps are also separated from the traveling screen pumps by 3-hour barriers.
However, these barriers have open scuppers at the base of the wall of the ERCW pump rooms.
TVA stated in FPR Part VI that heat detectors are installed over the ERCW pumps and that no
redundant FSSD cables or equipment are installed in these areas. Further, TVA stated that
manual fire suppression capability is available through use of hose stations installed in the
ERCW strainer room and the screen wash pump room.
TVA evaluated the impact of the open scuppers in the fire barriers that separate the pumps from
the traveling screens in the FPR Part VII, Section 2.6.2, "Justification for Scupper Openings."
Section 6.2.7.2 of this evaluation provides the NRC staff evaluation of this configuration.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, with the
exception of items evaluated elsewhere in this evaluation, the fire protection features for the
ERCW pumps provide an equivalent level of fire safety to Position F. 11 of Appendix A to BTP
(APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, are acceptable.
5.10

Other Plant Areas

5.10.1 Areas without Deviations or Evaluations
The NRC staff reviewed TVA's compliance with the following positions of Appendix A to BTP
(APCSB) 9.5-1, as documented in FPR Part VIII:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Position F.4 -"Plant Computer Room"
Position F.6 -"Remote Safety-Related Panels"
Position F. 14 -"Radwaste Building"
Position F. 15 -"Decontamination Areas"
Position F. 16 -"Safety-Related Water Tanks" Position
F.17 -"Cooling Towers"
Position F. 18 -"Miscellaneous Areas"

Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the fire
protection features provided in these areas provides an equivalent level of fire safety as the
guidance in these sections of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1, and, therefore, are
acceptable.
5.10.2

Areas with Deviations or Evaluations

The NRC staff reviewed TVA's compliance with the following positions of Appendix A to BTP
(APCSB) 9.5-1, as documented in FPR Part VIII:
*
*

Position F.12 -"New Fuel Area"
Position F. 13 -"Spent Fuel Pool Area"
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TVA evaluated the impact of the lack of installed fire detection in these areas in FPR Part VII,
Section 4.5. Section 6.2.1 of this evaluation provides the NRC staff's evaluation of this
configuration.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, with the
exception of items evaluated elsewhere in this evaluation, the fire protection features for these
areas provide an equivalent level of fire safety to Positions F. 12 and F. 13 of Appendix A to BTP
(APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, are acceptable.
5.11

Specific Hazards

5.11.1 Hydrogen Piping
TVA stated in the FPR that a 1-inch seismically-designed hydrogen line is routed through the
auxiliary building on elevation 713.0 feet to each unit's VCT. Two isolation valves are installed in
the hydrogen supply line outside the auxiliary building. These valves close automatically when
the downstream flow rate reaches 50 standard cubic feet per minute (scfm). TVA stated that any
hydrogen leakage less than 50 scfm will be diffused and carried away by the auxiliary building
ventilation system, keeping the hydrogen concentration in any given area below the lower
explosive limit.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the
hydrogen supply piping in the auxiliary building does not take any exceptions to Position D.2.b
of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
5.11.2

Transformers Installed Inside Buildings

TVA stated that transformers located inside of buildings are either dry type or medium voltage
transformers that contain "high fire point," transformer liquid. The use of dry type transformers is
consistent with the NRC guidance in Appendix A of BTP 9.5-1, Element D.1 .g, but the use of
transformers with "high fire point" silicone fluid is not included as part of the guidance.
In TVA's response dated August 5, 2011 (ADAMS Accession No. ML11224A052), to RAI VIII21, TVA provided its justification for the use of the "high fire point" silicone fluid in lieu of the
non-combustible liquid described in Appendix A to BTP 9.5-1. TVA stated that the noncombustible transformer liquids contained PCB fluids. PCB fluids are considered noncombustible, but constitute an occupational health and safety, as well as environmental,
concern if leaked or spilled. Therefore, TVA decided to remove PCB fluids from the plant.
Although the "high fire point" liquid is considered combustible, it is not considered flammable in
accordance with the definition of flammable and combustible provided by NFPA 30-1973,
"Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code."
TVA stated that all areas where these transformers are located have sprinkler protection. Based
on the vendor information provided by TVA in Attachment 4 of its letter dated September 30,
2011 (ADAMS Accession No. ML1 3060A225), sprinkler systems are effective at extinguishing
silicone fluid fires. TVA also considered dikes to contain the volume of the silicone fluid if it were
to leak from the transformers.
In its response dated September 30, 2011, to RAI VIII-21.1, TVA provided additional information
regarding the installation of transformers containing "high fire point" silicone fluid. The NRC staff
questioned the location of these transformers in plant areas that constitute buffer zones
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between analysis volumes, since the transformers were not described as being located in the
buffer zones. TVA confirmed, in its RAI response, that the transformers are not located in buffer
zones for large fire areas except for in the electrical equipment room in the IPS.
The transformers in the electrical equipment room in the IPS have dikes, are protected with
automatic fire suppression systems, and there is 20 feet of separation between the transformers
and the redundant FSSD train. TVA stated that the 20 feet of separation has intervening
combustibles, but the combustibles are not continuous. Therefore, in the event that a
transformer fire was to occur in this area, automatic suppression and spatial separation is
available to assure that safe shutdown capability is assured.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA's
use of dry type transformers in plant areas is consistent with Appendix A of BTP 9.5-1, Element
D.1 .g, and, therefore, is acceptable. The use of "high fire point" silicone fluid in transformers in
plant areas is acceptable where the transformers are installed in areas with automatic sprinkler
systems and spatial separation, either buffer zones or 20 feet without continuous intervening
combustibles, and where transformers have dikes large enough to contain the volume of the
transformer fluid.
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6.0

DEVIATIONS AND EVALUATIONS

In FPR Part VII, TVA documented deviations from WBN commitments against applicable NRC
regulatory criteria and guidance documents and presented engineering evaluations of the
adequacy of specific fire protection features.
6.1

Deviations and Evaluations Related to Criteria in Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50

6.1.1

Deviation - Required Instrumentation for Alternative Shutdown

TVA committed to maintain safe shutdown capability during and after a fire in accordance with
Section III.L of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50. Section III.L.2.d of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part
50 states that the process monitoring function for alternative shutdown be capable of providing
direct readings of the process variables necessary to perform and control a plant cooldown.
Contrary to Section IIl.L.2.d of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50, TVA has not provided
instrumentation in the ACR for (1) tank level indication for the CST or the RWST, (2) wide-range
SG level indication, and (3) cold-leg temperature indication. TVA evaluated these deviations in
FPR Part VII, Section 2.1. TVA's justification for omitting this instrumentation is given below.
The CST level indication is not considered essential in the ACR because automatic switchover
of the AFW pump suction from the CST to the ERCW header is independent of the control
building, and therefore would be available when control is established in the ACR.
The RWST level indication is not considered essential in the ACR because the RWST contains
almost 20 times the inventory required for cold shutdown. Because the RWST is primarily used
as makeup water for contraction resulting from cooldown over a period of hours, the excess
inventory in the RWST is considered sufficient without level indication in the ACR.
Wide-range SG level indication is not provided in the ACR. Instead, the narrow-range SG level
and AFW flow indication to each SG are provided in the ACR and are sufficient for use in safe
shutdown procedures whenever the ACR is utilized. This instrumentation also provides input to
the automatic control utilized to maintain SG level during plant shutdown from the ACR.
Although wide-range instrumentation is available in the MCR, no automatic control or safety
system inputs are derived from this instrumentation. Therefore, the AFW flow indication is
sufficient for the operator to confirm that adequate post-trip SG inventory is available in the
event that SG level falls below the range of the narrow range indicators that are located in the
ACR.
Cold leg temperature indication is not provided in the ACR. Cold leg temperature (TC), is used
for monitoring natural circulation. Rather than using TC, TVA monitors natural circulation by
inferring TSAT, the saturation temperature corresponding to the secondary-side SG pressure. In
the natural circulation mode of operation, the difference between the hot-leg and cold-leg
temperature (TH-TC) provides an effective indication of when natural circulation is established
and whether it is being maintained. TSAT will be used to monitor natural circulation in the
reactor coolant loop in the operating range from full power to the hot standby condition. To
demonstrate that TSAT will accurately monitor natural circulation in the operating range from hot
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standby to cold shutdown, TVA analyzed the correlation between TSAT and TC while a reactor
was brought to cold-shutdown condition.
TVA stated that the Westinghouse Owners Group document "Emergency Response Guidelines,
Generic Issue on Natural Circulation," Revision 1, provides specific guidelines on how an
operator can verify that natural circulation has been established without TC being available. The
Westinghouse Owners Group recommends the use of the following criteria for verifying natural
circulation: (1) RCS is subcooling (conversion of pressurizer pressure to TSAT and subtracting
TH); (2) TH is stable or decreasing, and (3) SG pressure is stable or decreasing. The
instrumentation needed to use these methods of verifying natural circulation is available to the
operator in the ACR. Therefore, the installed indication is sufficient to compensate for the lack of
TC indication in the ACR.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that not
providing wide-range SG level, CST and RWST tank water level indication, and cold-leg
temperature indication in the ACR, are acceptable deviations from Section III.L.2.d of Appendix
R to 10 CFR Part 50.
6.1.2

Deviation - Noncombustible Radiant Energy Heat Shields

TVA committed to maintain safe shutdown capability during and after a fire in accordance with
Section III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50. Section III.G.2.f of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part
50 states that inside non-inerted containments, separation of cables and equipment and
associated non-safety circuits of redundant trains by a noncombustible RES is an acceptable
method of ensuring that a redundant train of equipment and circuits are protected from a fire.
The acceptance criteria included in previous revisions to NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan
for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants: LWR Edition," Chapter 9,
"Auxiliary Systems," Section 9.5.1.1, "Fire Protection Program," as BTP APCSB 9.5-1 (BTP
Chemical Engineering Branch (CMEB) 9.5-1 at the time of publication of GL 86-10) have been
removed and have been incorporated in Revision 2 of RG 1.189. Section 6.1.1.1, "Containment
Electrical Separation," to RG 1.189 states the following:
Inside noninerted containments, one of the fire protection means specified in Regulatory
Position 5.3.1.1, or one of the following, should be provided:
a.

separation of cables and equipment and associated nonsafety circuits of
redundant trains by a horizontal distance of more than 6.1 m (20 feet) with no
intervening combustibles or fire hazards,

b.

installation of fire detectors and an automatic fire suppression system in the fire
area, or

c.

separation of cables and equipment and associated nonsafety circuits of
redundant trains by a noncombustible RES having a minimum fire rating of 30
minutes, as demonstrated by testing or analysis.
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Section 3.7.1, to GL 86-10 states the following:
The guidelines in BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.7.a.(1)b. indicate that these shields
should have a fire rating of 1/2 hour. In our opinion any material with a 1/2 hour fire
rating should be capable of performing the required function.
TVA evaluated this deviation in FPR Part VII, Section 2.2. The RESs installed inside the reactor
buildings at WBN are Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing (3M) M20A in the annulus, and
M20C in the Unit 1 primary containment. TVA stated that site calculations EPM-BFS-041895
and EPM-BFS-053195 provide the design basis for the number of layers of M20A and M20C
required to provide approximately 1/2 hour RESs for electrical raceways containing circuits
required for FSSD. These calculations were based on fire tests performed by 3M to UL Subject
1724, "Fire Tests for Electrical Circuit Protective Systems." The fire exposure used in the tests is
the standard time-temperature curve from ASTM El 19.
TVA had a series of fire resistance tests performed on the material at Omega Point Laboratories
for combustibility of the installed materials. The 3M M20A and M20C did not meet the criteria for
non-combustibility per ASTM E136, "Standard Test Method for Behavior of Materials in a
Vertical Tube Furnace at 7500 C." Additional fire tests to the criteria in ASTM E1354, "Standard
Test Method for Heat and Visible Smoke Release Rates for Materials and Products Using an
Oxygen Consumption Calorimeter," were performed with various RES materials. The results
indicated that the peak heat release rate (HRR) and the total heat release rate (THR) for the 3M
M20A and M20C was lower than that of marinite board. Since marinite board is accepted in GL
86-10 as an acceptable RES material, and the 3M materials used at WBN have lower HRR and
THR than marinite board, the 3M materials are also considered sufficiently noncombustible for
the use as RES.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the fire
rating and combustibility of the 3M M20A in the annulus and 3M M20C in the WBN Unit 1
primary containment provide an equivalent level of fire safety to that required by Section IIl.G.2.f
of Appendix R and, therefore, are acceptable.
6.1.3

Deviation - Lack of Automatic Fire Suppression in Alternative Shutdown Locations

TVA committed to maintain safe shutdown capability during and after a fire in accordance with
Section III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50. Section III.G.3 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50
states that fire detection and a fixed fire suppression system shall be installed in the areas,
rooms, or zones requiring alternative or dedicated shutdown capability.
TVA requested a deviation from this Appendix R requirement for a number of control building
rooms that lack fixed fire suppression, and some rooms that also lack fire detection.
The control building is separated from the ACR and adjacent plant areas by equivalent 3-hour
fire rated barriers except for the equipment hatch in the ceiling separating the control building
from the turbine building. The justification for the hatch opening through the ceilings of Rooms
692.0-Cl and 692.0-C10 to the turbine building is evaluated in Section 6.2.7.4 of this evaluation.
The turbine building is separated from the ACR and adjacent plant areas by equivalent 3-hour
fire rated barriers. This separation provides assurance that safe shutdown capability is assured
for a fire in the control building.
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All the control building rooms that lack fixed fire suppression have limited ignition sources and
low or insignificant combustible loading. In addition, all of the rooms have standpipes and hose
stations available for manual fire-fighting. Only a few rooms lack full area detection. These
rooms are stairwells, shower rooms, the telephone room, and the space above the living area
on the 755.0 foot elevation. Frequent use of the stairwells would lead to discovery of a fire in its
early stages and would also reduce the likelihood that combustibles could accumulate there.
The other rooms all are described as having negligible combustible loading.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the lack
of fire detection and fixed suppression in the control building areas identified above is an
acceptable deviation from the requirements of Section III.G.3 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50,
because all rooms that lack fixed suppression have low levels of combustibles and available
manual suppression, and the rooms that also do not have fire detection have negligible fire
loading.
6.1.4

Deviation - Intervening Combustibles

TVA committed to maintain safe shutdown capability during and after a fire in accordance with
Section III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50. Section IIl.G.2.b of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part
50 states that separation of redundant trains of safe-shutdown cables and equipment by a
horizontal distance of more than 20 feet with no intervening combustibles. In addition, fire
detection and an automatic fire suppression system shall be installed in the area.
In FPR Part VII, Section 2.4, TVA requested a deviation from compliance with Section III.G of
Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 for 20 feet horizontal distance with no intervening combustibles
for safe shutdown components and cables in the auxiliary building and the IPS electrical
equipment room. WBN stated that safe shutdown components in the auxiliary building and IPS
electric equipment room are in compliance with Section IIl.G.2.b of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part
50 requirements except that intervening combustibles are located between the redundant
components.
The intervening combustibles in the auxiliary building are mainly in the form of insulation on
cables in open ladder type cable trays and Thermo-Lag fire barrier material. The remaining in
situ combustible loading consists of lubricating oil in pumps, motors, and valves; transformer
silicon liquid; and plastics in electrical panels, junction boxes, etc. The intervening combustibles
in the IPS electric equipment room are mainly in the form of insulation on cables in open ladder
type cable trays and transformer silicone liquid. The remaining in situ combustible loading
consists of lubricating oil in small pumps, plastics associated with electrical panels, junction
boxes, etc. Discussion of the nature of the transformer silicon liquid can be found in Section
5.11.2 of this evaluation.
The presence of these intervening combustibles is a concern because they add to a fire's
intensity at the ceiling and they could serve as a path for fire propagation between the
redundant safe-shutdown trains.
For intervening combustibles in the auxiliary building, TVA stated that existing sprinkler heads,
which are capable of fully developing spray patterns at the ceiling, provide acceptable floor
coverage ifthere are no intermediate obstructions in their patterns, which are greater than 48
inches wide. Additional intermediate sprinklers are provided for 48 inch wide obstructions and
for combinations of obstructions that, when overlapped, constitute a 48 inch wide
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obstruction, that overlap or combinations of obstructions have less than a 4 inch flue space
between them when viewed from immediately below. No combination of obstructions may
traverse the 4 inch flue space and block more than 2 feet of any 8 feet of flue space. To
mitigate the effects of an exposure fire from transient combustibles at the floor level, TVA stated
that floor level sprinkler coverage is provided under intermediate obstructions for up to a 30 foot
wide path where spatially separated redundant FSSD components exist.
TVA stated that for intervening combustibles in the IPS electrical equipment room, sprinkler
protection has been provided at the ceiling level. Due to the presence of obstructions such as
HVAC ducts, cable trays, pipes, and supports, these systems have been upgraded. Sprinkler
heads were added to provide full coverage at the ceiling level and to compensate for large
intermediate level obstructions. To mitigate the effects of an exposure fire from transient
combustibles at the floor level, TVA provided floor level sprinkler coverage under intermediate
obstructions for up to a 30-foot wide path for spatially separated redundant FSSD components.
TVA concluded that, if a fire were to occur, these sprinkler systems would develop effective
spray patterns at the ceiling, and the water would cascade down through the cable trays in the
intervening spaces. The cooling effect of these sprinklers, once actuated, would help cool the
layer of hot gas at the ceiling, prevent the formation of a high temperature plume, and cool the
room. The sprinklers under the intermediate level obstructions would actuate to ensure that floor
level coverage is provided under the obstructions. In addition, the coverage provided by the
ceiling sprinklers would produce sufficient cooling to reduce the likelihood that fire will propagate
across the intervening space between the redundant trains.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, because
of the arrangement and nature of the combustibles, and the upgraded suppression systems, the
presence of intervening combustibles as fire hazards between redundant trains of safe
shutdown functions is an acceptable deviation from the requirements of Section IIl.G.2.b of
Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.
6.1.5

Deviation - Partial Fire Wall between CCS Pumps

TVA committed to maintain safe shutdown capability during and after a fire in accordance with
Section III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50. Section III.G.2.b of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part
50 states that separation of cables and equipment and associated non-safety circuits of
redundant trains by a horizontal distance of more than 20 feet with no intervening combustibles
or fire hazards. In addition, fire detectors and an automatic fire suppression system shall be
installed in the fire area. Section IIl.G.2.c states that enclosure of cables and equipment and
associated non-safety circuits of one redundant train in a fire barrier having a 1-hour rating. In
addition, fire detectors and an automatic fire suppression system shall be installed in the fire
area.
In FPR Part VII, Section 2.5, TVA requested a deviation from these Appendix R requirements
for redundant CCS pumps that are protected by fire detectors and an automatic fire suppression
system, but are separated by a partial height and width noncombustible wall.
The five CCS pumps are located in Fire Area 8, Room 713.0-Al, in subsections 713.0-AlAl, A1A2 and -A1A3, on elevation 713.0 feet of the auxiliary building. The two Train B pumps are
separated from both Train A pumps and the spare pump by a noncombustible wall which
extends 3 feet above the highest point of the pumps. A ceiling-level pre-action sprinkler system
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is provided for cable tray and general area coverage. Automatic sprinkler coverage has also
been provided under the pipe-break barrier for the Unit 1 motor-driven AFW pumps and under
the mezzanine for all five CCS pumps. Cross-zoned ionization smoke detectors are provided to
actuate the pre-action suppression systems and give early warning of a fire.
The combustibles in Room 713.0-Al consist of lube oil in the pumps, motors, and valves;
plastics associated with the electrical panels, boxes and lights, insulation on cables routed in
cable trays; and anticipated amounts of radwaste trash and laundry. The fire severity for this
room is classified as moderately severe. However, TVA stated that approximately 95 percent of
the in situ combustible loading in this area is due to the insulation on cables routed in cable
trays and the Thermo-Lag fire barrier material. The majority of the remaining combustible
loading in the immediate area of the CCS pumps is due to the approximately 6 gallons of lube
oil associated with each CCS pump and approximately 45 gallons of lube oil associated with
each of the two Unit 1 AFW pumps. The cables are protected electrically with appropriately
sized circuit protective devices (breakers and fuses) that will actuate on electrical faults prior to
the jacket material of faulted cables reaching their auto-ignition temperature. A fire due to
transient combustibles located near the edge of the partial height fire barriers would not pose a
threat to more than one CCS pump due to the lack of combustibles. Additionally, raceways
containing the redundant cables for the CCS pumps are separated by 20 feet or more or by
noncombustible barriers.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the fire
detection system and automatic sprinkler system would detect and suppress a fire prior to
becoming a threat to the redundant pumps on the other side of the noncombustible barrier. Until
the fire is suppressed, the noncombustible barrier will shield the pumps from radiant heat on
one side and from fire on the other. Therefore, because of the noncombustible nature of the
barrier, the installed fire detectors and automatic fire suppression systems, and redundant cable
separation, the partial height fire wall is an acceptable deviation from the technical requirements
of Sections III.G.2.b of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.
6.1.6

Deviation - Emergency Lighting

TVA committed to provide emergency lighting to assure safe shutdown capability is maintained
during and after a fire in accordance with Section IIl.J of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50. Section
III.J of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 states that emergency lighting units with at least an 8 hour
battery power supply be provided in all areas needed for operation of safe-shutdown equipment
and for necessary access and egress routes.
In FPR Part VII, Section 2.7, TVA requested a deviation from this emergency lighting
requirement in each containment, the turbine building, and the yard. Dedicated and maintained
hand-held portable lanterns are provided in lieu of installed battery pack lighting units in both
containments. Emergency diesel generator backed standby lighting is installed and maintained
for the turbine building. Security diesel generator backed standby lighting is installed and
maintained for the yard. Additionally, hand-held portable lanterns are available to supplement
yard and turbine building diesel backed lighting systems to provide additional task lighting
capability.
The hand-held portable lanterns used for this purpose are rechargeable, industrial duty, 12 VDC
devices. They can continuously operate for up to 9 hours per charge. They are stored in cages
and placed on electrical charge from the plant's 120 VAC lighting system. The lights
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are inventoried to ensure they are in their assigned location, operated to ensure they will
illuminate, and are verified to be on charge every 13 weeks.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the use
of installed standby lighting and hand-held portable lighting units for the yard and turbine
building is an acceptable deviation from the lighting criteria required by Section Ill.J, of Appendix
R to 10 CFR Part 50, and, therefore, is acceptable.
OMAs requiring entry into primary containment would only result from fire damage to the RHR
isolation valves or cables near the valves which are located inside lower containment. The
OMAs to align the RHR isolation valves may be performed anytime within 4 hours after reactor
trip. This allows ample time to extinguish the fire, obtain the portable lanterns, and operate the
valves. As described above, WBN has dedicated hand-held portable lighting units for use in
supporting manual fire-fighting and safe shutdown OMAs for fires in the lower containment.
A fire affecting the RHR isolation valves could damage lighting circuits in the immediate vicinity,
but would not be expected to disable all lower containment lighting, since different circuits are
used at each elevation. Additionally, two standby lighting circuits, with fixtures strategically
located throughout lower containment, provide lighting in case of fire damage to the normal
lighting cabinet.
TVA's concerns regarding the installation of 8-hour emergency lighting units inside containment
include the reduced life of the batteries in the high temperature and humidity environment
experienced inside the primary containment. Also, ALARA concerns would limit testing and
maintenance to reactor outages, since access into the primary containment during plant
operations is restricted.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, based
on the complications of testing and maintaining 8-hour fixed emergency lighting units, and
TVA's design description of the installed lighting in the lower containment complemented by the
dedicated hand-held portable lighting units, the installation of 8-hour emergency lighting units is
unnecessary to provide access and egress to the manual action sites and perform safe
shutdown actions in primary containment. Therefore, the use of installed lighting and hand-held
portable lighting units for this area is an acceptable deviation from the lighting criteria required
by Section IIl.J of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.
6.1.7

Evaluation - Lack of Total Area Suppression and Detection

TVA committed to meet Section Ill.G.2 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 for hot shutdown
capability, which states that when redundant trains of cables or equipment necessary for postFSSD are installed in the same fire area, fire detectors and automatic fire suppression must be
installed, unless one train is protected by a 3-hour rated fire barrier. Position 5 of the Attachment
to GL 86-10 states that to meet the requirements of Section III.G.2 of Appendix R to 10 CFR
Part 50, less than full area coverage may be adequate to comply with the regulation if the
suppression and detection installed is sufficient to protect against the hazards of the fire area.
In FPR Part VII, Section 3.1, TVA evaluated portions of fire areas that contain both trains of safe
shutdown success paths, but do not have full coverage fire detection and suppression installed.
The WBN plant has some fire areas that include multiple subdivisions, called rooms.
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These rooms may not be separated from the other rooms within the fire area by rated fire
barriers.
The NRC staff notes that for fire areas composed of multiple rooms, the rooms which contain
redundant safe shutdown equipment have either 3-hour rated barriers to protect one train of the
safe shutdown equipment, or the rooms are equipped with fire detection and automatic
suppression, and have some spatial separation between trains (see Section 3.2.1 of this
evaluation). Therefore, these rooms are not considered to be credible exposure hazards to the
other rooms in the fire area that have redundant safe shutdown equipment.
Some of the rooms contain safe shutdown equipment, but there is not redundant safe shutdown
equipment required for hot shutdown in the room. In other cases, the safe shutdown equipment
is needed for cold shutdown, or for alternative shutdown. In still other cases, the safe shutdown
equipment is not used to provide for plant safe shutdown for a fire in the room; that is, it is relied
upon for a fire elsewhere in the plant. In any of these cases, safe shutdown equipment is
available outside of the room if there is a fire in the room and any exposure hazard in the room
to another room would be mitigated by the protection in the other room.
Based on the information provided by TVA, there are rooms that lack full area fire detection and
suppression that do not contain redundant safe shutdown equipment needed for hot shutdown
and do not constitute exposure hazards to other rooms within the fire area. The NRC staff has
reviewed this information and concludes that this is acceptable.
The descriptions in the evaluations state that the plant provided only one train of FSSD
equipment and cables in Centrifugal Charging Pump (CCP) Rooms 1 B-B (Room 692.0-Al 0;
Fire Area 6), 2A-A (Room 692.0-A22; Fire Area 67), and 2B-B (Room 692.0-A23; Fire Area 68).
However, Fire Areas 6, 67, and 68 consist solely of the single CCP room. Because these rooms
do not contain redundant trains of equipment or cables, the NRC staff did not review these
evaluations.
Rooms that contain redundant cables or equipment necessary for post-FSSD
480 V Board Rooms 1 B (Room 772.0-A2; Fire Area 33) and 2B (Room 772.0-Al 5; Fire Area 45)
In FPR Part VII Section 3.1.8, TVA stated that in 480 V Board Rooms 1B (Room 772.0-A2; Fire
Area 33) and 2B (Room 772.0-Al 5; Fire Area 45), pre-action sprinkler systems are provided
throughout both rooms except for the portion of each room that contains one set of vital battery
inverters and chargers. Additionally, ionization detection is installed throughout both rooms. TVA
further stated that the redundant inverters and chargers and associated cables are separated by
a minimum of 42 feet and are located at opposite ends of each room. Additionally, TVA stated
that other redundant components in the rooms are located within the suppressed area of each
room and are separated in accordance with Section III.G.2 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50. A
fire in the unsprinklered locations in these rooms would be detected by the installed fire
detection systems before propagating significantly. If the fire propagated rapidly before the fire
brigade arrived, individual sprinklers in the protected portions of the rooms would operate to limit
the spread of fire and to protect the redundant systems until the fire was controlled and
suppressed by the plant fire brigade.
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Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the
partial coverage of the automatic suppression systems in these rooms is sufficient to protect
against the fire hazards in these areas and that this level of protection, including the separation
between trains, provides an equivalent level of fire safety to that required by Sections III.G.2.b
and III.G.2.c of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 and, therefore, is acceptable.
6.1.8

Evaluation - Reactor Coolant Pump Oil Collection System

TVA has committed to meet Section 111.0 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50. This section states,
in part, that RCPs be equipped with an oil collection system if the containment is not inerted
during normal operation and that the system be capable of collecting lube oil from all potential
pressurized and unpressurized leakage sites in the RCP lube oil system.
In FPR Part VII, Section 2.8, TVA stated that the RCP oil collection system must function in an
area with significant ventilation airflows from both the control rod drive mechanism cooling units
and the RCP motor itself. A minor leak in the lubrication system that causes oil to drip in an area
where the ventilation airflow is strong can result in the oil becoming entrained in ventilation air,
which in turn could prevent the leak from ever entering the collection system. The need for
ventilation around the RCP dictates that some ventilation flow areas must be present in areas
around the lube oil system and the oil collection system. In designing the oil collection system, it
is not feasible in all instances to prevent minor amounts of oil from becoming entrained in the
ventilation air and escaping the collection system. This oil may become a thin film on the piping
mirror insulation and supports in the vicinity of the RCPs.
TVA described the RCP oil collection systems in a letter dated May 26, 1995 (ADAMS
Accession No. ML073230888). TVA used the following design criteria as the basis for the oil
collection systems.
The oil collection system on each RCP collects oil from all potential leakage locations, including
the RCP oil lift pump, system piping, overflow lines, the lube oil cooler, oil fill and drain lines,
flanged connections on the oil lines, and the lube oil reservoirs. Each RCP oil collection system
consists of spray shields/deflectors, a collection basin, a lift pump collection tray, a lower
bearing collection tray and drain, drain piping, and a closed, vented container (reactor building
floor and equipment drain sump).
The drain piping from each RCP's oil collection basin is directed to a drain header. The drain
header runs through the shield wall and into the raceway area inside primary containment and
runs through the floor into the 1600 gallon capacity sump. As required by Appendix R, the sump
is a closed container and is equipped with a flame arrester on the vent line. Each unit's sump
has sufficient capacity to hold the entire RCP oil inventory of all four RCPs.
TVA stated that up to 14 gallons of oil could collect in the lower motor support housing before
beginning to drain to the collection system. The RCPs are equipped with control loop level
indication that would initiate an alarm in the MCR if 2 or more gallons of lube oil are lost from the
RCP. Collection of oil within the lower motor support housing is acceptable since the oil, and
possible fire, would be contained within the RCP and would not impact surrounding equipment
such that safe shutdown could be affected. In addition, the RCP is equipped with a water-based
fire suppression system such that a fire at the RCP would have automatic suppression
available.
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The RCP pumps, lubricating oil systems, oil spray shields, oil collection basins, drain piping, and
containment sumps are designed to seismic Category I requirements so as not to fail during a
safe-shutdown earthquake.
Each of the four RCPs is protected by a fixed fire suppression and detection system. A heat
collection hood is installed directly above the RCP motors. Each of the RCPs is protected by a
separate closed-head pre-action automatic water spray system that is installed under this hood.
Each system has a ring header containing eight nozzles. The header is located approximately 4
feet above the top of the RCP motor and the nozzles, which actuate at 500 OF, are oriented so
as to provide optimum coverage of the RCP motor from above. In addition, there are four ratecompensating/fixed-temperature spot-type thermal detectors located above the RCP motors on
the bottom side of the heat-collection hood. These detectors are Class A supervised, have a
thermal rating of between 200 OF and 225 OF and are alarmed and annunciated in the MCR. In
the event of a fire, this hood acts as a ceiling, forcing the heat to stall around the detectors and
the suppression nozzles, thus reducing the response time of these fire protection devices.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the RCP
oil collection systems have been designed in accordance with Section 111.0 of Appendix R to 10
CFR Part 50. The deviations to allow collection of oil in the lower motor support housing and to
allow minor amounts of oil to escape the oil collection system and become a thin film on piping
mirror insulation and supports in the vicinity of the RCPs, are acceptable since large leakages
would be alarmed to the control room and the RCP cubicles are equipped with fixed fire
suppression and detection is provided.
6.1.9

Evaluation -Unit 2 Manual Actions

TVA committed to meet Section III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50. Section III.G of
Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50 provides a number of acceptable methods of providing
reasonable assurance that one of the safe shutdown trains is free of fire damage using a
combination of physical separation, fire wraps, fire detection and fire suppression. Unless
previously approved by the NRC, the use of OMAs is not a means of assuring that a safe
shutdown train is free of fire damage, as described in Section III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR
Part 50. Discussion of OMAs needed for equipment important for safe shutdown is included in
Section 3.5 of this evaluation.
TVA developed evaluations to demonstrate that OMAs are capable of accomplishing various
safe shutdown functions and terminating spurious equipment operations that have the potential
to interfere with safe shutdown. TVA also described the fire protection defense-in-depth features
within each room that reduces the likelihood that an OMA would be needed. The NRC staff has
reviewed the OMAs in the below captioned rooms.
Operator Manual
Action Number
OMA-1016

Room of Postulated Fire
713.0-Al Bt, 737.0-Al B, 737.0-Al N*, 757.0-Al, 757.0-A5, 757.0A10, 757.0-A17, 757.0-A22, 757.0-A24, 757.0-A28, 772.0-A2 East,
772.0-A5, 772.0-A8, 772.0-Al5* East, 772.0-Al5 West*, 782.0-Al,
782.0- A2
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713.0-A1At, 713.0-A27, 729.0-A8, 737.0-AlA, 737.0-A5S, 737.0A9M, 737.0-A9N, 737.0-A9S, 757.0-A2, 757.0-A4:, 757.0-A9,
757.0-A16, 757.0-A23, 757.0-A27, 772.0-Al, 772.0-A2 West, 772.0A4:, 772.0-A8, 772.0-A9, 772.0-Al 0, 772.0-Al 6, 782.0-A3, 782.0A4
713.0-A1A:, 713.0-AlB:, 713.0-A27, 729.0-A8, 737.0-AlA, 737.0AlC, 737.0-A5M, 737.0-A5N, 737.0-A5S, 737.0-A9M, 737.0-A9N,
737.0-A9S, 757.0-A2, 757.0-A44:, 757.0-A9, 757.0-Al 6, 757.0-A21,
757.0-A23, 757.0-A27, 772.0-Al, 772.0-A2 West, 772.0-A4t, 772.0A6, 772.0-A8, 772.0-A9, 772.0-Al0, 772.0-A12, 772.0-A16, 782.0A3, 782.0- A4, DBIPS-A:, IPS-A:,IPS-C Middle, IPS-C West
737.0-Al B, 737.0-AlN*, 757.0-Al 2, 757.0-Al, 757.0-A3t, 757.0-A5,
757.0-Al 0, 757.0-Al 7, 757.0-A22, 757.0-A24, 757.0-A26, 757.0A28, 772.0-A2 East, 772.0-A8, 772.0-A1 1, 772.0-A1 5" East, 772.0Al15 West*, 782.0- Al, 782.0- A2, DBIPS-BtI, IPS-B:t, IPS-C East

OMA-1 022

OMA-1023

OMA-1023

OMA-1065
OMA-1066
OMA-1159
OMA-1 275
OMA-1444
OMA-1448
OMA-1488
OMA-1489
OMA-1495
OMA-1515
OMA-1516
OMA-1535
OMA-1540

& 1160
& 1445

& 1496t
1517
1536
1542

692.0-A25
692.0-A25t
692.0-AlB*, 692.0-A22*
713.0-AlB:,
772.0-Al5 East*t, 772.0-Al5 West*t, 772.0- Al6t
772.0-Al5 West*:
772.0-Al3:
772.0-Al4:
772.0-Al5 West*
713.0-A1Bt
757.0-A21 t
737.0-AlN*¶:
737.0-A1B:

Key:
* Lacks full area fire detection, automatic suppression, or other defense-in-depth features reviewed as part of separate deviation.
t OMA involves re-entry into room with postulated fire.
t OMA for this area either lacks full detection, full suppression, or 40 minutes of time margin, or
a combination of these features.
TVA used the guidance in NUREG-1 852, "Demonstrating the Feasibility and Reliability of
Operator Manual Actions in Response to Fire," in determining the feasibility and reliability of
manual actions. The following criteria were used to consider feasibility and reliability: (1)
Adequate Time Available to Perform Actions; and (2) Adequate Time Available to Ensure
Reliability. Most manual actions that had at least 40 minutes of margin were considered feasible
and reliable. This considered the estimated travel and performance of the OMA, based on time
trials performed for Unit 1 OMAs. The diagnosis time for OMAs is discussed in Section 3.5.4 of
this evaluation. For the OMAs listed above, demonstrations have been performed to show that
there will be at least 40 minutes of remaining margin upon the completion of the OMAs.
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Some of the OMAs that had less than 40 minutes of margin have been designated in the table
above as having reduced feasibility and reliability. Each of these OMAs have been evaluated
specifically below with due consideration to time margin, defense-in-depth features, and other
characteristics that would impact the likelihood that the manual action would be needed and the
likely successful performance of the manual action.
In some cases, re-entry of the fire area was considered after 60 minutes. These areas have
automatic fire suppression, therefore the NRC staff considers re-entry in these cases to be
acceptable. In other cases, the OMA may be needed in a room, but not the same room, on the
same elevation as the postulated fire. In this event, TVA considered the possible environmental
effects of the fire and concluded that those factors would not prevent the performance of the
OMA. These areas had full suppression and detection, therefore this is considered acceptable
by the NRC staff.
TVA also considered: (1) Environmental Factors, (2) Equipment Functionality and Accessibility,
(3) Available Indications, (4) Communications, (5) Portable Equipment, (6) Personnel Protection
Equipment, and (7) Procedures and Training. TVA stated that the above criteria do not
adversely affect the performance of the action for the Unit 2 OMAs.
Fire protection defense-in-depth features, such as fire prevention, fire detection, and fire
suppression apply to each of these rooms. Most rooms have full area fire detection and
automatic fire suppression. For those areas that lack full fire area detection and automatic fire
suppression, they are designated in the table with an asterisk. TVA performed an analysis of the
fire hazards in the area and determined that the fire hazards in the area do not warrant the
installation of fire detection and automatic suppression. These areas are typically pipe chases,
tunnels, tank rooms, labyrinth entrances, corridors, or portions of larger rooms where the
majority of the room is protected. The review of these systems is described in Section 6.1.7 of
this evaluation.
Some rooms lack the typical full area detection and suppression and have not been evaluated
previously. The FPR includes a description of the protection features in the room. For those
rooms that lack full fire detection and automatic fire suppression, the NRC staff has evaluated
these areas specifically below. This evaluation uses the available defense-in-depth information
and information about the OMA to determine if having less than full area suppression and
detection is acceptable. Using full area suppression and automatic detection as criteria for
OMAs is not intended to imply that they are required; rather, the NRC staff deemed full
detection and automatic suppression as a robust level of protection. Less than full detection and
automatic suppression received a more detailed review by the NRC staff.
In its response by letter dated September 30, 2011 (ADAMS Accession No. ML1 3060A225), to
NRC question RAI FPR VII-24, TVA stated that the operators that will be performing the manual
actions could be working anywhere in the plant and would be summoned to the MCR, or the
ACR for a control building fire, upon the confirmation of a fire. Upon arrival at the control room,
the operators will receive their assignments and procedures. TVA included a description of
where these OMAs are performed in sequence with other OMAs. Based on the information
provided by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the number of available operators is sufficient to
perform the manual actions.
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Evaluation of OMAs needed for fires in areasthat lack fire detection or automatic suppressionor
both
Rooms 713.0-AlA and 713.0-A1B lack automatic suppression above the boric acid tanks. TVA
stated that the area of the boric acid tanks is considered a combustible control zone, and that
the automatic suppression in the immediate area would control the spread of fire. Therefore the
NRC staff concludes this lack of full area suppression is acceptable.
Rooms 757.0-A3, 757.0-A4, 757.0-A22, 757.0-A23, 772.0-A4, 772.0-Al 3, and 772.0-A14, are
equipped with ionization fire detection systems and manual fire sprinkler systems, rather than
the typical automatic fire sprinkler system. These vital battery board rooms are described as
having battery and instrument boards, transformers, control panels, and junction boxes. These
combustibles are considered small as compared to typical power plant electrical panels, and
TVA does not consider them credible ignition sources due to proper circuit protection and low
concentrations of combustibles. Transient combustibles are controlled by plant procedures.
OMAs 1016 (757.0-A22), 1022 (757.0-A4, 757.0-A23, and 772.0-A4), 1023 (757.0-A4, 757.0A23, and 772.0-A4), 1024 (757.0-A3 and 757.0-A22), 1488 (772.0-A13), and 1489 (772.0-A14)
each have at least 40 minutes of time margin. Based on the installed ionization fire detection
systems, the manual fire suppression systems, the limited combustibles, and the available time
margin, the NRC staff finds this evaluation is acceptable.
Rooms DBIPS-A and DBIPS-B, the IPS Duct Banks, have no detection or suppression. These
areas have no credible ignition sources for the installed cables in the area. Since these are
underground electrical conduit banks, no transient combustibles are expected. The manual
actions that may be needed for fires in these duct banks are OMAs 1023 (DBIPS-A) and 1024
(DBIPS-B), and each have a 40-minute time margin. Based on the limited ignition sources for
this underground duct bank, and the available time margin, the NRC staff finds these
evaluations are acceptable.
Rooms IPS-A and IPS-B, the IPS areas A and B, have fire detection over the ECRW pumps and
in each of the ERCW strainer rooms. Each area has a floor area in excess of 3500 square feet
and a ceiling height of at least 13 feet. The combustibles in the room consist of the lubricating oil
associated with the pumps, transformers, and MCCs. The OMAs 1023 (IPS-A), and 1024 (IPSB) have 40-minute time margin. Based on the partial detection, the size of the rooms, and the
available time margin, the NRC staff finds these evaluations are acceptable.
Evaluation of OMAs that lack 40 minutes of time margin
OMA 1275, for a fire in Room 713.0-Al B, lacks the typical minimum time margin of 40 minutes.
The time margin for this action is analyzed to be 12 minutes for an action needed to be
performed in 20 minutes. The demonstrated time for the comparable Unit 1 action was less than
8 minutes. This is the first action that the operator performing the OMA will do based on the
analysis. The fire room is equipped with ionization smoke detection and an automatic sprinkler
system. The room has a floor area of over 17,000 square feet and a ceiling height of 23 feet
nominally. Based on the installed defense-in-depth features, the size of the fire area, and the
demonstrated performance time of 8 minutes, the NRC staff finds this OMA is acceptable for
this specific room.
OMAs 1444, 1445, and 1448, for a fire in Rooms 772.0-Al5 East, 772.0-Al5 West or 772.0A16, must be completed within 18 minutes. OMA 1448 applies to 772.0-A15 West only.
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Demonstration of comparable actions resulted in a demonstrated time of less than 2 minutes.
This provides approximately 16 minutes of margin for these actions. The fire area is equipped
with a fire detection and automatic sprinkler system. The room has a floor area of 2153 square
feet and a nominal ceiling height of 13 feet. Based on the installed defense-in-depth features,
the size of the fire area, and the demonstrated performance time of 2 minutes, the NRC staff
finds these OMAs are acceptable for these specific rooms.
OMAs 1495 and 1496, for a fire in Room 772.0-Al5 West, must be completed within 20
minutes. Demonstration of comparable actions resulted in a demonstrated time of less than 4
minutes. This provides approximately 16 minutes of margin for these actions. The fire area is
equipped with fire detection and automatic suppression systems. The room has a floor area of
2153 square feet and a nominal ceiling height of 13 feet. Based on the installed defense-indepth features, the size of the fire area, and the demonstrated performance time of 4 minutes,
the NRC staff finds these OMAs are acceptable for this specific room.
OMAs 1516 and 1517, for a fire in Room 757.0-A21, must be completed within 20 minutes.
Demonstration of similar actions, which have no preceding actions, for Unit 1 indicated a travel
and performance time of less than 3 minutes. This provides approximately 17 minutes of margin
for these actions. The fire area is equipped with fire detection and an automatic sprinkler
system. The area has a floor area of 2244 square feet with a nominal ceiling height of 14 feet.
Based on the installed defense-in-depth features and the demonstrated performance of the
OMA in approximately 3 minutes, the NRC staff finds these OMAs are acceptable for this
specific room.
OMAs 1535 and 1536, for a fire in Room 737.0-A1N, must be completed within 20 minutes.
Demonstration of similar actions, which have no preceding actions, for Unit 1 indicated a travel
and performance time of 3 minutes. This provides 17 minutes of margin for these actions. The
fire area is equipped with fire detection and an automatic sprinkler system. The area has a floor
area of 23,144 square feet with a nominal ceiling height of 19 feet. Based on the installed
defense-in-depth features and the demonstrated performance of the OMAs in approximately 3
minutes, the NRC staff finds these OMAs are acceptable for this specific room.
OMAs 1540 and 1542, for a fire in Room 737.0-Al B, must be completed within 20 minutes.
Demonstration of similar actions, including preceding actions, for Unit 1 indicated a travel and
performance time of approximately 3 minutes. This provides 17 minutes of margin for these
actions. The fire area is equipped with fire detection and an automatic sprinkler system. The
area has a floor area of 23,144 square feet with a nominal ceiling height of 19 feet. Based on
the installed defense-in-depth features and the demonstrated performance of the OMAs in
approximately 3 minutes, the NRC staff finds these OMAs are acceptable for this specific room.
Conclusion - Unit 2 Manual Actions
The NRC staff reviewed the submitted information regarding these specific OMAs and the fire
scenarios that would cause them to be performed. The NRC staff concludes that, based on the
fire protection defense-in-depth features and the feasibility and reliability of the OMAs,
performance of these manual actions provides reasonable assurance that the capability to
safely shutdown will be available, and is, therefore, acceptable.
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6.1.10 Evaluation - Fire Hazards Analysis in Lieu of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.2
Separation
In FPR Part VII, Section 2.9, TVA stated that there are rooms at WBN that lack the separation
required by Section III.G.2 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50. For these rooms, TVA relied upon
a fire hazards analysis and an analysis of the safe shutdown capability rather than OMAs. In
many cases these rooms are part of larger fire areas.
For all the rooms included as part of this evaluation, transient combustibles and ignition sources
have been reported by TVA to be controlled by plant procedures. TVA provided a justification
why certain ignition sources were not considered credible ignition sources. In addition,
separation between adjacent rooms has been evaluated and TVA concluded that no credible
fire could spread either from or to adjacent rooms. TVA reported that room fires affecting the
FSSD equipment would neither initiate nor require a plant trip.
6.1.10.1

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Rooms without Credible Ignition Sources and Redundant Trains
Rooms 692.0-A29 and 692.0-A30 - Boric Acid Evaporator Package Rooms A
and B
Rooms 729.0-Al and 737.0-A6 - Unit 1 South Main Steam Valve Room and Air
Lock
Room 729.0-A2 - Unit 1 North Main Steam Valve Room
Room 729.0-A6 - Nitrogen Storage Area
Room 729.0-Al0 - Unit 2 North Main Steam Valve Room
Rooms 729.0-Al1 and 737.0-A10 - Unit 2 South Main Steam Valve Room and
Air Lock
Room 729.0-A12 - Unit 1 Steam Valve Instrument Room A
Room 729.0-A13 - Unit 2 Steam Valve Instrument Room A
Rooms 729.0-A15 and 763.5-A2 Upper Head Injection Equipment Rooms

TVA evaluated fire protection defense-in-depth for these rooms. These rooms have been
reported to have minimal combustible loading consisting of plastics associated with small
components or grease and oil associated with valves. Cables related to FSSD cables are
installed within these rooms within conduit. Air lines that have a related FSSD function may be
installed within these areas and are of welded steel construction. Other than cables within
conduit and welded steel air piping, no other FSSD equipment is installed in these rooms. TVA
evaluated the installed equipment in these rooms and concluded that there are no credible in
situ ignition sources. Other ignition sources and transient combustibles are controlled in
accordance with plant procedures. TVA determined that, even without any installed fire
detection or suppression, no fire scenarios could credibly affect the cables or air lines that are
involved in plant safe shutdown. TVA has determined that for each of these areas, if fire
damage were to occur to the installed equipment a plant trip would not be initiated or required.
The NRC staff reviewed the submitted deviation and concludes that, based on the fire protection
defense-in-depth features, limited combustibles and ignition sources, combustible controls, and
no fires affecting FSSD equipment that would either initiate or require a plant trip, the
configurations for these specific features in these rooms is acceptable to meet the underlying
purpose of the rule and is, therefore, acceptable.
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6.1.10.2

Room 757.0-A13 - Refueling Floor and New Fuel Storage Vault

The refueling floor has two fixed ignition sources installed, specifically two auxiliary air
compressor units and equipment associated with hydraulic cranes and hoists. The air
compressors, although credible ignition sources, are more than 20 feet separated from each
other with no intervening combustibles. Therefore, a fire affecting one compressor would not be
expected to affect the other compressor. A failure of one of the compressors could cause the air
supply system to lose supply pressure. The other train would be available. In addition, a low
pressure alarm on the affected system would be annunciated in the MCR.
The crane and hoist are only in operation when plant personnel are operating them. Therefore,
any fire would be quickly identified by personnel in the immediate vicinity, and this would
provide assurance that other FSSD equipment would not be damaged.
The new fuel storage vault has negligible combustibles and no credible ignition sources.
The NRC staff reviewed the submitted deviation and concludes that, based on the fire protection
defense-in-depth features, limited combustibles, combustible controls, separation between
redundant trains within the room with no intervening combustibles, continuous staffing when
cranes and hoists are used, and no fires affecting FSSD equipment that would either initiate or
require a plant trip, the configurations for these specific features in this room is acceptable to
meet the underlying purpose of the rule and is, therefore, acceptable.
6.1.10.3

Room 757.0-A14 - Unit 2 Reactor Building Access Room and Room 757.0-A15 Unit 2 Reactor Building Equipment Hatch

In contrast to the other rooms evaluated, these rooms have more than minimal combustible
loading. The combustible loading is composed primarily of thermoset cable. The electrical
circuits in the cables have circuit protection that reduces the likelihood of a self-ignited cable
fire. TVA reported that there are no credible ignition sources in these rooms. In addition, each of
these rooms is equipped with fire detection and automatic fire suppression systems.
For each of these rooms TVA identified five sets of redundant components. Each set of
components is discussed below.
SGs 2 and 3 Main Steam Isolation Valves - The main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) are
normally energized and fire damage that deenergizes the train will cause the MSIVs to close.
Closed is the normal safe shutdown configuration. The fire damage failure mode of concern is a
sustained hot short that keeps the MSIVs open.
In the unlikely event that damage causes a sustained hot short, given the limited ignition
sources, full area detection and automatic suppression, the main steam system can be isolated
from the MCR using the steam load valves.
RCP Seal Injection - An instrument cable for control circuits for the valve that controls the
charging flow is located in these rooms near the ceiling. Based on the limited ignition sources
and installation of an automatic fire suppression system, fire damage at the ceiling of these
rooms is unlikely. In the unlikely event that the control circuits are damaged and the control
valve spuriously operates, the indication is available and MCR operators could operate the
valve using a different pressurizer level input or manually.
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Control Cable for SG 3 PORV- A control cable for SG 3 PORV is routed through these rooms.
A hot short to the control cable would cause the PORV to close, and not to be used for safe
shutdown. In the unlikely event that a fire were to start, given the limited ignition sources, and
the fire was not extinguished by the installed fire suppression system, the location of the cable
in conduit over 20 feet above the floor provides assurance that cable damage would not occur.
Main FeedwaterIsolation for SGs 2 and 3 - Main feedwater isolation valve control cables are
installed in conduit in these rooms. Fire damage to these cables could interfere with the isolation
of main feed water. In the unlikely event that a fire were to start, given the limited ignition
sources, and the fire was not extinguished by the installed fire suppression system, operators in
the MCR would still have available indication and controls over other valves that would be
available to isolate the main feedwater flow.
Main Feedwater Bypass Line Isolation Valve Circuits for SGs 2 and 3 - Main feedwater bypass
lines could remain open upon concurrent hot shorts of the control cables. In the unlikely event
that a fire were to start, given the limited ignition sources, and fire was not extinguished by the
installed fire suppression system, the control valves could still be closed by operator actions
from the MCR.
The NRC staff reviewed the submitted deviation and concludes that, based on the fire protection
defense-in-depth features, limited ignition sources, available detection and suppression
systems, and either cables located high above the floor or alternative ways of meeting the safe
shutdown goals using MCR actions, the configurations for these specific features in these
rooms is acceptable to meet the underlying purpose of the rule and is, therefore, acceptable.
6.1.10.4
*
*
*
*

Unit 2 Containment Rooms
Room 2RIR - Unit 2 Reactor Instrument Room
Rodms 2RA1, 2RA2, 2RA3, and 2RA4 - Unit 2 Accumulator Rooms 1, 2, 3, and
4
Rooms 2RF1 and 2RF2 - Unit 2 Reactor Building Fan Rooms 1 and 2
Rooms 2R1-1, 2RI-2, 2RI-3, and 2RI-4 - Unit 2 Reactor Building Inside Crane
Wall Rooms
Rooms 2RO-1, 2RO-2, 2RO-3, and 2RO-4 - Unit 2 Reactor Building Outside
Crane Wall Rooms

TVA stated that these rooms have stronger combustible controls than other plant areas, since
these areas are considered combustible control zones. In addition, many of these areas are
inaccessible during power operations and involve the climbing of ladders for entry, which will
reduce the likelihood of transient combustibles and ignition sources. TVA stated that none of
these rooms have credible in situ ignition sources. TVA provided a discussion that concluded
fires in adjoining rooms would not affect the FSSD equipment in these rooms, due to either lack
of combustibles in adjoining rooms or installed automatic suppression and detection in the
adjoining rooms. TVA stated that a fire in one of these rooms affecting FSSD equipment would
neither initiate nor require a plant trip.
In addition to defense-in-depth features described above, the FSSD capability has one or more
of the additional features that provide(s) additional assurance that a fire in one of these rooms
will not challenge plant safe shutdown:
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Redundant cables are separated by at least 3 feet horizontally,
Cables are installed in conduit,
Alternative systems are available in the control room to shutdown the plant,
Spurious actuations are avoided by the use of dedicated conduit with no other
energized conductors,
Spurious actuations are avoided since they would only occur if there were a
proper polarity two or three phase hot short,
Targets are high above the floor, at least 10 feet, and/or
Redundant trains may be located in the analysis volume, but not in the room
being evaluated.

Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the lack
of separation in these rooms, is an acceptable deviation from Section IIl.G.2.d of Appendix R to
10 CFR Part 50, because of the limited combustibles and ignition sources, failure of the FSSD
equipment or cables would not initiate or require a plant trip, and all redundant safe shutdown
circuits have one or more of the additional criteria above.
6.2

Deviations and Evaluations Related to BTP (APSCB) 9.5-1, Appendix A Guidance

6.2.1

Deviation - Fire Detection in Refueling Room and New Fuel Storage Vault

TVA committed to the guidance in Positions F. 12 and F. 13 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.51, which states that fire detectors should be installed in new fuel and spent fuel pool areas.
Contrary to the guidance, the refueling room (Room 757.0-Al 3), which includes the New Fuel
Storage Vault (elevation 741.5 feet), is not provided with a detection system.
TVA states that the refueling room is constructed of reinforced concrete. This room has a large
open area with a floor area of approximately 1.6,000 square feet and a nominal ceiling height of
56 feet. The walls, floor and penetration seals have a fire resistance rating of 2 hours or greater.
The doors are not UL listed doors, but have been evaluated as equivalent to fire rated doors as
listed in the FPR Part II, Table 14.8.1 (Fire Doors). The dampers have a minimum rating of 2
hours.
During normal operations, the in situ combustible loading in the refueling room and the new fuel
storage vault is insignificant, resulting in an equivalent fire severity of less than 5 minutes. There
are no ignition sources in the new fuel storage vault. The combustible materials in the refueling
room are widely dispersed, which further diminishes the magnitude of a postulated fire. The
combustibles consist of InstaCote (a plastic type fuel transfer canal coating); lube oil in air
compressors; hoists and cranes; plastics associated with the electrical equipment, panels, fuel
pool boundary, lighting and boxes; rubber fire hose; and anticipated amounts of radwaste trash
and laundry. TVA further stated that transient combustibles in the room are controlled by WBN
procedure NPG-SPP-18.4.7,"Control of Transient Combustibles." The potential ignition sources
in the room are panels, air compressors, transformers, and lighting cabinets. The only ignition
sources that could impact a FSSD component or cable are the Train A and B auxiliary air
compressors.
The room is manned during an outage, which can assist in the early detection of a fire. The new
fuel storage vault is only accessible from the refueling room and that access is normally closed
with a steel hatch cover. The cover is removed when new fuel is received and stored until
needed for a refueling outage. Due to the high ceiling and limited amount of combustibles,
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a fire in this area may not have sufficient energy to create the necessary air currents to carry the
smoke to the ceiling. In this situation, the smoke detectors at the ceiling level may not be able
to provide early detection in the event of a fire.
Standpipe and hose stations are provided in the refueling room and in adjacent rooms.
The Train A and B auxiliary air compressors supply backup air to the Train A and B air header if
the normal air supply from the station air compressors is unable to maintain minimum pressure
on the air header. A fire involving either of the auxiliary air compressors would not impact the
normal air supply or the other auxiliary air compressor. The worse case fire scenario would be a
loss of one train of auxiliary control air, which would not require either unit to shutdown. The
other FSSD circuits are routed in conduits in the refueling floor area and are outside the fire
zone of influence of the compressors. Therefore, a fire in the refueling room will not impact
FSSD capability.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the lack
of fire detection in the refueling room, including the new fuel storage vault, as identified above,
is an acceptable deviation to the guidance of Positions F. 12 and F. 13 of Appendix A to BTP
(APCSB) 9.5-1, because of the size of the refueling room, the limited amounts of in situ and
transient combustibles, the separation of the room from other plant areas by fire-rated barriers,
and the routing of FSSD circuits in conduits away from credible ignition sources.
6.2.2

Deviation - Fire Doors

TVA committed to the guidance in Position D.1.j in Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1, which
states that door openings should be protected with equivalently rated fire doors, frames, and
hardware that have been tested and approved by a nationally recognized laboratory.
In FPR Part VII, Section 4.1, TVA stated that, contrary to the guidance, a number of fire doors
have been altered by the addition of signs and security hardware, or have been damaged and
repaired onsite. Additionally, special-purpose doors, such as flood doors and pressure doors,
are not UL labeled.
The fire doors that are not listed or labeled as fire-rated assemblies have been evaluated to the
guidance of NFPA 80-1975, "Fire Doors and Windows," by TVA or nationally recognized
laboratories for fire door assemblies. The evaluation criteria for fire door assemblies is
documented and controlled by WBN General Engineering Specification-73,"lnstallation,
Modification and Maintenance of Fire Protection Systems and Features."
FPR Part II, Table 14.8.1 lists the plant fire doors and the doors' fire-rating in hours. The table
identifies doors that are not UL listed as having been evaluated and identified as equivalent to
fire rated doors or they have been evaluated as being acceptable. A number of the fire doors at
WBN have been altered by the addition of signs and security hardware or have been damaged
and repaired. Examples of other fire doors that are not UL rated are special purpose doors such
as flood doors and pressure doors, security doors in the MCR that are constructed of heavy
welded steel construction and hollow core metal swinging doors.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that TVA has
adequately justified that certain door assemblies which do not fully meet the guidance in
Position D.1 .j in Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 are acceptable, because the doors were
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evaluated to the guidance of NFPA 80-1975, and WBN General Engineering Specification-73
controls and documents the installation, modifications and maintenance of fire doors.
6.2.3

Deviation - Openings in Fire Walls

TVA committed to the guidance in Section D.1 .j of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1, which
states that fire barriers should be capable of withstanding the fire hazards to which they could
be exposed. NRC generic letters and guidance documents state that penetrations in walls,
floors, and ceilings forming part of a fire barrier should be protected with seals or closure
devices having a fire resistive rating equivalent to that required of the barrier.
In FPR Part VII, Section 4.2, TVA stated that there is a 6-inch wide by 3-inch deep gutter that
penetrates each stairwell enclosure (Stairwells C1 and C2) from the corridor (Room 692.0-Cl 1)
in the control building.
These two stairwells are located at the opposite ends of the corridor (approximately 70 feet
apart). The gutter penetrates the walls separating the stairwells from the corridor. Located in the
gutter, there is one floor drain in each stairwell and two floor drains in the corridor.
The in situ combustible loading for the corridor is low and results in an equivalent fire severity of
less than 20 minutes. The corridor is provided with a pre-action sprinkler system that is actuated
by an ionization detection system. Standpipe and hose stations are in the two stairwells and
portable extinguishers are provided in the corridor.
The in situ combustible liquids on elevation 692.0 feet of the control building are 35 gallons of
lube oil associated with each of the two electrical board room chiller packages. The chiller
packages are located in the Unit 2 mechanical equipment room, which is not part of Stairwells
Cl or C2 or the corridor. However, the room is separated from Stairwell C2 by a 2-hour
reinforced concrete wall. The combustibles in the Unit 2 mechanical equipment room consist of
lube oil in the chillers, plastics associated with the electrical panels, boxes, lights and insulation
on piping. The in situ combustible loading in this room is low resulting in an equivalent fire
severity of less than 5 minutes. This room also has full detection and suppression installed.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, because
of the low in situ combustible loading in the corridor, installed fire detection and suppression
systems, available standpipe and hose stations in the two stairwells and portable extinguishers
in the corridor, this deviation from Position D. 1.j of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 for the
corridor gutter that penetrate Stairwells C1 and C2 on control building elevation 692 feet is
acceptable.
6.2.4

Deviation - Manual Hose Stations

TVA committed to the guidance in Section E.3.d of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1, which
states that interior manual hose installations should be able to reach any location with at least
one effective hose stream. To accomplish this, standpipes with hose connections equipped with
a maximum of 75 feet of 1-1/2 inch woven jacket lined fire hose and suitable nozzles should be
provided.
In FPR Part VII, Section 4.3, TVA stated that there are manual hose stations with more than 75
feet of 1-1/2 inch UL listed or FM-approved fire hose located throughout the plant. The
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pressure loss in fire hoses due to conditions such as friction with the inner wall of the hose and
turbulent water flow is directly proportional to the length of the hose. If the pressure loss is
excessive the hose stream may not be effective.
To justify the use of hoses of greater than 75 feet in length up to 100 feet in length, TVA stated
that these installations are consistent with the guidelines of NFPA 14-1974, "Standard for the
Installation of Standpipe and Hose Systems," which allow up to 100 feet of hose connected to
the standpipe.
For hose stations with more than 100 feet of hose, TVA stated that although those specific hose
stations may not have been tested, hose stations at a higher elevation in the respective
buildings were tested at a minimum of 65 psig at 500 gpm at a 2.5-inch hose connection. Also,
TVA has calculated that there is 6 psi additional pressure loss for each additional 25 foot section
of hose. TVA stated, in their letter dated May 30, 2012 (ADAMS Accession No. ML12153A374),
that the tested hose stations are 31.5 feet higher in elevation than the hose stations with the
additional hose. WVA calculated that 31.5 feet of elevation equates to approximately 13.5 psig of
additional pressure at the lower elevation. This additional pressure on lower elevations would
provide sufficient additional pressure to compensate for the approximately 6 psi of pressure loss
for each of the two additional hose sections, and therefore would provide sufficient pressure and
flow to meet the requirements of NFPA 14-1974.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the hose
stations that have more than 75 feet of hose, as identified above, are acceptable deviations to
the guidance of Section E.3.d of Appendix A to BTP 9.5-1.
6.2.5

Deviation - Fire Barrier Penetration between Fuel Oil Transfer Pump Room and the
Diesel Generator Building Corridor

WVA committed to the guidance in Position D. I.j of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1, which
states that penetrations in fire barriers, including conduits and piping, should be sealed or
closed to provide a fire resistance rating at least equal to that of the fire barrier itself. The fire
hazard in each area should be evaluated to determine barrier requirements.
In FPR Part VII, Section 4.6, TVA stated that the fire barrier separating the fuel oil transfer pump
room (Room 742.0-D8) from the diesel generator building corridor (Room 742.0-D9) is a 2-hour
rated fire barrier and has a penetration containing a steel box. This penetration is not a tested
fire-rated penetration assembly.
The fire barrier separating the fuel oil transfer pump room and the corridor is constructed of 8inch thick reinforced concrete block and is fire-rated for 2 hours. The annular gap between the
block wall and the box is filled with concrete grout, but no sealant material is installed within the
box. The box back (inside the fuel oil transfer pump room) is a steel plate. The front of the panel
is a steel plate with cutouts for three metal junction boxes.
The in situ combustible loading of the fuel oil transfer pump room is approximately 3,730 Btu/ft2
and is due to insulation on cables associated with panel 0-L-162, hand switches, an emergency
lighting unit, and foam plastic insulation. The in situ combustible loading of the corridor is
approximately 77,700 Btu/ft2 of which approximately 96 percent is due to insulation on cables in
cable trays. The other in situ combustibles are dispersed throughout the corridor and do not
present a direct exposure hazard to the box. The corridor width at the panel is approximately
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6 feet. The door into the 2B-B diesel generator is across from the box and the door to the fuel oil
transfer pump room is next to the box. The end of the corridor is less than 6 feet from this door.
TVA stated that this arrangement minimizes the probability of transient combustibles being
stored near the box.
The fuel oil transfer pump room is provided with a fire detection system and a total flooding
automatic C02 suppression system. The detection system alarms in the MCR and actuates the
suppression system. The corridor is provided with a fire detection system and an automatic
sprinkler system. The detection system alarms in the MCR and actuates the suppression
system. Upon receipt of a detection alarm, the MCR staff notifies the site fire brigade for both
rooms.
The top of the box is located approximately 13 feet below the ceiling. TVA stated that in light of
this distance and the location of the box at the end of the corridor, the detection system should
alarm the MCR and actuate the suppression system before a hot gas layer could challenge the
box.
TVA stated that the fuel oil transfer pump room and the corridor (analysis volume AV-081 B) do
not contain components required for safe shutdown in the event of a fire in these rooms. The
small amount of in situ combustibles and the lack of free floor space limit the quantity of
transient combustibles, thereby limiting the severity of a postulated fire in the room. The failure
of a fuel oil line or pump that resulted in a fire is addressed by the total flooding, automatic C02
suppression system that will also control a postulated transient fire until the fire brigade
responds.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, based
on the penetration configuration and installed fire detection and automatic suppression systems,
this configuration is adequate to prevent the passage of flames, hot gases or water from the
corridor to the fuel oil transfer pump room or vice versa, and therefore, this non-tested, non-firerated penetration assembly is an acceptable deviation to the guidance in Position D.1 .j of
Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1.
6.2.6

Deviation - Undampered Penetrations between the Unit 1 Pipe Gallery and the
Unit 1 Annulus and the Unit 2 Pipe Gallery and the Unit 2 Annulus

In FPR Part VII, Section 3.2, TVA stated that the walls separating the Unit 1 pipe gallery (Room
713.0-A6) from the Unit 1 Annulus and the Unit 2 pipe gallery (Room 713.0-A19) from the Unit 2
Annulus are 3-hour rated fire barriers. The containment purge air system return and exhaust
ducts penetrate these walls in three places. The penetrations are not provided with fire
dampers.
TVA provided the following details regarding these configurations:
*
*

The ducts are constructed of 0.25 inch thick steel plates and welded schedule 10
pipe.
As described in TVA's letter dated October 28, 2011 (ADAMS Accession No.
ML11306A090), in response to NRC question RAI FPR VII-32, the connection
between the duct and the purge air system is protected by 3M M20A wrap.
The ducts are rigidly attached to the concrete wall.
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*
*
*
*

The penetrations are not straight-through, instead the openings in the concrete
wall are offset to provide radiation protection.
The ducts have no openings in the pipe chase.
There is automatic detection and suppression installed in the annuluses and pipe
chases.
The two annuluses and the areas under the ducts in the pipe chases are
combustible control zones.

Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, based
on the physical configuration, installed fire protection systems, and administrative controls, the
lack of fire dampers in these penetrations is an acceptable deviation from the guidance in
Position D.1 .j of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1.
6.2.7

Deviation - Openings in Fire Barriers

Section D. 1.j of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1, "Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear
Plants Docketed Prior to July 1, 1976," specifies that penetrations in walls, floors, and ceiling
forming part of a fire barrier be protected with self-closure devices having a fire-resistive rating
equivalent to that of the barrier.
6.2.7.1 Ventilation and Purge Air Room Ventilation Penetrations
In FPR Part VII, Section 2.6.1, TVA stated that the ventilation and purge air (VPA) rooms
(Rooms 737.0-A5 and 737.0-A9), the post-accident sampling system (PAS) rooms (Rooms
729.0-A8 and 729.0-A9) and the nitrogen storage room (Room 729.0-A6) are separated by 2hour fire rated barriers. The walls and floor of the VPA rooms are penetrated by HVAC ducts
that pass from the PAS rooms, enter the VPA rooms and then exit into the PAS and nitrogen
storage room. TVA stated that the ducts have no fire dampers, but they also have no openings
into the VPA rooms. Additionally, one duct enters each VPA room from the nitrogen storage
room and terminates at a normally closed isolation damper. The ducts are constructed from
Schedule 40 carbon steel pipe. Pipe sleeves are provided where the ducts penetrate the
barriers between the VPA rooms and the PAS rooms and nitrogen storage rooms. Further, the
annular space between the sleeves and the ducts is sealed with a fire-rated seal.
TVA stated that each of these rooms contains safe shutdown equipment. TVA further stated that
the VPA and PAS rooms have fire detection and automatic fire suppression systems installed,
and the nitrogen storage room has ionization smoke detection. Standpipe and hose systems are
available in adjacent rooms and portable extinguishers are also available for manual fire-fighting
in these rooms.
TVA stated that the significant fire exposure to the ducts from the VPA rooms consists of
charcoal filter units in each VPA room. TVA also stated that closed-head water-spray
suppression systems are provided for the charcoal filters and are actuated by duct-mounted
ionization smoke detectors.
TVA stated that the effect of a fire in the PAS rooms or the nitrogen storage room would be
experienced in the VPA rooms in the form of radiant heat from hot gases passing through the
ducts. In the VPA rooms, TVA stated that no fixed combustibles are located in the immediate
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vicinity of these ducts, and the ducts are separated from the nearest safe shutdown circuit by
more than 20 feet.
Based on the limited fire hazard, the installed fire detection and automatic fire suppression
systems, the special hazard protection for the charcoal filters, and the construction of the ducts,
the NRC staff concludes that the ducts will remain in place until a fire is extinguished and that
the absence of fire dampers will not lead to fire propagation from one room to another.
Therefore, this duct configuration is an acceptable deviation from the guidance of Section D.1.j
of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1.
6.2.7.2

Scuppers

6.2.7.2.1

ERCW Pump Room

TVA committed to the guidance in Position D.1 .j of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1, which
states that penetrations in fire barriers, including conduits and piping, be sealed or closed to
provide a fire resistance rating at least equal to that of the fire barrier itself.
In FPR Part VII, Section 2.6.2.1, TVA stated that, contrary to Position D.1.j, on elevation 741.0
feet of the IPS, there are four scupper openings penetrating the fire wall between the ERCW
pump rooms and traveling screen rooms.
The wall separating the redundant ERCW pumps and the wall separating the ERCW pumps
from the traveling screen pumps are 3-hour fire-rated barriers with the exception of the four
scupper openings. These scupper openings are located at the floor and provide drainage of
rainwater from the ERCW pump rooms to the traveling screen wells. The floor slopes away
from the ERCW pumps toward the scuppers so that a fire in one ERCW pump room will not
propagate through the scuppers and jeopardize a redundant train of ERCW pumps.
The wall separating the ERCW pump rooms and traveling screen rooms is intended to protect
the rooms from the radiant heat of an exposure fire. The roof is designed as a missile shield and
has beams that will allow free air flow from a fire to dissipate heat to the outside environment.
ERCW Pump Rooms A and B have heat detectors installed over the ERCW pumps and
standpipe and hose stations are accessible for manual fire-fighting activities. TVA stated that
even though these rooms are not provided with suppression and full area detection, the fire area
barrier ratings are sufficient given the combustible loadings in the area.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the
scupper configuration for the wall separating the ERCW pump rooms from the adjacent traveling
screen rooms is an acceptable deviation from the guidance in Position D. 1.j of Appendix A to
BTP (APCSB) 9.5.1.
6.2.7.2.2

Yard Duct Bank

TVA committed to the guidance in Position D.1 .j of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 which
states that penetrations in fire barriers, including conduits and piping, be sealed or closed to
provide a fire resistance rating at least equal to that of the fire barrier itself.
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In FPR Part VII, Section 2.6.2.1, TVA stated that contrary to Position D.1.j, there are scupper
openings in the Train A and Train B yard duct banks that run from the auxiliary building to the
IPS where they share a common wall in three manholes.
Manholes 1A and 1B, 2A and 2B, and 3A and 3B are used to access the Train A and Train B
duct banks that connect the auxiliary building to the IPS. The Train A and Train B duct banks
are separated by a 12-inch thick reinforced concrete wall at each pair of manholes. One
manhole in each pair contains a sump pump and is connected to the other manhole by a 2-inch
diameter scupper opening. There are no other openings in the common wall separating the
Train A and Train B manholes.
Cable insulation is the only combustible material in the yard duct banks where they share a
common wall. The sump pumps are the only equipment in the yard duct banks where they
share a common wall.
TVA stated that a postulated fire in the cable insulation of one duct bank or in the sump pump
will not propagate through the scupper openings to the adjacent duct bank due to the lack of
continuity of combustible materials between duct banks.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the
scupper openings in the yard duct banks is an acceptable deviation from the guidance in
Position D. 1.j of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5.1.
6.2.7.3

Auxiliary Building Penetrations

In FPR Part VII, Section 2.6.3, TVA described the following unprotected openings in the
auxiliary building:
Open Stairs and Hatches. TVA stated that water curtains designed in accordance
with NFPA 13-1974, Section 4-4.8.2, have been installed to protect the openings
listed in FPR Part VII, Section 2.6.3.1.
Sheet Metal Ducts That Are Not Provided with Fire Dampers.TVA stated that
these ducts are constructed of minimum 22 gauge sheet metal, are securely
fastened to the fire barrier with angle steel, and that automatic suppression and
detection is provided on at least one side of the opening. Finally, TVA stated that
the safe shutdown analysis considered these openings as unprotected and
ensured that a fire on either side of the opening would not impact both paths of
redundant safe shutdown components, cables, or equipment.
Round HVAC Ducts Constructed of Spiral Welded Pipe or Schedule 10 Piping.
TVA stated that these ducts are treated as normal mechanical penetrations with
an appropriate fire rated mechanical penetration seals.
Spare Conduit Sleeves. As described in FPR Part VII, Section 2.6.3.3, TVA
stated that spare conduit sleeves which penetrate fire barriers are provided with
approved sealant material, capped on each end with metal caps or plugs, or a
combination of the two.
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Unrated Steel Hatches into Monolithic Concrete Enclosures. As described in FPR
Part VII, Section 2.6.3.4, TVA stated that the monolithic enclosures in which the
steel hatches are located are not open to other rooms on other elevations.
Further, TVA stated that there are no safe shutdown cables or components within
the monolithic enclosures.
Based its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that these
configurations are acceptable deviations from the guidance of Section D. 1.j of Appendix A to
BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1.
6.2.7.4

Control Building Equipment Hatches to the Turbine Building

In FPR Part VII, Section 2.6.4, TVA stated that the mechanical equipment rooms in the control
building (Rooms 692.0-Cl and 692.0-C10) are provided with equipment hatches in the ceiling
separating them from the turbine building. The equipment hatches have flush fitting steel covers
which are not fire rated. TVA stated that the covers are vital area boundaries with access control
and security features attached to the undersides, to prevent inadvertent removal.
TVA stated that the covers do not form a water tight seal, but will limit any flammable and
combustible liquid spills through the hatch openings into the control building mechanical
equipment rooms. Seepage could occur around the perimeter where the covers are mounted to
the floor and through the small diameter holes in the covers that are provided to facilitate their
removal.
TVA stated that there are no safe shutdown components in the turbine building within 20 feet of
the equipment hatches, so that a fire that spreads up into the turbine building will not impact
FSSD capability. Further, TVA stated that the mechanical equipment rooms are provided with
automatic detection and pre-action sprinkler systems, including sidewall heads in the vicinity of
the hatches. TVA stated that the installed detection and suppression systems would control or
extinguish postulated fires passing through the hatch covers prior to arrival of the fire brigade.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA on the cover configuration, separation
between FSSD equipment, and installed fire protection systems, the NRC staff concludes that
the hatch covers are acceptable deviations from the guidance of Section D. 1.j of Appendix A to
BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1.
6.2.8

Evaluation - Large Fire Dampers

TVA committed to the guidance in Position D.1 .j of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1, which
states that fire dampers should be tested and approved by a nationally recognized laboratory
and the tests shall bound the installed configurations. In FPR Part VII, Section 3.4, TVA stated
that in a December 12, 1984, report, UL stated that the maximum sizes of dampers covered by
their classification and follow-up service program are 90 inches wide by 72 inches high in
multiple assemblies (maximum sections being 30 inches wide by 36 inches high) and that
dampers exceeding this are not eligible to be labeled. Contrary to this, fire dampers 1-ISD-313807 and 2-ISD-31-3882 consist of four 24-inch wide and 24½-inch high damper sections
resulting in an opening 98" inches wide by 24½ inches high. This exceeds the UL rated damper
width by 8" inches.
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TVA further stated that fire tests reports dated June 15 and July 19, 1984, document the results
of tests conducted by UL for Ruskin (the damper manufacturer) on large size damper
installations. The large damper configurations in the two tests (100 inches by 91 inches and 100
inches by 72 inches) both passed the 3-hour fire endurance acceptance criteria by remaining in
place and not having an opening in the damper configuration. Both configurations, however,
failed the hose stream test at the end of the 3-hour fire exposure. The report dated December
12, 1984, documented UL's evaluation of WBN's installation of the large dampers.
The large fire damper installations at WBN are constructed from individual damper sections
which are smaller than the maximum allowed by UL. The UL listed assembly is three sections
wide by two sections high, but the WBN configuration is one section high and four sections
wide, thus making the assembly more rigid and less susceptible to buckling and twisting under
actual fire conditions. Also, the individual damper sections are 24 inches wide by 241 inches
high, which are less than the UL allowable 30 inches wide by 36 inches high. The overall
damper height is 24/ inches high, and the UL allowable height is 72 inches, when two 36 inch
dampers are stacked.
In the December 12, 1984, report, UL indicated that the WBN dampers (98" inches wide by 24%
inches high) should have significantly less buckling and twisting of the vertical mullions than the
tested damper (91 inches wide and 72 inches high) noted in the June 15, 1984, report. UL also
concluded that the large damper installations at WBN provide adequate protection for their
HVAC penetration.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, based
on the UL review, TVA has adequately justified the above non-tested fire dampers that do not
fully meet the guidance in Position D. 1.j of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1; therefore, the
deviation from the guidance is acceptable.
6.2.9

Evaluation - Emergency Diesel Generators 7 Day Storage Tanks

TVA committed to the guidance in Position F.10 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1, which
states that diesel fuel oil tanks with a capacity of over 1100 gallons should not be located inside
buildings containing safety-related equipment. If located inside such buildings, the tanks should
be separated by 3-hour fire barriers. Buried tanks are considered to meet the 3-hour fire
resistance requirements.
In FPR Part VII, Section 4.4, TVA stated that there are four 7-day (70,248 gallon) storage tank
assemblies, one per diesel generator, that are almost entirely buried below the floor of the
diesel building. The fuel oil storage assembly for each diesel generator consists of four
interconnected tanks, each with its own man-way access openings, one at either end of the
tank. There are a total of 16 man-way access openings to the tanks from the corridor, and four
in each diesel generator room. The man-way access openings are the only portion of the tanks
that are not buried underneath the floor of the diesel generator building.
Each man-way access opening is in a pit covered by a removable plate cover sitting over the
top of the pit flush with the floor. The cover is 1/4 inch thick steel plate, secured to the top of the
tank by eighteen (18) 1/2 inch bolts. There are three normally closed openings in the cover
plate. Two of the openings are provided for fuel oil circulation, and the other is for taking fuel oil
samples.
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The Pipe Gallery and Corridor (Room 742.0-D9) and Diesel Generator Units 1A-A, 2A-A, 1B-B
and 2B-B (Rooms 742.0-D4, D5, D6 and D7) are provided with full area detection and automatic
suppression systems. The diesel generator units each have heat detectors and a total flooding
C02 suppression system. Standpipe and hose stations are provided within the diesel generator
building on both elevations, and there are also fire hydrants available in the yard. The Pipe
Gallery and Corridor has smoke detectors and an automatic pre-action sprinkler system. A
standpipe and hose station is provided in the Pipe Gallery and Corridor.
Fire affects on the emergency diesel generators and associated cables in the diesel generator
building will not have an adverse affect on safe shutdown. The diesel generators are not
credited for any fire in the diesel generator building. The diesel generator building is located
remotely from other buildings containing equipment or cables needed for safe shutdown. This is
because offsite power capabilities have been evaluated and determined not to be affected or
required for a fire in the diesel generator building, including the corridor.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, based
on the physical construction of the man-way access openings, the man-way access openings
being the only portion of the tanks that are not buried, the installed detection and suppression
systems installed, the diesel generators not being required for any fire in the diesel generator
building, location of the diesel generator building, and offsite power capabilities not being
affected by a diesel generator building fire, the man-ways not being totally buried is an
acceptable deviation from the guidance in Position F. 10 of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1.
6.2.10 Evaluation - Fire Dampers in the VCT Room Doors
In FPR Part VII, Section 3.5, TVA stated that a fire damper in the door connecting each of the
two VCT rooms with the associated pipe gallery has been changed from a blade-type to a
curtain-type configuration. The new dampers are damper/sleeve assemblies, installed with the
damper inside the doors. The sleeve extends a short distance on each side of the opening. The
door was tested with the original damper, but not with the new damper.
TVA provided the following details regarding these configurations:
*
*
*

The
The
The
and

combustible loading in the immediate vicinity of the doors is insignificant.
new dampers are listed dampers.
rooms on both sides of the doors are provided with automatic fire detection
suppression.

Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, based
on the physical configuration, installed fire protection systems, and limited combustibles in the
area, the change in these fire dampers is an acceptable deviation from the guidance in Position
D.1.j of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1.
6.2.11 Evaluation - Plexiglass Windows in the Security Control Point Building on the Refueling
Floor
TVA committed to the guidance in Position D. 1.d in Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1, which
states, in part, that interior finishes should be noncombustible or have a flame spread rating of
25 or less.
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In FPR Part VIII, TVA stated that, contrary to the guidance, the windows in a security control
point building (on the 757.0 feet elevation on the Refueling Floor) was built with plexiglass
windows, which do not meet the flame spread criteria. TVA stated the following concerning the
plexiglass windows:
*
*
*
*
*

Based on operating experience at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, (i.e., a near-miss
incident), glass windows pose a safety concern.
Available alternatives either do not meet the flame spread criteria, or are not
sufficiently transparent.
The plexiglass windows add an insignificant amount of combustibles to a large
room.
The plexiglass windows have no effect on the safe shutdown analysis.
The building is not used for safe shutdown.

Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, because
of the minimal amount of combustibles involved and the lack of an effect on safe shutdown, the
presence of the plexiglass windows in the security control point building on the Refueling Floor
is an acceptable deviation from the guidance in Position D.1 .d of Appendix A to BTP (APCSB)
9.5-1.
6.3

Additional Engineerinq Evaluations

6.3.1

Relaxation of FPR Surveillance Frequencies for the Reactor Buildings' Equipment
Hatches

FPR Part VII, Section 6.1, summarizes TVA's evaluation of relaxing the surveillance frequencies
for fire protection features (smoke detectors, sprinklers, Thermo-Lag, penetration seals) from
their regular schedules for the equipment hatches (Rooms 757.0-Al 1 and -Al 5). TVA stated
that these actions will be performed during outages, because these areas are inaccessible high
radiation areas while the associated unit is operating.
These rooms connect the refueling floor and the reactor buildings, and provide equipment
access. TVA stated that the rooms are constructed of reinforced concrete and are provided with
smoke detectors and automatic pre-action sprinkler systems. FPR Part VI states that the rooms'
barriers are 3-hour fire-rated, with the exception of the blast door into the reactor building. TVA
stated that these doors are of heavy metal construction that would prevent a fire from
propagating from either the reactor building into the room or from the room into the reactor
building. TVA further stated that combustible loading in the rooms is comprised of cable
insulation, light covers, and Thermo-Lag (Room 757.0-Al 1 only), and that there are no ignition
sources in the rooms during power operation.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the
described change in surveillance frequencies is reasonable to meet the ALARA radiation
exposure requirements in 10 CFR Part 20, "Standards for Protection against Radiation," and,
therefore, is acceptable.
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6.3.2

Relaxation of FPR Surveillance Requirements for Fire Dampers in High Radiation and
Contaminated Areas

In FPR Part VII, Section 6.2, TVA evaluated the need to perform surveillance for fire dampers in
high radiation or contaminated areas. TVA evaluated the consequences of the failure of the
following fire dampers to close during a fire event: 0-ISD-31-3846, 0-ISD-31-3847, and 0-ISD31-3848. TVA stated that these fire dampers are located in contaminated areas and are
considered to be inaccessible.
6.3.2.1

Fire Damper 0-ISD-31-3846

TVA stated that fire damper 0-ISD-31-3846 is located in a 24-inch diameter embedded duct that
starts at an embedded collector box located in the Fuel Transfer Canal wall and runs for 40 feet
where it exits the concrete wall of the ventilation and purge air room (Room 737.0-A5) and then
enters a large (64 inch by 54 inch) duct.
TVA also stated that there is no combustible hazard in the fuel transfer canal, and negligible
quantities of combustibles in the vicinity of the duct in the ventilation and purge air room. TVA
further stated that the room is provided with smoke detection and automatic suppression.
Finally, TVA stated that should a fire breach the walls of the duct in the ventilation and purge air
room, the fire would have to travel a distance of 40 feet to reach the fuel transfer canal.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, because
of the limited combustibles in each room, the distance the fire would have to reach the other
room, the automatic suppression installed in the ventilation and purge air room, and the ALARA
concern identified by TVA, not performing surveillance of this fire damper is consistent with
Interpretation 4, "Fire Area Boundaries," of GL 86-10, and therefore, is acceptable.
6.3.2.2

Fire Dampers 0-ISD-31-3847 and 0-ISD-31-3848

TVA stated that one of the fire dampers is located in a 24-inch diameter embedded duct that
starts at an embedded collector box located in the spent fuel pit wall, runs for approximately5
feet where it exits the concrete wall, traverses a corridor, and penetrates the concrete wall of the
ventilation and purge air room, and then enters a large (58 inch by 54 inch) duct. TVA stated
that the other fire damper is located in a 30-inch diameter embedded duct that starts at an
embedded collector box located in the opposite wall of the spent fuel pit, runs for approximately
80 feet where it exits the spent fuel pit wall (near the 24-inch duct), traverses the corridor, and
penetrates the wall of the ventilation and purge air room and enters the large duct.
WVA stated that both ducts are coated with 2-inches of fire protective material (Pyrocrete) where
they traverse the corridor. Further, TVA stated that there are no combustible hazards in the
spent fuel pit, and negligible quantities of combustibles in the vicinity of the ducts in the corridor
and near the ducts in the ventilation and purge air room. In addition, the corridor and the
ventilation and purge air room are provided with smoke detection and the ventilation and purge
air room is also provided with automatic suppression. Finally, TVA stated that should a fire
breach the walls of the ducts in the ventilation and purge air room, the fire would have to travel a
distance of 10 feet or 80 feet to reach the spent fuel pit, which is filled with water.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, because
of the limited combustibles in each room, the distance the fire would have to reach the
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other room, the automatic suppression installed in the ventilation and purge air room, and the
ALARA concern identified by TVA, not performing surveillance of these two fire dampers is
consistent with Interpretation 4, "Fire Area Boundaries," of GL 86-10, and therefore, is
acceptable.
6.3.3

Gap between Door and Frame for Fire Door W9

In FPR Part VII, Section 6.3, TVA stated that a portion of the gap between the door and frame of
fire door W9 exceeds the maximum 3/16-inch clearance. TVA further stated that the fire door is
located in the wall that separates the RCW pump deck from the Train A ERCW pump room.
TVA stated the following concerning the environment of door W9:
*
*
*
*
*

The RCW pump deck is open to the atmosphere on three sides and does not
have a roof.
The ERCW pump room does not have a roof.
The nearest RCW pump is located 17 feet horizontally from the door and the
bottom of the door is 13.5 feet above the RCW pump deck.
The in situ combustible load of the RCW pump deck consists primarily of lube oil
associated with the RCW pumps.
There are no in situ combustibles located directly under the door and the stairs
and landings prevent any appreciable quantities of transient combustibles from
being stored under the door.
The door opens into a labyrinth that does not contain any in situ combustibles,
nor are transient combustibles stored in the labyrinth.

Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, because
of the physical configuration that would prevent the formation of a hot gas layer, the distance to
the nearest source of combustibles, and limited amount of combustibles in this area, exceeding
the allowable door to frame distance for fire door W9, as described in the FPR, is consistent
with Interpretation 4, "Fire Area Boundaries," of GL 86-10, and therefore, is acceptable.
6.3.4

Relaxation of FPR Surveillance Requirements for Penetration Seals in High Radiation
and Contaminated Areas

In FPR Part VII, Section 6.4, TVA evaluated the need to perform surveillance for penetration
seals in high radiation areas by evaluating the consequences of the failure of the penetration
seals for each of the rooms. TVA stated that their evaluations considered the locations not
inspected, the proximity of combustibles, and the construction features of the rooms on either
side of the seals.
6.3.4.1

Spent Resin Tank Room (Room 692.0-Al 5)

TVA stated that the penetration seals of interest in Room 692.0-Al 5 are installed in the wall
separating it from the pipe gallery and chase room (Room 692.0-A24), which is a 2-hour rated
fire barrier of reinforced concrete construction. TVA stated that the penetration seals are
accessible for surveillance inspection from Room 692.0-A24, however, they are not accessible
for inspection from the spent resin tank room due to the radiation posting of the room.
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TVA stated that there is no safe shutdown equipment in the spent resin tank room. FPR Part VI
stated that the combustible loading in both rooms is insignificant. TVA also stated that there is
smoke detection installed in Room 692.0-A24.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, because
of the minimal amount of combustibles in each room, the lack of safe shutdown equipment or
cables in the spent resin tank room, the automatic smoke detection installed in the pipe gallery
and chase room, and the ALARA concern identified by TVA, performing surveillance of these
penetration seals from only one side is consistent with Interpretation 4, "Fire Area Boundaries,"
of NRC GL 86-10, and therefore, is acceptable.
6.3.4.2

Waste Hold Up Tank Room (Room 674.0-Al)

TVA stated that the penetration seals of interest in Room 674.0-Al are installed in the wall
separating it from the RHR Pump Room 1A-A (Room 676.0-Al1) which is a 2-hour fire rated
barrier of reinforced concrete construction. TVA stated that the penetration seals are accessible
for surveillance inspection from Room 676.0-Al 1; however, they are not accessible for
inspection from Room 674.0-Al due to the radiation posting of the room.
TVA stated that there is no safe shutdown equipment required for a fire in the auxiliary building
installed in the waste hold up tank room. FPR Part VI stated that the combustible loading in both
rooms is insignificant. TVA also stated that there is smoke detection installed in Room 676.0All.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, because
of the limited amount of combustibles in each room, the lack of safe shutdown equipment or
cables in the waste hold up tank room, the automatic smoke detection installed in the RHR
Pump Room 1A-A, and the ALARA concern identified by TVA, performing surveillance of these
penetration seals from only one side is consistent with Interpretation 4, "Fire Area Boundaries,"
of GL 86-10, and therefore, is acceptable.
6.3.4.3

Hold Up Tank Rooms A and B (Rooms 676.0-A2 and 676.0-A3)

TVA stated that Rooms 676.0-A2 and 676.0-A3 are separated from adjacent non-high radiation
area rooms by 2-and 3-hour fire rated barriers of reinforced concrete construction. TVA stated
that the penetration seals are accessible for surveillance inspection from these adjacent rooms.
The penetrations are not accessible from inside the hold up tank rooms for surveillance
inspection due to the radiation posting of the rooms.
TVA stated that there is no safe shutdown equipment installed in the hold up tank rooms, nor
any equipment that could initiate a plant trip. FPR Part VI stated that the combustible loading in
both rooms is insignificant. Additionally, TVA stated that all the adjacent rooms which contain
cables or equipment needed for FSSD have installed smoke detection.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, because
of the limited amount of combustibles in these rooms, the lack of safe shutdown equipment or
cables in the hold up tank room, the automatic smoke detection installed in the adjacent rooms
which contain FSSD equipment or cables, and the ALARA concern identified by TVA,
performing surveillance of these penetration seals from only one side is consistent with
Interpretation 4, "Fire Area Boundaries," of GL 86-10, and therefore, is acceptable.
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6.3.4.4

Gas Decay Tank Rooms (Rooms 692.0-A3 and 692.0-A5)

TVA stated that Rooms 692.0-A3 and 692.0-A5 are separated from adjacent non-high radiation
area rooms by 2-and 3-hour fire rated barriers of reinforced concrete construction. TVA stated
that the penetration seals are accessible for surveillance inspection from these adjacent rooms.
The penetration seals are not accessible for inspection from the gas decay tank rooms due to
the radiation posting of the rooms.
TVA stated that there is no safe shutdown equipment installed in the gas decay tank rooms, nor
any equipment that could initiate a plant trip. FPR Part VI stated that the combustible loading in
both rooms is insignificant. Additionally, TVA stated that all the adjacent rooms which contain
cables or equipment needed for FSSD have installed automatic smoke detection.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, because
of the limited amount of combustibles in these rooms, the lack of safe shutdown equipment or
cables in the gas decay tank rooms, the automatic smoke detection installed in the adjacent
rooms that contain FSSD equipment or cables, and the ALARA concern identified by TVA,
performing surveillance of these penetration seals from only one side is consistent with
Interpretation 4, "Fire Area Boundaries," of NRC GL 86-10, and therefore, is acceptable.
6.3.4.5

Barriers between High Radiation Area Rooms (Rooms 676.0-A2, 676.0-A3,
692.0-A3 and 692.0-A5)

TVA stated that the barriers between Rooms 676.0-A2 and 676.0-A3, Rooms 676.0-A2 and
692.0-A3, and Rooms 692.0-A3 and 692.0-A5 are not accessible because of the high levels of
radiation present in these rooms.
TVA stated that there is no safe shutdown equipment installed in any of these rooms, nor any
equipment that could initiate a plant trip. FPR Part VI stated that the combustible loading in all
the rooms is insignificant. Additionally, TVA stated that all the adjacent rooms which contain
cables or equipment needed for FSSD have installed automatic smoke detection.
Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that, because
of the limited amount of combustibles in these rooms, the lack of safe shutdown equipment or
cables in Rooms 676.0-A2, 676.0-A3, 692.0-A3 and 692.0-A5, the automatic smoke detection
installed in the adjacent rooms which contain FSSD equipment or cables, and the ALARA
concern identified by TVA, not performing surveillance of these penetration seals is consistent
with Interpretation 4, "Fire Area Boundaries," of GL 86-10, and therefore, is acceptable.
6.3.5

Diesel Generator Building Lube Oil Storage Room Fire Doors

The lube oil storage room (Room 742.0-D2) is a 3-hour fire-rated compartment. The 3-hour fire
rated doors are in the open position and close only when the thermal link above the door melts
or the C02 suppression system for the room discharges. To conform to the guidelines of NFPA
30 and 80, these doors should be self-closing. At each opening, TVA installed hollow metal
side-hinged doors, which are normally closed. TVA stated that these doors are similar to rated
fire doors and are expected to prevent smoke and hot gases from a fire from passing through
the opening until the fusible links melt or the fire suppression system actuates.
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Based on its review of the information submitted by TVA, the NRC staff concludes that the fire
door configuration in the lube oil storage room complies with Position D. 1.j of Appendix A to
BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1 and, therefore, is acceptable.
7.0

CONCLUSION

On the basis of its review of TVA's as-designed FPR and TVA's supplemental information as
referenced by this evaluation, the NRC staff concludes that the fire protection program for WBN,
with the exception of Unit 1 specific OMAs, meets 10 CFR 50.48(a) and GDC 3 of Appendix A to
10 CFR Part 50, and is consistent with Sections IlI.G, Ill.J, Ill.L, and 111.0 of Appendix R to 10
CFR Part 50 and Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1, May 1976, with properly justified deviations
and exceptions. Therefore, the NRC staff finds the as-designed FPR acceptable, contingent on
the completion of the confirmatory items identified in Section 8.0 of this evaluation (Open items
140, 141, 142, and 143, Appendix HH). NRC approval of the Unit 1 OMAs is documented in
SSER 18, October 1995, of NUREG-0847, "Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Operation of
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2."
8.0 CONFIRMATORY ITEMS
#
(140)
(141)
(142)
(143)

Item Description
TVA to confirm to the NRC staff the completion of the Unit 2 OMA feasibility
walkdowns.
TVA to confirm to the NRC staff the completion of the Multiple spurious
operation scenario resolution actions for scenarios which only affect Unit 2.
TVA to confirm to the NRC staff the completion of the electrical coordination
modifications.
TVA to confirm the as-built FPR aligns with as-designed FPR. Gaps to be
submitted to the NRC for approval.
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9.5 Other Auxiliary Systems
9.5.1 Fire Protection
In the SER, the staff discussed its review results of the Watts Bar fire protection
program and fire hazards analysis submitted by the applicant on April 18, 1977;
September 8. 1980: and August 28, 1981. Subsequently, the applicant relocated the
fire protection information (via Amendment 87) from Section 9.5.1 of the FSAR and
submitted the revised Watts Bar Fire Protection Report (FPR) by letters dated
September 15. 1993 and its revisions dated November 18. 1994: April 27, 1995; June
15, 1995; and September 28, 1995.
The applicant initially revised its fire protection program report as a result of a
comprehensive review under its fire protection corrective action program

Watts Bar SSER 18
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(see Section 1.13.1 of SSER 18). The principal program changes in Revision 0 are the
removal of fire protection from the Technical Specifications (TSs) and documentation of
the fire area reanalysis. The applicant undertook this reanalysis to take advantage of the
compartmentation at Watts Bar and further subdivide the fire areas, and had described
this reanalysis in the previous February 5, 1992, revision of the FPR. By letter dated
June 2. 1993, the applicant described the revised fire areas. The applicant has
incorporated this description into this revision of the FPR. This revision also reflects fire
protection programmatic improvements and incorporates changes made in response to
NRC comments. In this revision, the applicant states that its fire protection program has
been developed to comply with, and is based on. the requirements of General Design
Criterion 3 in Appendix A to 10 CFR 50.48. paragraphs (a) and (e). and the applicant's
commitment to Sections III.G. III.J. Ill.L, and 111.0 of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50, and
Appendix A to Auxiliary Power Conversion Systems Branch (APCSB) Branch Technical
Position (BTP) APCSB 9.5-1. "Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants
Docketed Prior to July 1. 1976." In addition, the applicant committed to meet the
following NRC fire protection guidance: (1) NRC letter dated June 20, 1977, "Nuclear
Plant Fire Protection Functional Responsibilities. Administrative Controls and Quality
Assurance": (2) Generic Letter (GL) 81-12, "Fire Protection Rule," and NRC memorandum
of clarification to GL 81-12, dated March 22, 1982; (3) GL 82-21. "Technical Specifications
for Fire Protection Audits"; (4) GL 83-33, "NRC Positions on Certain Requirements of
Appendix R to 10 CFR 50"; (5) GL 86-10, "Implementation of Fire Protection
Requirements"; and (7) GL 88-12, "Removal of Fire Protection Requirements from
Technical Specifications."
The applicant has identified its revised Fire Protection Report as the document that
describes the operational phase of the fire protection program and consolidates the
regulatory fire protection program into a sinale document. Accordinaly, the staff has rereviewed the entire fire protection program, evaluating it against the NRC fire protection
requirements and review guidance listed above. Because Watts Bar has two units of
identical design (except as noted), this evaluation applies to the fire protection program
for both units.
By letters of July 9, 1993; November 11, 1994; December 23, 1994; and March 29, 1995,
the applicant submitted the results of its qualification testing of 1-hour Thermo-Lag 330-1
and 3-hour Thermo-Lag 770-1 electrical raceway fire barrier systems (ERFBSs). The staff
has reviewed the applicant's fire endurance testing program, its acceptance criteria, and
the test results against the fire barrier acceptance criteria guidance provided in GL 86-10,
"Implementation of Fire Protection Requirements," and its supplement, "Fire Endurance
Test Acceptance Criteria for Fire Barrier Systems Used To Separate Redundant Safe
Shutdown Trains Within the Same Fire Area."As a result of this review, the staff, in letters of December 2. 1992; April 6. 1994;
December 14, 1994 (meeting summary by P. S. Tam, dated December 21, 1994); April 19,
1995; and May 10, 1995, requested additional information related to the adequacy of the
proposed fire protection proaram. The applicant, in letters of February 10, 1993;
November 26. 1993; July 1. 1994; January 27, 1995; and May 26, 1995, submitted the
requested information to the staff for review and committed to make certain
modifications to plant fire protection features and to the plant fire protection program
and its implementation.
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In addition, the staff met with the applicant on October 13, 1993 (summary by P. S. Tam,
November 5. 1993); April 27, 1995 (summary by P. S. Tam, May 9, 1995); May 30, 1995
(site review notification by P. S. Tam, May 19, 1995): August 15, 1995 (summary by M.
Bugg, August 30, 1995); and October 10, 1995 (summary by M. Buigg, October 13, 1995)
to discuss technical issues related to Watts Bar's fire protection program and its
implementation.
The staffs consultant, Brookhaven National Laboratory, participated in reviewing
associated circuits and post-fire safe-shutdown capability and in preparing this safety
evaluation, and concurs with the staff's findings.
Section 9.5.1 of the FSAR, currently updated to Amendment 91, incorporates the fire
protection program by reference. Likewise, the staff's detailed evaluation of the revised
fire protection program is moved from the text of this section, and is relocated in
Appendix FF of this SSER. Since the applicant's original fire protection program, as
evaluated in the SER, has been fully superseded by subsequent submittals as stated
above, the open issues (identified as Outstanding Issue 12, Confirmatory Issue 38, and
Proposed License Condition 20) are considered resolved.
On the basis of its review of the applicant's Fire Protection Report through Revision 4,
and the applicant's supplemental information as referenced by this safety evaluation, the
staff concludes that the fire protection program for Watts Bar Nuclear Plant conforms to
the requirements of 10 CFR 50.48 and, except for (1) fire barrier penetration seal program
(refer to Appendix FF. Section 3.1.4) and (2) emergency lighting inside the reactor
building (refer to Appendix FF, Section 6.7), is acceptable. The staff will report resolution
of these two issues in SSER 19.
The staff tracked its efforts by TAC M63648. The two open issues identified above will
continue to be tracked bv this TAC number.
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9.5

Other Auxiliary Systems

9.5.1

Fire Protection

During the operating licensing review for Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) Unit 1, the NRC staff
documented its review of the WBN fire protection program in Appendix FF of NUREG-0847,
"Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Operation of Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2,"
Supplemental Safety Evaluation Report (SSER) 18, issued October 1995, and SSER 19, issued
November 1995. As part of the operating license application for WBN Unit 2, TVA submitted the
As-Designed Fire Protection Report (FPR) for WBN Units 1 and 2 to the NRC by letter dated
December 18, 2010, as revised and supplemented by letters dated December 20, 2010; January
14, March 16 and 31, May 6, 18, and 26, June 7 and 17, July 1 and 22, August 5 and 15,
September 30, October 28, November 21 and 30, 2011; March 13, April 12, 17, and 26, May 9
and 30, June 7 and 27, July 19, September 13, December 20, 2012; February 7 and 28, and
March 13, 2013. The NRC staffs detailed evaluation of the updated fire protection program
appears in Appendix FF to this SSER.

U1
U2

In the FPR, TVA stated that, "the purpose of the Fire Protection Report (FPR) is to consolidate a
sufficiently detailed summary of the WBN regulatory required Fire Protection Program into a
single document and to reflect the design as-constructed at the time of fuel load." The FPR
describes the operational phase of the fire protection program. Accordingly, the NRC staff
reviewed the entire fire protection program, except as noted below, using the agency's fire
protection requirements and review guidance. Because WBN consists of two units of identical
design, this evaluation applies to the fire protection program for both units, except as noted.
The NRC staff's review did not include Section 7, "Unit I Operator Manual Actions [OMAs]," of
Part VII of the FPR. The NRC's approval of the WBN Unit 1 OMAs is documented in SSER 18.
In Staff Requirements Memorandum SECY-07-0096, "Possible Reactivation of Construction and
Licensing Activities for the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Unit 2," dated July 25, 2007, the Commission
directed the NRC staff to use the existing WBN Unit 1 licensing basis as the reference basis for
the WBN Unit 2 review. To that end, where applicable, the NRC staff used the WBN Unit 1
approvals, as documented in SSER 18 and 19, as the basis for its approvals in
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U2

this evaluation instead of the agency's current guidance. The NRC used its current guidance as
the basis for approval for WBN Unit 2 OMA, associated circuits, multiple spurious operation, fire
water system design demand, the auxiliary control room, and radiant energy shields.

U2

The NRC staff met with TVA on January 19, February 3 and 15, March 29, April 22, May 12,
June 30, July 12 and 28, August 31, November 16, and December 21, 2011; and February 2,
2012, to discuss technical issues related to WBN's fire protection program and its
implementation. The NRC staff also conducted an audit at WBN from October 25-27, 2011,
which was documented by a report dated December 20, 2011 (ADAMS Accession No.
ML1 13500239).

U2

Unless otherwise noted, all information cited in the evaluation found in Appendix FF is from the
WBN FPR dated March 13, 2013 (ADAMS Accession No. ML1 30840169).
On the basis of its review of TVA's as-designed FPR and TVA's supplemental information as
referenced by this evaluation, the NRC staff concludes that the fire protection program for WBN,
with the exception of Unit 1 specific OMAs, meets 10 CFR 50.48(a) and GDC 3 of Appendix A to
10 CFR Part 50, and is consistent with Sections Ill.G, Ill.J, Ill.L, and 111.0 of Appendix R to 10
CFR Part 50 and Appendix A to BTP (APCSB) 9.5-1, May 1976, with properly justified deviations
and exceptions. Therefore, the NRC staff finds the as-designed FPR acceptable, contingent on
the completion of the confirmatory items identified in Section 8.0 of this evaluation (Open items
140, 141, 142, and 143, Appendix HH). NRC approval of the Unit 1 OMAs is documented in
SSER 18, October 1995, of NUREG-0847, "Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Operation of
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2."
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1.

"TVAplans to meet with the NRC staff in January 2014 to explain the SSER
applicability tables and the supporting documentation for the tables. As part of this
meeting, TVA will discuss with NRC the pending changes that need to be made to the
as-designed two-unit report and establish a schedule for the submittal of the update
which will include the new Part X1.
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